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 all we    need   is earth
earth is 
  all we    need Mother Earth is the source of all our energy.

For her sake, we believe that the future is generating cleaner energy.
For her sake, we are at the cutting edge of sustainable development.

For her sake, we use the most advanced technologies.

For her sake, we are us.
For her sake, we are so close to nature.
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message from the president of the board of directors

EDP Renováveis is now the 3rd largest renewable company in the world. A reinforcement of our leadership position that translates the 
success of the options and strategy this company pursued in the last years.

This result comes in a particular challenging period. Last year, all over the globe, the “real economy” felt the consequences of the financial 
crisis that had started in 2008.  Negative GDP growth and increase in unemployment are realities most countries need to address.  

Nevertheless, the energy sector - although not immune to this environment as the overall consumption and prices of energy decreased - 
has reinforced its strategic importance. Several countries and governments have earmarked the development of the sector as a short-term 
priority in order to re-launch the economy. 

The renewable sector, in particular, is key. For example, some of the policies already implemented, such as the “Stimulus Bill” in the US had 
significant impact last year, contributing for the 37 GW of new wind installed capacity worldwide, the largest increase ever. In the long run it 
is clear the transformation of the energy sector will occur, largely driven by the increase support on renewables.

In what regards EDP Renováveis, last year has proven to be another step towards a more mature organisation. 

Our existing asset base is becoming increasingly larger when compared to our yearly GW build-up. This fact impacts on the DNA of 
the organization and demands a more focused approach in areas such as operation & maintenance as well as energy management. 
In this respect, the hedging strategy, with very positive results, contributing with €19M to our results, is a clear evidence of this 
successful shift. 

In addition, this was the first full year where EDP Renováveis was under market scrutiny. Quarter upon quarter we have been raising the bar 
and delivering. Also, the establishment of sound corporate governance mechanisms, in particular, the activities and relationship between 
the various governing bodies, should be recognised as an important element that contributed to a more mature EDP Renováveis.

Looking ahead, the next 12 months are expected to be as challenging as the previous ones. We will need to adapt to an environment with 
low economic growth, regulatory uncertainty and low energy prices. Focus on execution, discipline and creativity will play a major role in 
continuing the successful path thus far. 

But one most recognise that the world has changed and prepare accordingly. In this regards EDP Renováveis has created additional growth 
options – as are the cases of the entry in the UK and Italy being now present in 10 countries – and has created additional flexibility to adjust 
its growth pace, particularly important in such an uncertain environment. This has been a difficult decision, but a necessary one to maintain 
the “low risk” strategic pillar as well as the credibility with our stakeholders.

A final word to our employees and shareholders, in particular, praise the commitment demonstrated by the first and the confidence 
provided by the latter. With this support, EDP Renováveis will continue to lead the way.

António Mexia 
President of the board of Directors

Lisbon, 13 of March 2010
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message from the CEO

In this 2009 Annual Report, we are pleased to share our results and main achievements. We want to explain to our shareholders how we 
were able to execute our business plan and fulfil our objectives, particularly in a demanding financial and economic environment. 

During 2009, EDP Renováveis consolidated its position as a leading company in the renewable energy sector, now ranking 3rd worldwide. 
This results from the joint effort of a team that today goes beyond 720 people spread over ten geographies (Portugal, Spain, France, 
Belgium, Italy, Poland, Romania, UK, Brazil and the United States), operating more than 6.2 GW of gross installed wind capacity  that 
produced nearly 11 GWh of electricity output. 

A strong set of results based on execution of a clear strategy

The three main strategic pillars that guide our development – focus and profitable growth, superior efficiency and controlled risk – 
are once again the backbone of 2009 operating and financial performance. 

EDP Renováveis installed 1.2 GW (+23% increase vs 2008 year-end installed capacity) and has more than 700 MW currently under 
construction. Production increased over 40%, Gross Profit grew 25% yoy to 725 million euros, EBITDA grew 24% to 543 million euros and the 
Net Profit increased by 10% to 114 million euros, reflecting a strong operating performance.

The quality of EDP Renováveis’ assets and superior efficiency are illustrated through the Company’s above average market load factors, 
a top tier EBITDA margin (75%) and a 12% improvement in opex/MW of installed capacity.

Last but not least, the financial management of the company, many times innovative, has allowed not only to maximize project value but 
also to continuously deliver solid value creation. 2009 investment reached 1.8 billion euros but debt has been maintained at controlled 
levels (23% of EDP Renováveis’ Enterprise Value).

All in all, 2009 results were backed by proven strategy and execution capabilities, top tier operational performance, 32 GW of pipeline1 
in ten attractive countries and, of course, a dedicated team of people. 

flexibility and execution in a very demanding year

I would like to emphasize again that this good performance was achieved in a demanding context.

Besides the financial crisis, 2009 was also impacted by lower energy demand, lower global energy prices (in Spain, pool price was around 
40% below than in 2008) and lower quality of wind resource (stronger load factor in the last quarter was unable to compensate for the 
decrease registered in the first three quarters – 29% fleet-wide load factor vs 30% in 2008).

We were able to take measures that allowed us to better mitigate risks arising from this context. In 2009, 84% of our production had none 
or limited exposure to market power prices. From the second half of 2008 onwards, we were pioneers in implementing a hedging strategy, 
which helped to diminish the unfavourable impact of lower energy prices in Spain. We were able to minimize adversities and still deliver a 
double digit growth and maintaining attractive profitability levels, best expressed by a high EBITDA margin...

In Spain, we secured 840 MW of projects in the pre-register for renewable capacity and reached excellent results in the Asturias’s Auction. 
In Poland, we concluded our first project, the 120 MW of Margonin wind farm. We also started construction of our first wind farm in 
Romania, with a 228MW project that is expected to be finished during 2010. In Portugal, we are actively participating in the construction of 
the 1,200 MW awarded in 2007 to ENEOP – Eólicas de Portugal.

In Brazil, one of our recently added geographies, we secured 14 MW of installed capacity and developed a pipeline of 1,500 MW. We also 
started preparing for our first constructed wind farm, a 70 MW project that should be operating by the end of 2010.

In the US, EDP Renováveis received cash grants and closed several institutional structures with financial partners (either tax equity or cash 
grant flip deals), in excess of 685 million dollars. We delivered 700 MW, in a market recognized as one with the most significant potential for 
wind development in the western world.

In early 2010, we entered into two new markets – Italy and UK. The acquisition of a pipeline of 520 MW in Italy gives us access to one of 
the fastest growing and profitable wind energy markets in Europe. In UK, our consortium was selected to develop up to 1.3 GW of offshore 
wind, which represents our first step in this promising technology.

1  Including UK and Italy.
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We also focused on savings in our Capital Expenditure, not only in turbine sourcing, but also in Balance of Plant (BOP), taking advantage 
of scale, local dynamics and revision of technical specifications based on the sharing of best practices across the Company, leading to 
increased efficiency.

Continuously working on strengthening the organization

Integration means a common way of doing things, while electing and preserving the strength of our diversity.

After having successfully complete the 1st phase areas (such as investment analysis and M&A, business development, accounting, 
planning and control, financial, investor relations, legal, regulation, risk management, markets/commercial issues, human resources 
and communication), several additional initiatives have been promoted at the operational and technical level, supporting the sharing of 
knowledge and best practices across the organization. 

In the technical side, we launched a global project called Technical Project Office to further cross-reference our best practices. 
This transversal project addressed technology updates, engineering and construction, BOP and turbine procurement, performance 
measurement and O&M, Control Centre and other relevant technical areas.

In IT, we developed several initiatives, with strong importance across the organization - the worldwide wind farm control centre that is being 
enlarged and optimized, the consolidation of SAP platforms, and the launch of a new integrated corporate intranet and EDP Renováveis 
public website. 

I also want to emphasize the  effort from the Human Resources team to develop a common policy for the entire Group, that will clearly 
support the company’s growth strategy and allow to align such important values as internal and external equity, development of human 
capital  and performance assessment. Finally, we developed several initiatives in the organizational field, namely the implementation of 
EDP Renováveis’ organizational model, the sustainability project in support of our strong commitment to a sustainable world, the structuring 
of the new offices in UK and Italy and the continuous effort to engage with our communities and partners 

The work of a dedicated and exceptional team

EDP Renováveis has not yet celebrated two years. But in 2009, the Company continued consolidating its more mature markets, further 
developed its most recent ones, positioned itself for new growth options (UK off-shore, Italy) and, simultaneously strengthened its organization

These results and initiatives were only possible due to the high quality, commitment and effort of all EDP Renováveis’ employees and 
the support of our stakeholders – shareholders, suppliers, clients, regulators, State and local authorities, land owners and all our 
community partners. 

Focus on long term and sustainable value creation through a solid business model where diversification (both geographic and 
technological) and timely regulation management have been very important. In fact, for EDP Renováveis, the words “long term” and 
“sustainability” are key, as it is the intention of the company to maintain and defend its 3rd position in the worldwide ranking.

As an example of our strong commitment to sustainability, we are proud to announce that EDP Renováveis’ 2009 Annual Report is the first 
being produced following the G3 guidelines of the Global Initiative Sustainability (GRI) for Sustainability reports..

In 2010, we want to continue consolidating EDP Renováveis as a top worldwide leader in renewable energy and as a major contributor in a 
more sustainable world, through the delivery of clean and safe energy. I invite you all to join us in this journey.

Ana Maria Fernandes
CEO
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management team

From left to right: 

Rui Teixeira CFO, João Paulo Costeira COO Europe, gabriel Alonso imaz COO North America, Luis Adão da fonseca CBDO
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edp renováveis - a leader in sustainable value creation

1. AbOut this rEPOrt

EDP Renováveis, S.A. is a company, incorporated in the end of 
2007 from the integration of EDP’s renewable assets in Europe 
and the US.

This annual report embraces all EDP Renováveis subsidiaries in 
the 2009 fiscal year, beginning January 1st, 2009 and ending 
December 31st, 2009, as well as some key events from the two 
first months of 2010.

This is the first report that EDP Renováveis produces following 
the G3 guidelines of Global Initiative Sustainability (GRI) for 
sustainability reports. The Company intends to produce 
Sustainability reporting on an annual base.

The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) directives define a set of 
indicators and recommendations to create a global standard 
for disclosing information concerning economic, environmental 
and social performance. A company’s adherence to these 
directives means that it concurs with the concept and practices 
of sustainability. EDP Renováveis’ parent company, EDP, is 
following GRI directives since 2001, and is currently member 
of the Dow Jones Sustainability index.

The economic and financial indicators of this report are based 
on IFRS standards. The whole report, including social and 
environmental indicators contemplated by GRI, was audited 
by KPMG.

EDP Renováveis produced this report as a commitment to 
sustainability development with all its stakeholders, namely 
its shareholders, business partners and employees, as 
an instrument to publicly report on its corporate social 
responsibility, taking into consideration the specificities 
of the Company business and sector.

2. Our COMMitMENts

PRiNCiPLEs Of sUsTAiNAbLE DEvELOPmENT

EDP Renováveis believes that sustainable development 
is possible and it is committed to guide its business 
activity in accordance with the sustainable development 
principles of the EDP Group.

CREATiON Of vALUE

•	 Create shareholder value. 

•	 Increase productivity and efficiency, and reduce exposure 
to risks related to the economic, environmental and social 
impact of activities. 

•	 Commit to costumer orientation, ensuring high quality of 
service. 

•	 Integrate environmental and social aspects in planning and 
decision-making processes.

EffiCiENT UsE Of REsOURCEs 

•	 Promote the development of cleaner and more efficient 
energy technology. 

•	 Develop energy generation means based on renewable 
sources. 

•	 Promote the rational use of energy.
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A global renewable energy company, leader in value 
creation, innovation and sustainability.

mission

edp values

Confidence 
Of shareholders, customers, suppliers 
and other stakeholders.

Excellence 
In the way we perform.

initiative 
Demonstrated by the behaviour and 
attitude of our people.

innovationi 
In order to create value in the several 
areas in which we operate.

sustainability 
Aimed at improving the quality of life for 
present and future generations.

Aim to be a long-term market leader 
in the renewable energy sector, 
pursuing credibility through safety, 
value creation, social responsibility, 
innovation, and respect for the 
environment.

visiON, missiON AND vALUEs

The Vision, Mission and Values are the affirmation of identity, 
will, objectives, principles and behaviours shared by a team 
aligned on a common project.

vision

EDP Renováveis has defined these statements in the beginning 
of 2010, considering its role in the whole EDP Group.
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ENviRONmENTAL PROTECTiON

•	 Minimise the environmental impact of all our business 
activities. 

•	 Participate in initiatives that contribute to the conservation of 
the environment. 

•	 Extend the use of environmental criteria across the whole 
value chain.

iNTEgRiTy

•	 Guarantee compliance with ethical standards in business 
operations. 

•	 Respect human rights within the Company’s sphere of 
influence. 

•	 Draw up specific codes of conduct.

RELATiONs wiTh sTAkEhOLDERs

•	 Ensure open, transparent and trustworthy relations with the 
different stakeholder groups. 

•	 Establish stakeholder communication channels and 
integrate stakeholders’ concerns. 

•	 Report economic, environmental and social performance in 
a credible and objective manner.

mANAgEmENT Of hUmAN CAPiTAL 

•	 Reinforce management systems that guarantee the health, 
safety and well-being of the workers. 

•	 Promote the development of personal capabilities and 
reward excellence and merit. 

•	 Fight against abusive and discriminatory practices, 
stimulate diversity and foster inclusion in all operations and 
in the value chain.

fOsTER ACCEss TO ELECTRiCiTy 

•	 Promote reliable and generalised access to electricity. 

•	 Adopt a transparent and socially just price policy. 

•	 Develop production means of appropriate quality, 
at a minimum cost.

sUPPORT sOCiAL DEvELOPmENT

•	 Support social and cultural promotion initiatives, based on 
transparent criteria of assessment of community relevance. 

•	 Foster the transfer of technology to developing countries.

biODivERsiTy POLiCy

Biodiversity loss due to human activity has accelerated in 
the last fifty years at a rate unlike any other in the history of 
mankind. The international Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 
programme points out that this trend will continue in the 
future and even worsen if no appropriate action is taken. 
It is everyone’s responsibility to reduce or halt the loss 
of biodiversity.

EDP Renováveis have pledged to apply EDP’s biodiversity policy, 
defined in 2007:

•	 Integrate biodiversity impact assessment in all phases of 
our Group’s business activity: project design, construction, 
operation and dismantlement of energy generation and 
distribution infrastructures; 

•	 Minimise any negative impact on biodiversity arising from 
our activities, and promote positive impacts. When any 
negative impact cannot be prevented, we will implement 
consensual compensation measures, which allows the 
achievement of a globally positive biodiversity balance 
sheet; 

•	 Contribute to broadening scientific knowledge on the 
different aspects of biodiversity, in particular by supporting 
institutions selected in a transparent manner and in 
accordance with superior technical capability criteria; 

•	 Strengthen dialogue and partnerships on biodiversity 
issues with public or private entities; 

•	 Regularly and transparently report on our Group’s 
performance in relation to biodiversity, under the revision of 
independent bodies, and promote regular consultation to 
the different stakeholders on this issue.

CORPORATE sOCiAL REsPONsibiLiTy 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a concept that refers to 
the set of commitments taken on by companies in the labour, 
social, environmental and human rights areas, and which 
constitute one of the component fields of the business strategy.

The United Nations, through Global Compact, defines guideline 
directives for companies that opt to contribute to sustainable 
development. EDP Renováveis commits itself to put these 
principles into practice and to inform society of the progress 
achieved. These ten principles are: 

hUmAN RighTs 

•	 Support and protect human rights. 

•	 Ensure that the company is not complicit in human rights 
abuses. 
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GrOss MW iNstALLEd CAPACity

mw installed Capacity
MW under Construction

EDPR NA
2,859 mw

99 MW

france
220 mw
39 MW

belgium
57 mw
13 MW

Poland
120 mw

-

Romania
-

228 MW

spain
2,278 mw
308 MW

Portugal
680 mw
53 MW

EDPR sA
14 mw

-

EDPR EU
3,355 mw
640 MW

EDP 
Renováveis

6,227 mw 
installed



The company has been able to deliver load factors consistently 
above market average, achieving these results based on an 
unique set of competences, such as:

•	 First mover advantage

•	 In-house top tier  wind assessment knowledge

•	 Turbine sourcing strategy

EDP Renováveis has a strong track record and proven 
capability to execute projects and deliver on targets. This was 
accomplished mainly through the successful development 
of greenfield and the smooth integration of the acquired 
projects. Additionally, EDP Renováveis has proven its ability 
to identify and integrate new international markets, which has 
contributed significantly to its focused and selective growth 
and success. 

OUR sTRATEgy AND CORE COmPETENCEs

EDP Renováveis wants to consolidate its position as a top 
worldwide player in renewable energy and as a leader in value 
creation for all stakeholders.

The company strategy aims to develop a robust and diversified 
portfolio, based on three pillars: Execution, Efficiency and 
Profitable Growth.

EDP RENOvávEis

EDPR 2009 key figures

Installed Capacity of 6,227 Gross MW (+35%) vis-à-vis 2008

Production Output of 10,907 GWh (+40%) vis-à-vis 2008

Total Assets of €11,3 billions

Year end Market Cap of €5,8 billions

EBITDA of €542 millions

Net income of €113 millions

Total Headcount of 721

Present in 10 countries*
*Includes Italy which is subsequent event of January 2010

LAbOUR 

•	 Uphold the principles of freedom of association and trade 
unions, and entitlement to collective bargaining. 

•	 Eliminate forced and compulsory labour. 

•	 Abolish any form of child labour. 

•	 Eradicate discrimination on the grounds of employment and 
occupation. 

ENviRONmENT 

•	 Support a preventive approach to environmental 
challenges. 

•	 Foster greater accountability to the environment. 

•	 Encourage the development and dissemination 
of environmentally friendly technology. 

ANTi–CORRUPTiON 

•	 Companies should take a pro-active stance against all 
forms of corruption including extortion and criminality.

3. PrOFiLE

EDP Renováveis is a worldwide leader in the renewable sector, 
dedicated to promote, build and operate wind farms, helping 
to deliver safe and clean energy.

EDP Renováveis share capital was initially admitted to 
trading in the official stock exchange NYSE Euronext Lisbon 
on June 4, 2008, in the year’s largest Initial Public Offering 
launched in Western Europe. Currently, EDP Renováveis is the 
second largest listed pure renewable player, with a market 
capitalization of 5,8 billion euros at the end of 2009.

EDP Renováveis is 77.5% directly and or indirectly owned by EDP 
– Energias de Portugal, the largest Portuguese company and 
the third largest Utility company in the Iberian market. 

With headquarters in Oviedo (Spain), EDP Renováveis currently 
operates in 10 markets: Portugal, Spain, France, Belgium, 
Poland, Romania, UK, Italy1, Brazil and the US, with a team 
of 721 people worldwide.

EDP Renováveis’ asset portfolio is well balanced, both in 
terms of geography and pipeline maturity, hence diversifying 
regulatory, market and operational risks, helping to achieve 
a more stable and secure cash flow profile.

EDP Renováveis has a strong presence in very attractive 
markets, with sound prospects for growth, favourable 
regulation and strong wind resource.

1 Sub sequential event to 2009 year-end 
(transaction closed on January 27th, 2010)

Robust
and Diversified

Portfolio

Execution

EfficiencyProfitable
Growth
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As such, EDP Renováveis is a wind player with clear competitive 
strengths oriented to value creation and profitable growth.

During 2009, EDP Renováveis installed 1.2GW, reaching a 
total of 6.2 GW worldwide. By the end of 2009, the company 
had 739 MW in construction and a pipeline of more than 
30 GW, enabling EDP Renováveis to pursue its goal of 10 GW of 
installed capacity until the end of 2012.

With high availability metrics and an overall global load factor 
of 29%, the company’s wind farms produced 10,9 GWh of 
“clean” energy, a 40% increase compared to 2008, enough 
to serve more than 2 million households and enabling to 
avoid the emission of more than 6 million tons of CO2 into 
the atmosphere.

In 2009, EDP Renováveis delivered revenues of 648 million 
euros, up 22%. EBITDA increased by 24%, reaching 542 
million euros, and total investment stood at €1,8 billion, in line 
with 2008.

On the technical side, EDP Renováveis leverages on the 
following core competences:

•	 Well experienced development and construction teams 
with consistently proven track record.

•	 Sound project management practice, combined with 
advantageous turbine sourcing strategy and sturdy control 
over capital expenditures.

•	 Top-tier availability metrics and world-class on-line 
dispatching systems in all major locations.

•	 O&M best-in-class model, internalizing some of the key 
functions to achieve superior efficiency and effectiveness, 
along with optimization of wind resource.

•	 In-house wind assessment knowledge which is proven to 
be replicable in new markets.
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Robust balance
sheet and solid framework

with EDP

Pioneer on
innovative
structures
optimizing
project’s
return

Strong track
record

on growth
and targets

delivery

Pioneer on
innovative
structures
optimizing
project’s
return

Clear defined
targets

to maintain
the superior

growth

Pure play
renewable energy company

with a sound asset base

Premium load factors
and superior

EBITDA margin

Sector with
positive trend for

the long-term

First mover on an
effective active risk
management policy

TOP NOTCH
WIND PLAYER DELIVERING

PROFITABLE GROWTH
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key indicators (2008 to 2009)

fiNANCiAL iNDiCATORs

(€ m) 2009 2008   €  %

EDP Renováveis

Gross Margin (incl. Tax Equity 
Revenue) 725 581 143 25%

Opex & Other Operating Results 183 144 39 27%

EBITDA 543 438 105 24%

EbiTDA margin % 74.9% 75.3%

EBIT 231 232 -1 0%

Financial Results (72) (77) 5 (6%)

Net Income (EDPR Equity holders) 114 104 10 10%

Capex 1,846 2,091 -245 -12%

Total Assets (book value) 11,294 9,397 1,897 20%

Equity (market value) 5,784 4,364 1,420 33%

Net Debt (book value) 2,134 1,069 1,064 100%

Enterprise Value 9,126 6,674

Debt / Ev % 23.4% 16.0%

Net Debt / EBITDA 3.9 2.4

Europe

Turnover 441 401 41 10%

Gross Margin 436 389 48 12%

Opex & Other Operating Results 88 82 6 7%

EBITDA 348 307 42 14%

EbiTDA margin % 79.8% 78.9%

EBIT 195 188 7 4%

Capex 1,014 893 120 13%

North America

Turnover 205 132 73 55%

Gross Margin (incl. Tax Equity Revenue) 286 193 94 49%

Opex & Other Operating Results 72 54 18 33%

EBITDA 214 138 76 55%

EbiTDA margin % 74.9% 71.9%

EBIT 57 51 6 12%

Capex 826 1,198 -371 -31%

Note: Capex gross of Cash Grast

EBITDA (€ M) & EBITDA Margin (%)
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•	 In 2009, EDP Renováveis added 1.2 GW to its base of 
installed capacity, representing a 23% increase vis-à-vis 
FY2008. In the US, EDPR successfully installed 700 MW 
during the period, while in Europe added 461 MW and in 
Brazil 14 MW.

•	 In the 4Q09 stand alone, EDPR installed 650 MW of which 
322 MW in Europe and 328 MW in the US. In Europe, EDPR 
installed its first wind farm in Poland (120 MW),  added 
109 MW in Spain and 84 MW in Portugal (of which 42 MW 
related to the capacity of Eólicas de Portugal consortium 
attributable to EDPR). In the US, the additional capacity 
is the result of the full commissioning of Blue Canyon V 
(+65 MW in 4Q), Meadow Lake I (+61 MW in 4Q), Top Crop I 
(102 MW) and Lost Lakes (101 MW) wind farms.

•	 By December 09, EDPR had 739 MW under construction. 
In Europe, 48% of this capacity (308 MW) is under 
construction in Spain, 8% in Portugal (53MW related to the 
attributable capacity in the Eólicas de Portugal consortium) 
and 44% in the Rest of Europe (280 MW, of which 228 MW 
in Romania). In the US, EDPR has currently 99 MW under 
construction from Meadow Lake II wind farm in Indiana.
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installed Capacity (gross mw) fy09 fy08   mw

Spain 2,278 2,109 +169

Portugal1 680 553 +127

Rest of Europe 397 232 +165

Europe 3,355 2,894 +461

Us 2,859 2,158 +700

brazil 14 +14

Total 6,227 5,052 +1,175

Under Construction (gross mw) fy09

Spain 308

Portugal 53

Rest of Europe 280

Europe 640

Us 99

brazil 0

Total 739

1 Includes 85 MW in the FY09 attributable to EDPR under the Eólicas de Portugal 
consortium.

iNsTALLED CAPACiTy AND UNDER CONsTRUCTiON

2009 Additions
Gross MW

+650 +1,175

+276

+136
+113

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q FY2009

wind farms in fy09 installed Capacity

100% EbiTDA mw Net (% held)

spain 2,278 1,861 1,787

Under Transitory Regime 1,414 1,091 1,064

Under RD 661/2007 864 770 723

Portugal 680 595 660

Under old remuneration 595 595 575

Under new remuneration1 85 85

france 220 220 220

Under old remuneration 9 9 9

Under new remuneration 211 211 211

belgium 57 57 40

PPA 57 57 40

Poland 120 120 112

PPA 120 120 112

Total Europe 3,355 2,853 2,819

Us

PPA 1,825 1,750 1,769

Hedged 264 138 138

Merchant 770 735 735

Total Us 2,859 2,624 2,642

brazil

PPA 14 14 8

Total brazil 14 14 8

Total EDP Renováveis 6,227 5,491 5,469

1 Includes 85 MW in the FY09 attributable to EDPR under the Eólicas de 
Portugal consortium.

iNsTALLED CAPACiTy

GWh

PPA / Hedge Market W / Fixed Component
Feed in Tariff Merchant

 
11%

15%

12% 62%

 EBITDA GWh 2009 Generation 

26 10,9071,999

1,075
7,807

2008 EDPR EU EDPR NA EDPR SA 2009

+276

+139

+40%



•	 After a solid 4Q, the wind output for the full 2009 
increased a sound 40% vs. 2008. The US assets continue 
to be the major contributor to the output increase, while 
European assets managed to deliver a strong recovery 
on the last quarter of the year, on the back of a high 
quality of wind resource.

•	 EDPR’s total average load factor in FY2009 was 29%, with 
Europe’s strong performance compensating the lower 
wind resource achieved in the US. On a quarterly basis, 
the average load factor remained stable at 34%, being 
strong in all European regions but below average in the 
US. Such stability on the total average load factor is the 
result of a balanced portfolio and a selective geographical 
diversification in terms of countries and regions.

•	 In Europe, load factors increased on a quarterly basis 
+700bps. After three quarters of a wind resource below 
average, the load factors in the last quarter of the year 
have reached historical record levels in most European 
regions, enabling a strong recovery of the accumulated 
load factors. Portugal, in the 4Q09, reached an impressive 
load factor of 37%, while Spain and Rest of Europe 
delivered a sound 33% and 32%, respectively.

•	 In the US, the average load factor decreased 200bps on 
an accumulated basis, influenced by a below average 
wind resource throughout 2009. On the 4Q09 stand alone, 
the average load factor dropped from the 40% historical 
record level achieved in 4Q08, to a 34% load factor (which 
is slightly below long-term expected average).

•	 Next events: FY2009 results will be released before the 
market open on the 25th of February. Conference call.
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key indicators (2008 to 2009)

ELECTRiCiTy gENERATED AND LOAD fACTOR

Electricity generated (EbiTDA gwh) fy09 fy08  %
Spain 3,275 2,632 24%

Portugal 1,275 1,028 24%

Rest of Europe 426 238 79%

Europe 4,975 3,898 28%

Us 5,905 3,907 51%

brazil 26

Total 10,907 7,804 40%

Load factor 4Q09 4Q08 fy09 fy08

Spain 33% 27% 26% 26%

Portugal 37% 28% 28% 27%

Rest of Europe 32% 24% 23% 23%

Europe 34% 27% 26% 26%

Us 34% 40% 32% 34%

brazil 22% 22%

EDRP 34% 34% 29% 30%
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1 Source: Based on REE data.
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social indicators 2009 2008
Employment
Nº of workers 721 630

Gender ratio (% males) 68% 66%
Global satisfaction index (%) 78% -
Turnover rate (1) 15% 34%
Average employee age (years) 37.7 37.5

Avg. EDPR minimum wage / National mininum 
Wage 2.3 n.d.

Training 
Total Hours of Training 14,559 7,569

Employees Trained 414 n.d.
Total Training Investment (€k) 302 235

Prevention & safety (spain and N.A.)
OSHAS 18 001 (% installed Capacity) 37% n.d.

On duty accidents (n) (including contractors) 29 n.d.
Fatal On-duty accidents (n.) 1 n.d.
Total days lost due to accidents (1) 131 n.d.

Environmental indicators 2009 2008
Environmental certification

Environmental certification under ISO 14001 
(nº facilities) 10 5

Certified net maximum installed capacity (MW) 290 155

Atmospheric emissions
CO2 Avoided (kt) 6,122 4,251

waste
Total waste (t) 267 137

Total hazardous waste (t) 137 42
Recovered waste (%) 96% 94%

biodiversity
Production centres in classified areas (%) 12% n.d.

Environmental Expanditure and investment 
(€ ‘000) 9,548 4,500

Economic indicators 2009 2008
Significant financial assistance received from 
government (€M) 297 n.d.

Direct Economic value generated

Revenues 729

Economic value Distributed

Operating Costs 140

Employee wages and benefits 43

Payments to providers of capital 72

Payments to government 45

Community Investments 741

Economic value Retained 429

 (1) Do not include contracted workers

# of Headcount per Platform

365303

8

45

EDPR EU EDPR NA
EDPR SA EDPR Holding
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hEADCOUNT

by year End 2009 2008  %
European Platform 365 324 13%

North American Platform 303 276 10%

South American Platform 8

EDP Renováveis & other 45 30 50%

Total 721 630 14%

# Headcount per Platform

2008 2009

EDPR EU EDPR NA
EDPR SA EDPR Holding

324 365

303

45
8

276

30
630

721
14%

Notes:
i)  includes headcount from other EDP group companies in outsourcing capacity
ii) excludes headcount from divested operations
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16 Jul – eDp renováveis announces 
1H2009 provisional operating data:
capacity increased 249 MW (35 MW 
in Europe, 200 MW in US, being 
the remaining 14 MW installed in 
Brazil) and electricity output totalled 
5,253 GWh, meaning a 33% increase 
comparing with the 1st half of 2008. 
Load factor in Europe was 23% and 
in the US 32%.
29 Jul – eDp renováveis announces 
1H2009 results:
Gross Profit was €355.9 million (+24% 
YoY) and EBITDA €270.8 million (+19% 
YoY), with an EBITDA margin of 76.1%. 
Net income reached €65.6 million, 
having increased 32% YoY.

18 Mar – eDp renováveis increases its 
presence in the Brazilian wind market:
EDP Renováveis Brazil has signed 
an agreement with innoVent, for the 
acquisition of the total share capital of its 
subsidiary Elebrás Projects.
21 Mar – eDp renováveis contracts 
Vestas for 76 wind generators for two 
romanian wind farms:
EDP Renováveis has contracted for a 
total of 76 wind generators for wind 
energy projects in Romania. The wind 
generators will be installed from late 
2009 and throughout 2010.

6 MaY – eDp renováveis announces 
1Q2009 results:
Gross Profit amounted to €198.1 million 
in the quarter (+27% YoY), EBITDA totalled 
€154.4 million (+23% YoY), reaching an 
EBITDA margin of 77.9%. Net income was 
€49.8 million (+87% YoY).

2 FeB – eDpr signs a power purchase 
agreement (ppa) with the public Service 
Company of oklahoma in the united 
States:
EDPR entered into a 20-year Power Purchase 
Agreement with the Public Service Company 
of Oklahoma, for the renewable wind energy 
produced by the 99 MW wind farm of the 
Blue Canyon V.
17 FeB – approval of key energy-related tax 
incentives in the uS:
The President of the US has signed today 
the American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act of 2009, which includes a number of 
energy-related tax and policy provisions 
to benefit the development of wind energy 
generation in the country: Three year 
extension of the Production Tax Credit (PTC); 
Option to elect a 30% Investment Tax Credit 
(ITC) in lieu of the PTC; and, a cash grant 
provided by the Secretary of Treasury in lieu 
of the ITC.
28 FeB – eDp renováveis announces 
Ye2008 results:
Gross Profit reached €581 million (+82% YoY) 
and EBITDA €438 million (+91% YoY), with 
an EBITDA margin of 75.3%. Net income 
increased more than 25 times to €104 million.

14 apr – eDp renováveis holds its 
annual General Shareholders Meeting
22 apr – eDp renováveis announces 
1Q2009 provisional operating data:
Capacity increased by 113 MW and 
electricity output reached 2,837 GWh, 
more 40% than in 1st quarter of 2008. 
Load factor in Europe was 28% and in 
the US 40%.

8 Jan – eDp renováveis announces the 
commercial operation of 3 wind farms 
with 500 MW in December 2008:
EDP Renováveis, fully commissioned in 
December of 2008 the 201 MW Meridian 
Way Wind Farm, located in Kansas, the 
102.9 MW Rattlesnake Road Wind Farm 
located in Oregon, and the first phase 
(201.3 MW) of the Pioneer Prairie Wind 
Farm, located in Iowa.
20 Jan – eDp renováveis announces 
Ye2008 provisional operating data:
EDP Renováveis installed 1,413 MW in 
2008 and accomplished its target for 
the year. Electricity output reached 
7,807 GWh, more 78% than in 2007. 
Load factor in Europe was 26% and in 
the US 34%.

18 June – Horizon Wind energy signs 
power purchase agreement with 
amerenue:
Horizon Wind Energy has entered into 
a 15-year Power Purchase Agreement 
with AmerenUE to sell renewable wind 
energy from the 102.3 MW second phase 
of its Pioneer Prairie Wind Farm, which 
has a total installed capacity of 300 MW 
already in operation.

Jan
FeB

Mar
apr MaY

Jun

Jul
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14 oCt – eDp renováveis announces 
3Q2009 provisional operating data:
capacity increased by 525 MW (139 MW in 
Europe and 372 MW in the US) and electricity 
output reached 7,295 MW, more 36% than in 
9M2008. Load factor was 21% both in Europe 
and in the US.
20 oCt – eDp renováveis begins operating 
one of poland’s largest wind farms:
EDP Renováveis put into operation one of 
the largest wind farms in Poland, with an 
installed capacity of 120 MW. Investment 
figures amount to €166 million.
20 oCt – Government of asturias 
provisionally awards 246 MW to 
eDp renováveis:
The Government of Asturias provisionally 
awarded 246 MW to EDP Renováveis, 
corresponding to circa 36% of the total 
capacity to be attributed in this tender.
28 oCt – eDp renováveis announces 
3Q2009 results:
Gross Profit reached €495.5 million (+23% 
YoY) and EBITDA €368.5 million (+20% YoY) 
with an EBITDA margin of 70.1%. Net income 
grew 19% YoY to €70.1 million.

1 Sep – eDp renováveis establishes a 
new type of institutional partnership 
structure for 101 MW in the uS:
Horizon Wind Energy has closed $101.9 
million of institutional equity financing 
from JPM Capital Corporation in 
exchange for an economic interest in its 
100.5 MW Rail Splitter project in Illinois.
1 Sep – uS treasury approves 
eDp renováveis’ first cash grant in an 
amount of $48 million:
The US Department of Treasury 
approved the cash grant in the amount 
of $48 million, applicable to the Wheat 
Field wind farm with an installed 
capacity of 97MW.

02 DeC – eDp renováveis closes two 
institutional partnership structures in the 
uS amounting to $228 million:
Horizon Energy has signed two institutional 
partnership structures with GE Energy 
Financial Services in the amount of $228 
million. This deal refers to a sale in a stake 
at Vento III portfolio and to a partnership 
structure at the Blue Canyon V wind farm.
16 DeC – eDp renováveis obtains 840 MW 
on the Spanish pre-registry for renewable 
capacity:
Out of the total 6,389 MW of wind power 
capacity assigned by the Spanish 
Government, EDP Renováveis obtained 840 
gross MW, corresponding to 31 wind farms 
and to 13% of the total allocated capacity.
28 DeC - eDp renováveis monetized $525 
million of tax credits in 2009 related to the 
700 MW installed in the period: 
EDPR by choosing, for each wind farm, the 
best tax credit monetization instrument 
available, for its 2009 projects, raised $525 
million of which: i) $217 million through cash 
grants in lieu of PTC, related to 398 MW; ii) 
$192 million through institutional partnership 
structures incorporating the MACRS and the 
cash grant in lieu of PTC, related to 202 MW; 
and iii) $117 million through institutional 
partnership structures incorporating the 
MACRS and the PTC, related to 99 MW.

8 Jan – eDp renováveis awarded 1.3 GW 
of wind offshore capacity in the uK:
EDP Renováveis and SeaEnergy, through a 
joint-venture designated Moray Renewables, 
have been awarded exclusive rights to 
develop offshore wind farm sites in the North 
East of Scotland, with an approximated 
target capacity of 1.3 GW.
25 Jan – eDp renováveis signs long-term 
agreement to sell green certificates 
in poland:
EDP Renováveis≠ has just entered into a 
15-year agreement with Energa to sell the 
green certificates generated from its 120 MW 
Margonin wind farm in Poland.
27 Jan – eDp renováveis enters the Italian 
wind market through the acquisition of 
520 MW to be developed: 
EDP Renováveis acquires 85% of Italian Wind, 
adding to its portfolio several wind projects 
in Italy totalling 520 MW in different stages of 
maturity and in prime locations. The amount 
paid for the above mentioned stake is €12 
million and additional success fees will be 
paid as the wind projects reach certain 
predefined milestones.
03 FeB – eDp renováveis announces 
Ye2009 provisional operating data: 
EDP Renováveis installed 1,175 MW and 
achieved an electricity output 10,907 GWh, 
more 40% than in 2008. Load factor in Europe 
was 26% and in the US 32%.
17 FeB - eDp renováveis signs ppa with 
tennessee Valley authority in the uS:
EDP Renováveis entered into a 20- year 
Power Purchase Agreement with Tennessee 
Valley Authority (TVA) to sell 115 MW of 
renewable wind energy from the first phase 
of its Pioneer Prairie Wind Farm located in 
Mitchell and Howard Counties in Iowa.
25 FeB – eDp renováveis announces 
Ye2009 results: 
Gross profit reached €725 million and EBITDA 
€543 million with an EBITDA margin of 75%. 
Net Income increased 10% to €114 million.
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EdP rENOVáVEis OrGANizAtiON

EdP
rENOVáVEis EdPr1

EdP  
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1 Non-exhaustive Organization Chart, illustrating key business companies rather than 
a comprehensive list of legal entities. For simplification purposes, country holdings are 
shown representing individual wind farm entities.

2 Subsequent event (transaction closed on January 27th, 2010)
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busiNEss FrAMEWOrK

mACRO & ENERgy

introduction

2009 was characterized by a strong economic contraction 
which was one of the most adverse, on a global scale, 
since the Great Depression of the 1930s. The size and 
depth of the recessive process justified an unprecedented 
intervention by the monetary authorities and governments, 
which proved to be decisive for restoring a climate of trust 
and for re-establishing a more normalized operation of the 
markets, as well as the consequent reversal of the economic 
activity path.

The economic projections for 2010 and beyond have gradually 
become more promising, despite still being characterized by 
a high-level uncertainty. The recovery process will be different 
from country to country according to the intrinsic financial 
capacity and condition. Thus, the developing economies 
should take on the status of global economy boosters due 
to the reduced exposure to specific financial and sector 
problems. In the developed economies, the correction of 
accumulated financial imbalances in the last years has 
inflicted limitations to the economic growth capacity in the 
short run. The disinflationary period that prevailed since 
mid-2008 may have ended, in some respect influenced by the 
basic raw materials’ price increase.

The financial markets registered periods of great turbulence 
in the beginning of the year, with a devaluation of the 
cyclical financial assets and investment strategies directed 
especially towards the preservation of capital. The decisive 
attitudes on behalf of the authorities, which included 
providing encouragement to the economic activity by 
reducing interest rates to meaningless values, facilitating 
the access to short-term liquidity, and partially taking on the 
counterparty risk in the private sector through the granting 
of endorsements and warranties, proved to be crucial for the 
reduction of the vicious cycle of risk aversion.

The interest rates reached cycle minimum values. The 
main short-term interest rate indexations in the euro 
zone sustainably registered inferior values to those of the 
Central Bank’s reference rate (1%). In the longer term, the 
expectations of the normalization of the economic cycle and 
the uncertainties about the long-term effects on the public 

finances have developed a moderating effect upon the 
decrease potential. The risk cost, which reached extremely 
high values in the beginning of the year, has decreased, thus 
contributing to the dynamics of debt issuances in the primary 
market, despite, however, some risk being transmitted to the 
sovereign debt, especially in the most financially unbalanced 
countries.

Stock Market and Risk Premium in Corporate Debt

Global Stock Index (100=jan2007)
Corp. Risk Premium fo Rating A Co. in EU (p.b.)
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The main stock markets benefitted from the change in 
market conviction and the 2009 recessive framework was 
paradoxically associated to one the greatest stock market 
recoveries in decades.

Still under the effects of the global financial and economic 
crisis, 2009 saw an unprecedented drop of worldwide energy 
demand, particularly in the power and gas markets. 

This demand drop led to a situation of overcapacity in power 
and gas markets, aggravated by investments made in 
new capacity and infrastructure which were already under 
construction or in advanced development stage before the 
crisis and therefore could not be revised in order to adjust 
to the evolution of demand.

Energy commodity prices fell in 2009 relative to average values 
of 2008. However, 2008 ended with a collapse in commodity 
prices, which gradually recovered after the first quarter of 
2009. This improvement was most visible in oil and coal prices, 
although it may not necessarily be associated with an actual 
increase in demand for these fuels due to economic recovery, 
but may rather reflect anticipation by economic agents of a 
new scarcity situation in the near future. In fact, the demand 
recovery seen particularly in emerging economies, combined 
with stagnation or even decline in supply, due to depletion 
rates (particularly in oil) and cancellation or postponement  of 
important projects, may lead to a situation similar to the one 
observed in 2007/2008.

Global Performance (Real GDP) (%)

World

Source: FMI
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Climate Change was high on the political agenda during 2009, 
with negotiations at the Copenhagen Conference.

The Conference resulted in a non-binding accord, signed 
by 28 countries (including United States, European Union, 
China, India and Brazil), in which signatories agreed to submit 
their voluntary targets of emissions reduction by the 31st of 
January, 2010. The accord also included goals for financing 
to developing countries, with the aim of helping mitigate their 
expected emissions growth.

Although Copenhagen ended without a global binding 
agreement, it was the first time that countries such as China, 
India, and even the United States, announced a commitment 
to specific emissions reduction goals.

2009 will also be remembered by stimulus packages to spur 
economic recovery across the world, with significant funding 
allocated to the power and gas sector. 

Besides ensuring a stable support and continuity to investment 
in the short term, particularly in renewable energy, these 
stimulus packages are also specifically targeting areas that 
could represent relevant business opportunities for the sector 
in the medium and long term, such as energy efficiency, 
electric mobility and Carbon Capture and Sequestration (CCS).

EUROPE
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The euro zone once again registered an increase of activity 
in the third quarter of 2009 due to the expansion of global 
trade, the normalization of the production cycle, and the public 
policies’ support. This alteration in the activity’s direction will 
not, however, be enough to prevent a reduction of the GDP 
in the euro zone in 2009 by around 4% in real terms. 2010 is 
viewed to have a moderate product expansion.
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Fuels Price Evolution
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As for natural gas, 2009 saw the decoupling between spot gas 
prices and oil prices, caused by the collapse in gas demand, 
both in Europe and in the United States. Excess volumes were 
directed to spot markets pressing international gas prices to 
a substantially lower level.

However, this price reflects not only the demand-supply 
balance of 2009 allowances but also the balance of the 
whole period until at least 2020, given the possibility of CO2 
allowances banking throughout this period.

As a consequence of the drop in fuel prices, wholesale power 
prices fell throughout Europe and the United States.

Pool Prices €/MWh

Portugal Spain Germany France UK US
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65.8

38.89

69.2
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26.1
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(US price is a volume weighted average of 9 hubs across the country)
(values in EUR/MWh)

Given that the CO2 price remained mostly constant and at 
relatively low levels, marginal costs of coal and combined cycle 
plants (CCGT) were similar along the year.

However, coal plants had higher load factors in the first 
quarter, gradually losing competitiveness to gas as gas prices 
based on long-term contracts indexed to oil (with a typical lag 
of 6 months) reflected the evolution of oil prices.

Regarding the CO2 emission allowances market, the reduction 
in electricity demand as well in industrial production caused by 
the recession, caused a reduction in  emissions, with a direct 
impact on the ETS (Emissions Trading Scheme) CO2 price, which 
dropped from 22.1 EUR/ton (2008 average) to 13.1 EUR/ton 
(2009 average). 



period. The adjustment in the Spanish job market is not only 
characterized by its size but also by the growth of salaries 
much higher than the inflation rate. However, the very 
significant growth in productivity gains appeases the effects 
in labour costs. The strain on the activity has had material 
repercussions on the decrease of the external deficit. The 
latter has been reduced to almost half, to approximately 5% of 
the GDP.

In relation to public finances, the government plans to return 
to a situation of virtual balance in 2012-2013. As for 2010, the 
economic growth should be practically null, appearing as a 
more moderate version of the actions seen in 2009, with the 
external boosting compensating the frailty of internal demand.

Regarding Iberia, it should be noted firstly, those prices in the 
two countries are the lowest among European markets and 
secondly, that the Portuguese and Spanish price differential 
was very low, in contrast with the situation of 2008. 

The former is explained by higher overcapacity in Iberia when 
compared to other markets which, in some cases, actually face 
capacity shortages (e.g. UK), only delayed with the economic 
crises. This overcapacity situation paired with take-or-pay 
clauses of long-term gas contracts, affected mainly thermal 
power plants in both margins and volumes. 

The latter is explained by the growing integration of 
the Portuguese and Spanish markets, as a result of the 
implementation of MIBEL, combined with the growing similarity 
of the marginal generation portfolio of both countries.

On generation volumes, operating hours of Iberian thermal 
plants dropped in 2009 due to the fall in demand combined 
with the continued increase in renewable capacity and 
generation. 2009 is the first year in which wind generation 
surpassed coal generation on an annual basis.
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Economic growth outlook in Poland is positive for the short 
and medium term, growing more quickly than the average 
of the EU at around 3.5% per year for the next 4 years. It will 
continue to be an attractive market for consumer goods, given 
its large population, and will build demand in the construction 
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Portugal (Real GDP, Inflation and Unemployment) (%)
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The impact of the international economic and financial crisis 
on the Portuguese economy’s performance was substantiated 
by a decrease of the GDP slightly lower than 3% in real terms; 
the most acute in recent years. Notwithstanding the recessive 
framework, the direct effects proved to be less scathing than 
for most of the euro zone. The reduction in aggregate demand 
became evident in relation to investment and exportation 
due to the decrease of world trade and the reassessment of 
production perspectives. The more sensitive sectors to the 
cyclical fluctuations and external demand were penalized, 
especially the construction and manufacturing industries.

The coming years are projected to be ones of moderate 
economic activity expansion which should benefit from 
the banishment of the effects of the crisis, as well as the 
reinvigoration of world trade. The strength of the expansion 
cycle depends on the resourcefulness used to improve 
the appeal of the Portuguese products and services in the 
international and domestic markets, without which the 
correction of the external debt would be difficult, unless it 
results of a significant retraction of the internal demand, given 
the public and private sector financial constraints.
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The estimated decrease of the Spanish GDP in 2009 is similar 
to that of the euro zone average (4%), and stems from the very 
severe adjustment of the investment and private consumption.

Unlike most member states, which witnessed the return 
to positive product growth rates in the third quarter, Spain 
showed a much slower recovery. It registered the biggest 
increase in unemployment, which practically tripled to 
approximately 20% of the active population in a two-year 31



USD and Brazilian Real Exchange Rate Against Euro
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The North American dollar resumed its depreciation tendency 
to approximately 1.50 dollars to the euro. The subsequent 
recovery was due to the more recurrent signs of the US 
economy’s recovery as opposed to the cooling of European 
indicators and the increase of institutional uncertainty in the 
euro zone. The currencies of emerging markets were valued 
following the commitments obtained in the G20 headquarters 
for the stability of the world financial system.

bRAziL

Brazil (Real GDP, Inflation and Unemployment) (%)
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Brazil is expected to be in the beginning of a new cycle in the 
expansion of activity after the 2009 stagnation, revealing a 
less evident impact from the change in external conditions and 
a great resilience of internal demand. At the end of the year, 
the activity indexes practically returned to the levels which were 
dominant before the intensification of the world crisis, as the 
job market already shows signs of recovery. This performance 
proves to be a very favourable internal framework, with 
investment gaining importance. The inflation rate is in line 
with the objectives defined by the central bank for price 
stability (4.5%), in both current levels and the economic agents’ 
expectations.

The macroeconomic instabilities are not very significant as 
the public finances levels are reasonable (4% for the deficit 
and 64% for the public debt, as a % of the GDP). The external 
deficit is relatively low (1.2% of the GDP) and it has a favourable 
demographic framework, in contrast to what has been 
foreseen for developed economies, allowing for an additional 
spur to the potential growth factors. In the scope of two 

sector due to its need to improve infrastructure. The business 
environment in Poland looks stable, as the government 
reduces the burden of business regulation gradually. The Polish 
government desires to carry out public spending reforms, 
though now is limited, will become necessary if they want to 
complete their deadline to adopt the euro in 2014.

Romania’s economic outlook in the short and medium term is 
mixed. Fast growth rates of recent years will not be replicated 
in the short term as growth slows sharply (real GDP contraction 
of 7.4% in 2009). Even though, the prospects for economic 
growth are fairly good in the long term. Business environment 
improved modestly as a result of new policies towards private 
enterprise and the foreign trade regime, as well as continued 
investment in infrastructure.

NORTh AmERiCA

United States (Real GDP, Inflation and Unemployment) (%)
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The US’ economic activity has revealed itself to be much 
heartier than expected, but there is still a high level of 
unpredictability. The reduction of the GDP in real terms in 2009 
is expected to be 2.5%, and it should benefit from the inversion 
of the recessive cycle in the third quarter, sustained by private 
consumption, residential investment and exports, the first 
being boosted by public stimulus and the increase of real 
available income. At the same time, a significant slowdown 
in the employment slump was ascertained, although the 
unemployment rate remained high. The investment prospects 
were more consolidated and showed an improvement in 
the confidence index from businesses, as well as a gradual 
normalization of the capital market.

The inflationary pressures remain under control, thus allowing 
for the conservation of an accommodative monetary policy. The 
main interest rate lies between 0.00% and 0.25%. The longer-
term interest rates tended to go up at the end of the year, in line 
with a more optimistic perception of the economic conjuncture. 
The support measures for the liquidity of the financial system 
are being reassessed, in relation to their revealed avail.

The next two years are seen as ones of a return to growth 
conditions, potentially around (2.5%). The main uncertainty lies 
in the level of autonomy and the intensity of private demand, 
given the probable squandering of the stimulation effects from 
the public measures, especially in the housing and automobile 
market. This viewpoint has come to justify the cautious 
positioning of companies when assessing business growth 
opportunities and the respective staff.
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EUROPE 

In 2009 new wind installations amounted to 10,163 MW, a 23% 
increase compared to 2008, despite the financial crisis and 
economic downturn. New onshore wind farms amounted to 
9,581 MW (up 21% from last year) while offshore wind farms 
amounted to 582 MW (up 56% from 2008). At the end of 2009, 
wind capacity reached 74,767 MW. 

For the second year in a row, new wind capacity installed in the 
EU was higher than any other electricity-generating technology. 
Wind power is an important player in Europe’s energy market, 
as, according to EWEA, 39% of all new capacity installed was 
wind power generation, followed by gas (26%) and solar 
photovoltaics (16%). According to EWEA estimates, wind farm 
capacity could provide 4.8% of total European demand. 

Offshore wind has started to expand after a period of sluggish 
growth with the completion of large projects, particularly in 
the UK and Germany, totaling 577 MW. This represents a 
growth rate of 54% compared to the 373 MW installed during 
2008. The momentum is likely to be sustained as currently 17 
offshore wind farms are under construction in Europe, totaling 
more than 3,500 MW and a further 52 have won full consent in 
European waters, totaling more than 16,000 MW.

Germany continues to rank as the highest, in terms of total 
installed capacity in EU, with 25,777 MW, followed by Spain 
(19,149 MW), Italy (4,850 MW), France (4,492 MW) and the UK 
(4,051 MW).

However, in terms of new installed capacity during 2009, 
Spain ranked the highest with 2,459 MW installed, followed by 
Germany (1,917 MW), France (1,088 MW) and the UK (1,077 MW).

Portugal, Sweden and Denmark have shown a healthy growth, 
adding 673, 512 MW and 334 MW respectively.

In Eastern Europe, Turkey, Poland and Hungary led the market 
by adding 343 MW, 181 MW and 74 MW respectively.

Us

The US wind energy industry installed 9.992 MW in 2009, 
according to the American Wind Energy Association (“AWEA”). 
Annual new installations grew by 39% in 2009, reaching 
a total installed capacity of 35,092 MW and producing enough 
electricity to power the equivalent of close to 10 million 
households. This makes the US number one in the world in 
terms of wind power installed capacity, ahead of Germany, 
China, and Spain. 

This growth seems to confirm the success of the American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act approved in early 2009 by 
the Obama Administration, which included a number of 
energy-related tax and policy provisions whose goal was to spur 
the development of wind energy generation in the country.

According to the AWEA, wind energy, together with natural gas, 
have represented 80% of new capacity added in 2009.

At a state level, Texas remains the dominant location for wind 
facilities with 9.4 GW installed, followed by Iowa (3.6 GW), 
California (2.8 GW), Washington (2.0 GW) and Minnesota 

important global sports events in the medium term, Brazil’s 
economic conditions appear favourable for a relatively quick 
recovery, with its growth rate close to its potential product, 
estimated at approximately 4-5%.

In order to award the macroeconomic scenario more stability, 
the Brazilian authorities have been steering towards a cautious 
monetary and exchange policy. Restrictions were introduced 
through the application of a tax increase on non-residents’ 
investments, thus restraining the Brazilian currency increase 
tendency. The real interest rates remain relatively high, despite 
the 5 % reduction of the official interest rates in the current cycle 
of decrease.

wiND ENERgy mARkET ENviRONmENT

The wind industry broke all records in 2009 as wind power 
capacity grew by 31%, adding 37.5 GW across the globe to 
bring total installations up to 157.9 GW.

Asia, North America and Europe have led the growth as each 
has installed more than 10 GW of new wind capacity in 2009, 
exceeding 2008 growth.

China has been the world´s largest market in 2009, doubling its 
wind capacity for the fifth year in a row, increasing its capacity 
13 GW from 2008, to a total of 25.1 GW in 2009. The Chinese 
government, in response to the financial crisis, identified the 
development of wind energy as one of the key economic 
growth areas and seems committed to limit its CO2 emissions.

The US added nearly 10 GW of new capacity in 2009, 
which seems to confirm the success of the Recovery Act. 
The US finished 2009 with more than 35 GW of wind 
capacity, strengthening its position as the world’s largest 
wind generator.

Europe grew at a healthy rate in 2009, by adding 10 GW of new 
installed capacity and reaffirming its leadership position in 
the offshore wind market by adding 582 MW of new capacity. 
The European growth was led by Spain (2,459 MW) and 
Germany (1,917 MW) with Italy, UK and France, adding more 
than 1GW each. Other countries such as Portugal, Sweden, 
Denmark and Ireland performed strongly. At the end of 2009, 
wind installed capacity in EU-27 amounted to 74,767 MW.

According to EWEA, for the second year in a row, the EU 
installed more wind power than any other electricity generation 
technology. Moreover, EWEA affirmed that the nuclear and 
coal power sectors decommissioned more capacity than they 
installed, which strengthened the weight of renewables in the 
European energy mix.

The rest of the world continued to grow with India, Canada and 
Australia leading the way, installing, 1,271.950 and 406 MW 
respectively.

In general terms, Africa and South America showed weak wind 
energy growth, except for Morocco (adding 119 MW in 2009), 
Brazil (264 MW) and Chile (148 MW).
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government support of Renewable Energy in Countries in 
which EDP Renováveis Operates

sPAiN

According to Royal Decree 661/2007, Spanish Special Regime 
generators may choose among (i) selling the electricity they 
produce to the system at a regulated tariff, (ii) selling the 
electricity they produce on the “pool,” or (iii) entering into 
bilateral contracts under the same conditions as generator 
market agents under the Spanish Ordinary Regime. 

In May 2009, Royal Decree 6/2009 was approved, aimed at 
eliminating the tariff deficit gradually. Among other measures, 
it introduced a central pre-allocation register for new 
renewable energy capacity for renewable-energy installations, 
necessary to obtain the entitlements set it in Royal Decree 
661/2007. Installations were registered in chronological order 
and a new remuneration scheme should be approved for 
subsequent projects.

The decision on November 19, 2009 allowed in the register 
around 6 GW in wind projects and 2.4 GW in solar thermal 
generation capacity. The entire 8.4 GW in projects registered 
will receive the remuneration set in RD 661/2007. Under this 
decision, around 1,700 MW of wind and 500 MW of solar 
thermal generation will be allowed each year until 2012. On 
December 15, 2009 the Spanish Government released the 
list of wind facilities included in the administrative register, in 
which, 6,389 MW of wind capacity were allowed. New facilities 
that haven´t been allowed in the register will be ruled by a 
new regulation.

PORTUgAL 

During 2009 there were no significant changes in the 
Portuguese remuneration scheme.

Wind farms already licensed by February 2006 sell their 
electricity at a set price dependent on production hours, as 
well as on the dimension of the wind farm and consumer 
price index. The tariff is indexed to inflation for 15 years and, 
thereafter, electricity from those wind farms will be sold at the 
then-existing market price plus the price received from the sale 
of green certificates. 

Wind farms licensed after February 2006 sell their first 33 GWh 
of electricity or the electricity generated in the first 15 years, 
whichever comes first, at a price based on a formula set out in 
the Decree-Law no. 33-A/2005 of February 16. 

fRANCE

Act 2000 provides that operators of wind facilities may enter 
into long-term agreements for the purchase and sale of energy 
with Electricité de France (“EDF”), which requires obtaining 
a certificate from the local government. The tariffs for the 
long-term agreements with EDF are set by Order of July 10, 
2006, which establishes three stages of determining the tariff. 
During the first ten years of the EDF Agreement, EDF pays a fixed 
annual tariff, then, during years 11 to 15, the tariff is based on 
the annual average percentage of energy produced during the 
wind facility’s first ten years of operation. Finally, after year 16 

(1.8 GW).  States that have displayed higher additions in 2009 
have been: Texas (2,292 MW), Indiana (905 MW) and Iowa 
(874 MW).

According to AWEA, 36 States (including Arizona for the first 
time) now have utility-scale wind generation and 14 of them 
account for more than 1GW of wind installed capacity.

REgULATiON

general overview

In recent years, global attention has been increasingly focused 
on climate change and its effect on world populations, 
economies and, consequently, strategies for generating energy 
from renewable sources. 

At a global level, an important milestone was reached in 
December 11, 1997 when a majority of countries that are party 
to the UNFCCC (United Nations’ Framework Convention on 
Climate Change) signed the “Kyoto Protocol”. 

The 2009 United Nations Climate Change Conference, 
commonly known as the Copenhagen Summit, was held 
in Denmark, between December 7 and December 18. 
On December 18, it was announced that a “meaningful 
agreement” had been reached between the United States, 
China, India, South Africa, and Brazil. The negotiations ended 
without a binding treaty to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 
Despite this, The Copenhagen Accord recognises the scientific 
case for keeping temperature rises below 2°C.

At the European level, in December 2008 the EU Climate 
Package was approved. This package focuses on three 
areas: emissions cuts, renewables, and energy efficiency. 
This deal is aimed at helping Europe to become a low-carbon 
economy and increasing energy security. Fully in line with the 
Commission’s proposals in January 2008, an agreement was 
reached on legally binding targets, by 2020, to cut greenhouse 
gas emissions by 20%, to establish a 20% share for renewable 
energy, and to improve energy efficiency by 20%.

In April 2009, the Renewables Directive, as part of the EU 
Climate Package, was published. The directive requires 
member countries to produce a pre-agreed proportion of 
energy consumption from renewable sources such that the 
EU as a whole shall obtain at least 20% of total energy from 
renewables by 2020.

To ensure that the goals are reached, the directive set 
“indicative trajectories” - intermediate targets - for each 
member state. Countries are obliged to draw up national 
renewable energy action plans by the end of June 2010, 
setting out measures on how they intend to keep up with 
their trajectories.

Also, as a part of the Climate Package, a revised EU ETS 
Directive for Phase III (2013-2020) was agreed upon in 
December 2008. The Directive introduces auctioning as 
the basic principle for the distribution of allowances to ETS 
operators, a major change as in Phase II, approximately 96% 
of allowances were distributed for free by EU governments 
through National Allocations Plans.
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ROmANiA

The support of electricity generated from renewable energy 
sources in Romania was set with the Electricity Law 318/2003.

In 2005 a Green Certificate mechanism was introduced with 
mandatory quotas for suppliers, in order to comply with their 
EU renewable requirements. 

In 2009, 6.2% of total electricity supplied was required to come 
from renewables, and the obligation rises to 8.3% by 2010-2012 
and gradually heads toward 16.8% in 2020.

Law 220/2008 doubles the volume of green certificates to be 
issued to wind producers. Wind producers will receive two 
green certificates per MWh until 2015 and one onwards. It also 
increases the trading value of green certificates, by increasing 
the floor from €24 to €27 and the cap from €42 to €55, both 
indexed to Romanian inflation.

UNiTED kiNgDOm

The main policy instrument to promote electricity generated 
from renewable energy sources is the Renewables Obligation 
(RO). The RO, and the associated ROS for Scotland and NIRO for 
Northern Ireland, requires that UK electricity suppliers ensure 
that a specified percentage of the electricity they supply to 
customers comes from eligible renewable sources.

The level of the obligation in England, Wales and Scotland is 
currently set to increase in yearly increments from 7.9% in 2007-
2008  to 15.4% in 2015-2016, being 9.1% in 2009-2010. In April 
2009 the government introduced a headroom approach to 
allow the obligation size to be set before the beginning of each 
financial year at a percentage above (currently 8% above) the 
expected number of Renewables Obligation Certificates (ROCs) 
to be issued that year.

Electricity suppliers are given ROCs for every MWh generated 
from eligible renewable sources. When suppliers do not meet 
the obligation, they must pay a penalty sum into a buyout fund, 
which equalled £35.76 per ROC in shortfall in 2009. This buyout 
price is linked to the retail price index. At the end of each 
financial year, the buyout fund (the sum of all the penalties 
collected, paid by the suppliers who failed to meet their RO) 
is shared proportionally between the suppliers that have 
presented ROCs.

In April 2009, the RO was banded to offer different levels of 
support to different renewable technologies. Onshore wind 
farms still receive 1 ROC per MWh. Offshore wind is entitled to 
receive 2 ROCs for projects commissioned in 2009-2010, 1,75 
for projects in 2010-2011 and 1.5 ROCs onwards. However, the 
Government has announced that the new Renewables Order 
to be approved in early 2010 will allow offshore projects to 
qualify for 2 ROCs until March 2014.

of the Agreement there is no specific support structure and the 
wind energy generators sell their electricity at the market price. 

In July 2009 “La Grenelle de l´Environnement I”, came into law, 
a large renewable energy plan that sets out a broad policy 
and confirms France´s European commitment of providing by 
2020 23% of its energy consumption form renewable sources. 
To achieve this target, around 25 GW of wind installed capacity 
are required, of which 6 GW should be offshore.

La Grenelle de l´Environnement also confirmed that each 
region of France must draw up a “renewable energy plan “ by 
July 2010, identifying its potential and establishing where wind 
power plants can be located.

The new Decree approved on December 15, 2009 set the 
following wind target: 11,500 MW in 2012 and 25,000 MW in 
2020. These targets also include also wave and tidal energy.

bELgiUm

The Belgian regulatory system promotes the generation of 
electricity from renewable sources with a system of green 
certificates.

Each of the three Belgian regions (Flanders, Wallonia and 
Brussels capital) has their quota system with obligatory 
regional renewable energy targets. Green Certificates are due 
for a period of at least 10 years up to 15, and have a minimum 
guaranteed price system at a federal level (obligations 
imposed on the transmission system operation) and at a 
regional level. Minimum guaranteed price is €80/GC in 
Flanders and €65/GC in Wallonia, and, at a federal level, the 
minimum guaranteed price is €50/GC.

Green certificates can be traded through bilateral contracts or 
at the exchange market (Belpex) launched in March 2009.

New quotas of renewable generation are in a late stage 
of approval in Wallonia. New quotas proposed by the 
Government are: 11.25% in 2011, 13.50% in 2012 and 15.75% in 
2013. New quotas to be approved are considerably higher than 
previous ones (11%, 12% and 13% for 2011, 2012 and 2013).

POLAND

The legislation applicable to renewable energy in Poland is 
primarily contained in an Energy Act passed on April 10, 1997, 
which has been amended by the Energy Act of April 2, 2004.

The Energy Act sets up a regulatory scheme to promote 
renewable energies. To this purpose, the law introduces a 
system of green certificates.

The minimum limit of electricity that must be generated from 
renewable sources in the total annual volume of electricity 
is specified in the ordinance of Ministry of Economy adopted 
under the Energy Act. In 2008, this minimum limit was 7% 
and will increase each year up to 12.9% in 2017. These quotas 
were originally fixed until 2014 but a new regulation approved 
in August 2008 fixed the quotas for years 2015-2017 and 
increased the quota for 2013 and 2014.
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environment nevertheless continued to improve for wind 
development.  The inauguration of the Obama Administration 
in early 2009 put a wind advocate in the White House.

At a federal level, there are currently two bills under analysis 
that may result in federal renewable obligations and CO2 caps. 
The first one is the “Waxman-Markey” bill which was approved 
by the House of Representatives (pending Senate approval) on 
June 26, 2009 and among other measures, the bill introduces 
a renewable energy target of 6% by 2012 and 20% by 2020. 
The second bill, known as “Kerry-Boxer”, was introduced to 
the Senate on September 30, 2009 and proposes a renewable 
target of 15% by 2020. Both bills also include CO2 caps. In any 
case, final result may differ from these current proposals.

While climate change legislation is debated in the United 
States Congress, states continue to lead the way in the 
US. California took a step toward joining the Northeast’s 
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) in regulating 
carbon emissions by drafting Cap and Trade draft regulations 
designed to allow emissions to be cut to 1990 levels by 
2020.  While federal level climate change policy seems to 
be difficult to design and pass, State and regional initiatives, 
such as these, continue to put pressure on emitters to assist in 
designing a cap and trade program.   

In a consultation document published in July 2009, the UK 
government proposed, among others, the following changes 
to the RO:

•	 Extend its lifetime to 2037

•	 Include a 20 year limit on support under the RO scheme

•	 Increase the level of headroom to 10% and use headroom 
only to determine the total obligation after 2016.

These amendments are likely to be approved in early 2010 and 
would come into effect on April 2010. 

Additionally, wind energy generators receive Levy Exemption 
Certificates (LECs) that can be sold to industrial and commercial 
users subject to the Climate Change Levy. LECs can be traded 
separately from the underlying energy and represent an 
additional source of remuneration for wind energy generators. 
Therefore revenues come from the sales of energy, ROCs 
and LECs.

Us

Despite continued market turmoil due to the recession and 
decreased attention to energy legislation, the U.S. regulatory 

WA
15% by 2020

OR
25% by 2025

NV
25% by 2015 UT

20% by 2025
CO

20% by 2020
KS

20% by 2020

MO
15% by 2021

IA
105 MW

NM
20% by 2020

TX
5,880 MW by 2015

and 10,000 MW by 2025

AZ
15% by 2025

CA
33% by 2020

MT
15% by 2015

Non-RPS states with good wind & demand for RECs

Other initiatives/investigating RPS objectives

Existing RPS in the state

Non-mandated objectives

ND
10% by 2015

SD
10% by 2015

MN
25% by
2025

WI
10% by
2015

IL
25% by
2025

OH
25% by
2025

NY
24% by

2013

PA
18% by
2020-21

ME
10% new resources
by 2017

NH
23,8% by 2025

MA
15% by 2020 (+1% p.a.)

RI
16% by 2020

CT
27% by 2020 (class 1-111)

NJ
22,5% by 2021

DE
20% by 2019

MD
20% by 2022

DC
20% by 2020

WV
25% by 2025

VA
15% by 2025

NC
12,5% by 2012

MI
10% by
2015

HI
20% by 2020
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The table below shows the penalties for non-compliance in the 
States that have an RPS.

state Penalty for not following (permwh)

Arizona Administrative Penalties

California $50 

Colorado $36 

Connecticut $55 

Delaware $25; $50 (2nd year of non-compliance); $80 (3rd 
year)

District of Columbia $50 

Hawaii Penalty based after peer-review study

Illinois N/A

Iowa N/A

Kansas N/A

Maine $60.92 

Maryland $40 

Massachusetts $60.92 

Michigan N/A

Minnesota Amount not to exceed the estimated cost of 
achieving compliance

Missouri At least 2x the market value of RECs

Montana $10 

Nevada Administrative Penalties

New Hampshire $60.92 

New Jersey $50 

New Mexico Administrative Penalties

New York N/A

North Carolina Administrative Penalties

Ohio $45 

Oregon Rate TBD

Pennsylvania $45 

Rhode Island $60.92 

Texas $50 

Virginia N/A

Washington $50 

West Virginia Evaluate compliance after 2015 then impose 
non-compliance assessments

Wisconsin N/A

Production Tax Credits  

In 2009, the PTC rate applicable to wind generation was 
$21/MWh; however, it is reduced for any project that receives 
government-assisted financing related to capital costs or other 
federal income tax credits. The PTC is applicable for a ten-year 
period from the time a power production facility is placed 
into service. 

In February 2009, through the American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act, the US Congress acted to provide a three-
year extension of the PTC applicable to wind capacity added 
through December 31, 2012.

bRAziL

2010 will be the last year of the PROINFA program. This 
program was put into place in 2004 and was aimed at 
fostering alternative sources of electric power in the supply of 
the Brazilian grid system through Autonomous Independent 
Producers. Under this program, the approved projects 
approved signed 20-year power sale contracts with the federal 
power holding company Eletrobrás. 

On December 14, 2009 the first ever wind-only auction took 
place in Brazil. As a result, 71 new wind farms, totalling 
1.806 MW of installed capacity are scheduled to deliver energy 
from July 1, 2012 providing an energy volume of 6.6 TWh per 

Following the formal appointment of the New Administration in 
January 20 of 2009, the “American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act of 2009 (ARRA)” was signed into law on February 17. This 
plan included several provisions to stimulate investment in 
renewable energy, with the following ones more applicable to 
the wind business: 

•	 Long-term extension and modification of Renewable 
Energy Production Tax Credit: extends the placed-in-service 
date for wind facilities for three years (through December 
31th, 2012); 

•	 Temporary election to claim the Investment Tax Credit in 
Lieu of the Production Tax Credit: allows wind facilities to 
elect a 30% investment tax credit in the year that the facility 
is placed in service, in lieu of the production tax credit; 

•	 Treasury Department Energy Grants in Lieu of Tax Credits: 
allows taxpayers to receive a grant from the Treasury 
Department in lieu of tax credits. This grant will operate 
like the current-law investment tax credit. The Treasury 
Department will issue a grant in an amount equal to thirty 
percent (30%) of the cost of the renewable energy facility 
within sixty days of the facility being placed in service or, if 
later, within sixty days of receiving an application for such 
grant. This provision aims to guarantee the effectiveness of 
the tax credits, considering the current market conditions 
and the difficulty in financing projects.

Renewable Energy Credits 

Operational revenue sources come from the sale of the energy 
as well as Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) which act 
as “green tags”. RECs’ are typically used in RPS programs as 
tradable certificates demonstrating that a certain number of 
kilowatt-hours have been generated by a renewable resource. 

Various State Governments have taken an active role in 
the development of renewable infrastructure through the 
implementation of an RPS program. Generally, RPS programs 
are developed to implement State laws requiring that a 
certain percentage of obligated load serving entities’ energy 
supplied to consumers within the state come from renewable 
sources, and, in certain cases, provide for various penalties for 
non-compliance.

Amid a global financial crisis, historic and pervasive state 
budget crises, and federal bailouts and stimuli, state-level 
policy developments continued to be an important force for 
advancing renewables markets.  In 2009, three new RPS 
policies (and one new renewables goal) were adopted; six 
existing RPS policies were increased or modified in a significant 
way; and five others underwent more minor changes; bringing 
the total number of states with RPS policies to thirty-two.  
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2009 EDP Renováveis
Quarterly Incremental Gross MW by Platform

NAEU SA

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Total

99
14
113

34
101
136

104

173

461

700

276

1,175
14

332

328

650

Note: 11 MW of Mini Hidro not included in chart.

As a consequence, by the end of 2009, EDP Renováveis had 
a total gross installed capacity in excess of 6.2 GW, which 
represents a noteworthy increase of 11.8 times versus the 
530 gross MW installed by 2004 and 2.9 times versus the 
2,127 gross MW by 2006.

2006-2009 EDP Renováveis
YoY Incremental Gross MW by Platform

NAEU SA

2006 2007 2008 2009

1,568
559

2,127
2,150
1,490

3,640 2,894

2,158

3,355

2,859

5,052

6,227
14

Note: 11 MW of mini Hidro not included in chart.

Furthermore, as of 2009 year end, EDP Renováveis has 
739 gross MW under construction, of which 640 MW in the 
European platform.

In terms of electricity generation, EDP Renováveis output 
reached in 2009 10,907 GWh, representing an increase of 
40% (or 3.1 TWh) versus 2008. As an easy reference, this level 
of electricity output from wind is equivalent to approximately 
the average consumption of 180 million light bulbs in use 
during the entire 24 hours of all of the 365 days of 2009 
without interruption.

year, at an average price of BRL 148.39/MWh (approximately 
€57/MWh).

The results of the wind-only auction, combined with the first 
biomass-only energy auction held in 2008 (2,379 MW and 31 
thermal plants using sugarcane and napier grass), have led 
the government to study a new renewable-only energy auction 
in 2010. At this time, the energy demand will be supplied by a 
mix of the traditional renewable sources: wind, biomass and 
small hydro power plants.

busiNEss suMMAry

introduction

EDP Renováveis is a leading pure player in renewable energy 
with all revenues coming from renewable energy activities, 
which provides the company with a unique combination of 
size, focus and experience in the sector. 

EDP Renováveis was incorporated on December 4, 2007 to 
hold, operate and develop activities related with renewable 
energy assets in a variety of geographies in Europe (Portugal, 
Spain, France, Belgium, Poland, Romania, UK1 and Italy2), North 
America (United States) and South America (Brazil). European 
operations are managed by Nuevas Energías del Occidente 
(hereby referred as EDPR EU), while Horizon Wind Energy 
(hereby EDPR NA) and EDP Renováveis Brazil (hereby EDPR SA) 
are respectively EDP Renováveis platforms in North and South 
America. The company’s headquarters are in Madrid, Spain, 
and it has more than 39 offices spread all over the world.

EDP Renováveis history goes back as early as 1993, when 
Genesa (one of the companies that was integrated in the 
Group) installed its first wind farm. Since then, the business 
has consistently grown essentially through the development 
of Greenfield projects, the acquisition of pipeline, prospect 
projects and companies that offered a sound fit with 
EDP Renováveis growth strategy. The most important 
acquisitions were Nuon/Desa (Spain) in 2005, Agrupación 
Eólica (Spain/France) in 2006 and Horizon Wind Energy (U.S.) 
in 2007.

The company has a unique investment case, based on a strong 
track record in execution, first class assets with above average 
quality wind resources, a well balanced portfolio in terms of 
geography, stage of development and revenue sources, and 
a competitive turbine supply strategy.

EDP Renováveis asset portfolio is well balanced, both in 
terms of geography and pipeline maturity, hence diversifying 
regulatory and wind resource risks, helping to achieve a more 
stable and secure cash flow.

EDP Renováveis has a strong track record and proven 
capability to execute projects and deliver on targets. During 
2009, EDP Renováveis installed an additional capacity of 
1,175 gross MW, (through 461 MW from its European platform, 
700 MW from its North American platform and 14 MW from its 
South American platform).

1 Sub sequential event to 2009 year-end (transaction closed on January 11, 2010)
2 Sub sequential event to 2009 year-end (transaction closed on January 27, 2010)38
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EDPR 2009 Portfolio (Installed Capacity and Pipeline)
(Gross MW)

SAEU NA

30,310
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19,345

9,456

NEw iNiTiATivEs

EDP Renováveis has proven its ability to selectively identify, 
enter, and successfully integrate projects into new markets 
(such as Italy and UK) to foster growth and diversify its portfolio.

iTALy3

In January 27, 2010, EDP Renováveis acquired 85% of Italian 
Wind SRL from Co-Ver Group, adding to its portfolio several 
wind projects in prime locations of Italy totaling 520 MW in 
different stages of maturity.

gross mw installed 
capacity

under 
construction tier 1 tier 2 tier 3 prospects

italy 0 0 0 108 98 314

Through this transaction, EDP Renováveis not only acquired 
a quality pipeline in Italy, but also incorporates a team with 
strong local expertise and track record in the Italian renewable 
sector, with an accumulated experience in the construction and 
development of wind farms in that country.

The entry in the Italian market allows EDP Renováveis to be 
exposed to one of the most attractive markets in Europe 
given its strong regulatory framework, enabling the company 
to selectively diversify its growth options and expand its 
European footprint.

The Italian market offers a high growth potential due to its 
current stage of development. With 4.9 GW of wind installed 
capacity in 2009 (+1.1 GW versus 2008), Italy is considered to 
be one of the most promising wind markets in Europe. The 
approved renewable obligation quota set by the government 
requires, by end of 2009, 5.3% of the electricity supplied to be 
sourced from renewable technologies, escalating to 7.6% by 
2012. This represents an estimated installed capacity of 10.5 – 
13.5 GW by 2012.

Regarding the remuneration scheme a green certificate is in 
place, where renewable generators receive tradable green 
certificates for the first 15 years of operation in addition to the 
electricity price. In 2009, the average market price was €152/
MWh, of which €64/MWh related to the average electricity 
market price and €88/MWh related to the average green 

3 Sub sequential event to 2009 year-end (transaction closed on January 27, 2010)

2006-2009 EDP Renováveis
YoY Generation Output Platform (EBITDA GWh)

Note: 3 GWh of Mini Hidro not included in chart.

NAEU SA

2006 2007 2008 2009

1,902

822
2,724

2,910

1,465

4,375

3,900

3,907

4,975

5,905

26

7,807

10,907

This level of output is based on strong load factors which result 
from the prime tier quality of EDP Renováveis’ assets. In Europe, 
average 2009 load factor reached 26% and in North America 
32%. This is a consequence of EDP Renováveis’ superior 
operational efficiency (with top tier or improving availability 
marks), first mover advantage in site selection, in-house top tier 
wind assessment knowledge, and freedom to select WTG from 
top-tier suppliers.

2009 EDP Renováveis
Quarterly Load Factor by Platform (%)

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

NAEU SA

34

23

2221

26

30
32

23

19

29

28

20

2009 was characterized by particularly volatile quarters with 
poor wind quality during 2Q and 3Q specially when compared 
to 2008 historical highs. EDP Renováveis’ diverse and 
geographically dispersed portfolio of wind farms enables a 
mitigation lever for wind volatility. An example, EDP Renováveis 
prime assets in the Spanish market, allows the company to 
continuously deliver premium load factors, when compared to 
its market peers.

Finally, the portfolio of projects (segmented in pipeline and 
prospects) under development to fuel future growth was, at 
year end 2009, circa 30.3 GW.
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R&D

Beyond the commercial activities, EDP Renováveis supports 
EDP Inovaçao (EDPI) in developing a pilot project to deploy a 
wind turbine installed on a floating structure off the Portuguese 
coast. The floating structure is a patented technology named 
Windfloat owned by Principle Power, with whom EDPI has 
a memorandum of understanding, providing privileged access 
to the technology.  

EUROPE

introduction

EDP Renováveis’ European activities are conducted through 
NEO Nuevas Energías del Occidente (“EDPR EU”). 

Electric wind energy generation has been increasing in Europe 
for the past decade. The 2009 EU Renewable Energy Directive 
aims to increase the share of renewable energy in the EU from 
8.6% in 2005 to 20% in 2020. This robust growth shows the 
strong commitment of European countries in supporting clean 
and renewable energy sources as one of the paths to ensure a 
sustainable development.

To date, EDPR EU has established its strengths not only through 
the development of greenfield pipeline projects but also 
through a very selective entry strategy into new markets via 
acquisition of early stage pipeline and a successful integration 
of teams within the local markets.

Based in Madrid, Spain, by the end of 2009 EDPR EU was post 
through 16 offices throughout Spain, Portugal, France, Belgium, 
Poland, Romania, UK and Italy with more than 365 employees.

Key achievements of EDPR EU during 2009:

•	 EDPR EU increased gross installed capacity from 2,894 MW 
in 2008 to 3,355 MW in 2009, representing a 16% growth.

•	 EDPR EU started the construction of its first wind farms in 
Romania, Cernavoda and Pestera with a gross installed 
gross capacity of 228 MW. 

•	 In December EDPR EU commissioned Margonin wind farm 
in Poland with an installed gross capacity of 120 MW being 
the largest wind farm in the country and one of the largest 
in Europe.

•	 EDPR EU was awarded 152 MW for the Asturias tender in 
2009. EDPR EU also presented requests in the Cantabria 
tender and is waiting for the notification of new tenders 
in other communities such as Aragon, Catalonia and 
Castile-La Mancha.

•	 EDPR EU obtained the exclusive rights to develop 1.3 GW in 
Moray Firth, one of the nine zones tendered by the Crown 
Estate in Round 3 to achieve 32 GW of offshore wind power 
delivered by 2020.

•	 As a sub-sequential event, in January 27, 2010, EDPR EU 
added Italy to its portfolio, introducing not only high quality 
pipeline and a team of top tier expertise but also a very 
attractive market.

certificate market price. The average national long-term 
working hours is approximately 1,775, equivalent to a load 
factor of 20%. EDP Renováveis expects to deliver a 3-4% 
premium load factor from its wind farms as a result of its prime 
locations and wind farm experience.

EDP RENOvávEis’ OffshORE ACTiviTiEs4

EDP Renováveis’ first step in the offshore renewable energy 
industry started in 2008 when we expressed interest to 
participate in the “UK Round 3” tender. The UK Round 3 tender, 
hosted by the Crown Estate, has the goal to achieve 32 GW of 
offshore wind power delivered by 2020. 

During 2009, EDP Renováveis partnered with local developer 
SeaEnergy Renewables and incorporated Moray Offshore 
Renewables Ltd. (MORL), and obtained the exclusive rights to 
develop 1.3 GW in one of the nine zones tendered by the Crown 
Estate. The zone awarded to MORL is located in the Moray Firth, 
approximately 25km off the Scottish coast. EDP Renováveis is 
in the process of setting up its office in Edinburgh, where it will 
house the core of its offshore skills.  

The UK is currently the market leader in offshore wind power 
installation. Such leadership is the outcome of government 
support, excellent wind resource and suitable site conditions 
(i.e. shallow waters). Additionally, the UK’s expertise acquired 
in the last 30 years of oil and gas offshore exploration in the 
North Sea is a real asset that the wind offshore industry is 
leveraging on. Therefore, EDP Renováveis continues to prospect 
opportunities in the UK arising from the existing pipeline of 
projects resulted from previous tender rounds: Round 1, Round 
2 and Scottish Territorial Waters.

UK Round 3
9 Zones Tottaling Up To 32 Gw

1

2

5

4

3

9

6

8

7

4 Sub sequential event to 2009 year-end (transaction closed on January 11, 2010)40
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From 2006 till 2009, EDPR EU increased its gross installed 
capacity by 1,787 MW which represents a CAGR of 29%. 

Following a typical construction pattern, most of the capacity 
additions of 2009 were made during the fourth quarter of 
the year.

EDPR EU 2009 Additional Capacity
(Gross MW)

Q1 Q2

ENEOP
Spain

Belgium
Portugal

France

8
10
17
34

60
17
26
104 108

10

120

42
322

42

168

35
10

120

85

461

Q3 Q4 Total

Poland
Romania

Note: 11 MW of Mini Hidro not included in chart.

In addition to the wind energy operations, EDPR EU also 
operates a number of mini-hydro power plants in Spain with 
an aggregate installed capacity of 11 gross MW and 3 GWh 
of production during 2009.

installed Capacity and Pipeline 

By 2009 year-end, the European platform had an installed 
gross capacity of 3,355 MW representing 54% of EDPR’s total 
gross capacity.

EDPR EU Evolution of Installed Capacity
(Gross MW)

2008 2009

47
2,894

185

2,109

85
3,355

120
57
220

ENEOP
Spain

Belgium
Portugal

FrancePoland
Romania

553

2,278

595

Note: 11 MW of Mini Hidro not included in chart.

PORTUGAL
680 MW

SPAIN
2,278 MW

FRANCE
220 MW

POLAND
120 MW

BELGIUM
57 MW
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At the end of 2009 the total portfolio of EDPR EU reached 12,812 
gross MW including 3,355 MW of gross installed capacity, 
640 MW under construction and 8,816 MW of pipeline 
(including prospects) in various stages of development:

EDPR EU 2009 Portfolio (Installed Capacity & Pipeline)
(Gross MW)
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Romania
Spain

Belgium
PortugalFrance

Poland

624

5,275

1,177
74

1,466

841
9,456

3,355

640
769

1,029

2,623

4,396

Operational performance 

EDPR EU’s energy output grew 28% year-on year continuing a 
consistent growth pattern, reaching 4,975 GWh in 2009, versus 
the 3,900 GWh from 2008.

EDPR EU Evolution of Annual Generation
(EBITDA GWh)

2008 2009

238
3,900

2,634

1,028

79
4,975

346
3,275

1,275

Romania
France

Poland
Spain Portugal

Belgium

Note: 3 GWh of Mini Hidro not included in chart.
The growth in generation reflects the growth in installed 
capacity but also 1) a top tier operational readiness with 97% 
average availability of the entire portfolio and 2) an average 
load factor of 26%, reflecting the premium delivered by EDPR. 
Although 2009 was relatively volatile on a quarterly basis, the 
exceptionally high load factor during the 4Q enabled EDPR to 
maintain it versus 2008.

2009 EDP Renováveis EU YoY NFC by Region (%)

SpainPortugal France

37

33

32

17
20

24
23
23

18

29
27
26

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

PORTUgAL 

The year of 2009 was focused on the execution of EDPR EU’s 
Portugal construction targets and in the development of 
ENEOP2 projects.

The instrumental society, ENEOP2, represents a total portfolio 
around 1,200 MW, of which 480 MW represents EDPR EU’s 40% 
stake in the consortium. As of the end of 2009, there were 
85 MW of installed capacity and 53 MW under construction.

installed Capacity and Pipeline

ENEOP 2
85 MW

WEST
94 MW

SOUTH
84 MW

CENTER
268 MW

NORTH
150 MW

The total installed capacity at year end was 680 gross MW 
representing a 23% increase from the 553 MW figure reached 
by the end of 2008.
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EDPR EU Portugal
Annual Load Factor (%)

2008 2009

27
28

Regarding availability, EDPR EU maintained its high level, 
achieving an average of 96% in 2009.

Energy sale Price / Tariff

In 2009, EDPR EU sold 1,275 GWh at an average price of 
€94/MWh. This resulted in a 25% rise in revenues to a total of 
€120 million from the 2008 figure of €96M. This was mainly 
driven by the increase in production as the average energy 
price stayed flat from 2008 to 2009.

Relevant facts/topics

On the organizational side, 2009 was characterized by the 
consolidation of processes, aligning EDPR EU Portugal with 
the entire EDPR EU organization; thus fostering efficiency 
and effectiveness.

sPAiN

Spain is one of the most mature wind energy markets in the 
world where, during 2009, the relative weight of wind energy 
generation reached 13% of the total energy generation. 

installed Capacity and Pipeline

By the end of 2009, EDPR EU Spain total installed capacity 
reached 2,278 gross MW. EDPR EU wind farms in Spain are 
distributed by the several regional communities and with a 
noticeably above average net capacity factor.

CANARIAS
26 MW

CATALUNYA
140 MW

ARAGÓN
376 MW

CASTILLA
LA MANCHA

374 MW

ANDALUCÍA
426 MW

CASTILLA
Y LEÓN
535 MW

ASTURIES
189 MW

GALICIA
213 MW

EDPR EU Portugal 
Evolution of Installed Capacity (Gross MW)

2008 2009

553

680

In 2009, EDPR EU had in Portugal a total gross portfolio of 
1,304 MW, 52% of which are already installed and 48% are 
under construction or in development.

By the end of 2009, pipeline (including prospects) reached 
571 MW:

gross mw installed 
capacity

under 
construction tier 1 tier 2 tier 3 prospects

Portugal 680 53 344 18 9 200

In 2009 EDPR EU in Portugal increased its wind output to 
1,275 GWh, 24% more in comparison to 2008, following the 
increase in installed capacity year-on-year.

EDPR EU Portugal 
Evolution of Annual Generation (GWh)

2008 2009

1,028

1,275

Operational performance 

EDPR EU benefits from a superior quality asset base both in 
regard of load factors and availability, as a result of being 
a first-mover in the Portuguese wind energy market. That 
provided the company not only with an advantage in securing 
the best locations, but also through the development of an 
unmatched expertise in the Portuguese utility context, due to 
highly experienced maintenance teams. 

In 2009, EDPR EU in Portugal achieved a load factor of 28%, 
clearly above the 2008 figure of 27%.
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EDPR EU Spain
Annual Load Factor (%)

2008 2009

26 26

Regarding availability, EDPR EU’s assets in Spain continued to 
maintain its high level/ top notch performance, reaching an 
average availability of 97%.

Energy sale Price / Tariff

The electric pool market prices in Spain fell during 2009. This 
reduction explains the decrease in the average energy prices 
from €102/MWh in 2008 to €84/MWh in 2009. Nevertheless 
EDPR EU’s proactive hedging policy generated an increase in 
revenues of €19 million.

Other relevant facts/topics 

During 2009, Santiago (Galicia) and Albacete (Castile-La 
Mancha) offices moved to Technological Clusters, in order 
to fulfill EDPR EU commitment toward the sustainable 
development of these communities. EDPR EU also reinforced its 
presence in Catalonia at the end of 2009, with 140 gross MW in 
operation and 118 MW under construction.

fRANCE 

Electricity production in France is dominated by nuclear energy 
which amounts approximately to 80% of total generation 
capacity. 

In order to have a diversified energetic mix, France has been 
developing policies aimed at promoting and increasing the 
share of renewable energy, namely wind. 

In September 2009, EDP Renováveis inaugurated the new 
offices in Paris near Bercy, serving as the local headquarter to 
the French and Belgium wind markets.

During 2009, EDPR EU started the construction of Le Mee wind 
farm (18 MW) and continued the construction of Vallée du 
Moulin wind farm (30 MW).

In 2009 EDPR EU installed 169 gross MW representing an 8% 
increase over 2008. This increase in gross installed capacity 
was achieved in large part due to a successful development of 
greenfield and other early stage projects. 

EDPR EU’s current wind farm portfolio in Spain includes 
2,278 gross MW of installed gross capacity and 5,275 MW in 
construction and development.

EDPR EU Spain
Evolution of Installed Capacity (Gross MW)

2008 2009

2,109
2,278

On top of the 308 gross MW under construction, by the end 
of 2009, EDP Renováveis had in Spain 4,967 MW of projects in 
various stages of development.

gross mw installed 
capacity

under 
construction tier 1 tier 2 tier 3 prospects

spain 2,278 308 320 485 1,822 2,341

Operational Performance

Energy output from wind farms in Spain reached 3,275 GWh, 
a 24% increase over 2008.

EDPR EU Spain
Evolution of Annual Generation (GWh)

2008 2009

2,634

3,275

EDPR EU continually strives to improve its operational efficiency 
by increasing the in sourcing of key capabilities and improving 
the process quality control, resulting in improved availability 
levels and load factors. EDPR EU’s full year load factor in Spain 
for 2009 was 26%, which is 150 bps above the Spanish average 
market for 2009 and in line with the 2008 figure.
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EDPR EU France
Annual Load Factor (%)

2008 2009

23 23

Energy sale Price / Tariff

The average tariff for EDPR EU France wind farms was €87/MWh 
in 2009. The increase of 18% over the 2008 price, €71/MWh, 
can be explained by the trial period where more installed MW 
received a reduced tariff.

bELgiUm 

During 2009, EDPR EU installed 10 gross MW in Belgium, 
representing an increase of 21% over the 2008 installed base. 
At the end of 2009, EDPR had 57 MW of gross installed capacity 
in Belgium.

EDPR EU Belgium
Evolution of Installed Capacity (Gross MW)

2008 2009

47

57

Production for the wind farms in Belgium reached 79 GWh with 
a load factor of 23%.

EDPR EU Belgium
Evolution of Annual Generation (GWh)

2008 2009

0

79

NORMANDY
44 MW

BRITT ANY
80 MW

MIDI-
PYRENEES

36 MW

OTHER
REGIONS

60 MW

installed Capacity and Pipeline 

By the end of 2009, EDPR EU added 35 gross MW to the 185 MW 
already in operation in France totaling 220 MW of gross 
installed capacity.

EDPR EU France
Evolution of Installed Capacity (Gross MW)

2008 2009

185

220

At the end of 2009, EDP Renováveis’ French pipeline was 
composed of projects in the following development stage:

gross mw installed 
capacity

under 
construction tier 1 tier 2 tier 3 prospects

france 220 39 49 70 294 726

Operational Performance

EDPR EU had an energy output in France of 346 GWh. This 
figure represents an increase of 45% over 2008. The expressive 
year on year growth resulted from the combined effect of an 
increase in capacity and a higher load factor.

EDPR EU France
Evolution of Annual Generation (GWh)

2008 2009

238

346
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accomplished through reinforcement of project pipeline, 
complemented with steady advances in the development of 
existing projects.

At the end of 2009, EDP Renováveis pipeline and prospects in 
Poland reached 1,466 MW structured as follows:

gross mw installed 
capacity

under 
construction tier 1 tier 2 tier 3 prospects

Poland 120 0 0 456 406 604

ROmANiA 

On October 17, 2008 EDPR EU acquired 85% of Renovatio 
Power SRL and Cernavoda Power SRL, which own several 
wind projects in Romania totaling 736 MW in different 
stages of maturity. By the end of 2009, EDPR EU’s portfolio in 
Romania increased to 841 gross MW, including 228 MW under 
construction and 613 MW in different stages of development. 

During the 3rd quarter of 2009, EDPR EU started the 
construction of 228 MW: Cernavoda with 138 MW and Pestera 
with 90 MW.

In addition to advancing Pestera and Cernavoda wind 
farms to the construction stage, several other projects were 
significantly developed.

At the end of 2009, EDPR EU’s pipeline in Romania was 
structured as follows:

gross mw installed 
capacity

under 
construction tier 1 tier 2 tier 3 prospects

Romania 0 228 57 0 56 500

NORTh AmERiCA

introduction

EDP Renováveis North American activities are conducted 
through its US operating subsidiary, Horizon Wind Energy 
(“EDPR NA”). 

To date, the NA business has established its strength through 
the development of greenfield and early stage pipeline 
projects. This has meant the expansion in the U.S. has been 
largely ‘‘organic’’.

Based in Houston, Texas, EDPR NA, by the end of 2009, owned 
and operated 22 wind farms in 9 states with an aggregate 
capacity of 2,859 gross MW. In addition, it had 19,345 MW of 
wind projects in various stages of development across the 
country, 99 MW of which are under construction. At the end of 
2009, EDPR NA had 303 employees, 21 offices, and a presence 
in more than 24 states. 

Key achievements of EDPR NA during 2009: 

•	 EDPR NA installed 700 MW of gross capacity in 2009, with 
an additional 99 MW of capacity under construction at 
year end.

•	 2009 also saw growth in the EDPR NA pipeline of projects, 
increasing 13.9% over 2008, reaching a total 15,092 MW of 
pipeline and 4,154 MW of wind prospects by year end. 

EDPR EU Belgium
Annual Load Factor (%)

2008 2009

23

0

At the end of 2009, EDP Renováveis’ pipeline and prospects in 
Belgium were composed as follows:

gross mw installed 
capacity

under 
construction tier 1 tier 2 tier 3 prospects

belgium 57 13 0 0 37 25

POLAND

EDP Renováveis entered the Polish market in December 2007 
with the acquisition of RELAX Wind Parks portfolio, which 
included 1,022 MW of wind projects under development. With 
this acquisition, EDPR EU made its entrance into the market and 
became one of the largest players in the renewable energy 
sector in Poland. 

2009 was a year of growth and consolidation of the operations 
in Poland, namely through the completion of construction 
and commissioning of the 120 MW Margonin wind farm and 
through the increase and continuous development of pipeline. 
By the end of 2009, EDPR EU increased its portfolio in Poland 
to 1,586 gross MW (27% increase), of which 120 MW are 
in operation.

EDPR EU Poland
Evolution of Installed Capacity (Gross MW)

2008 2009

120

0

The completion of construction and commissioning of the 
Margonin wind farm is key to the consolidation of the Polish 
operations, not only for the value it brings to EDPR EU asset 
base, but also for the symbolic value it entails. It is EDPR EU’s 
first operating asset in Poland, the largest wind farm in the 
country and one of the largest in Eastern Europe. Construction 
started in 2008, and its completion complied with EDPR 
EU’s self-imposed deadlines, which confirms capacity to 
deliver and execute, both in the construction and in the 
development stages.

By the end of 2009, EDPR EU’s pipeline in Poland increased 
from 1,288 MW at the end of 2008 to 1,586 MW at the end of 
2009, representing an increase of 298 MW or 23%. This was 46
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•	 Throughout the year, EDPR NA further demonstrated its 
ability to secure financing by partnering with GE Energy 
Financial Services, a unit of GE in separate deals. In the first 
deal, GE Energy Financial Services invested $117 million in 
the 99 MW Blue Canyon V wind farm in Oklahoma via a 
traditional PTC institutional partnership deal. In the second 
deal, GE Energy Financial Services invested $111 million to 
join a previously existing partenership, Vento III, which 
consists of three wind farms, totaling 604 MW: Rattlesnake 
Road (103 MW), in Oregon; Meridian Way (201 MW), in 
Kansas; and Pioneer Prairie (300 MW) in Iowa.

installed Capacity & Pipeline 

As of 2009 year end, EDPR NA had 22 wind farms in 
operation with an aggregate capacity of 2,859 gross MW. In 
addition, it had 19,345 MW of wind projects in various stages 
of development across the country, 99 MW of which are 
under construction.

From 2008, EDPR NA has presented a CAGR of 32%, increasing 
its installed capacity from 2,158 gross MW at the end of 2008 to 
2,859 gross MW at the end of 2009.

In 2009, EDPR NA continued to implement its ambitious 
construction program; below is the mapping of capacity 
throughout the US.

•	 During 2009, EDPR NA managed to sign Power Purchase 
Agreements (PPA) despite a difficult market environment in 
the second half: 

* 15-year PPA with AmerenUE to sell renewable wind 
energy from the 102.3 MW second phase of its Pioneer 
Prairie Wind Farm in Iowa.

* 20-year PPA with the Public Service Company of 
Oklahoma to sell renewable wind energy from the 
99 MW Blue Canyon V Wind Farm in Oklahoma.

•	 In 2009, the United States Department of Treasury approved 
and funded a total of $278 million cash grant applications 
relative to Wheat Field (99.6 MW), Rail Splitter (100.5 MW), 
Meadow Lake I (199.65 MW), and Top Crop I (102 MW).

•	 EDPR NA structured and established a new institutional 
partnership structure in the US where institutional equity 
financing was received in exchange for a partial interest in 
its wind farm and access to the cash grant. The first deal 
closed where $101.9 million of institutional equity financing 
from JPM Capital Corporation was exchanged for a partial 
interest in the 100.5 MW Rail Splitter wind farm project 
installed in June 2009 in Illinois. EDP Renováveis partnered 
again with JPM Capital Corporation on the Lost Lakes wind 
farm for $90.9 million of institutional equity financing in 
exchange for a partial interest in the 101 MW Lost Lakes 
wind farm installed in December 2009 in Iowa.

WESTERN
300 MW

SOUTHWEST
925 MW

UPPER
MIDWEST
502 MW

GREAT
LAKES

798 MW

NORTH-
EASTERN
333 MW

Western: WA, OR, MT, CA, WY, AZ

Upper MidWest: ND, SD, MN, IA, WI, CO

Northeastern: NY, ME, PA, VA, NC, WV

Great Lakes: IL, IN OH

Southwest: TX, KS, OK
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In 2009, the geographic footprint of EDPR NA’s pipeline 
increased from 19 to 24 states, with more than 42% in tiers 1 
and 2 at the end of the year, which provides a vital portfolio to 
support growth in the upcoming years. 

Additionally, EDPR NA had 4,154 MW of prospects which 
demonstrate its strong development efforts and commitment 
to growing its pipeline of projects.

Operational Performance

EDPR NA’s expansion of installed capacity has driven the 
increase in annual wind energy production 128 times in the last 
4 years.

By 2009, EDPR NA generated a total of 5,905 GWh, representing 
a 51% growth in generation versus 2008. This is mainly the 
result of a full year of operations from projects completed 
in 2008 and the completion of the 2009 projects ahead 
of schedule. 

Below is the generation for each region in 2009 and 2008:

EDPR NA Evolution of Annual Generation
(EBITDA GWh)

2008 2009
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The Southwest region is the largest contributor in terms of 
generation with 2,241 GWh, representing 38% of the total 
in 2009. The Great Lakes region was the second largest 
contributor, with a total 1,449 GWh, representing 25% of EDPR 
NA’s total generation on the whole. 2009 showed the typical 
seasonality of wind, with the summer months of the third 
quarter dropping to very low levels for almost all projects. 
EDPR NA’s projects are spread across the various regions of 
the United States, decreasing the seasonality effect of any 
individual region; for example, the projects in the Western 
region generally experience higher winds in the summer 
months, decreasing the fluctuation from low summer winds 
common to the other regions.

The load factor of the US wind farms reached 32% in 2009 vs. 
34% in prior year. The decrease in the average NCF results 
mainly from an overall lower wind resource throughout the 
country during 2009.

EDPR NA Evolution of Installed Capacity
(Gross MW)

2008 2009
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EDPR NA added a new state in its operational portfolio through 
the completion of its first wind farm in Indiana, Meadow Lake I 
(199.65 MW). The current operational projects are now spread 
over the following nine states; Oregon, Minnesota, Iowa, 
Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Illinois, Indiana, and New York. 

The distribution of EDPR NA’s capacity across the country is 
a result of its commitment to have a more geographically 
diversified portfolio of operating projects, taking advantage of 
the different wind regimes and energy markets across the US.

As for 2009, EDPR NA completed the construction of 700 MW 
and achieved full commercial operation of 800 MW. These 
projects were located in Oregon, Oklahoma, Iowa, Illinois, 
and Indiana.

Additionally, the construction of Meadow Lake II with 99 MW in 
Indiana began in September 2009.

As of December 31, 2009, EDPR NA had a development pipeline 
of wind farm projects totaling 15.1 GW in 24 states, organized 
into 5 regions.

EDPR NA 2009 Portfolio (Installed Capacity & Pipeline)
(Gross MW)
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Of the total operational capacity, 72% is contracted under 
PPA or hedged, which provides the fleet with stable pricing 
conditions over the long term. Only 28% of the capacity is not 
contracted, representing limited exposure to price risk. 

At the end of 2009, 34% of the capacity was contracted for 
terms of more than 15 years as summarized in the table below.

contract duration % capacity

<10 43

10-15y 23

>15y 34

 

This mix of durations results in an average terms of 15 years. 

During 2009, EDPR NA recorded total energy sales of $284 
million, resulting in an average price of $48.2/MWh, which is 
a combination of $52.4/MWh for the PPA/Hedged production 
and $29.8/MWh for the merchant portion. 

Additionally, EDPR NA recorded total revenues related to the 
existing Institutional Partnerships, which are composed of PTCs 
and other related revenues of $114 million.

sOUTh AmERiCA

bRAziL

To address a market with significant growth potential such as 
Brazil, EDPR created in June 2008 a joint venture with EDP – 
Energias do Brasil, called EDP Renováveis Brasil (EDPR SA).

Among EDPR SA actively prospects new promising possibilities 
and establishes fruitful partnerships, thus, representing the 
path to sustainably enroll the company in a growing future. 
On top of the creation of growth opportunities, EDPR SA runs 
two operating wind farms and is on track to start construction 
of 70 MW Wind Farm in the beginning of 2010.

Prospecting is focused in the North-eastern and Southern 
Regions of the country, due to its higher load factor, when 
compared to the rest of the country.

Key achievements of EDPR SA during 2009: 

•	 In February 2009, EDPR SA has closed its first acquisition 
in Brazil, the CENAEEL, which has an installed operating 
capacity of 14 MW. This wind farm is one of the first with 
private equity and one of the first PROINFA projects in Brazil.

•	 Additionally, in July 2009, EDPR SA, in another M&A 
operation, bought 100% of the control of ELEBRÁS Projetos 
Ltda, with a portfolio of 533 MW, including a Tier I 70 MW 
Wind Farm, the Tramandaí Wind Farm.

•	 With a total pipeline of projects over 1,500 MW, in October 
2009 EDPR SA submitted 254 MW to the Second Reserve 
Energy Auction, after the grant of Environmental License 
(Licenca Previa) for the 153 MW Linhares Project in the 
Espírito Santo State.  

EDPR NA 2009 Quarterly Load Factors (%)
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The average availability during the year was 93%, mainly 
affected by serial manufacturing defects in two of the recently 
built wind farms. These issues were completely resolved by the 
beginning of the fourth quarter, resulting in average availability 
during the quarter of 97%. Availability reductions are financially 
covered under the existing manufacturers’ warranties and the 
credit is accounted as other operating revenues, which totaled 
$16.7 million.

Energy sale Price / Tariff

EDPR NA sells the electricity generated by its wind farms 
through Power Purchase Agreements (PPA), into the spot 
electricity market (‘‘merchant sales’’), and through long and 
short-term hedges.

Typically, merchant sales do not require the execution of power 
sales agreements; however, for a portion of the merchant 
sales, hedges were executed with the goal of fixing the sale 
price and therefore providing stability to the future cash flows.

The following graph summarizes EDPR NA capacity mix by type 
of energy sales structure:

EDPR NA 2009 Installed Capacity Mix by Energy Sales 

28%

72%

MerchantPPA/ Hedged

EbiTDA mws installed capacity under construction

PPA/hedged 1,888

merchant 735 99

Total 2,624 99
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•	 EDPR SA closed an agreement with ENERCON (Wobben 
Brazil) for the supply of wind turbines to the 70 MW 
Tramandaí Project and was granted a R$200 million bridge 
loan from Banco do Brasil.

installed Capacity & Pipeline

EDPR SA 2009 Portfolio (Installed Capacity & Pipeline)
(Gross MW)
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In addition to the 14 MW in operation, there are 70 MW from 
Tremandaí in a ready to build state (Tier 1) and 1,439 MW of 
additional pipeline in different stages of maturity. 

Operational Performance

Regarding the performance of the operational assets, the wind 
farms of Àgua Doce and Horizonte (total of 14 MW) reached a 
total production of 26.2 GWh on the back of high availability 
levels and an average load factor of 22%.

EDPR SA 2009 Quarterly Load Factor (%)

19

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

26
20 22

The quality of wind was influenced by the seasonality of Brazil, 
being the third quarter especially high, reaching levels of 26% 
Average tariff for the full year was R$259.67/MWh.
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1. EDP REnovávEis

The EDP Renováveis Net Profit reached 114.3 million euros in 
2009, compared with 104.4 million euros in 2008.

Group’s net profit grew 10%, benefiting from the strong gross 
profit and EBITDA performance, and the decline both on the 
financial costs and taxes.

consolidated income statement (€m) 2009 2008 ∆%

Revenues 648 532 22%

Direct Activity Costs -6 -12 49%

Gross Profit 642 520 23%

Other Income - sale of interests in institutional 
partnerships 83 61 35%

Adjusted Gross Profit 725 581 25%

Supplies and services 148 107 39%

Personnel costs 43 38 12%

Other operating costs (or revenues) -9 -2 -481%

operating costs 182 144 27%

EBitDA 543 438 24%

EBITDA/Adjusted Gross Profit 75% 75% -0pp

Provisions for risks and contingencies 0 -1 77%

Depreciation and amortisation 314 208 51%

Comp. of subsidised assets’ depreciation -2 -1 -245%

EBit 231 232 0%

Capital gains / (losses) 0 2 -89%

Financial Income  / (expenses) -72 -77 6%

Income/(losses) from group and associated 
companies 4 4 -12%

Pre-tax profit 163 161 1%

Income taxes -45 -49 9%

Discontinued Activities 0 0 -%

Profit of the period 118 112 5%

Equity holders of EDPR 114 104 10%

Minority Interests 3 8 -56%

Assets (€m) 2009 2008

Property, plant and equipment, net 8,635 7,142

Intagible assets, net 1,336 1,328

Financial Investments, net 60 53

Deferred Tax asset 28 22

Inventories 11 12

Accounts receivable - trade, net 106 83

Accounts receivable - other, net 637 512

Financial assets held for trading 37 36

Assets held for sale 0 1

Cash and cash equivalents 444 230

total assets 11,294 9,419

Equity (€ m) 2009 2008

Share capital + share premium 4,914 4,914

Reserves and retained earnings 192 89
Consolidated net profit attrib. to equity 
holders of the parent 114 104

Minority Interest 107 92

total equity 5,328 5,199

liabilities (€ m) 2009 2008

Financial Debt 2,673 1,462

Institutional Partnership 1,354 1,097

Provisions 67 51

Deferred Tax liability 343 317

Accounts payable - net 1,529 1,293

total liabilities 5,966 4,220

total equity and liabilities 11,294 9,419

 
In 2009, EBITDA reached 543 million euros, compared with 
438 million euros in 2008, which represents a 24% annual 
increase.

Gross Profit was up 25%, reaching 725 million euros, on the back 
of a higher electricity output to 10,907 GWh (+40% year-on-year), 
and the active risk management at EDPR’s portfolio, which 
allowed for a reduction in the exposure to market price volatility. 
The good top-line performance together with the maintenance 
of efficiency levels achieved in the period, resulted in an EBITDA 
increase of 24% and an EBITDA margin of 75%.56
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EBITDA Growth Breakdown (€M)

Europe2008 USA Other
& Holdings

2009
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In Europe, EDPR reached an EBITDA of 348 million euros 
in 2009, increasing 14% year-on-year, with EBITDA margin 
improving 0.9pp, vis-à-vis 2008 to 79.8%. Gross profit increased 
12% year-on-year, to 436 million euros, given: i) the 28% 
increase in electricity output to 4,975 GWh; and ii) the stable 
load factor, unchanged at 26% in 2009; but iii) partly offset by 
an unfavorable pricing environment in the Spanish market. 
Operating costs increased 7% year-on-year to 88 million 
euros as a result from: i) the increase in supplies and services 
costs, on the higher O&M expenses due to the continuously 
strong business growth; being offset by ii) the reduction in 
personnel costs following the transfer of staff and provisions’ 
adjustments; and iii) lower “other costs/(revenues)” due to 
the recovery of revenues to compensate the lower availability 
levels reported in 2009.

In the US, EBITDA reached 214 million euros, which represents 
a 55% YoY increase, benefiting from the Adjusted Gross Profit 
performance and the lower increase in the operating costs. 
Gross Profit grew 55% YoY to 204 million euros, reflecting the 
51% growth in the electricity output, leveraged in the new 
700 MW installed in the last 12 months and a steady year-on-
year price behaviour.

cAPitAl ExPEnDituREs

Capital expenditures in 2009 amounted to 1,846 million euros, 
of which 1,014 million euros in Europe and 826 million euros in 
United States, reflecting the conclusion of the construction of 1.2 
GW and the 739 MW under construction.

capex (€ m) 2009 2008

Spain 561 684

Portugal 102 85

RoE & other 351 123

Europe 1,014 893

USA 826 1,198

South America 6 -

total 1,846 2,091

Out of the total capital expenditures along 2009, 607 million 
euros are solely related to capacity under construction and 
development at Dec-09, of which 65 million euros are related to 
turbine deposits. 

It is important to highlight that total work in progress 
associated to capacity under construction and development 
amounted to €1,116, reflecting the capex already incurred with 
these projects, of which 752 million euros solely related to 
under construction activities.

As one can see in the Cash Flow Statement highlighted below, 
the strong capex program was mainly funded through the 
cash-flow generation, monetization of tax credits in the US and 
financial debt.

consolidated cash Flow (€ m) 2009

net profit before minorities 118

Net depreciations, amortizations and provisions 312

Non cash and other adjustments -107

Taxes 45

FFo (Funds from operations) 368

Net financial costs (cash) 50

Change in operating working capital -25

operating cash Flow 392

Capex and financial investments -1,963

Working capital related to property and equipment 
suppliers 116

Cash Grant 156

net operating cash Flow -1,299

Net financial costs (cash) -50
Antecipated proceeds from institutional partnership in US 
wind farms 334

Other -49

Decrease / (increase) in net Debt -1,064

Following are the key cash-flow items that influenced change 
in net debt:

•	 Operating cash-flow of 392 million euros: i) cash flow 
after taxes and corrected by financial costs, of which the 
main non-cash items are related to the sale of interests in 
institutional partnerships; and ii) change in working capital 
of -25 million euros;

•	 Investing activities of €1.8bn reflecting the capital 
expenditures plus the financial investments adjusted by 
equipment suppliers’ working capital and cash grant 
received in the US;

•	 Cash grants of 156 million euros (217 million dollars) 
received from the US Department of Treasury related to 
398 MW, distributed between the Wheat Field (97 MW), 
Top Crop I (102 MW), Meadow Lake I (200 MW) wind farms; 

•	 Net financial costs of 50 million euros: mainly related to 
net interest cost effective cash-out that was not capitalised 
and excluding institutional partnership financial costs 
(non-cash);

•	 Payments from institutional partnerships of 334 million 
euros (471 million dollars): related to the receivables from 
the second instalment of the Vento III deal (50 million 
dollars); from the sale of an additional stake of Vento III (111 
million dollars); from an institutional partnership structure 
incorporating MACRS and the PTC at the Blue Canyon 
V wind farm (117 million dollars); and from institutional 
partnership structures incorporating the MACRS and the 
cash grant at Rail Splitter and Lost Lakes wind farms (193 
million dollars).

All in all, Net Debt increased by 1,064 million euros 
reflecting the strong investment activities in the period 
related to the addition of new 1,175 MW and to the 739 MW 
under construction. 
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FinAnciAl DEBt

At the end of 2009, gross financial debt was 2,673 million euros 
in 2009, being 80% of it loans with EDP Group, which are made 
through a fixed rate for 10 years, while external debt with 
financial institutions is mostly related to project finances with a 
long-term profile. 

EDP Renováveis’ main source of funding is loans from EDP 
Group. Within the scope of the framework agreement between 
EDP Renováveis and EDP, the company has entered into several 
financing agreements with EDP, including loans agreements 
and current account agreements.

net Debt (€ m) 2009 2008

Bank Loans and Other 542 560

Loans with EDP Group Related Companies 2,132 902

Financial Debt 2,673 1,462

Consolidated Net Debt achieved 2,132 million euros in 2009, 
increasing from the 1,069 million euros by the end of 2008, 
mainly reflecting the capital expenditures in the period. Cash 
and cash equivalents include 444 million euros of cash and 
equivalents, 59 million euros of loans to EDP Group related 
companies and 37 million euros of financial assets held 
for trading.

net Debt (€ m) 2009 2008

Bank Loans and Other 542 560

Loans with EDP Group Related Companies 2,132 902

Financial Debt 2,673 1,462

Cash and Equivalents 444 230

Loans to EDP Group Related Companies 59 128

Financial assets held for trading 37 36

cash & Equivalents 540 393

net Debt 2,134 1,069

As of December 2009, 48% of EDP Renováveis’ financial debt 
was in US Dollars, reflecting the investments the company has 
done in the US. EDP Renováveis finances itself in US Dollars 
for the North-American investments, reducing its financial 
exposure to forex changes. Dollar denominated debt was fully 
contracted with EDP.

92% of EDP Renováveis’ financial debt was negotiated at a 
fixed rate, which mainly represents the financing agreements 
with EDP. EDPR follows a long-term fixed rate funding strategy 
to match the operating cash flow profile with its financing costs.

Financial Debt by Currency   

USDEUR

48% 52%

Financial Debt by Type  

8%

92%

Fixed Variable

institutionAl PARtnERshiPs

In order to fully utilise tax benefits available to EDP Renováveis 
in the US, the company structures partnerships with 
institutional investors, which may include one or a portfolio of 
wind projects. These partnerships create two classes of shares 
and allocate the tax and other benefits among the two classes: 
shares retained by the company are typically called “Class 
A interests” and institutional investor’s shares are typically 
called “Class B interests”. Institutional investors make upfront 
investments in the structure and in exchange receive the tax 
benefits, a portion of the operating cash-flow and income 
generated by the relevant wind farms. The company retains 
the most of the operating cash-flow generated, as well as the 
day-to-day operational and management control.

institutional Partnership  (€ m) 2009 2008

Institutional Partnership Liability 1,354 1,097

(-) Deferred Revenue -434 -202

(-) Restricted cash -85 -43

Adjusted institutional Partnership liability 835 852

Liabilities referred as institutional partnerships in the US 
decreased to 835 million euros in 2009 from 852 million euros 
in 2008 reflecting the amortization of this liability and the 
benefits already taken by the institutional investors, as well as 
the positive impact by forex translation. These two effects were 58
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offset by the new institutional partnerships closed throughout 
2009. The non-current deferred revenue is related to tax 
credits already benefited by the institutional investor and to be 
recognized in the P&L in the future.

EDPR successfully established several tax credit structures 
in 2009:

•	 50 million dollars were received in 1Q 2009 related to the 
second instalment of Vento III institutional equity structure. 
Vento III was structured in December 2008 for 604 MW 
owned by EDPR in the US, comprising the Rattlesnake, 
Pioneer Prairie and Meridian Way wind farms, on which 
215 million dollars had already been previously funded in 
2008 by JP Morgan and New York Life.

•	 102 million dollars received in September 2009 related 
to the institutional equity financing from JPM Capital 
Corporation in exchange for an economic interest in the 
Rail Splitter wind farm (101 MW). The institutional equity 
agreement provides the investor with access to the 
accelerated asset depreciation (MACRS) benefits and to the 
cash grant.

•	 228 million dollars received in October 2009 related to the 
signature of two institutional partnerships with GE Energy 
Financial Services (“GEFS”). Out of the total investment value, 
111 million dollars refer to the sale of an additional stake of 
Vento III institutional equity structure and 117 million dollars 
are related to a partnership structure for the Blue Canyon 
V wind farm. The Blue Canyon V wind farm (99 MW) in 
Oklahoma has an expected load factor above 40% and a 
PPA with Public Service Company of Oklahoma already in 
place. Given the economics of the wind farm and pursuant 
to the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, 
EDPR has elected to receive the related Production Tax 
Credit (“PTC”) of the project and closed an institutional 
partnership structure with GEFS to optimize its fiscal 
efficiency and realize the associated tax benefits.

•	 91 million dollars received in December 2009 related to the 
institutional equity financing from JPM Capital Corporation 
in exchange for a partial interest in the Lost Lakes wind 
farm (101 MW). The institutional equity investment will 
provide the investor with access to the accelerated asset tax 
depreciation (MACRS) benefits and to the cash grant.

nEt FinAnciAl ExPEnsEs

Net financial expenses reflect mainly financial interests in loans 
with EDP Group and bank loans, and accrued costs with the 
Institutional Partnerships Liability.

Financial Results (€ m) 2009 2008 ∆%

Net interest costs -87 -49 -80%

Institutional partnership costs (non cash) -54 -44 -24%

Capitalised costs 75 39 91%

Other -6 -24 76%

total -72 -77 6%

The financial costs were 72 million in 2009, 6% below the 
77 million euros registered in 2008 reflecting lower non-interest 
related financial costs. Net interest costs and institutional 
partnership costs (non-cash) increased year-on-year on the 

back of higher average net debt and institutional partnership 
liability. Interest costs associated to the construction of the wind 
farms are being capitalized.

December 2009 average interest rate was 4.8%, above the 
4.6% registered in December 2009 following an increase of the 
spreads contracted with EDP for the new debt.

2. EDP REnovávEis EuRoPE

EDPR EU in 2009 increased its installed capacity by 376 MW, 
closing the year with 2,853 operating MW.

EDP Renováveis’ EU, which MW are spread through Spain, 
Portugal, France, Belgium and Poland, reached a Gross Profit of 
436 million euros, increasing 12.2% from the 389 million euros 
registered in 2008. 

Electricity production in 2009 grew 28% vis-à-vis 2008 to 
4,975 GWh benefiting from the current installed capacity of 
2,853 MW (+376 MW year-on-year) and from the average load 
factor of 26%. Average selling price fell 11% to €87.2/MWh, 
influenced by a fall in price at the Spanish market.

The strong gross profit performance was driven by: (i) the 28% 
increase in electricity output to 4,975 GWh; and (ii) the stable load 
factor, unchanged at 26% in 2009; but partly offset by (iii) the 
unfavourable pricing environment in the Spanish market.

Operating costs increased 7% year-on-year to 88 million 
euros as a result from: i) the increase in supplies and services 
costs, on the higher O&M expenses due to the continuously 
strong business growth; being offset by ii) the reduction in 
personnel costs following the transfer of staff and provisions’ 
adjustments; and iii) lower “other costs/(revenues)” due to 
the recovery of revenues to compensate the lower availability 
levels reported in 2009.

EBITDA reached the 348 million euros, increasing 14% from the 
307 million euros achieved in 2008. An evolution benefiting 
from an enhanced gross profit and an efficient management of 
the operating costs.

income statement (€m) 2009 2008 ∆%

Revenues 441 401 10%

Direct Activity Costs -5 -12 57%

Gross Profit 436 389 12%

Supplies and services 69 56 23%

Personnel costs 14 19 -26%

Other operating costs (or revenues) 5 8 -28%

operating costs 88 82 7%

EBitDA 348 307 14%

EBITDA/Adjusted Gross Profit 1 1 +1pp

Provision for risks and contingencies 0 -1 77%

Depreciation and amortisation 154 120 28%

Comp. of subsidised assets’ 
depreciation -1 -1 -17%

EBit 195 188 4%

2.1. sPAin

In Spain, installed capacity increased by 169 MW, which 
coupled with an above market average load factor led to a 
growth of 24.3% in electricity output to 3,275 GWh.
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In accordance to the trend seen in last periods, in 2009 
EDPR continued to deliver a premium load factor versus the 
market: +150 bps for EDPR, underlying the premium quality 
of the assets. The company’s above average load factor is 
a clear competitive advantage, enabling to maximize the 
investment value.

EDPR’s average price, achieved in the Spanish pool during 
2009 stood at €35 /MWh, 44% lower than in 2008 (€62/MWh). 
Nevertheless, EDPR’s selling price stood at a much steadier 
level, having decreased merely 17% on the decision to hedge 
its exposure to the pool price in 2009, through an active risk 
management of its portfolio. In 2009, EDPR benefited from 
forward selling contracts set at prices higher than the market 
(€47/MWh vs €35/MWh) for circa 2,000 GWh. Such strategy 
resulted in a 19 million euros gain against the falling pool 
prices. Out of 3,275 GWh generated in 2009 in Spain, 82% 
represent the amount of production protected through the 
hedging or by the floor price implicit in the market price and 
18% correspond to the exposed production amount.

So, coupling the 2009 capacity additions, the above average 
load factors and the falling power prices that were partly offset 
by an active price risk management, gross profit grew by 3% to 
273 million euros.

Operating costs increased by 38% to 48 million euros, 
reflecting the increase with O&M costs following the strong 
business growth.

All in all, EBITDA in Spain decreased 2.1% at 225 million euros, 
with EBITDA margin backing to 82.3%.

income statement (€m) 2009 2008 ∆%

Gross Profit 273 265 3%

Operating Costs 48 35 38%

EBitDA 225 230 -2%

EBITDA/Gross Profit 82% 87% (4pp)

2.2. PoRtuGAl

In Portugal, EDP Renováveis installed 42 MW in 2009, finishing 
the year with an operating capacity of 595 MW.

EDP Renováveis electricity production in Portugal increased by 
24% to 1,275 GWh on the back of the new installed capacity and 
on the load factor increase to 28%.

Average electricity prices increased 1% year-on-year to 
€94.5/MWh. Portugal is a regulated market offering a stable 
feed-in tariff, and as a result, delivering strong and consistent 
remuneration levels.

This effect, together with the increase in the load factor and 
taking also into consideration the new MW installed in 2009, 
generated a gross profit of 123 million euros, resulting in a 26% 
increase vis-à-vis 2008. 

Operating costs stood at 22 million euros in 2009, having 
remained stable when comparing to the previous year.

All in all, in 2009, EBITDA increased by 33% to 102 million euros, 
highlighting Portugal as an important contributor for EDPR’s 
EBITDA growth.

income statement (€m) 2009 2008 ∆%

Gross Profit 123 98 26%

Operating Costs 22 22 -1%

EBitDA 102 76 33%

EBITDA/Gross Profit 83% 78% +5pp

2.3. REst oF EuRoPE

EDP Renováveis’ countries in the Rest of Europe division 
comprise France, Belgium, Poland and Romania. At the end 
of 2009, EDP Renováveis has assets operating in France, 
Belgium and Poland, while in Romania it already started the 
construction of its first wind farms.

Installed capacity in Rest of Europe grew by 165 MW, with 
35 MW being installed in France, 10 MW in Belgium and 
120 MW in Poland. It is worth to highlight, despite not 
having yet contributed to 2009 production, the new 120 MW 
in Poland added a new geography to EDP Renováveis’ 
operational capacity.

Electricity output increased by a solid 79% to 426 GWh, from 
238 GWh in 2008, on the back of the strong year-on-year 
capacity increase. 2009 average load factor stood at 23%, in 
line with 2008, with the strong wind resource measured in the 
4Q09 offsetting the below average values registered along the 
remaining periods of the year.

The final tariff increased to €89.7/MWh in 2009, having 
increased 27% year-on-year. This increase is a result from both 
a stable tariff at the French market (growing at an inflation type 
rate) and the increased weight of the Belgium market into the 
Rest of Europe portfolio, which benefits from a high tariff with 
low risk through long-term power purchase agreements (PPA).

Gross profit in the Rest of Europe increased in 2009 by an 
impressive 130% YoY to 39 million, as a result of a 79% increase 
in electricity generation along with a 27% average final tariff 
appreciation. EBITDA grew by 147% YoY reaching 27 million.

income statement (€m) 2009 2008 ∆%

Gross Profit 39 17 130%

Operating Costs 12 6 99%

EBitDA 27 11 147%

EBITDA/Gross Profit 69% 64% +5pp

3. EDP REnovávEis noRth AmERicA 

EDPR NA had an installed capacity of 2,624 MW by the end 
of December 2009, 700 MW more than in the previous year. 
Electricity output went up 51% in 2009, reaching a total of 
5,905 GWh, as a result from the strong increase of the installed 
capacity. Average load factor in the period reached 32%, being 
slightly below the expected average, mainly affected by a 
lower wind resource throughout the year.

The average electricity price in the period was $48.2/MWh, 
1.6% lower than the 2008 figure due to i) the lower selling 
price achieved by the wind farms exposed to merchant prices; 
offset ii) by an 8.4% YoY increase to $52.4/MWh in the average 
electricity price on wind farms with PPA or hedged sales, 
reflecting the latest PPA signed in the US related to projects that 
started operations in the last 12 months.
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In terms of other income from institutional partnerships, 
the 27% YoY increase is explained by the higher production 
benefiting from PTCs following the institutional partnership 
deals closed in the last 12 months. In 2009 EDPR raised 
471 million dollars through these deals (including PTC tax equity 
structures and cash grant tax equity structures).

Gross Profit grew 46% year-on-year to 284 million dollars 
in 2009, reflecting the 51% growth in the electricity output, 
leveraged in the new 700 MW installed in the last 12 months 
and a steady year-on-year price behaviour.

Operating costs increased 25% to 100 million dollars, reflecting 
the strong business growth. Other “operating costs/revenues” 
were influenced by an amount of 17 million dollars related to an 
availability credit received from the turbine manufacturers to 
cover availability losses.

All in all, EDPR reached an EBITDA of 298 million dollars 
in 2009, which represents a 46% year-on-year increase, 
benefiting from the Adjusted Gross Profit performance (+40% 
year-on-year) and the lower increase in the operating costs 
(+25% year-on-year). 

income statement ($m) 2009 2008 ∆%

Revenues 284 195 46%

Direct Activity Costs -2 -1 -123%

Gross Profit 283 194 46%

Other Income - sale of interests in 
institutional partnerships 115 90 27%

Adjusted Gross Profit 398 284 40%

Supplies and services 91 67 36%

Personnel costs 29 27 10%

Other operating costs (or revenues) -20 -14 -48%

operating costs 100 80 25%

EBitDA 298 204 46%

EBITDA/Adjusted Gross Profit 75% 72% +3pp

Provision for risks and contigencies 0 0 -

Depreciation and amortisation 221 129 71%

Comp. of subsidised assets’ depreciation -2 0 -

EBit 79 75 6%
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1. coRPoRAtE APPRoAch

In 2009, EDP Renováveis conducted an assessment of its 
Sustainability practices, based on the SAM questionnaire, 
which serves as basis for the Dow Jones Sustainability Index. 
Through this analysis, it was possible to identify the company’s 
strengths and key areas for improvement in the different areas 
of Sustainability.

EDP Renováveis current practices place the company at a 67.1% 
achievement of the analyzed criteria.

As a consequence, EDP Renováveis defined a set of actions 
and an ambitious plan for the next two years, to be able 
to rank itself among the world top companies in terms of 
sustainability. The goal is to achieve a score of 75% in 2010 and 
80% in 2011. 

By the end of 2009 , a Sustainability and H&S department was 
created in EDPR EU. In 2010 a Sustainability department will 
be created at Corporate Level, to support this function and the 
implementation of the above mention plan.
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2. stAkEholDER EngAgEmEnt

EDP Renováveis engages every day with a large and 
heterogeneous group of stakeholders. The company works 
to ensure that it addresses all their concerns in terms of 
sustainability development and social responsibility.

The means by which the Company engages with it’s major 
stakeholders are the following:

•	 Employees and other Internal Public – Training and 
evaluation, internal survey, intranet, magazine, Corporate 
TV, quarterly and annually meetings;

•	 Customers (mostly off takers) – Phone calls, regular 
in-person meetings, mailed and emailed term sheets, real 
time data feed, daily reports, Planned Outage Schedule, 
verbal and electronic updates, forecasting service, monthly 
settlement statement;

•	 Transmission operators – EDP Renováveis follows a set of 
queue instructions that vary by country and region, often 
including interaction with the transmission operator from 
the initial request to connect into their system to the start of 
power production;

•	 Suppliers – Permanent dialogue, to develop a transparent 
and cooperative relationship; in 2009 the Company launch 
a global and competitive RFP for wind turbines to be 
delivered post 2010;

•	 Investors – EDP Renováveis’ Investors Relation department 
manage all contact with the company’s investors, with 
frequent meetings, road shows, phone inquiries, quarterly 
and annual reports and presentations, etc;

•	 National and Local Public Authorities – interactions usually 
involve local permitting and property tax issues. These 
discussions vary by Country and region, and deal mostly 
with visual impact, noise, flora and fauna, local historical, 
archaeological or other protected sites, topographical and 
other site characteristics;

•	 Landowners – Development newsletters, phone calls, 
regular meetings, dedications to celebrate the wind farms 
once they go commercial;

•	 Community – Local presence, occasional town hall 
meetings and scheduled permit meetings and hearings;

•	 NGO’s – Open conversation through the Company’s 
Environmental Departments, website;

•	 Media – Regular press-conferences and press-releases, 
assessment studies, phone and regular meetings, website, 
Communication Department.

In 2010, EDP Renováveis intends to develop initiatives to 
strengthen the knowledge about its stakeholders, their 
concerns, and optimize the means to interact with all of them.

3. innovAtion

Innovation in EDP Renováveis has been focused in two major 
components: operational efficiency and the follow-up of new 
renewable technologies.

oPERAtionAl EFFiciEncy

In April 2008, EDP Renováveis started a Lean program in order to 
innovate in the approach to increase the operational Efficiency.

The project implies a cross-cultural deployment of activities 
within the Company and involves almost every technical 
department in the company – Operation & Maintenance, 
Dispatching, Technology Energy Assessment and Construction.

Three major axes for a Lean approach were identified: 
availability, efficiency and reactive power management.

Since April 2008, the project has been implemented in 
1500 MW in Iberia capturing nearly 2.5 million euros of value, 
and identifying an additional 8 million euros. In a second 
wave, the Lean program will be rolled out in EDP Renováveis 
remaining operational installed capacity.

In addition, all EDP Renováveis technical areas are working 
cross platform to develop a knowledge management system 
to identify and share best practices in order to improve 
operational and capital expenditures.

nEW REnEWABlE tEchnoloGiEs

EDP Renováveis signed in 2008 an agreement with EDP Inovação, 
EDP Group’s R&D company, to support and cooperate in the 
analysis and follow up of new renewable technologies.

Through this agreement, EDP Renováveis closely follow 
the major development and advances in terms of new 
technologies, namely in Solar, Wind offshore and Waves, 
closely aligned with the Company Strategy. 65



In the context of this agreement, EDP Renováveis is supporting 
EDP Inovação in developing a pilot project to deploy a wind 
turbine installed on a floating structure off the Portuguese coast. 
The floating structure is a patented technology named Windfloat 
owned by Principle Power, with whom EDP Inovação has a 
memorandum of understanding, providing privileged access to 
the technology.

In the first day of 2010, EDP Renováveis jointly with SeaEnergy was 
awarded the development of 1,300 MW of wind offshore capacity 
in UK. With this achievement, the company enters the UK 
market and the offshore wind technology thereby increasing the 
company’s long term profitable growth options and the portfolio 
diversification in terms of technology, regulation and market

EDP Renováveis has also an agreement with the University 
of Castilla-La Mancha in Spain, for the development of 
R&D projects.

4. communicAtion

As the communications environment is continuously evolving, 
EDP Renováveis Communication Department permanently 
seeks the best solutions, tools and distribution channels for 
efficient communications for both internal and external affairs, 
with a focus on promoting a sense of corporate identity and 
presenting a consistent and coherent corporate image.

intERnAl communicAtion

Internal communication is crucial for EDP Renováveis to share 
the strategy, goals and initiatives with all its employees, as well 
as a way to promote employee satisfaction and the sharing of 
best practices all across the company. This is done through the 
following tools:

•	 EDP on tv – EDP Renováveis captures and broadcasts 
news and major corporate events across the Company 
through EDP ON TV, the Group’s internal TV channel 
available in all geographies where the company has 
offices. In 2009, EDP Renováveis created over 45 videos.

•	 EDP on magazine – EDPR On Magazine provides visibility 
to the projects/actions made throughout the year and also 
serves as a way to communicate to all employees.

•	

•	 myEDPR – In 2009, EDP Renováveis launched myedpr, a 
unique intranet site for all EDPR employees to use as a 
resource for company information and as a consolidated 
working tool. 

ExtERnAl communicAtions initiAtivEs

EDP Renováveis engages with several external stakeholders. 
In order to promote awareness about EDP Renováveis, the 
Company has instituted the following methodologies and tools:

•	 Website – EDP Renováveis external website is designed 
to inform and educate multiple audiences, including 
landowners, energy providers, legislators, government 
leaders, teachers, and investors. In 2010, the site will be 
redesigned in order to better address the company’s 
external public and enhance the user experience.66
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•	 Branding – In 2009, EDP Renováveis performed its first 
Brand Study Analysis Tracking, which was designed to 
measure the brand performance against a number of key 
metrics. An external accredited and independent market 
research organization provided global coordination of the 
methodology, reporting and analysis. The company used 
EDP Renováveis, EDP Renewables, EDP Renovables and 
Horizon Wind Energy brands in its external communication 
supports. In 2009, there were no incident of no-compliance 
with regulations and voluntary codes concerning 
marketing communications.

EDPR is committed to ensuring that it’s in full compliance with 
all laws, standards and voluntary codes in its marketing and 
communications endeavors. The company acts under the highest 
ethical standards of integrity, honesty and transparency when 
communicating through public relations efforts.

•	 stakeholder Engagement –  In 2009, EDPR became a 
partner of the Síndrome de Down Madrid Foundation, 
which tackles various social challenges through a program 
of community development initiatives.

In addition, EDPR NA Cycling Team participated in the annual BP 
MS-150 bike tour on April 19, 2009 to raise money for the National 
Multiple Sclerosis Society (Lone Star Chapter). EDPR NA also 
participated in the first ever Kites Over Enid event in Oklahoma, to 
help raise funds to benefit the Enid Habitat for Humanity.

EDP REnovávEis AnD mEDiA RElAtions

Strong and effective media is a very important component 
of EDP Renováveis communications portfolio. Company 
compliance and consistency of message is crucial. 

In 2009, EDP Renováveis made an assessment of the Media, 
with information from July to the end of year. In this period, 
EDP Renováveis had 716 hits in the Media.

The company recorded a positive average favourability of 0.46. 
This indicator represents the editorial tendency based on a 
textual analysis of news contents, on a scale of -1 to +1.

The Net Advertising Equivalent Value (AEV) was 1.3 million 
euros, representing the net value of the editorial space 
occupied at current advertising rates and based on the 
difference between favourable and unfavourable coverage.
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5. REcognition

•	 National Frame Building Association, first place award in 
the commercial category under 5000 Square feet category 
for the Rail Splitter Wind Farm O&M Building;

•	 Rail Splitter Wind Farm O&M Building Green Building 
of America Award by Real Estate & Construction 
Review-Midwest Green Success Stories edition;

•	 EWND Female Leadership Award - Ana Maria Fernandes 
CEO EDP Renováveis
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•	 Rosenblatt New Energy Awards - IPO of the Year 
EDP Renováveis

•	 100 CFO of the Year –Rui Teixeira, EDP Renováveis CFO 
(Nominee)

6. ouR EmPloyEEs

As a major player in a very dynamic sector, the management 
of the human capital is a major concern of EDP Renováveis

The company policy is based on the following principals:

E quity - Ensure internal fairness and even-handedness 
through a professional development and rewards model 

based on transparent and transversal criteria.

Development - Attract, retain and develop talent and skills 
through a competitive remuneration policy throughout all 

EDP Renováveis geographies, which are in line with specific 
requirements of each business; considering the importance of 
the different functions and employee potential.

P erformance - Appraise merit and performance in 
professional development and reward employees, 

ensuring commitment and responsibility in obtaining both 
individual and team results within the organization or 
the Group.

In 2009, EDP Renováveis established a global compensation 
strategy policy, while respecting the local markets for each 
platform. The new policy promotes a system in which all 
positions are evaluated and graded according to a defined 
methodology of job evaluation and ensure internal fairness.

PRoFilE

At the end of 2009, EDP Renováveis had a total headcount of 
721, a 14% increase compared to 2008. EDPR EU accounts for 
51% of the total workforce, EDPR NA 42%, EDPR BR 1% and the 
Holding the remaining 6%.

headcount by year End 2009 2008 var (%)

EDPR EU 365 324 13%

EDPR NA 303 276 10%

EDPR BR 8 - n.d.

Holding 45 30 50%

total 721 630 14%

Notes: figures do not include the Board of Directors;
Headcount N.A. includes Executive Comittee

Throughout the year, 156 people were admitted while 65 left 
the company, standing for a turnover ratio of 15%.

Employees’ turnover 2009

chart variation

Number of Hires 156

Number of dismissals 65

Total Turnover 15%

turnover by Gender

Male 16%

Female 14%

turnover by Age Range

Less than 30 years old 20%

Between 30 and 39 years old 14%

Over 40 years old 13%

turnover by company

EDPR EU 12%

EDPR NA 18%

EDPR BR 50%

Holding 17%
 

EDP Renováveis has a very young team, with 69% of its 
workforce below 40 years old and less than 2% of total 
headcount is above 60 years old Level of qualification is high, 
with 74% of the employees with university degrees. Of the total 
workforce, 68% are male.

Breakdown of  Workforce by Age

31%

41%

28%

Over 40 years old

Between 30 and 39 years oldLess than 30 years old

Breakdown of  Workforce by Qualification

74%

4%

22%

University degree

Diploma/ CertificationVocational Training/Others

68
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Employees by Employment Agreement 2009

Indefinite 718

Temporary 3

Full Time 717

Part Time 4

EDP Renováveis compensation model defines the approved 
salary band for each position within the organization’s matrix. 
The salaries paid are based on market benchmarks and 
are contingent on defined position and are therefore paid 
accordingly to the appropriate salary band.

2009 Employees’ chart headcount m/F salary (%)

Directors 52 105%

Senior Managers 54 103%

Managers 327 108%

Profissionals 180 118%

Administratives 108 101%

tRAininG AnD EDucAtion

EDP Renováveis understands the value of developing its 
employees through continuous education and training activities.

Training has a particular strategic importance for 
EDP Renováveis. It is crucial to achieve comprehensive 
development of employees by improving their skills, 
knowledge and abilities in order to bring them into line with the 
current and future demands of the organization and with their 
own individual professional development expectations and to 
support their continued employability.

EDP Renováveis perform regular performance and career 
development review and programs to all employees, 
regardless of professional category. The company also 
provides internal training courses and funding to support 
external training or education.

In 2009, EDP Renováveis almost duplicated the number of 
hours of training, up to 14,500 hours. Total investment reached 
302 thousand euros, a 28% increase comparing to 2008. 

training metrics 2009 2008

Number of Training Hours (#) 14,559  7,569 

Management (#) 1,162  965 

Technical (#) (1) 10,991  3,385 

Behavioral (#) (1) 413  336 

Organizational (#) 1,993  2,883 

Training Investment (€) 301,959  235,222 

Number of Participants (#) 414 n.d.

(1) Value of 2008 was readjusted
Note: Brazil not included.

EvAluAtion & PERFoRmAncE

The performance and potential evaluation process is used to 
better understand where development programs are needed 
and to what degree.

In 2009, EDP Renováveis has implemented a talent 
management model. Although currently a 270 degree, the goal 
is to progress towards a 360 degree evaluation model. 

The global model collects information from four data sources 
to evaluate employee performance: self, two peers, and the 
manager. Extensive training is provided to employees and 

managers to fully understand the competencies, how to 
approach performance appraisal generally, and how to utilize 
newly developed talent management software called Cezanne.

Performance and potential evaluations are based on strategic 
competencies, key performance indicators and a Global 
Assessment. By defining and evaluating gaps that become 
apparent, continuous feedback interviews are encouraged 
and employees are also asked to build up an Individual 
Development Plan.

intERnAtionAl moBility

As EDP Renováveis expands its business into new geographies, 
mobility is more and more a crucial factor in the success of the 
Company strategy and employee’s career development.

In 2009, along with EDP, EDP Renováveis performed a review 
of the International Work Regulations. New categories of 
assignment were created in order to improve and promote 
international mobility.

International mobility will be important factor for professional 
development of the Company’s employees. 

sAtisFAction suRvEy

In 2009, EDP Renováveis performed its first global employee 
satisfaction survey. All Company employees were asked to 
participate through a web based survey and the total response 
rate was 78%.

The macro indicators average resulting from the study is high, 
showing a global satisfaction of 78%.

Based in the results of this study, the Management of 
EDP Renováveis will develop an action plan in 2010 in order 
to improve the areas that impacted the most the employee’s 
motivation, abilities and performance.

BEnEFits

EDP Renováveis is committed to offering a competitive benefits 
package to recognize the contributions and talent of its 
employees. 

The Company does not differentiate benefits between full time 
and part time employees. 

In addition to legal requirements per country, competitive 
benefits are offered in the various regions (adjusted in 
accordance to local specificities) and entail important ones 
such as:

•	 Medical insurance,

•	 Life insurance

•	 Accident insurance

•	 Business travel insurance

•	 Work/life balance

•	 Pension plans or retirement plans.

The Company offers participation opportunities in either a 
pension plan or defined contribution plan, depending on 
home country. The guaranteed contributions are supplemental 69



to and independent of those established under the Social 
Security System.

In North America, EDPR NA sponsors the Horizon Wind Energy 
Defined Contribution Retirement Plan (the “Retirement Plan”), 
a plan qualified under Section 401(k) of the Internal Revenue 
Code, for the benefit of eligible employees. Contributions 
are made to accounts held by Fidelity Investments. Matching 
contributions are made on behalf of eligible employees 
who elect employee deferrals from any given date and an 
employee may enter the plan at any time. Employees are 
vested in the retirement plan on both the employee and EDPR 
NA contributions immediately. EDPR NA contributes to each 
individual account up to 6% as a matching contribution so long 
as the employee has elected a salary deferral.

lABouR RElAtions

Of EDP Renováveis 721 employees at the end of 2009, 28% were 
covered by collective bargaining agreements.

Among the countries where EDP Renováveis has operations, 
the ones which are not covered by collective bargaining 
agreements are Poland, Romania, and North America. 

Generally, collective bargaining agreements apply to all 
employees working under an employment relationship with 
and for the account of the respective companies, regardless of 
the type of contract, the professional group into which they are 
classified, their occupation or job. However, matters relating 
to the corporate organization itself, the laws of each country 
or even usage and custom in each country result in certain 
groups being expressly excluded from the scope of collective 
bargaining agreements. 

Per country case law, EDP Renováveis may have a minimum 
period which the Company must comply with for giving formal 
notice of organizational changes at the companies in the 
Group with impact on employees. However, it is customary to 
communicate significant events to the affected groups in advance.

As an employer in the United States, EDPR NA complies with 
the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification (WARN) Act 
Guide to Advance Notice of Closings and Layoffs. Employees 
who have worked more than six months for more than 20 
hours a week are required to receive 60 days notice in the 
event of closings and layoffs.

occuPAtionAl hEAlth & sAFEty

In 2008, EDP Renováveis EU published and communicated 
the Health & Safety Policy in the work site in relation with the 
activities as a key and priority element for the management of 
the company, and proceeded to developing the Health & Safety 
Management System.

In November of 2009, as a consequence of this policy, 
EDPR Renováveis was awarded in Spain the OHSAS 18001 
Occupational Hazard Prevention certification, for 32 of its wind 
farms, representing a total of 848 MW of installed capacity. 
The aim of this specification is to provide organisations with a 
proactive system model for health and safety management in 
the workplace.

The OHSAS 18001 specification brings additional requirements 
to those that are required by law, in accordance with the 
Prevention of Occupational Hazards Act. These additional 
requirements include a more exhaustive control of 
documentation and records, involvement of the company’s 
top management in the continuous improvement process, 
introducing annual audits to ensure that the continuous 
improvement process is being complied with, as well as 
extending the management system to all of the activities 
carried out in the company’s different areas

EDPR EU is a member of the Health and Safety workgroup 
of the AEE (Managerial Wind Association), together with 
the most important companies of the wind sector and the 
manufacturers of wind turbines, in order to analyze and 
comment on requirements for the wind sector.
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During 2009, EDPR EU introduced a computer tool to manage the 
health & safety requirements in relation with the works performed 
by its subcontractors in the installations of the company.

A new computer tool was also developed to manage the 
preventive actions, which should be fully implemented until the 
end of the first quarter of 2010.

In the US, in January of 2009 an incident reporting database 
was rolled out for operations and construction. EDPR NA tracks 
and maintains monthly incident reports by type of contractors 
working for the Company. 

EDP Renováveis currently do not track contractor Health & 
Safety Training. However, each of the company contractors 
must go through a review process that tracks their accident 
rates/history and Safety programs.

Other Health and Safety measures that were implemented in 
2009 in North America include:

•	 Health & Safety Policies and Procedures were created in 
2008 and rolled out in 2009.

•	 Contractor safety evaluation/prequalification process.

•	 Random drug testing.

•	 Training to employees in the safety and health aspects 
of their jobs based on oSHA requirements and Industry 
Best Practices.

•	 Company sponsored Annual Flu shots to all employees.

During 2009, EDP Renováveis implemented a pandemic 
response plan.

As of December 31, 2009, 9% of the total workforce was 
represented in formal joint management/worker health and 
safety committees that help monitor and advise on occupational 
health and safety programs. The large majority of EDP Renováveis 
collective bargaining agreements address employees’ rights and 
duties of the company regarding Heath & Safety.

health & safety indicators (1) 2009

OSHAS 18001 (% Installed Capacity) (2) 37%

Company workers

On-duty accidents (#)

Fatal on-duty accidents (#)

Total days lost due to accidents

2

1

131

Contracted workers/service providers

On-duty accidents (#)

Fatal on-duty accidents (#)

Total days lost due to accidents

27

0

n.d.
(1) For Europe, only includes Spain and North America
(2) Only applicable for Spain

humAn RiGhts

All employees of the Group have been informed of the Code 
of Ethics Policy, as well as other Policies approved by the 
Board of Directors that contain specific clauses on respect for 
human rights. New employees are required to manually or 
electronically acknowledge that the policies have been read 
and understood.

As the business culture in the countries in which 
EDP Renováveis operates is entirely respectful of human rights, 
the company has not undergone any human rights screening 
of suppliers or contractors and its investment agreements do 
not include human rights clauses.

In compliance with the Code of Ethics, EDP Renováveis 
expresses its total opposition to forced or compulsory labour. 
Its general contracting conditions include a clause to eliminate 
any form or kind of forced or compulsory labour. 

In 2009, EDP Renováveis had one complaint filed for 
discrimination with the US Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission for gender discrimination. The Company has 
formally responded to the complaint and expects the charge 
to be dismissed. No incidents of violations involving rights of 
indigenous people were recorded.

EDP Renováveis has no knowledge of any activity carried out 
that could jeopardize the right of freedom of association or 
the right to adhere to collective bargaining agreements. The 
Company also did not identify any operation that could have 
significant risk for incidents of child labour.

7. ouR community

EDP Renováveis activity has a significant impact in the general 
community. Therefore, the Company strives to develop positive 
relationships with all of the communities in which it works, 
through direct and transparent dialog and contribution to the 
development of the local areas.

EDP Renováveis provides information on its company 
website about how wind farms operate and the impacts of 
wind electricity. 
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Within the development phase of a project, EDP Renováveis 
continuously engages with the major local stakeholders, 
namely the landowners, the local authorities, regulators and 
the grid operators.

EDP Renováveis also interact with various members from public 
service entities to discuss tax, road and other issues. While the 
precise nature, form and timetable of this assessment vary 
among geographies, similar factors are taken into account by 
most relevant authorities in deciding whether or not to permit a 
project, including:

•	 The visual impact of the wind farm on the landscape;

•	 Sound, particularly in populated areas;

•	 The environmental impact on flora and fauna;

•	 The effect on local historical, archaeological or other 
protected sites; 

•	 Topographical and other site characteristics, such as 
ground conditions and hydrology; and

•	 Any concerns that the project landowners may have.

In the US, EDP Renováveis, seeks to reflect the heritage 
and history of the areas in which it operates through the 
naming process of its wind farms. By incorporating local 
features, historical data, geographic features, and local 
culture, EDP Renováveis tries to ensure its projects reflect the 
communities hosting them.

Ethics 

In 2009, EDP Renováveis developed a global Ethic Code, to be 
adopted by all company’s employees.

Employees of EDP Renováveis must comply with the Code of 
Ethics and approved corporate policies, which provide that 
practices should not be used to obtain personal benefits or 
advantageous treatment for the Company.

Policies have been disseminated to all employees. Additionally, 
all policies are viewable via Company intranet. 

A “Whistle-blowing” communication channel is available 
in the Company’s Intranet, for the transmission, direct and 
confidential, of any presumably illegal practice of any alleged 
accounting and/or financial irregularity occurring in the 
company. A “Code of Ethic” channel is also available for the 
communication of any breach to the Code as well as a direct 
intranet channel with the Company CEO.

In 2009, no corruption-related incidents occurred at 
EDP Renováveis and no legal actions for anti-competitive 
behaviour, anti-trust, and monopoly practices were recorded. 
There were no incident of no-compliance with regulations 
and voluntary codes concerning health and safety impacts of 
products and services, nor complaints regarding breaches of 
customer privacy and losses of customer data, nor significant 
fines for non-compliance with laws and regulations concerning 
the provision and use of products and services, nor injuries and 
fatalities to the public involving company assets, including legal 
judgments, settlements and pending legal cases of disease.

PRoGRAms AnD locAl contRiBution

When building a wind farm, EDP Renováveis make additional 
longstanding benefit to the local communities, namely in 
infrastructure investments, like public or private roads or utility 
systems upgrades, tax contribution or job generation. As an 
example, EDPR NA investment in Utility system, public and 
private road upgrade was 43,5 million euros.

Also, depending on the geography, several taxes may apply 
to EDP Renováveis assets, contributing to the revenue of 
the communities.

In Europe, various jurisdictions treat property taxes differently, 
depending on regional and local statutes. Some regions 
provide sales tax exemptions for renewable energy equipment 
as incentive for development. Some councils will abate certain 
portions of local taxes as incentive to promote development. 
In 2009, the values paid by EDPR EU in taxes to municipalities 
amounted to 4.4 million euros (excluding Economic Activity Tax).

Additionally, in many regions, EDPR EU pays a percentage of 
its revenues to the local municipalities. In 2009, the values paid 
amounted to 5.0 million euros.

In the US, property taxes are a large percentage of the 
operating cost of a wind farm. These are paid to the states and 
local governments where the assets are built. In 2009, EDPR NA 
paid 9.3 million euros in property tax contributions.
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In states where abatements and exemptions are allowed 
by law, another method of favourably impacting the local 
communities are Payments in Lieu of Taxes (PILOTs) to the local 
taxing jurisdictions. In 2009, EDPR NA made a total of 7 PILOTs 
to local communities in areas of their operations.

In 2009, EDP Renováveis supported several initiatives with 
direct impact in the communities where the company, 
operates, investing around 725 thousand euros.

locAl hiRinG

Although there are no in-house procedures explicitly 
encouraging local recruitment, a high percentage of 
employees originate from the locations in which the company 
operates, reinforcing EDP Renováveis’ important role in local 
economic development. 

For operational activities, EDP Renováveis strives to hire 
members from the local community for administrative 
positions as well as operations and maintenance  services, 
such as, electrical and facility maintenance. Additionally, 
EDP Renováveis seeks to hire local companies and resources 
to provide operations support services, such as road 
maintenance and snow removal. EDP Renováveis’ third 
party contractors also make efforts to hire labour from the 
local community.

spending in local suppliers (%) Europe us

Local suppliers 86% 67%

Non-local suppliers 14% 33%

PuBlic Policy

EDP Renováveis globally takes proactive positions on public 
policy development that affects its projects or the industry.

EDP Renováveis participates in and is member of several 
associations. Apart from the national industries association, 
where the Company plays very relevant roles, in Europe 
EDP Renováveis is a board member in the European Wind 
Energy Association (EWEA).

In the US, EDP Renováveis has historically been a strong 
supporter of the American Wind Energy Association. EDPR 
NA has also developed close relationships with and support 
financially regional advocacy groups, including Wind 
on the Wires, the Renewable Northwest Project, and the 
Wind Coalition.

EDPR NA also supports and contributes to state public 
policy groups, including the Illinois wind Working Group 
among others. 

In 2009, EDP Renováveis did not make any direct political 
donations and the Company does not have a history of making 
political donations.  EDPR NA started in 2008 a Political Action 
Committee, which, while raising money, did not make any 
direct contributions to candidates in 2009. 

8. EnviRonmEntAl commitmEnt

EDP Renováveis has made environmental stewardship a core 
value. The Company is dedicated to providing clean renewable 
energy through the development, construction and operation 
of wind farms.

Even though all human activity has an impact on the 
environment, the Company is committed to identifying and 
assessing these impacts at all stages of its business cycle and 
incorporating them into its decision-making process.

For this reason, EDP Renováveis activities are influenced 
by a Corporate Environmental Policy that seeks to protect 
and enhance the environment with the aim of achieving 
sustainable development.

For this reason, all its activities are influenced by a 
Corporate Environmental Policy that seeks to protect 
and enhance the environment with the aim of achieving 
sustainable development. 

EDP Renováveis believes that protecting the environment and 
investing in local communities is fundamental to achieving 
its business objectives. In 2009, the Company spent a total of 
9.5 million euros on environmental protection measures and 
allocated internal resources dedicated to implementing and 
managing environmental protection activities, throughout the 
full project life cycle of its projects.

(€ thousands) 2008(1) 2009

Total environmental  expenditures and investment 4,461 9,506
(1) Only include value for US

The development of an Environmental Management System 
(EMS) began in 2008. The purpose of the EMS is to stimulate 
good environmental practices focused on protecting 
natural resources, minimizing waste and conducting spill 
management, with a commitment to continuous improvement 
of environmental performance.

In Europe, EDP Renováveis renewed ISO 14001 certification for 
five of its operating wind farms, and obtained certification for 
five new wind farms, resulting in a total of 289.5 MW certified. 
It is the intent that more than 20 new wind farms, accounting 
for 650 MW, will be certified in 2010.
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WinD FARms With iso 14001 cERtiFicAtion

Wind farm location Power (mW) certification date

Valsagueiro A Coruña (Spain) 33 2008

Ponte Rebordelo A Coruña (Spain) 40 2008

Los Cantales Zaragoza 
(Spain) 24 2008

La Navica Albacete (Spain) 30 2008

La Dehesica Albacete (Spain) 29 2008

Virgen de la Peña Zaragoza 
(Spain) 30 2009

Munera I Albacete (Spain) 40 2009

Munera II Albacete (Spain) 31 2009

Villamiel Burgos (Spain) 18 2009

Villoruebo Burgos (Spain) 16 2009

total 290
 

In the U.S., the EMS is currently under development. It includes 
EDPR NA’s Corporate Environmental Policy, adopted in 
2009, and Environmental Standards for Development. The 
Development Standards that have been developed include: 

•	 Site Characterization Studies;

•	 Airspace Constraint Studies;

•	 Phase I Environmental Site Assessments;

•	 Baseline Wildlife Studies;

•	 Wetland Assessments; and 

•	 Cultural and Historic Resource Assessments.  

Environmental standards for operations were drafted in 2009 
and were sent for internal review with the intent of finalizing 
them in 2010.

climAtE chAnGE

EDP Renováveis is dedicated to the development of renewable 
energy. Accordingly, the Company plays a significant role in 
the transition towards a more sustainable energy model that is 
less dependent on fossil fuels.

Renewable energy has significant advantages over traditional 
energy sources:

•	 It does not directly produce greenhouse gases;

•	 Power delivered to the grid from wind farms will directly 
offset the generation of energy at existing conventional 
power plants, having a net positive impact on air quality;

•	 It is inexhaustible;

•	 It increases the energy independence of a country.

Technological progress in recent years has contributed to 
making renewable energy cheaper and more efficient in 
generating electricity.

In 2009, EDP Renováveis produced almost 11 GWh of wind 
energy, enough to meet the average demand of more than 2 
million households and displace the emission of approximately 
6,122  k tons of CO2. 

CO2 Emission Avoidance (k tons) 

2008 2009

CO2 avoided (kton)

4,251

6,122

Emissions, EFFluEnts AnD WAstE

The generation of wind energy does not produce greenhouse 
gas emissions, water pollution, nor does it consume significant 
amounts of water or produce significant levels of waste, 
compared to other energy sources. 

Employee and contractor travel as well as office electricity use 
are the only primary sources of indirect emissions, which can 
be considered non-material in the context of the company’s 
main activity.

During the construction phase, the management of hazardous 
and non hazardous waste is supervised by EDP Renováveis, 
with the support of an environmental monitoring consultant 
at each site.

During the operation phase, the generation of hazardous 
waste is extremely limited. Waste is stored at the wind farm’s 
Operation and Maintenance building until it is documented 
and sent for disposal by the authorized manager. 

In 2010, several initiatives will be launched to support the 
management and reduction of waste generated at the 
Company’s operating wind farms, including the proper 
handling, accumulation, storage, manifesting, transportation, 
reporting disposal and recycling activities.

Waste sent for final disposal 2009 2008

Total wastes (t) 267 223

Total hazardous wastes (t) 137 71

Total recovered wastes (%) 96% 96%

EFFiciEnt usE oF REsouRcEs

Due to the nature of its activity, the major “raw material” of 
EDP Renováveis needed to produce energy is wind.
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Therefore, with the exception of the construction phase, the 
consumption of resources, materials and energy is mainly 
attributed to the company offices and on-site facilities 
that directly support the operation and maintenance of 
EDP Renováveis wind farms, which can be considered of 
low impact in relation to the company activity through which 
it collects its revenue – the sale of energy produced by its 
wind farms.

Nevertheless, the promotion of responsible use of resources 
among its employees and contractors is a priority for 
the Company.

As a way to promote good practices among its employees 
in Spain, EDP Renováveis has published a Guide of Good 
Environmental Practices with guidelines to reduce the 
consumption of water, electric power, paper and toner, as well 
as to correctly manage and dispose of both hazardous and 
non-hazardous waste.

EDP Renováveis has taken measures to reduce the 
consumption of resources in its facilities through:

•	 The utilization of energy efficient lamps;

•	 The judicious use of air conditioning systems;

•	 The configuration of computer settings to save energy; 

•	 The purchasing of Energy Star office appliances, such as 
computers and monitors;

•	 The use of ambient light in the offices;  

•	 The recycling of paper, aluminium cans and plastic; and

•	 The optimization of water consumption.

At some wind farms, the Company promotes the reutilization of 
rain water gathered in the substations for use in the bathrooms 
of local facilities.

In the U.S., EDP Renováveis has pursued a design which would 
meet guidelines to earn Certification in Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design (LEED) for the Rail Splitter Operation 
and Maintenance building. It is anticipated that Rail Splitter will 
receive this certification in 2010.  

EDP Renováveis’ corporate office in Houston also has Silver 
LEED certification. As a component of this certification, 
low-flowing faucets and toilets were installed in the 
office bathrooms.

As a way to reduce its carbon footprint, EDP Renováveis 
implemented policies to promote the use of video conference 
and the use of “cleaner” transportation. In the U.S., ongoing 
initiatives include providing employees with bike storage and 

showers to encourage employees to ride bikes to work and 
providing employees with bus and rail cards to encourage the 
use of mass transportation.

EnviRonmEntAl PRotEction 

EDP Renováveis believes that harnessing wind and other 
renewable sources is fundamental to produce energy in a 
manner that respects the integrity of our planet. 

In the U.S., EDP Renováveis does not operate on land owned, 
leased, managed, or adjacent to protected areas or areas of 
high biodiversity value outside protected areas. Wind project 
development typically occurs in rural areas where wind 
resources are abundant and the operation of wind farms is 
compatible with existing land use.

In Europe, EDP Renováveis had 10 wind farms in protected 
areas in Spain, 10 in Portugal and 3 in France.

Wind Farms in 
protected area

total Wind 
Farms %

Spain 10 92 11%

Portugal 10 54 19%

France & Belgium 3 24 13%

Poland 0 1 0%

US 0 22 0%

Brazil 0 2 0%

total 23 195 12%

Only a small percent of land utilized by wind farms is taken out 
of permanent use. Once construction is complete, the actual 
land displaced is typically less than two percent of the total 
project area. The majority of the land is still used for its original 
purpose. The main use of the permanently affected land is for 
access roads to the wind turbine locations, a small area for the 
wind turbine and electrical transformer, and a gravel pad area 
for a crane used for construction and maintenance activities. 

EDP Renováveis conducts environmental studies early in the 
development phase of all new projects or when significant 
modifications of existing wind farms are required. The 
Company’s goal is always to avoid, minimize, or mitigate any 
impact on the environment. These environmental studies 
identify wildlife use, threatened or endangered plants and 
animals, sensitive habitats, wetlands, protected areas, and 
cultural resources.

During the construction phase, EDP Renováveis performs 
Environmental Construction Monitoring to ensure that 
environmental laws and regulations and any permit conditions 
are met and potential environmental impacts of construction 
are addressed for the entire project area. 

Although not always obliged by law, EDP Renováveis promotes 
environmental excellence during the whole life cycle of its 
operating wind farms by providing training, developing waste 
management plans and performing environmental site audits 
to ensure continuous improvement. In decommissioning, 
EDP Renováveis will implement a restoration plan to 
restore the wind farm area as close to its original state as 
reasonably practicable. 
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As a consequence of these preventives measures, 
EDP Renováveis only registered six spills. None of these spills 
entered any waterways or resulted in any notices of violation or 
fines. Additionally, the company did not record any sanction for 
non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations.

BioDivERsity

Early in the process of development, EDP Renováveis collects 
information about threatened, endangered, and sensitive 
species; migratory birds; and other potential wildlife impacts.

The company has also promoted and developed several 
habitat enhancement projects and performed thorough field 
studies of various animal and plant species.

In 2009, the following major projects were developed:

•	 Funding a rescue campaign and improvement of the 
Montagu’s harrier in Albacete (Spain);

      

•	 Arrangement of electrical laying in which high mortality of 
birds has been registered;

     

•	 Installation of fire-prevention rafts in Catalonia (Spain); 

•	 Three year commitment to support Operation Migration and 
participation in the Habitat Conservation Plan for Whooping 
Cranes (U.S.);

•	 Support to start a Sage Grouse Collaborative to conduct 
research on potential wind impact to Sage Grouse (U.S.); 
and

•	 Wetland mitigation – First year of monitoring of one wetland 
created during construction of Elkhorn Valley Wind farm 
and fourth year of monitoring of two wetlands at the Maple 
Ridge WindW farm (US).

EDP Renováveis conducts post-construction wildlife studies, 
including mortality monitoring. Post- construction mortality 
monitoring is conducted at all wind farms.

EDPR NA’s Director of Environmental Affairs was appointed 
by the Secretary of the Department of Interior to serve on the 
USFWS Wind Turbine Guidelines Advisory Committee.  The 
scope and objective of this committee, also known as the 
Federal Advisory Committee (FAC) is to provide advice and 
recommendations to the Secretary of the Interior on developing 
effective measures to avoid or minimize impacts to the wildlife 
and their habitats related to land-based wind energy facilities.

The Company is a founding member of American Wind & 
Wildlife Institute (AWWI), whose mission is to facilitate timely 
and responsible development of wind energy while protecting 
wildlife and its habitat.

EnviRonmEntAl EDucAtion

EDP Renováveis develops internal programs for environmental 
awareness training to ensure that its employees recognize:

•	 The importance of the Corporate Environmental Policy;

•	 Their role in the fulfilment of the requirements and 
procedures of the Environmental Management System, 
including the requirements for emergency preparation  
and response;

•	 The potential impact of business activities on the 
environment;

•	 The benefits to the environment that come from responsible 
behaviours; and 

•	 The potential consequences of non-compliance.
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9. AnnEx – EDP REnovávEis sPonsoRs 
oPERAtion migRAtion to suPPoRt 
WhooPing cRAnEs

EDPR nA makes a three year commitment to support 
operation migration in the reintroduction of endangered 
Whooping cranes

EDPR NA is aware of its potential impact on birds, bats, and 
other wildlife from project activities and understands its 
responsibility to mitigate potential project impacts to affected 
wildlife. That is why EDPR NA took earnest interest in Operation 
Migration, a non-profit organization in the United States and 
Canada committed to protecting endangered species by 
introducing new migratory pathways for the whooping crane.

Following a 2008 flyover of its Twin Groves wind farm in Illinois, 
EDPR NA became aware of Operation Migration and its efforts.  
After learning more about the activities of Operation Migration, 
EDPR NA committed to supporting Operation Migration in its 
efforts by contributing $25,000 a year for three years (2009, 
2010, & 2011).

Operation Migration was established in 1994 following the 
success of several experiments proving that birds can learn 
new migration routes.  In 1999, Operation Migration began 
to spearhead efforts to reintroduce whooping cranes into 
eastern North America.  Using an ultralight aircraft, Operation 
Migration pilots – with the support of ground crew, additional 
cover and spotter pilots, as well as committed education and 
outreach staff – guide whooping cranes to alternate locations 
to avoid over-populated wintering and breeding locations.

The migration passes through seven states, covers 1,250 
miles, and takes anywhere from 60 to 90 days to complete. 
Each stopover is pre-selected for its isolation, and the birds 
are housed overnight in portable pens to protect them 
from predators. In early spring, each bird – monitored by a 
conventional radio-tracking device attached to its leg – begins 
its unassisted return migration to the central Wisconsin area 
for the summer.Operation Migration has played a leading role 
in the reintroduction of endangered whooping cranes into 
eastern North America. In the 1940s, the species was reduced 
to just 15 birds. Today, with the help of Operation Migration’s 
efforts, there are now over 380 whooping cranes in the wild 
and over 150 in captivity.

10. AnnEx – EDP REnovávEis PRoActivEly 
PARticiPAtEs in hAbitAt consERvAtion 
PlAn foR WhooPing cRAnEs

EDPR nA is involved in industry-wide collaborative effort to 
protect Whooping crane habitat

An estimated 10,000 whooping cranes were present in North 
America during pre-colonial times with the species ranging 
from the Canadian Arctic to Mexico and from the Rocky 
Mountains to the Atlantic Ocean.  Conversion of potholes and 
prairie to hay and grain production made much of the historic 
nesting habitat unsuitable for whooping cranes. They virtually 
reached the brink of extinction with just 15 birds left in the wild, 
including only 3 or 4 adult females, in 1941. 

With key conservation measures put in place, the population 
made comeback after the 1950s. Some of the conservation 
actions included the passage of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act 
in 1918 that gave the birds protection from shooting and egg 
collection and establishment of the Aransas National Wildlife 
Refuge in 1937 to conserve their wintering grounds. Although 
the species numbers are slowly increasing, they are far below 
the level required for recovery. 

Wind energy development is increasing rapidly in the United 
States and much of the greatest wind energy potential in the 
country overlaps with the migration corridor (Canada – Texas) 
used by the federally – listed endangered whooping crane. 
Therefore the potential for “take”, as defined by the Endangered 
Species Act (ESA) exists from development, construction and 
operation of these wind farms. Currently the greatest known 
source of mortality to whooping cranes due to human activity 
is collision with power lines. There is also evidence to suggest 
that wind farms built in close proximity to wetland roosting 
habitat discourage whooping cranes from using that habitat. 

EDPR NA is collaborating with the United States Fish & Wildlife 
Service and other wind industry members of the American 
Wind Energy Association (AWEA) to apply for incidental take 
provision under the ESA.  The US wind industry recognizes the 
need to establish a Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) for the 
whooping crane within the established migratory corridor. 
The Collaborative effort started when EDPR NA and other wind 
industry members met with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
on July, 2008, in Denver, Colorado to address wind energy 
development in the whooping crane migration corridor and 
discuss potential concerns.  
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As a result, the EDPR NA and the other wind companies 
involved have each contributed funding to be part of the 
Collaborative and draft the HCP.  In addition, wind industry 
members and the Oklahoma Department of Wildlife 
Conservation (ODWC) prepared an application to obtain grant 
funds through the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The application 
was submitted in 2008 and was awarded in 2009 to ODWC 
and subsequently AWEA was named as subgrantee.

The HCP will outline components of sitting, development, 
and operation of utility-scale wind development in a manner 
that supports species conservation and alternative energy 
goals.  Major facets of the HCP include developing habitat 
suitability/potential occurrence protocol survey, conservation 
measures, habitat protection, restoration and acquisition, and 
public participation.

Implementation of the HCP will be an efficient tool to ensure 
that habitat management occurs that benefits whooping 
crane populations while providing for incidental take of 
individuals.  Through an industry-wide collaborative effort, 
wind farm developers will be more willing to address crane 
management proactively rather than as a last resort to avoid 
ESA violations.
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11. gRi EvAluAtion

This sustainability report responds to the GRI G3 Guidelines indicators, and provides also information on the additional electricity sector 
supplement indicators directly related to the company business, which is the power generation from renewable sources, basically wind. 
EDP Renovaveis is not considered an Utility company. In both cases, (GRI indicators and Sector Suplement indicators) exceptions that may exist 
are explained, due primarily to the fact that the Company’s core business is based in generation from renewable sources and does not include 
power distribution nor power commercialization. EDP Renováveis is committed to the progressive improvement of the information provided.

The company self-declares to have reached the level A+, as confirmed by KPMG.

PRoFilE

1 strategy and Analysis

1.1. Statement from President and CEO 7, 9-10 C
1.2. Description of key impacts, risks, and opportunities 7, 74, 106-109 C

2 organizational Profile

2.1. Name of the organization 14 C
2.2. Primary brands, products, and/or services 17-18, 67 C
2.3. Operational structure of the organization 13, 17, 28 C
2.4. Location of organization’s headquarters 18 C
2.5. Number of countries where the organization operates 18 C
2.6. Nature of ownership and legal form 18 C
2.7. Markets served 18 C
2.8. Scale of the reporting organization 18 C
2.9. Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size, structure, or ownership 18 C
2.10. Awards received in the reporting period 67-68 C
EU1. Installed capacity, broken down by primary energy source and by regulatory regime 21 C
EU2 Net energy output broken down by primary energy source and by regulatory regime 22 C

EU3 Number of residential, industrial, institutional and commercial customer accounts - Not Applicable - The company 
do not have final costumers C

EU4 Length of above and underground transmission and distribution lines by regulatory regime -
Not Applicate - Does not relate to 
the Company business compared 
to a traditional utility company

C

EU5 Allocation of CO2e emissions allowances or equivalent -
Not Applicate - Does not relate to 
the Company business compared 
to a traditional utility company

C

3 Report Parameters

Report Profile
3.1. Reporting period 14 C
3.2. Date of most recent previous report 14 C
3.3. Reporting cycle 14 C

3.4. Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents "Contact us" on  
www.edprenovaveis.com C

Report scope and Boundary
3.5. Process for defining report content 14 C
3.6. Boundary of the report 14, 134 C
3.7. Limitations on the scope or boundary of the report 14, 188 C

3.8. Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased facilities, outsourced operations, and 
other entities that could affect comparability 14 C

3.9. Data measurement techniques and assumptions 14
To consolidate economic and social 
data have been used exchange rates 
used in financial reporting.

C

3.10. Explanation of the effect of any restatements of information provided in earlier reports 14 C

3.11. Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope, boundary, or measurement 
methods applied in the report 14 C

GRi content index
3.12. GRI content index 79-84 C

Assurance
3.13. Policy and current practice with regard to seeking external assurance for the report 14, 205 C

4 Governance, commitments, and Engagements

Governance
4.1. Governance structure 94-97
4.2. Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an executive officer 94-96 C

4.3. State the number of members of the highest governance body that are independent and/or 
nonexecutive members 94 C

4.4. Mechanism for shareholders and employees to provide recommendations or direction to the 
board 69, 72, 93 C

4.5. Linkage between compensation for members of the board, senior managers, and executives 
and the organization’s performance 113-115 C

Ref. GRi GRi Definition     Page comments type GRi
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4.6. Processes in place for the board to ensure conflicts of interest are avoided 102-103
www.edprenovaveis.com/Investors/
Corporate Governance/By laws and 
Internal Regulations

C

4.7. Process for determining the qualifications and expertise of the members of the board for 
guiding the organization’s strategy on economic, environmental, and social topics 99-100 C

4.8. Statements of mission or values, codes of conduct, and principles relevant to economic, 
environmental, and social performance and the status of their implementation 14, 16, 18 C

4.9.

Procedures of the highest governance body for overseeing the organization’s identification and 
management of economic, environmental, and social performance, including relevant risks 
and opportunities, and adherence or compliance with internationally agreed standards, codes 
of conduct and principles

64 C

4.10. Processes for evaluating the board’s own performance 99-100 C

commitments to External initiatives

4.11. Explanation of whether and how the precautionary approach or principle is addressed by the 
organization 74 C

4.12. Externally developed economic, environmental, and social charters, principles, or other 
initiatives to which the organization subscribes or endorses

14, 16, 18, 
76-77 C

4.13.
Memberships in associations and/or national/international advocacy organizations in which 
the oganization has positions in governance bodies; participates in projects or committees; 
provides substantive funding beyond routine dues; or views membership as strategic

73, 76-77 C

stakeholder Engagement
4.14. List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization 65 C
4.15. Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage 65 C

4.16. Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including frequency of engagement by type and by 
stakeholder group 65 C

4.17. Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder engagement, and how the 
organization has responded to those key topics and concerns, including through its reporting 65 C

Economic PERFoRmAncE

management Approach 18-19, 38-40

Economic Performance

EC1
Direct value generated and distributed, including revenues, operating costs, employee 
compensation, donations and other community investments, retained earnings, and payments 
to capital providers and governments

23 C

EC2 Financial implications and other risks and opportunities for the organization’s activities due 
to climate change

7, 34-38, 74, 
107-108 C

EC3 Coverage of the organization’s defined benefit plan obligations 69-70 C
EC4 Significant financial assistance received from government 23 C

market Presence

EC5 Range of ratios of standard entry level wage compared to local minimum wage at significant 
locations of operation 23 A

EC6 Policy, practices, and proportion of spending on locally based suppliers at significant locations 
of operation 73 C

EC7 Procedures for local hiring and proportion of senior management hired from the local 
community at significant locations of operation 73 C

indirect Economic impacts

EC8 Development and impact of infrastructure investments and services provided primarily for 
public benefit through commercial, in-kind, or pro-bono engagement 72-73 C

EC9 Understanding and describing significant indirect economic impacts, including the extent 
of impacts 72-73 A

Availability and Reliability

EU6 Management approach to ensure short and long-term electricity availability and reliability -
Not Applicate - Does not relate to the 
Company business compared to a 
traditional utility company

S

EU10 Planned capacity against projected electricity demand over the long term, broken down by 
energy source and regulatory regime -

Not Applicate - Does not relate to the 
Company business compared to a 
traditional utility company

S

Demand-side management

EU7 Demand-side management programs including residential, commercial, institutional 
and industrial programs -

Not Applicate - Does not relate to the 
Company business compared to a 
traditional utility company

S

Research and Development

EU8 Research and development activity and expenditure aimed at providing reliable electricity 
and promoting sustainable development 65-66 S

Plant Decommissioning

EU9 Provisions for decommissioning of nuclear power sites -
Not Applicate - Does not relate to the 
Company business compared to a 
traditional utility company

S

system Efficiency

EU11 Average generation efficiency of thermal plants by energy source and by regulatory regime -
Not Applicate - Does not relate to the 
Company business compared to a 
traditional utility company

S

EU12 Transmission and distribution losses as a percentage of total energy -
Not Applicate - Does not relate to the 
Company business compared to a 
traditional utility company

S

Ref. GRi GRi Definition     Page comments type GRi
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EnviRonmEntAl

management Approach 73-74

materials

EN1 Materials used by weight or volume 74-75
Not Material -  The Company's core 
business is power generation from 
renewable sources.

C

EN2 Percentage of materials used that are recycled input materials 75
Not Material -  The Company's core 
business is power generation from 
renewable sources.

C

Energy

EN3 Direct energy consumption by primary energy source 75
Not Material -  The Company's core 
business is power generation from 
renewable sources.

C

EN4 Indirect energy consumption by primary energy source 75
Not Material -  The Company's core 
business is power generation from 
renewable sources.

C

EN5 Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency improvements 75
Not Material -  The Company's core 
business is power generation from 
renewable sources.

A

EN6 Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable energy based products and services, and 
reductions in energy requirements as a result of these initiatives 75 A

EN7 Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumption and reductions achieved 75 A

Water

EN8 Total water withdrawal by source -
Not Applicate - Wind generation does 
not have significant impact in Water 
use or withdrawal

C

EN9 Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water -
Not Applicate - Wind generation does 
not have significant impact in Water 
use or withdrawal

A

EN10 Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused -
Not Applicate - Wind generation does 
not have significant impact in Water 
use or withdrawal

A

Biodiversity

EN11 Location and size of land owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to, protected areas and 
areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas. 75 C

EN12 Description of significant impacts of activities, products, and services on biodiversity in 
protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas. 75-76 C

EN13 Habitats protected or restored. 76-77 A

EU13 Biodiversity of offset habitats compared to the biodiversity of the affected areas.
"In 2009, there has not been any 
necessity for compensatory mearures 
regarding habitats “

S

EN14 Strategies, current actions, and future plans for managing impacts on biodiversity. 76-77 A

Emissions, Effluents and Waste

EN16 Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight. 74
Not Applicable - The company 
business does not produce relevant 
emissions

C

EN17 Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight. 74
Not Applicable - The company 
business does not produce relevant 
emissions

C

EN18 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reductions achieved. 75
Not Applicable - The company 
business does not produce relevant 
emissions

A

EN19 Emissions of ozone-depleting substances by weight. 74
Not Applicable - The company 
business does not produce relevant 
emissions

C

EN20 NOx, SOx, and other significant air emissions by type and weight. 74
Not Applicable - The company 
business does not produce relevant 
emissions

C

EN21 Total water discharge by quality and destination. 74
Not Applicable - The company 
business does not use water as 
relevant resource

C

EN22 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method. 74 C
EN23 Total number and volume of significant spills. 75 C

Products and services

EN26 Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and services, and extent of impact 
mitigation. 73-74

Not Applicate - Does not relate to the 
Company business compared to a 
traditional utility company

C

EN27 Percentage of products sold and their packaging materials that are reclaimed by category. -
Not applicable - Does not relate to the 
Company business, as the company 
end product is energy

C

compliance

EN28 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for non-
compliance with environmental laws and regulations. 76 C

overall
EN30 Total environmental protection expenditures and investments by type. 73 A

Ref. GRi GRi Definition     Page comments type GRi
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sociAl PERFoRmAncE inDicAtoRs

labor Practices and Decent Work

management approach 68

Employment
EU14 Programs and processes to ensure the availability of a skilled workforce 69 S

EU15 Percentage of employees eligible to retire in the next 5 and 10 years broken down by job the 
next 5 and 10 years broken down by job category and by region 68 S

EU16 Policies and requirements regarding health and safety of employees and employees of 
contractors and subcontractors 70-71 S

LA1 Total workforce by employment type, employment contract, and  region. 68-69 C
LA2 Total number and rate of employee turnover by age group, gender, and region.   68 C

EU17 Days worked by contractor and subcontractor employees involved in construction, 
operation & maintenance activities. -

Not Available - Currently this 
information is not recorded. The 
company will analyse the materiallity 
of this information to be able to 
reported in the short term

S

EU18 Percentage of contractor and subcontractor employees that have undergone relevant health 
and safety training 71 S

LA3 Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or part-time 
employees, by major operations. 69 A

labor/management Relations
LA4 Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining agreements. 70 C

LA5 Minimum notice period(s) regarding significant operational changes, including whether they 
are specified in collective agreements. 70 C

occupational health and safety

LA6 Percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint management-worker health and 
safety committees that help monitor and advise on occupational health and safety programs. 71 A

LA7 Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days,  absenteeism and total number of 
work-related fatalities, by region. 

"For Spain and North America:
– Frecuency Rate: 2,47
– Severity Rate: 108”

C

LA8 Education, training, counseling, prevention and risk-control programs in place to assist 
workforce members, their families, or community members regarding serious diseases. 70-71 C

LA9 Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements with trade unions. 71 A

training and Education
LA10 Average hours of training per year per employee by employee category.    69 C

LA11 Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support the continued employability 
of employees and assist them in managing career endings 69 A

LA12 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews. 69 A

Diversity and Equal opportunity

LA13 Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees per category according to 
gender, age group, minority group membership, and other indicators of diversity. 68 C

LA14 Ratio of basic salary of men to women by employee category. 69 C

human Rights

management approach 71

investment and Procurement Practices

HR1 Percentage and total number of significant investment agreements that include human rights 
clauses or that underwent human rights screening. 71 C

HR2 Percentage of significant suppliers and contractors that have undergone screening on human 
rights and actions taken. 71 C

HR3 Total hours of employee training on policies and procedures concerning aspects of human 
rights that are relevant to operations, including the percentage of employees trained. 71 EDP Renoaveis did not offer additional 

specific training about human rights. A

non- Discrimination
HR4 Total number of incidents of discrimination and actions taken. 71 C

Freedom of Association and collective Bargaining

HR5 Operations identified in which the right to exercise freedom of association or collective 
bargaining may be at significant risk, and actions taken to support these rights. 71 C

child labor

HR6 Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents of child labor, and measures taken 
to contribute to the elimination of child labor. 71 C

Forced and compulsory labor

HR7 Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents of forced or compulsory labor, and 
measures taken to contribute to the elimination of forced or compulsory labor. 71 C

indigenous Rights
HR9 Total number of incidents of violations involving rights of indigenous people and actions taken. 71 A

society

management approach 71- 73

community

EU19 Stakeholder participation in the decision making process related to energy planning and 
infrastructure development 71-72 S

Ref. GRi GRi Definition     Page comments type GRi
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EU20 Approach to managing the impacts of displacement. -
Not Applicable - The company 
business does not produce 
displacements

S

SO1 Nature, scope, and effectiveness of any programs and practices that assess and manage the 
impacts of operations on communities, including entering, operating, and exiting. 71-72 C

EU22 Number of people physically or economically displaced and compensation, broken down by 
type of project -

Not Applicable - The company 
business does not produce 
displacements

S

corruption

SO2 Percentage and total number of business units analyzed for risks related to corruption. 72 100%, as all employees have to follow 
the code of ethics C

SO3 Percentage of employees trained in organization’s anti-corruption policies and procedures. 72 100%, as all employees have to follow 
the code of ethics C

SO4 Actions taken in response to incidents of corruption. 72 C

Public Policy
SO5 Public policy positions and participation in public policy development and lobbying. 73 C

SO6 Total value of financial and in-kind contributions to political parties, politicians, and related 
institutions by country. 73 A

Anti-competitive Behaviour

SO7 Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly practices 
and their outcomes. 72 A

compliance

SO8 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for non-
compliance with laws and regulations. 72 C

Disaster /Emergency Planning and Response

EU21 Contingency planning measures, disaster/ emergency management plan and training 
programs, and recovery/restoration plans 71 S

Product Responsibility

management approach 65-67

customer health and safety

PR1
Life cycle stages in which health and safety impacts of products and services are assessed for 
improvement, and percentage of significant products and services categories subject to such 
procedures.

65-66, 70-71 C

PR2 Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes concerning 
health and safety impacts of products and services, by type of outcomes. 72 A

EU25 Number of injuries and fatalities to the public involving company assets, including legal 
judgements, settlements and pending legal cases of diseases. 72 S

Product and service labeling

PR3 Type of product and service information required by procedures, and percentage of significant 
products and services subject to such information requirements.

Not Applicate - Does not relate to the 
Company business compared to a 
traditional utility company

C

marketing communications

PR6 Programs for adherence to laws, standards, and voluntary codes related to marketing 
communications, including advertising, promotion, and sponsorship. 67 C

customer Privacy

PR8 Total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches of customer privacy and losses 
of customer data. 72 A

compliance

PR9 Monetary value of significant fines for non-compliance with laws and regulations concerning 
the provision and use of products and services. 72 C

Access

EU23 Programs, including those in partnership with government, to improve or maintain access to 
electricity services. -

Not Applicate - Does not relate to the 
Company business compared to a 
traditional utility company

S

EU26 Percentage of population unserved in licensed distribution or service areas -
Not Applicate - Does not relate to the 
Company business compared to a 
traditional utility company

S

EU27 Number of residential disconnections for non-payment, broken down by duration of 
disconnection and by regulatory regime -

Not Applicate - Does not relate to the 
Company business compared to a 
traditional utility company

S

EU28 Power outage frequency. -
Not Applicate - Does not relate to the 
Company business compared to a 
traditional utility company

S

EU29 Average power outage duration. -
Not Applicate - Does not relate to the 
Company business compared to a 
traditional utility company

S

EU30 Average plant availability factor by energy source and by country or regulatory regime 42-44, 49 S

Provision of information

EU24 Practices to address language, cultural, low literacy and disability related barriers to accessing 
and safely using electricity and customer support services -

Not Applicate - Does not relate to the 
Company business compared to a 
traditional utility company

S

Ref. GRi GRi Definition     Page comments type GRi
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Level C plus:
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20 Performance Indicators, 
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Product Reponsability.

Management Approach 
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Category
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corporate governance

88  stAtEmEnt oF comPliAncE 

93  coRPoRAtE GovERnAncE stRuctuRE
93  Model of management and supervision
93  Corporate Bodies
95  Audit and control committee 
96  Organization chart 

98  shAREholDER stRuctuRE
98  Capital Structure
98  Shareholder Structure
98  Qualifying shareholding
98  Holder of special rights
98  Restrictions on the transfer of shares
98  Shareholders’ agreements

99  mAnAGEmEnt AnD contRol systEm 
99  Structure, competences and functioning of 

the Board of Directors 
100  Structure, competences and functioning of 

committees 
102  Audit and Control Committee 
103  Incompatibility and independence 
103  Rules of appointment and discharge of 

members of the Board of Directors and Audit 
and Control Committee 

104  Business between the Company and 
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0. stAtEmEnt of comPliAncE 

EDP Renováveis, S.A. (hereinafter referred to as EDP Renováveis 
or the Company) is a listed company that was admitted to 
trading on the regulated market of NYSE Euronext Lisbon 
(Eurolist by Euronext Lisbon) following an initial public offering in 
May 2008. In view of its status as a company with shares listed 
on a regulated market in Portugal, EDP Renováveis’ corporate 
organization is subject to the recommendations contained in 
the corporate governance code called “Código de Governo das 
Sociedades” approved by the CMVM (Portuguese Securities 
Market Commission) in September 2007. This governance code 
is available to the public at the CMVM website, www.cmvm.pt. 

EDP Renováveis states that it has adopted in full the CMVM 
recommendations on the governance of listed companies 
provided in the “Código de Governo das Sociedades”, with the 
exception of Recommendations I.4.1. and II.2.2. of the code, 
which have not been adopted for the reasons indicated below. 

The following table shows the CMVM recommendations set 
forth in the code and indicates whether or not they have been 
fully adopted by EDP Renováveis and the place in this report in 
which they are described in more detail. 

stAtEmEnt oF comPliAncE

Recommendation Adoption information Description in Report

i. GEnERAl mEEtinG oF shAREholDERs

i.1 Board of the General meeting

i.1.1 The Chairperson of the General Meeting shall have access to human and 
logistical resources appropriate to his/her needs, taking into account the 
company’s financial position. 

Adopted 4.6

i.1.2 The remuneration of the Chairperson of the Board of the General Meeting 
shall be disclosed in the annual corporate governance report.

Adopted 4.6

i.2 Participation in the meeting

i.2.1 The time limit imposed by the Articles of Association for depositing or 
blocking shares for the purpose of participating in the meeting shall not exceed 
five working days. 

Adopted 4.2

i.2.2 Should the General Meeting be suspended, the company shall not compel 
share blocking during that period until the meeting is resumed and shall then 
apply the same time limit as for the first session.

Adopted 4.2

i.3 voting and voting Rights

i.3.1 Company’s Articles of Association shall not impose any restrictions on 
votes by mail.

Adopted 4.4
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i.3.2 The time limit imposed by the Articles of Association on receipt of votes by 
mail shall not exceed three working days.

Adopted 4.4

i.3.3 Company Articles of Association shall provide for one vote per share. Adopted 4.3

i.4  Quorum and Decisions

i.4.1 Companies shall not fix a constitutive or deliberative quorum higher than 
that prescribed by law.

Not adopted (“Under Spanish Law, the constitutive 
quorums on first and second call to order are 25% and 
0% for ordinary and extraordinary general meetings and 
50% and 25% for ordinary and extraordinary general 
meetings in which valid decisions may be made on the 
issue of bonds, increases or reductions in share capital, 
transformation, mergers or spin off of the company and, in 
general, any amendments to the Articles of Association. The 
company’s Articles of Association establish a slightly higher                                                                                   
constitutive quorum in order to reinforce shareholder 
support for approval of decisions. On the 24th of February 
2010, the Board of Directors approved to propose to the 
next General Meeting a modification of the Article 17 of the 
Articles of Association so as to adopt the quorums provided 
of the Law.”)

i.5 minutes and information on Decisions

i.5.1. The minutes of general meetings shall be made available to shareholders 
on the company’s website within five days, even if they do not constitute 
privileged information under the law. A collection of attendance lists, agendas 
and decisions passed during meetings shall be kept on file on the company’s 
website for at least three years.

Adopted 4.7

i.6 company control measures

i.6.1. Measures to prevent successful takeover bids shall respect the interests of 
the company and its shareholders.

Adopted 4.8

i.6.2 Company’s Articles of Association that, in compliance with the previous 
sub-paragraph, limit the number of votes that may be held or cast by a sole 
shareholder, either individually or jointly with other shareholders, shall also 
provide for the General Meeting to decide, at least every five years, on whether 
this provision is to be maintained, without higher quorum requirements than 
those established by law, and for all votes cast to be counted in said decision 
without the limitation being imposed. 

Not applicable

i.6.3 There shall be no defensive measures intended to automatically cause a 
serious depletion of the company’s assets in the event of transfer of control or 
a change of membership of the Board of Directors thereby affecting the free 
transferability of shares and free appreciation by shareholders of the Board 
member’s performance.

Adopted 4.8

ii.  mAnAGEmEnt AnD suPERvisoRy BoDiEs

ii.1. General matters

ii.1.1. structure and Duties

ii.1.1.1. The Board of Directors shall, in its governance report, assess the 
model adopted, identify any constraints on its functioning and recommend 
appropriate measures to overcome them. 

Adopted 1.1

ii.1.1.2. Companies shall set up in-house control systems for the effective 
detection of risks associated with their activity in order to safeguard their 
assets and ensure the transparency of their corporate governance.

Adopted 3.7

ii.1.1.3. Management and supervisory bodies shall have their own regulations 
which shall be posted on the company’s website.

Adopted 3.1.3/3.3.3/7.4

ii.1.2 incompatibilities and independence

ii.1.2.1 The Board of Directors shall include a number of non-executive 
members to guarantee its effective ability to supervise, audit and assess the 
work of the executive members. 

Adopted 1.2.2/1.2.6.1/3.1.3

ii.1.2.2. The non-executive directors must include a suitable number of 
independent directors, taking into account the size of the company and its 
shareholder structure. This number shall be no less than one quarter of the 
total number of directors. 

Adopted 1.2.2/1.2.6.1

ii.1.3 Eligibility and Appointment 

ii.1.3.1 Depending on the applicable model, the Chairperson of the Audit Board, 
the Audit Committee or the Financial Committee shall be independent and be 
adequately capable to carry out their duties.

Adopted 1.2.2/1.3/3.3

stAtEmEnt oF comPliAncE
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ii.1.4 Whistle-blowing Policy

ii.1.4.1 The company shall adopt a whistle-blowing policy for reporting 
irregularities occurring in it, indicating the following information: i) means by 
which irregularities can be reported within the company, including the names 
of the people qualified to receive reports, ii) the treatment to be given to 
reports, including confidentiality if the whistle-blower so wishes.

Adopted 3.9

ii.1.4.2 The general lines of this policy shall be set forth in the corporate 
governance report.

Adopted 3.9

ii.1.5 Remuneration

ii.1.5.1 The remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors shall be 
structured in such a way as to ensure that their interests are in line with that of 
the company. In this context: i) The remuneration of executive directors shall 
include a performance-based component and a performance evaluation 
conducted by the competent body shall therefore be taken into account. ii) The 
variable component shall be such as to maximise the company’s long-term 
performance and shall depend on the sustainability of the performance 
variables adopted. iii) When not otherwise required by law, the remuneration of 
the non-executive members of the Board of Directors shall consist exclusively 
of a fixed amount. 

Adopted 5.1/5.2/5.3

ii.1.5.2 The Remuneration Committee and the Board of Directors shall submit 
to the Annual General Meeting a statement on pay policy of the members of 
the managing and supervisory bodies and other managers, as set forth in 
Article 248-B(3) of the Securities Code. In this context, the shareholders shall be 
informed of the criteria and main parameters used to evaluate performance for 
the purpose of calculating the variable component, whether it is in the form of 
rewards in shares, share options or other components. 

Adopted 5.4

ii.1.5.3 At least one representative of the Remuneration Committee shall attend 
annual general meetings.

Adopted 5.6

ii.1.5.4 A proposal to approve share distribution or share option plans or 
plans based on variations in share price to members of the managing and 
supervisory bodies and other managers, as defined in Article 248-B(3) of 
the Securities Code shall be submitted to the general meeting. The proposal 
shall mention all the necessary information for its correct assessment. The 
proposal shall be accompanied by the regulations of the plan or, if they have 
not yet been drawn up, the general conditions with which they must comply. 
The main characteristics of the retirement benefit system for members of the 
managing and supervisory bodies and other managers, as set forth in Article 
248-B(3) of the Securities Code shall be approved by the general meeting.

Not applicable 5.3
5.7

ii.1.5.5 The remuneration of each member of the managing and supervisory 
bodies shall be disclosed annually on an individual basis and, distinguishing, 
whenever appropriate, between fixed and variable remuneration and 
between remuneration received from other group companies controlled by 
shareholders owning qualifying holdings.

Adopted 5.3

ii.2. Board of Directors

ii.2.1 Within the limits established by law for each managing and supervisory 
body, and unless the company is small in size, the Board of Directors shall 
delegate the day-to-day running of the company. The duties delegated shall 
be identified in the annual corporate governance report.

Adopted 3.1/3.2.1/3.3

ii.2.2 The Board of Directors shall ensure that the company acts in 
accordance with its goals and shall not delegate its powers namely in what 
concerns: : i) the definition of the company’s general strategy and policies; ii) 
the definition of the group’s corporate structure; iii) the adoption of decisions 
that should be considered strategic due to their amount, risk or special 
characteristics. 

Not Adopted (“Under Spanish Law, the matters referred 
to in this recommendation can be delegated to the 
Executive Committee. It is common practice in Spanish 
listed companies for the delegation of powers to be 
far-reaching, with the exception of matters related to the 
preparation of accounts”).

ii.2.3 If the chairperson of the Board of Directors has executive functions, 
the Board of Directors shall find efficient mechanisms for coordinating 
the work of the non-executive members to ensure that they can make 
independent, informed decisions. These mechanisms shall be explained to 
the shareholders in the annual corporate governance report.

Adopted 3.1.3

ii.2.4 The company’s annual report shall include a description of the work 
done by the non-executive directors and mention any constraints arising.

Adopted 3.1.3

ii.2.5. The Board of Directors shall rotate the financial director at least at the 
end of every two terms.

Not applicable (“The Board of Directors only took office in 
the first half of 2008).

ii.3 cEo, Executive committee and Executive Board of Directors

ii.3.1 When asked to do so by other members of the corporate bodies, 
executive directors shall provide the appropriate information in good time.

Adopted 3.2.1.3

ii.3.2 The Chairperson of the Executive Committee shall send to the 
Chairperson of the Board of Directors and, as applicable, to the Chairperson 
of the Audit Board or Audit Committee, the respective invitations to and 
minutes of its meetings.

Adopted 3.2.1.3.

stAtEmEnt oF comPliAncE
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ii.3.3 The Chairperson of the Executive Board of Directors shall send to the 
Chairperson of the General and Supervisory Board and the Chairperson 
of the Financial Committee the respective invitations to and minutes of its 
meetings.

Not applicable

ii.4. General and supervisory Board, Financial committee, Audit 
committee and Audit Board

ii.4.1 In addition to its supervisory duties, the General and Supervisory Board 
shall advise, monitor and constantly assess the company’s management 
by the Executive Board of Directors. The matters on which the General and 
Supervisory Board shall give opinions include: i) the company’s general 
strategy and policies, ii) the group’s corporate structure and iii) decisions that 
are considered strategic due to their amount, risk or special characteristics.

 Not applicable

ii.4.2 The annual reports on the work of the General and Supervisory Board, 
Financial Committee, the Audit Committee and the Audit Board shall be 
published on the company’s website together with the financial statements.

Adopted 3.3.4./7.4

ii.4.3 The annual reports on the work of the General and Supervisory Board, 
Financial Committee, the Audit Committee and the Audit Board shall include 
a description of their supervision and mention, in particular, any constraints 
found.

Adopted 3.3.4/7.3

ii.4.4 The Financial Committee, Audit Committee and Audit Board, depending 
on the model adopted, shall represent the company for all purposes in 
relations with the external auditor ,and shall notably, propose a person to 
render these services ,his/her/its fees, ensure that the company offers all the 
right conditions for the provision of these services, act as an interlocutor for 
the company and be first recipient of the auditor’s reports.

Adopted 3.3.2

ii.4.5 Every year, the Financial Committee, Audit Committee and Audit Board, 
depending on the model adopted, shall evaluate the external auditor and 
propose his/he/itsr discharge to the general meeting, if there is due cause.

Adopted 3.3.2/3.8

ii.5. specialised committees 

ii.5.1 Unless the company is small in size, the Board of Directors and the 
General and Supervisory Board, depending on the model adopted, shall 
set up any necessary committees to: i) conduct a competent, independent 
evaluation of the performance of the executive directors and assess their 
own overall performance and that of the different committees, ii) reflect 
on the company’s governance system, check its effectiveness and suggest 
measures for improving it to the competent bodies.

Adopted                                                                                                      1.1/2.2.2/3.3.2

ii.5.2 The members of the Remuneration Committee or equivalent shall be 
independent from the members of the Board of Directors.

Not applicable (“The members of the Nomination and 
Remuneration Committee are members of the Board 
of Directors. However, its members are considered 
independent members and do not therefore belong to the 
Executive Committee. In accordance with Articles 9 and 
130 of the Spanish Public Company Law, the remuneration 
scheme for directors should be fixed in the articles of 
association. It is normal practice in Spanish companies 
for this remuneration to be decided upon by the General 
Meeting of Shareholders and for its allocation to the 
different members of the Board of Directors to be decided 
on by the Board itself.”).

1.2.6.2/3.2.2.1

ii.5.3 All committees shall draft minutes of their meetings. Adopted 3.2.1.3 / 3.2.2.3 / 3.2.3.3./ 
3.3.3

iii. DisclosuRE AnD AuDits

iii.1 General Disclosure obligations

iii.1.2 Companies shall ensure permanent contact with the capital market, 
abide by the principle of equality between shareholders and prevent 
asymmetries in access to information by investors. The company shall 
maintain an investor relations office for the purpose.

Adopted 7.1 / 7.2

iii.1.3 The following information shall be posted on the company’s website 
in English:

a. Its name, status as a listed company, registered office and other 
information mentioned in Article 171 of the Portuguese Companies Code;

b. Its Articles of Association;

c. The names of the members of the corporate bodies and market liaison 
officer;

d. Investor Relations Office, its functions and contact information;

e. Financial statements; 

f. Half-yearly calendar of company events;

g. Proposals submitted for discussion and voting at general meetings;

h. Invitation to general meetings.

Adopted 7.3

stAtEmEnt oF comPliAncE
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stAtEmEnt on comPliAncE With inDEPEnDEncE cRitERiA 

Article 20.2 of the EDP Renováveis Articles of Association 
defines as independent members of the Board of Directors 
those that are able to perform their offices without being 
limited by relations with the company, its shareholders 
with significant holdings or its directors and meet the other 
legal requirements. 

For the purpose of this statement of compliance with 
independence criteria and for the sake of comparison between 
EDP Renováveis and the other companies listed on Eurolist 
by Euronext Lisbon in matters of compliance with corporate 
governance recommendations, we have also considered the 
criteria for appraising independence and incompatibilities 
set forth in Articles 414-A (1), (save for paragraph b)) and 414 
(5) both of the Portuguese Companies Code (“Código das 
Sociedades Comerciais”), and so the Board of Directors of 
EDP Renováveis considers that the following directors meet 
cumulatively (i) these criteria of independence required by law 
and the Articles of Association and (ii) if they were to apply 
those criteria of incompatibilities as legally defined:

name Position Date of 
Appointment

End of  
term

José Silva Lopes
Director (Independent)
Member of the Audit 

Committee
04-06-2008 04-06-2011

António Nogueira 
Leite Director (Independent) 04-06-2008 04-06-2011

Rafael Caldeira 
Valverde Director (Independent) 04-06-2008 04-06-2011

José Araújo e 
Silva Director (Independent) 04-06-2008 04-06-2011

Jorge Santos Director (Independent) 04-06-2008 04-06-2011

Francisco José 
Queiroz de Barros 
de Lacerda

Director (Independent)
Member of Audit 

Committee
04-06-2008 04-06-2011

João Manuel de 
Mello Franco

Director (Independent)
Chairperson of Audit 

Committee
04-06-2008 04-06-2011

João Lopes 
Raimundo Director (Independent) 04-06-2008 04-06-2011

Daniel M. 
Kammen Director (Independent) 04-06-2008 04-06-2011
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1. coRPoRAtE govERnAncE stRuctuRE

1.1. moDEl oF mAnAGEmEnt AnD suPERvision

EDP Renováveis, has adopted the governance structure 
in effect in Spain. It comprises a General Meeting of 
Shareholders, which expresses corporate wishes, and a Board 
of Directors that represents and manages the company.

As required by law and the Articles of Association, the 
Company’s Board of Directors has set up four committees. 
These are the Executive Committee, the Audit and Control 
Committee, the Nomination and Remuneration Committee and 
the Committee on Related-Party Transactions.

The Company’s governance structure is shown in the 
chart below.

The governance model of EDP Renováveis is designed to 
ensure the transparent, meticulous separation of duties and 
the specialisation of supervision. The following are the most 
important bodies in the management and supervision model 
at EDP Renováveis:

•	 Board of Directors;

•	 Executive Committee;

•	 Audit and Control Committee;

•	 External auditor.

The purpose of the adoption of this model by EDP Renováveis 
is to adapt the Company’s corporate governance to the 
Portuguese legislation, due to the fact that Spanish law 
is its personal law. The governance model adopted by 
EDP Renováveis therefore seeks, insofar as it is compatible 
with its personal law, to correspond to the Anglo-Saxon 
model set forth in the Código das Sociedades Comerciais, 
in which the management body is a Board of Directors, and 
the supervision and control duties are the responsibility of an 
Audit Committee.

The choice of this model is essentially an attempt to establish 
compatibility between two different systems of company law, 
which can be considered applicable to the model.

Although EDP Renováveis shares were only admitted to trading 
on Eurolist by Euronext Lisbon in mid-2008, the experience of 
institutional operating indicates that the governance model 
adopted by the shareholders is appropriate to the corporate 
organisation of EDP Renováveis activity, especially because it 
affords a healthy balance between the management functions 
of the Executive Committee, the supervisory functions of 
the Audit and Control Committee and oversight by different 
specialised Board of Directors committees.

The institutional and functional relationship between the 
Executive Committee, Audit and Control Committee and the 
other non-executive members of the Board of Directors has 
been proved very positive and has fostered internal harmony 
conducive to the development of the company’s businesses.

In order to ensure a better understanding by its shareholders of 
EDP Renováveis corporate governance, the Company posts its 
updated Articles of Association on www.edprenovaveis.com.

1.2. coRPoRAtE BoDiEs

1.2.1. GEnERAl mEEtinG oF shAREholDERs

The General Meeting of Shareholders is the Company’s 
highest governing body. It is a meeting of shareholders that, 
when properly convened, has the power to decide and adopt 
majority decisions on matters that the law and the Articles 
of Association set forth that it should be decided and be 
submitted for its approval.

The Board of the General Meeting is responsible for organising its 
proceedings. It is made up of the Chairperson of the Meeting, the 
Chairperson of the Board of Directors, or his substitute, the other 
Board members and the Secretary of the Board of Directors.

gEnERAl mEEting 
of shAREholDERs

boARD of DiREctoRs

Executive committee company secretary

cEo

Audit and control 
committee

nomination and 
Remuneration committee

committee on Related 
Party transactions
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Without prejudice to the powers of the Chairperson 
under the law and Articles of Association, he also has the 
following powers: 

•	 Convening and presiding over the meetings of the Board 
of Directors, establishing their agenda and directing 
discussions and decisions; 

•	 Acting as the Company’s highest representative dealing 
with public bodies and any sectorial or employers bodies. 

The Chairperson of the Board is appointed by the members 
of the Board of Directors, unless this is done by the General 
Meeting. The current Chairperson was appointed on 
March 18, 2008.

chairperson of the Board

António Mexia

It is the Vice-Chairperson who replaces the Chairperson when 
he is unable to attend the meetings. The Board may also 
delegate executive powers to the Vice-Chairperson.

The Vice-Chairperson is appointed by the Board of Directors 
on the proposal of the Chairperson. The Vice-Chairperson was 
appointed on March 18, 2008.

vice-chairperson of the Board

Ana Maria Fernandes

1.2.4. chiEF ExEcutivE oFFicER 

The Board of Directors may appoint one or more Chief 
Executive Officers. Chief Executive Officers are appointed by 
a proposal of the Chairperson or two-thirds of the directors. 
Chief Executive Officers are appointed with a vote in favor of 
two-thirds of the directors and must be chosen from among 
the Board members. 

The competences of each Chief Executive Officer are those 
deemed appropriate in each case by the Board, with the only 
requirement being that they are delegable under the law and 
Articles of Association. 

The Chief Executive Officer was appointed on June 4, 2008 with  
competences including coordination of the implementation 
of Board and Executive Committee decisions, monitoring, 
leading and coordinating the management team, representing 
the company in dealings with third parties and other 
related duties. 

cEo

Ana Maria Fernandes

1.2.5. comPAny sEcREtARy 

The duties of the Company Secretary are those set forth in 
current laws, the Articles of Association and Board Regulations. 
In particular, in accordance with the Board Regulations and 
in addition to those set forth in the Articles of Association, his 
competences are: 

1.2.2. BoARD oF DiREctoRs

The Board of Directors has the broadest powers for the 
management and governance of the Company, with no 
limitations other than the competences expressly allocated 
exclusively to the General Meeting of Shareholders by law or 
the Articles of Association.

The structure, competences and functioning of the Board of 
Directors are described in more detail in point 3.1. The Board 
of Directors currently consists of the following sixteen 
(16) members:

name Position Date of 
Appointment End of term

António Mexia Chairman and Director 18/03/2008 18/03/2011

Ana Maria 
Fernandes Vice-Chairman, CEO 18/03/2008 18/03/2011

António Martins 
da Costa Director 18/03/2008 18/03/2011

Nuno Alves Director 18/03/2008 18/03/2011

João Manso Neto Director 18/03/2008 18/03/2011

José Silva Lopes* Director (Independent) 04/06/2008 04/06/2011

António Nogueira 
Leite* Director (Independent) 04/06/2008 04/06/2011

Rafael Caldeira 
Valverde* Director (Independent) 04/06/2008 04/06/2011

José Araújo e 
Silva* Director (Independent) 04/06/2008 04/06/2011

Manuel 
Menéndez 
Menéndez*

Director 04/06/2008 04/06/2011

Jorge Santos* Director (Independent) 04/06/2008 04/06/2011

Francisco José 
Queiroz de Barros 
de Lacerda*

Director (Independent) 04/06/2008 04/06/2011

João Manuel de 
Mello Franco* Director (Independent) 04/06/2008 04/06/2011

João Lopes 
Raimundo* Director (Independent) 04/06/2008 04/06/2011

Daniel M. 
Kammen* Director (Independent) 04/06/2008 04/06/2011

Gilles August Director (Independent) 14/04/2009 14/04/2012

*Appointed in Agreement adopted by the General Meeting of EDP Renováveis, S.A. on 
the May 14, 2008, to take office as member of the Board of Directors on the June 4, 2008.

The positions held by the members of the Board in the last 
five (5) years, those that they currently hold and positions in 
Group and non-Group companies are listed in Annexes I, II and 
III, respectively. Annex IV also gives a brief description of the 
Board members’ professional and academic careers. 

Finally, the shares of EDP Renováveis owned by each Board 
member are described in the table in Annex V. 

1.2.3. chAiRPERson AnD vicE-chAiRPERson oF thE BoARD 

The Chairperson of the Board is the Chairperson of the 
Company and fully represents it, using the company name, 
implementing decisions of the General Meeting, Board of 
Directors and the Executive Committee. 
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1.2.6.2. nominAtion AnD REmunERAtion committEE 

The Nomination and Remuneration Committee is a permanent 
body of a merely informative and advisory nature and its 
recommendations and reports are not binding. 

The Nomination and Remuneration Committee currently 
consists of three (3) independent members, who were 
appointed on June 4, 2008, plus the Secretary. 

nomination and Remuneration committee

Chairperson Jorge Santos

João Lopes Raimundo
Rafael Caldeira Valverde

Secretary Emilio García-Conde Noriega

None of the committee members are spouses or up to 
third-degree relatives in direct line of the other members of the 
Board of Directors. 

The committee members shall maintain their positions for as 
long as they are Company Directors. Nonetheless, the Board 
may decide to discharge members of the committee at any 
time and the members may resign said positions while still 
remaining Company directors. 

1.2.6.3. committEE on RElAtED-PARty tRAnsActions 

The Committee on Related-Party Transactions is a body of the 
Board of Directors. 

The committee currently consists of three (3) members, who 
were appointed on June 4, 2008, plus the Secretary. 

committee on Related-Party transactions

Chairperson António Nogueira Leite

João Manuel de Mello Franco
João Manso Neto

Secretary Emilio García-Conde Noriega

The committee members shall maintain their positions for as 
long as they are Company Directors. Nonetheless, the Board 
may decide to discharge members of the committee at any 
time and the members may resign said positions while still 
remaining Company directors. 

1.3. AuDit AnD contRol committEE 

The Audit and Control Committee is a permanent body and 
performs supervisory tasks independently from the Board 
of Directors. 

The committee currently consists of three (3) members who are 
independent directors and were appointed on June 4, 2008, 
plus the Secretary. 

•	 Assisting the Chairperson in his/her duties; 

•	 Ensuring the smooth operation of the Board, assisting and 
informing it and its members; 

•	 Safeguarding company documents; 

•	 Describing in the minutes books the proceedings of Board 
meetings and bearing witness to its decisions; 

•	 Ensuring at all times the formal and material legality of 
the Board’s actions so that they comply with the Articles 
of Association and Board Regulations; 

•	 Monitoring and guaranteeing compliance with provisions 
imposed by regulatory bodies and consideration of their 
recommendations; 

•	 Acting as secretary to the committees. 

The Company Secretary, who is also the General Secretary 
and Director of the Legal Department at EDP Renováveis, was 
appointed on December 4, 2007. 

company secretary

Emilio García-Conde Noriega

1.2.6. committEEs 

The structure, competences and operation of the Executive 
Committee, Nomination and Remuneration Committee and 
the Committee on Related-Party Transactions are described in 
point 3.2. Nonetheless, the nature of the committees and the 
names of their members are detailed below. 

1.2.6.1. ExEcutivE committEE 

The Executive Committee is a permanent body to which all 
competences of the Board of Directors that are delegable 
under the law and the Articles of Association can be delegated, 
with the exception of i) election of the Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors, ii) appointment of directors by cooption, 
iii) requests to convene or convening of General Meetings, iv) 
preparation and drafting of the Annual Report and Accounts 
and submission to the General Meeting, v) change of 
registered office and vi) drafting and approval of mergers, spin 
off or transformation of the company. 

The committee currently consists of five (5) members, who were 
appointed on June 4, 2008, plus the Secretary. 

Executive committee

Chairperson António Mexia

CEO Ana Maria Fernandes

António Martins da Costa
Nuno Alves
João Manso Neto

Secretary Emilio García-Conde Noriega

The members of the Executive Committee shall maintain 
their positions for as long as they are Company Directors. 
Nonetheless, the Board may decide to discharge members of 
the Executive Committee at any time and the members may 
resign said positions while still remaining Company directors. 95



The EDP Renováveis management team consists of the Chief 
Executive Officer, four areas of responsibility (Chief Financial 
Officer, Chief Business Development Officer, Chief Operating 
Officer for Europe and Chief Operating Officer for North 
America) and Company Secretary and Legal Counsel. The 
functions and competences of the management team, with the 
exception of the Chief Executive Officer, whose functions have 
already been described and who runs the management team, 
are as follows: 

1.4.1. chiEF FinAnciAl oFFicER (Rui tEixEiRA) 

It is the Chief Financial Officer’s job: 

•	 To propose and ensure the implementation of the Group’s 
financial policy and management, including (i) negotiating, 
managing and controlling financing, (ii) optimizing 
cash management and (iii) proposing financial risk 
management policy; 

•	 To coordinate and prepare budget and business plan of the 
Group, with the Group’s business platforms.

Audit and control committee

Chairperson João Manuel de Mello Franco

João Silva Lopes
Francisco José Queiroz de Barros de Lacerda

Secretary Emilio García-Conde Noriega

The committee members shall maintain their positions for as 
long as they are Company Directors. Nonetheless, the Board 
may decide to discharge members of the committee at any 
time and the members may resign said positions while still 
remaining Company directors. 

The structure, competences and functioning of the Audit and 
Control Committee are described in point 3.3. 

1.4. oRGAniZAtion chARt 

EDP Renováveis has adopted the following organization chart 
for its management: 

boARD of DiREctoRs (“boD”)

ExEcutivE comittEE

Executive 
chairperson

Executive
vice-chairperson

Executive 
Directors

non-Executive 
Directors

company 
secretary

mAnAgEmEnt tEAm

cbDocoo-nAcfo coo-Eu

company secretary
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1.4.4. chiEF oPERAtinG oFFicER FoR noRth AmERicA 
(GABRiEl Alonso imAZ) 

The Chief Operating Officer for North America is responsible for 
coordinating the North American platform of EDP Renováveis. 
His task is acomplished through the establishing, developing 
and implementing of the EDP Renováveis group’s strategic 
plan for the renewable energies business, drafting and 
implementing the strategic plan for the United States, in 
accordance to the guidelines set by the Board of Directors 
of EDP Renováveis, planning, organizing and managing 
resources, controlling, measuring and improving the 
management of projects and subsidiary companies and 
achieving the results expected by the Group to make 
EDP Renováveis a leader in the renewable energy sector in the 
United States. 

1.4.5. comPAny sEcREtARy AnD lEGAl counsEl 
(Emilio GARcíA-conDE noRiEGA) 

He assists the Management Team in its legal, administrative 
and logistics activities to ensure that it functions effectively, 
provides legal advice to the group in order to guarantee 
compliance with applicable legislation, and provides legal 
support at Management Team meetings, including the 
circulation of its decisions.

•	 To manage the Group’s monthly closing of accounts and 
financial statements, and to analyze the financial and 
operational performance of the Group; 

•	 To manage relations with the Group’s shareholders, 
potential investors and market analysts to promote the 
value of its shares on the capital market; 

•	 To coordinate the Group’s procurement and its relations 
with main suppliers and ensuring the implementation of the 
Group’s procurement strategy and policy.  

1.4.2. chiEF BusinEss DEvEloPmEnt oFFicER 
(luís ADão DA FonsEcA) 

The job of the Chief Business Development Officer is 
to promote, direct and approve the development of 
EDP Renováveis business. In line with the strategic plan and 
in coordination with the other members of the management 
team, he must increase the value of the group’s business 
portfolio, while watching the potential and risks of markets 
and new technologies. His teams coordinate and implement 
new business development initiatives in new countries and are 
responsible for monitoring and assessing investments in the 
consolidated platforms.

1.4.3. chiEF oPERAtinG oFFicER FoR EuRoPE 
(João PAulo costEiRA) 

It is the job of the Chief Operating Officer for Europe 
to coordinate the EDP Renováveis European platform 
in establishing, developing and implementing the 
EDP Renováveis group’s strategic plan for the renewable 
energies business, drafting and implementing the strategic 
plan for Europe in accordance with the guidelines set by the 
Board of Directors of EDP Renováveis, planning, organizing and 
managing resources, controlling, measuring and improving 
the management of projects and subsidiary companies 
and achieving the results expected by the Group to make 
EDP Renováveis a leader in the renewable energy sector 
in Europe. 
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2.3. QuAliFyinG shAREholDinG

Qualifying shareholdings in EDP Renováveis are subject to the 
Spanish law, which regulates the criteria and thresholds of the 
shareholders’ holdings. As of December 31, 2009, no qualifying 
shareholdings in EDP Renováveis with the exception of EDP and 
Hidrocantábrico were identified.

2.4. holDER oF sPEciAl RiGhts

EDP Renováveis share are of a single class and series and have 
been fully paid up. There are no holders of special rights.

2.5. REstRictions on thE tRAnsFER oF shAREs

Pursuant to Article 8 of the Company’s Articles of 
Association, there are no restrictions on the transfer of 
EDP Renováveis’ shares.

2.6. shAREholDERs’ AGREEmEnts

As far as the Board of Directors of EDP Renováveis knows, 
there are currently no shareholders’ agreements regarding 
the Company.

2. shAREholDER stRuctuRE

2.1 cAPitAl stRuctuRE

The EDP Renováveis share capital of EUR 4,361,540,810 is 
represented by 872,308,162 shares with a face value of 
EUR 5 each.

All EDP Renováveis shares are have same category. Under 
the Spanish Ley de Sociedades Anónimas, approved by 
Royal Decree 1564/1989 of 22 December 1989 (hereinafter 
Public Company Law) and the Articles of Association of 
EDP Renováveis, the owner of a share becomes a shareholder 
with all the inherent rights and obligations established 
by the Public Company Law and articles of association of 
EDP Renováveis. The most important rights inherent in shares 
are the right to receive dividends, the right to obtain general 
information on any matters to be discussed in the General 
Meetings, general rights to attend, voting rights, the right to 
object to company decisions, preemptive rights in share capital 
increases and the right to participate in the distribution of 
assets if EDP Renováveis is dissolved.

2.2 shAREholDER stRuctuRE

Shareholder Structure – 31 December 2009

31 Dec 2009 nº. shares

EDP - Energias de Portugal, S.A. 541,027,156

Hidroeléctrica del Cantábrico, S. A. 135,256,700

Free Float 196,024,306

total 872,308,162
 

Free Float 

22,5%

15,5% 62%

Free Float

Hidroeléctrica del Cantábrico, S.A.EDP - Energias de Portugal, S.A.

In December 2009, EDP Renováveis had more than 70,000 
institutional and private shareholders in over 50 countries, with 
special focus on Portugal, United Kingdom, United States and 
Rest of Europe.
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in general for lawsuits and special authority to grant and 
revoke these powers; 

•	 Call General Meetings and submit to their appreciation any 
proposals that it sees fit; 

•	 Run the Company’s affairs and the organization of its work 
and operations, be informed of the course of company 
business and operations, decide on the investment of 
funds, perform extraordinary amortization of bonds in 
circulation and do anything it sees fit for the best pursuit of 
the Company’s object; 

•	 Freely appoint and discharge directors and all technical and 
administrative personnel at the Company and indicate their 
duties and remuneration; 

•	 Agree to changes in registered office within the 
same municipality; 

•	 Constitute and endow under the law all kinds of legal 
person, contribute and transfer all classes of goods and 
rights and enter into concentration and cooperation 
agreements, associations, groupings and temporary 
unions of companies or businesses and community 
property and agree upon their alteration, conversion 
and closure; 

•	 Perform any other acts expressly assigned to it by the 
Articles of Association or applicable law. This list is not 
limitative and only indicative in nature. 

Regarding decisions to increase the share capital, the Board 
of Directors, by delegation from the General Meeting, may 
decide to increase the share capital once or several times. 
This delegation, which may be the subject of replacement, 
can include the power to demand a pre-emptive right in the 
issue of shares that are the subject of delegation and with the 
requirements established by law. 

On the other hand, the General Meeting may also delegate 
to the Board of Directors the power to implement an adopted 
decision to increase the share capital, indicating the date 
or dates of its implementation and establishing any other 
conditions that have not been specified by the General 
Meeting. This delegation may be the subject of replacement. 
The Board of Directors may use this delegation wholly or in 
part and may also decide not to perform it in consideration of 
the conditions of the Company, the market or any particularly 
relevant events or circumstances that justify said decision, of 
which the General Meeting must be informed at the end of the 
time limit or limits for performing it. 

3.1.3. FunctioninG 

In addition to the Articles of Association and the law, the 
Board of Directors is governed by the regulations approved 
on 13 May 2008. The regulations on the functioning of the 
Board are available to Company shareholders on the website 
www. edprenovaveis.com. 

The Board of Directors must meet at least four (4) times a year, 
preferably once a quarter. Nonetheless, the Chairperson, on 
his own initiative or that of three (3) directors, shall convene 

3. mAnAgEmEnt AnD contRol systEm 

Pursuant to Articles 10 and 19 et seq of the Articles of 
Association of EDP Renováveis, the Company’s managing 
body is a Board of Directors, and there are four committees 
stemming from it. They are the Executive Committee, the Audit 
and Control Committee, the Nomination and Remuneration 
Committee and the Committee on Related-Party Transactions. 

3.1. stRuctuRE, comPEtEncEs AnD FunctioninG 
oF thE BoARD oF DiREctoRs 

3.1.1. stRuctuRE 

Pursuant to Articles 20 and 21 of the Company’s Articles of 
Association, the Board of Directors shall consist of no fewer 
than five (5) and no more than seventeen (17) directors. 
Their term of office shall be three (3) years, and they may be 
re-elected once or more times for equal periods. The Board 
of Directors currently consists of sixteen (16) members, whose 
particulars were indicated in point 1.2.2. above. 

3.1.2. comPEtEncEs 

Pursuant to Article 19 of the Company’s Articles of Association, 
the Board of Directors has the broadest powers for the 
administration, management and governance of the Company, 
with no limitations other than the responsibilities expressly 
and exclusively invested in General Meetings in the Company’s 
Articles of Association or applicable law. The Board is therefore 
expressly empowered to: 

•	 Acquire, for the purpose of encumbrance of profit, assets 
and properties, rights, shares and holdings convenient to 
the Company; 

•	 Dispose of, mortgage or encumber assets and properties, 
rights, shares and holdings of the Company and cancel 
mortgages and other real rights; 

•	 Negotiate and make as many loans or credit operations as 
it sees fit; 

•	 Sign and enter into any acts or contracts with public or 
private entities; 

•	 Bring all civil and criminal suits of all kinds pertaining to 
the Company and represent it in dealings with officials, 
authorities, corporations and government, administrative, 
economic, litigant and judicial courts, civil courts and 
chambers for social and labour matters of the Supreme 
Court and higher courts of justice of the autonomous 
communities, with no limitations, including the Court of 
Justice of the European Communities, and in general in 
dealings with the public administration at all levels and to 
intervene or promote, pursue and end by all proceedings 
and instances any processes, judgments and proceedings, 
to consent to settlements, lodge all classes of appeal, 
including cassation and other extraordinary actions, to 
drop cases or settle, make concessions, submit disputes to 
arbitration, make all kinds of notifications and applications 
and grant powers to attorneys and other representatives to 
settle cases, with the authority for the case and those usual 
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3.2. stRuctuRE, comPEtEncEs AnD FunctioninG 
oF committEEs 

3.2.1. ExEcutivE committEE 

3.2.1.1. stRuctuRE 

Pursuant to Article 27 of the Company’s Articles of Association, 
the Executive Committee shall consist of no fewer than three 
(3) and no more than six (6) directors. The committee currently 
consists of the members indicated in point 1.2.6.1. 

Its creation, the appointment of its members and the extension 
of the powers delegated must be approved by two-thirds (2/3) 
of the members of the Board of Directors. 

3.2.1.2. comPEtEncEs 

The Executive Committee is a permanent body. It has currently 
been delegated all the Board of Directors’ powers that are 
delegable under the law and the articles of association legal, 
with the exception of: i) election of the Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors, ii) appointment of directors by cooption, 
iii) requests to convene or convening of General Meetings, iv) 
preparation and drafting of the Annual Report and Accounts 
and submission to the General Meeting, v) change of 
registered office and vi) drafting and approval of mergers, spin 
off or transformation of the company. 

The Executive Committee members have been delegated 
all the powers of representation of the Company so that any 
of its members can act jointly in the name and on behalf of 
the Company. 

3.2.1.3. FunctioninG 

In addition to the Articles of Association, this committee is also 
governed by the regulations approved on June 4, 2008 and 
also by the Board Regulations. The committee’s regulations are 
available to shareholders at www.edprenovaveis.com. 

The Executive Committee shall meet at least once a month 
and whenever is deemed appropriate by its Chairperson, who 
may also suspend or postpone meetings when he sees fit. The 
Executive Committee shall also meet when requested by at least 
two (2) of its members. The Executive Committee held thirty-three 
(33) meetings during the year ended on December 31, 2009. 

The Executive Committee shall draft minutes for each of 
the meetings held and shall inform the Board of Directors 
of its decisions at the first Board meeting held after each 
committee meeting.

The Chairperson of the Executive Committee, who is currently 
also the Chairperson of the Board of Directors, shall send the 
Chairperson of the Audit and Control Committee invitations 
to the Executive Committee meetings and the minutes of 
said meetings. 

Meetings of the Executive Committee shall be valid if half of 
its members plus one are present or represented. Decisions 
shall be adopted by simple majority. In the event of a tie, the 
Chairperson shall have the casting vote. 

a Board meeting whenever he deems it in the Company’s 
interest. The Board of Directors held five (5) meetings during the 
year ended on December 31, 2009. 

Meetings are convened by the Chairperson, who may 
order the Secretary to send the invitations. Invitations 
shall be sent at least five (5) days prior to the date of the 
meeting. On exception, when the circumstances so require, 
the Chairperson may call a meeting of the Board without 
respecting the required advance notice. 

The meetings of the Board are valid if half of the directors plus 
one are present or represented. Directors shall attend Board 
meetings personally and, on exception, if they are unable 
to do so, they shall delegate their representation in writing 
to another Board member. Without prejudice to the above, 
the Board of Directors shall be deemed to have been validly 
convened, with no need for an invitation, if all the directors 
present or represented agree unanimously to hold the meeting 
as universal and accept the agenda to be dealt with at it. 

Decisions are adopted by absolute majority among those 
present. Each director present or represented has one vote and 
the Chairperson has the casting vote in the event of a tie. 

In order for the non-executive directors to be able to decide 
independently and be informed, Articles 22, 24 and 25 of the 
Board regulations established the following mechanisms: 

•	 Invitations to meetings shall include the agenda, albeit 
provisional, of the meeting and be accompanied by relevant 
available information or documentation; 

•	 The directors have the broadest powers to obtain 
information on any aspect of the Company, to examine 
its books, records, documents and other registers of the 
Company’s operations. In order to prevent distortions in 
the Company management, the exercise of the powers 
to obtain information shall be channeled through the 
Chairperson or Secretary of the Board of Directors; 

•	 Any director may request the hiring, on the Company’s 
account, of legal advisers, accountants, financial or 
commercial specialists or other experts. The performance 
of the job must necessarily relate to concrete problems of a 
certain importance and complexity. Requests to hire experts 
shall be channeled through the Chairperson or Secretary of 
the Board of Directors, who shall be subject to the approval 
of the Board of Directors. 

Thanks to the mechanisms set forth in the regulations, 
non-executive directors have encountered no difficulties in 
performing their duties. 

In 2009, the non-executive directors were involved in the 
governance of EDP Renováveis not only by participating in 
meetings of the Board of Directors, where they gave their 
opinions on different company matters, made any suggestions 
they saw fit and took decisions on matters submitted to them, 
but also by working on the Nomination and Remuneration 
Committee, Committee on Related-Party Transactions and 
Audit and Control Committee, where all the members are 
non-executive, with the exception of the Committee on 
Related-Party Transactions, which has one executive director. 100
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of remuneration of the directors and, if applicable, propose 
to the Board the terms of the directors’ contracts; 

•	 To inform and, if applicable, propose to the Board of 
Directors the appointment and/or dismissal of senior 
managers and the terms of their contracts and, 
in general, define senior management hiring and 
remuneration policies; 

•	 To revise and report on incentive plans, pension 
supplements and remuneration programs; 

•	 To evaluate the members of the Executive Committee with a 
view to establishing individual remuneration proposals for 
each of its members; 

•	 To evaluate the overall performance of the Board of 
Directors, on the basis of its own performance and that of 
its committees; 

•	 To perform any other functions assigned to it by the Articles 
of Association or the Board of Directors. 

3.2.2.3. FunctioninG 

In addition to the articles of association, the Nomination 
and Remunerations Committee is governed by the 
Regulations approved on June 4, 2008 and also by the Board 
regulations. The committee’s regulations are available at  
www.edprenovaveis.com. 

This committee shall meet at least once every quarter and also 
whenever its Chairperson sees fit. 

This committee shall draft minutes of every meeting held and 
inform the Board of Directors of decisions that it makes at the 
first Board meeting held after each committee meeting. 

The meetings of this committee shall be valid if at least half 
of the directors on it plus one are present or represented. 
Decisions shall be adopted by simple majority. The 
Chairperson shall have the deciding vote in the event of a tie. 

3.2.2.4. Activity in 2009 

In 2009 the main proposals made by the Nomination and 
Remunerations Committee were: 

•	 Propose an annual fixed remuneration for the Chairperson 
of the General Meeting; 

•	 Fixed remuneration and annual and multi-annual variable 
remuneration for the year 2009 and 2010;

•	 Performance evaluation of the Board of Directors and the 
Executive Committee.

3.2.3. RElAtED PARty tRAnsActions committEE 

3.2.3.1. stRuctuRE 

Pursuant to Article 30 of the Articles of Association, the 
Board may set up other committees, such as the Related 
Party Transactions Committee. This committee shall consist 

Executive directors shall provide any clarifications needed by 
the other corporate bodies whenever requested to do so. 

3.2.2. nominAtion AnD REmunERAtions committEE 

3.2.2.1. stRuctuRE 

Pursuant to Article 29 of the Company’s Articles of Association, 
the Nomination and Remunerations Committee shall consist 
of no fewer than three (3) and no more than six (6) directors. 
At least one of its members must be independent and shall be 
the Chairperson of the committee. 

The members of the committee should also not be members 
of the Executive Committee. The committee currently 
consists of the members indicated in point 1.2.6.2 and are all 
independent directors. 

The Nomination and Remunerations Committee is made 
up of independent members of the Board of Directors, in 
compliance with Recommendation 44 of the Unified Code 
of Good Governance approved by decision of the Board of 
the Spanish Securities Committee (hereinafter the CNMV), as 
amended by CNMV Circular 4/2007 of 27 December, which 
lays down that the Nomination and Remunerations Committee 
must be entirely made up of external directors numbering 
no fewer than three (3). As it is made up of independent 
directors (in Spain the committee may only be comprised 
of directors) it complies as completely as possible with the 
recommendation indicated in point II.5.2 of the Portuguese 
Code of Corporate Governance. 

3.2.2.2. comPEtEncEs 

The Nomination and Remunerations Committee is a 
permanent body of a merely informative and advisory nature 
and its recommendations and reports are not binding. 

The Nomination and Remunerations Committee has no 
executive functions. The main functions of the Nomination 
and Remunerations Committee are to assist and report to 
the Board of Directors about appointments (including by 
cooption), re-elections, dismissals and remunerations of the 
Board and its positions, about the composition of the Board 
and the appointment, remuneration and dismissal of senior 
management personnel. The Nomination and Remunerations 
Committee shall also inform the Board of Directors on general 
remuneration policy and incentives to them and senior 
management. These functions include the following: 

•	 To define the principles and criteria regarding the 
membership of the Board of Directors and the selection and 
appointment of its members; 

•	 To propose the appointment and re-election of directors 
when they should be done by co-option or in any case for 
their submission to the General Meeting by the Board; 

•	 To propose members of the different committees to the 
Board of Directors; 

•	 Within the provisions of the Articles of Association, to 
propose to the Board the system, distribution and amount 
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3.2.3.3. FunctioninG 

In addition to the Articles of Association, the Related Party 
Transactions Committee is governed by the regulations approved 
on June 4, 2008 and by the Board Regulations. The committee’s 
regulations are available at www.edprenovaveis.com. 

The committee shall meet at least once a quarter and 
additionally whenever its Chairperson sees fit. 

This committee shall draft minutes of every meeting held and 
inform the Board of Directors of decisions that it makes at the 
first Board meeting held after each committee meeting. 

The meetings of this committee shall be valid if at least half 
of the directors on it plus one are present or represented. 
Decisions shall be adopted by simple majority. The 
Chairperson shall have the casting vote in the event of a tie. 

3.2.3.4. Activity in 2009 

In 2009, the Related Party Transactions Committee revised, 
approved and proposed to the Board of Directors the approval 
of all agreements and contracts between related parties 
submitted for its consideration. 

Point 3.6 of this report includes a description of the 
fundamental aspects of the agreements and contracts 
between related parties the object of which does not pertain to 
the ordinary course of EDP Renováveis business. 

3.3. AuDit AnD contRol committEE 

3.3.1. stRuctuRE 

Pursuant to Article 28 of the Articles of Association, the Audit 
and Control Committee consists of no fewer than three (3) and 
no more than five (5) directors. The majority of the members 
shall be independent directors. The committee currently 
consists of the members indicated in point 1.3. 

3.3.2. comPEtEncEs 

The Audit and Control Committee is a permanent body and 
performs independent supervision of the work of the Board 
of Directors. The competences of the Audit and Control 
Committee are as follows: 

•	 Informing General Meetings, through its Chairperson, on 
matters regarding its competences; 

•	 Proposing to the Board of Directors for submission to the 
General Meeting the appointment of Company Auditors 
and the terms of their hiring, scope of their work and 
revocation and renewal of their contracts; 

•	 Supervising internal auditing activities; 

•	 Monitoring financial reporting, internal control systems and 
risk management; 

•	 Drafting an annual report on its supervisory duties and 
giving its opinion on the annual report, accounts and 
proposals submitted by the Board of Directors; 

of no fewer than three (3) members. The majority of the 
members of the Related Party Transactions Committee shall 
be independent. 

Members of the Related Party Transactions Committee shall 
be considered independent if they can perform their duties 
without being conditioned by relations with EDP Renováveis, 
its majority shareholders or its directors and, if this is the case, 
meet the other requirements of applicable legislation. 

The committee currently consists of the members indicated in 
point 1.2.6.3. 

3.2.3.2. comPEtEncEs 

The Related Party Transactions Committee is a body belonging 
to the Board of Directors and performs the following duties, 
without prejudice to others that the Board may assign to it: 

•	 Periodically informing the Company’s Board of Directors of 
business and legal relations to be established between EDP 
or related parties and EDP Renováveis or related parties; 

•	 To submit for annual approval the Company’s results 
in terms of compliance of business and legal relations 
between the EDP Group and the EDP Renováveis Group and 
operations between related parties performed during the 
year in question; 

•	 Ratifying, within the deadlines of meeting the needs of 
each particular case, transactions  between EDP and/or 
its related parties with EDP Renováveis, and/or its related 
parties, whenever the value of an transaction is higher than 
€ 5,000,000 or represents 0.3% of the consolidated annual 
revenue of the EDP Renováveis Group in the preceding year;

•	 Ratifying any amendments to the framework agreement 
signed by EDP and EDP Renováveis on May 7, 2008;

•	 Submitting recommendations to the Company’s Board 
of Directors or the Executive Committee on operations 
between EDP Renováveis and its related parties and EDP 
and its related parties; 

•	 Asking EDP for access to information required to perform 
its duties. 

Should the Related Party Transactions Committee not ratify 
business or legal relations between EDP or its related parties 
and EDP Renováveis and its related parties, said relations shall 
require the approval of two-thirds (2/3) of the members of the 
Board of Directors, whenever at least half of the members 
proposed by entities other than EDP, including independent 
directors, vote in favor, unless, before submission for ratification 
by the Related Party Transactions Committee, this majority of 
members has voiced it approval. 

The previous paragraphs shall not apply to operations 
between EDP or its related parties and EDP Renováveis or 
its related parties that have standard conditions and these 
conditions are applied in the same way in trasactions with 
parties not related to EDP and EDP Renováveis nor their 
respective related parties. 
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The Audit and Control Committee found no constraints during 
its control and supervision activities. 

A report on the activities of the Audit Committee in the year 
ended on December 31, 2009 is available to shareholders at 
www.edprenovaveis.com. 

3.4. incomPAtiBility AnD inDEPEnDEncE 

Following the recommendations of the CMVM, Article 12 of 
the Board regulations requires at least twenty-five percent 
(25%) of the Board members to be independent directors, 
who are considered to be those who can perform their duties 
without being conditioned by relations with the Company, its 
significant shareholders or directors and, if applicable, meet 
the requirements of applicable laws. 

In addition, pursuant to Article 23 of the Articles of Association, 
the following may not be directors: 

•	 People who are directors of or are associated with any 
competitor of EDP Renováveis and those who are related 
to the above. A company shall be considered to be a 
competitor of EDP Renováveis if it is directly or indirectly 
involved in the generation, storage, transmission, 
distribution, sale or supply of electricity or combustible 
gases and also those that have interests opposed to 
those of EDP Renováveis, a competitor or any of the 
companies in its Group, and directors, employees, lawyers, 
consultants or representatives of any of them. Under no 
circumstances shall companies belonging to the same 
group as EDP Renováveis, including abroad, be considered 
competitors; 

•	 People who are in any other situation of incompatibility 
or prohibition under the law or Articles of Association. 
Under Spanish law, people, among others, who are i) aged 
under eighteen (18) years, (ii) disqualified, iii) competitors; 
(iv) convicted of certain offences or (v) holding certain 
management positions are not allowed to be directors. 

3.5. RulEs oF APPointmEnt AnD DischARGE oF 
mEmBERs oF thE BoARD oF DiREctoRs AnD 
AuDit AnD contRol committEE 

Each member of the Board of Directors is appointed by majority 
of the General Meeting for an initial period of three (3) years 
and may be re-elected once or more times for further periods 
of three (3) years. Nonetheless, pursuant to Article 23 of the 
Articles of Association and 137 of the Public Company Law, 
shareholders so wishing may group their shares until they 
constitute an amount of capital equal to or higher than the 
result of dividing it by the number of Board members and 
appoint those that, using only whole fractions, are deducted 
from the corresponding proportion. Those making use of 
this power cannot intervene in the appointment of the other 
members of the Board of Directors. 

Given that the directors do not have to be elected on the same 
date, if there is a vacancy, pursuant to Article 23 of the Articles 
of Association and 137 of the Public Company Law, the Board 
of Directors may co-opt people from the shareholders, who 
will occupy the position until the first General Meeting, which 
shall ratify the co-opted director. Pursuant to Article 139 of the 

•	 Receiving whistle-blowing reports on financial and 
accounting matters made by Company employees 
or shareholders; 

•	 Hiring experts to collaborate with any of the committee 
members in their duties, in which case contracts and 
remuneration of said experts shall take into account the 
importance of the matters assigned to them and the 
Company’s economic situation; 

•	 Keeping up relations with the auditors on questions that may 
jeopardize their independence and any others related to the 
auditing process and receiving and keeping information on 
any other matters set forth in audit legislation and auditing 
standards in effect at any given time; 

•	 Writing reports at the request of the Board and its committees; 

•	 Reflecting on the governance system adopted by 
EDP Renováveis in order to identify areas for improvement; 

•	 Dealing with any other matters assigned to it by the Board 
of Directors or the Articles of Association. 

3.3.3. FunctioninG 

In addition to the Articles of Association and the law, this 
committee is governed by the regulations approved on June 
4, 2008 and also by the Board regulations. The committee’s 
regulations are at the shareholders’ disposal on 
www.edprenovaveis.com. 

The committee shall meet at least once a quarter and 
additionally whenever its Chairperson sees fit. In 2009, the 
Audit and Control Committee met eleven (11) times not only to 
monitor the closure of quarterly accounts in the first half-year 
but also to familiarize itself with the preparation and disclosure 
of financial information, internal audit, internal control and risk 
management activities. 

This committee shall draft minutes of every meeting held and 
inform the Board of Directors of decisions that it makes at the 
first Board meeting held after each committee meeting. 

The meetings of the Audit and Control Committee shall be 
valid if at least half of the directors on it plus one are present 
or represented. Decisions shall be adopted by simple majority. 
The Chairperson shall have the casting vote in the event of a tie. 

3.3.4. Activity in 2009 

In 2009, the Audit Committee’s activities included the following: 
(i) analysis of relevant rules to which the committee is subject 
in Portugal and Spain, (ii) assessment of the external auditor’s 
work, (iii) supervision of the quality and integrity of the financial 
information in the financial statements and participation in 
the Executive Committee meeting at which these documents 
were analyzed and discussed, (iv) drafting of an opinion in the 
individual and consolidated annual reports and accounts, (v) 
supervision of the quality, integrity and efficacy of the internal 
control system, risk management and internal auditing, (vi) 
reflection on the corporate governance system adopted by 
EDP Renováveis, (vii) analysis of the evolution of the SCIRF 
project, (viii) information about the whistle-blowing. 103



3.6.2. ExEcutivE mAnAGEmEnt sERvicEs AGREEmEnt 

On November 4, 2008 EDP and EDP Renováveis signed an 
Executive Management Services Agreement. 

Through this contract, EDP provides management services to 
EDP Renováveis, including matters related to the day-to-day 
running of the Company. Under this agreement EDP appoints 
four people to form EDPR’s Executive Committee, for which 
EDP Renováveis pays EDP an amount for the services rendered. 
Until April 30, 2009 the CEO remuneration was also covered by 
this contract.

Under this contract, EDP Renováveis is due to pay an amount 
of EUR 1,453,441.23 for management services rendered by EDP 
through 2009. 

The initial term of the contract is March 18, 2011. 

3.6.3. FinAncE AGREEmEnts AnD GuARAntEEs 

The finance agreements between EDP Group companies and 
EDP Renováveis Group companies, were established under the 
above described Framework Agreement and currently include 
the following: 

3.6.3.1. loAn AGREEmEnts

EDP Renováveis (as the borrower) has loan agreements with 
EDP Finance BV (as the lender), a company 100% owned by 
EDP – Energias de Portugal, S.A.. Such loan agreements can 
be established both in EUR and USD, usually have a 10-year 
tenor and are remunerated at rates set on arm’s length basis. 
As at December 31, 2009, such loan agreements totalled EUR 
822,918,847.72  and USD 1,884,481,823.97 .

3.6.3.2. countER-GuARAntEE AGREEmEnt 

A counter-guarantee agreement was signed, under which EDP 
or EDP Energias de Portugal Sociedade Anónima, sucursal en 
España (hereinafter guarantor or EDP Sucursal) undertakes 
on  behalf of EDP Renováveis, Nuevas Energias de Ocidente SL 
(hereinafter EDPR EU) and Horizon Wind Energy LLC (Hereinafter 
EDPR NA) to provide corporate guarantees or request the issue 
of any guarantees, on the terms and conditions requested by 
the subsidiaries, which have been approved on a case by case 
basis by the EDP executive board.

EDP Renováveis will be jointly liable for compliance by EDPR EU 
and EDPR NA.

The subsidiaries of EDP Renováveis undertake to indemnify 
the guarantor for any losses or liabilities resulting from the 
guarantees provided under the agreement and to pay a 
fee established in arm’s length basis. Nonetheless, certain 
guarantees issued prior to the date of approval of these 
agreements may have different conditions

The agreement may be terminated (i) by any party at any time, 
whenever there are no guarantees in effect, or if (ii) any of the 
subsidiaries ceases to be controlled by the guarantor with 
regard to the guarantees provided to say subsidiary.

Public Company Law, the co-option of directors, as for other 
Board decisions, must be approved by absolute majority of the 
directors at the meeting. 

Pursuant to Article 28 of the Articles of Association, the 
members of the Audit and Control Committee are appointed 
by the Board of Directors. The term of office of the members of 
the Audit and Control Committee is the same as their term as 
directors. The committee members, the majority of whom must 
be independent, can be reelected and discharged by the Board 
of Directors at any time. The term of office of the Chairperson of 
the Audit Committee is three (3) years, after which he may only 
be re-elected for a new term of three (3) years. Nonetheless, 
chairpersons leaving the committee may continue as members 
of the Audit and Control Committee. 

3.6. BusinEss BEtWEEn thE comPAny AnD 
mEmBERs oF thE comPAny’s GovERninG 
BoDiEs oR GRouP comPAniEs 

EDP Renováveis has signed no contracts with the members of 
the corporate bodies at the close of 2009. 

Regarding related party transactions, EDP Renováveis 
and/or its subsidiaries have signed the contracts detailed 
below with EDP – Energias de Portugal, S.A. (hereinafter, 
EDP) or other members of its group not belonging to the 
EDP Renováveis subgroup. 

3.6.1. FRAmEWoRk AGREEmEnt 

The framework agreement was signed by EDP and 
EDP Renováveis on May 7, 2008 and came into effect when the 
latter was admitted to trading. The purpose of the framework 
agreement is to set out the principles and rules governing the 
legal and business relations existing when it came into effect 
and those entered into subsequently. 

The framework agreement establishes that neither EDP, 
nor the EDP Group companies other than EDP Renováveis 
and its subsidiaries can engage in activities in the field of 
renewable energies without the consent of EDP Renováveis. 
EDP Renováveis shall have worldwide exclusivity, with the 
exception of Brazil, where it shall engage its activities through 
a joint venture with EDP – Energias do Brasil, S.A., for the 
development, construction, operation and maintenance of 
facilities or activities related to wind, solar, wave and/or tidal 
power and other renewable energy generation technologies 
that may be developed in the future. Nonetheless, the 
agreement excludes technologies being developed in 
hydroelectric power, biomass, cogeneration and waste in 
Portugal and Spain.

Finally, it lays down the obligation to provide EDP with any 
information that it may request from EDP Renováveis to 
fulfill its legal obligations and prepare the EDP Group’s 
consolidated accounts. 

The framework agreement shall remain in effect for as long 
as EDP directly or indirectly owns more than 50% of the share 
capital of EDP Renováveis or appoints more than 50% of 
its directors. 
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The license is granted indefinitely and shall remain in effect 
until the expiry of EDP’s legal ownership of the trademark or 
until EDP ceases to hold the majority of the capital or does 
not appoint the majority of directors of EDP Renováveis. EDP 
may also terminate the agreement in case of non-payment or 
breach of contract. 

The licensing agreement is restricted by the terms of the 
framework agreement.

3.6.6. consultAncy sERvicE AGREEmEnt 

On June 4, 2008 EDP and EDP Renováveis signed a consultancy 
service agreement. 

Through this agreement, and upon request by EDPR, EDP 
(or through EDP Sucursal) shall provide consultancy services 
in the areas of legal services, internal control systems, 
financial reporting, taxation, sustainability, regulation and 
competition, risk management, human resources, information 
technology, brand and communication, energy planning, 
accounting and consolidation, corporate marketing and 
organizational development. 

The price of the agreement is calculated as the cost incurred by 
EDP plus a margin. For the first year, it was fixed at 8% based 
on an independent expert on the basis of market research. For 
2009 the estimated cost of these services is EUR 2,781,506. 

The duration of the agreement is one (1) year tacitly renewable 
for equal periods. 

3.6.7. REsEARch AnD DEvEloPmEnt AGREEmEnt 

On May 13, 2008, EDP Inovação, S.A. (hereinafter EDP 
Inovação), an EDP Group company, and EDP Renováveis 
signed an agreement regulating relations between the 
two companies regarding projects in the field of renewable 
energies (hereinafter the R&D Agreement). 

The object of the R&D Agreement is to prevent conflicts of 
interest and foster the exchange of knowledge between 
companies and the establishment of legal and business 
relationships. The agreement forbids EDP Group companies 
other than EDP Inovação to undertake or invest in companies 
that undertake the renewable energy projects described in 
the agreement. 

The R&D Agreement establishes an exclusive right on the part 
of EDP Inovação to project and develop new renewable energy 
technologies that are already in the pilot or economic and/or 
commercial feasibility study phase, whenever EDP exercises its 
option to undertake them. 

The agreement shall remain in effect for as long as EDP 
directly or indirectly maintains control of more than 50% of 
both companies or appoints the majority of the members 
of the Board and Executive Committee of the parties to 
the agreement.

3.6.3.3. cuRREnt Account AGREEmEnt 

EDP Sucursal and EDP Renováveis signed an agreement 
through which EDP Sucursal manages EDP Renováveis`s cash 
accounts. The agreement also regulates a current account 
between both companies, remunerated on arm’s length basis. 
As at December 31, 2009, the current account had a balance of 
EUR 35,042,724.62 in favour of EDP Renováveis.

The agreement is valid for one year as of date of signing and is 
automatically renewable for equal periods.  

3.6.3.4. FinAncinG AGREEmEnts 

In order to manage its US$ cash surplus, at December 31, 
2009 EDP Renováveis had two short term deposits placed with 
EDP Finance BV in the total amount of US$ 370,675,000.00.

The two short term deposits mature on January 2010.

3.6.3.5 cRoss cuRREncy intEREst RAtE sWAPs

Due to the net investment in EDPR NA, the company and Group 
accounts of EDP Renováveis and  the  accounts of EDP Sucursal, 
were exposed to the foreign exchange risk With the purpose 
of hedging this foreign exchange risk, EDP Group settled a 
cross currency interest rate swap (CIRS) in USD and Euros, 
between EDP Sucursal and EDP Renováveis for a total amount 
of USD 2,632,613.00.

3.6.3.6.  hEDGE AGREEmEnts – ExchAnGE RAtE

EDP Sucursal and EDP Renováveis entered into several hedge 
agreements with the purpose of managing the transaction 
exposure related with the investment payments to be done in 
Poland, fixing the exchange rate for EUR/PLN in accordance 
to the prices in the forward market in each contract date. 
At December 31, 2009, a total amount of EUR 87,660,918.51 
remained outstanding.

3.6.4. hEDGE AGREEmEnts – commoDitiEs

EDP and EDPR EU entered into several hedge agreements 
related with the expected sales of energy in the Spanish 
market and due between March-09 and December -10 for a 
total volume of 3,357 MWh (1,991 MWh regard 2009 hedged 
generation and for 1,366 MWh regard 2010 hedged generation) 
at market forward prices in each contract.

3.6.5. tRADEmARk licEnsinG AGREEmEnt 

On May 14, 2008, EDP and EDP Renováveis signed an 
agreement under which the former granted to the latter a non-
exclusive license for the trademark “EDP Renováveis” for use in 
the renewable energy market and related activities. 

In return for the granting of the trademark license, 
EDP Renováveis will pay to EDP fees calculated on the basis 
of the proportion of the costs pertaining to the former in the 
Group’s annual budget for image and trademark services, 
which are subject to annual review. The fee established for 
2009 was EUR 1,500,000. 
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responsibility levels to guarantee the commitment of the 
organization and an adequate effectiveness of the system.

The Audit and Control Committee supervises the whole process 
and makes a continuous follow-up of its development, and of 
the evolution of the items in need for remedy identified during 
the evaluation.

3.7.2. intERnAl BusinEss Risk DEtEction systEm 

The main risks and uncertainties that can affect the operation 
performance of EDP Renováveis are the following: 

3.7.2.1. Risks RElAtinG to REcEivED PRicEs

Exposure to market electricity prices 

Remuneration for electricity sold by EDP Renováveis wind 
farms depends, in part, on market prices for electricity. Market 
prices may be volatile as they are affected by various factors, 
including the cost of fuels, average rainfall levels, the cost of 
power plant construction, the technological mix of installed 
generation capacity and user demand. Therefore, a decline in 
market prices below anticipated levels could have a material 
adverse effect on EDP Renováveis’ business, financial condition 
or results of operations. EDP Renováveis currently uses various 
financial and commodity hedging instruments in order to 
reduce the exposure to fluctuating electricity prices. However, 
it may not be possible to successfully hedge the exposures 
or the company may face other difficulties in executing the 
hedging strategy.

management of electricity prices exposure 

As of December 31, 2009, EDP Renováveis faced limited 
market price risk. In the case of EDPR NA, most of its 
installed capacity has fixed prices determined by long-term 
purchase agreements.

In the remaining countries, prices are mainly determined 
through regulated tariffs (France and Portugal) or managed 
through long-term power purchase agreements (Brazil, Poland, 
and Belgium).

In the case of Spain, electricity is sold directly on the daily 
market at spot prices plus a pre-defined regulated premium. 
EDP Renováveis also has an option of selling this electricity 
through regulated tariffs, guaranteeing minimum prices. In 
2009 the company closed a hedge in order to mitigate the 
effect of pool price fluctuations.

3.7.2.2. REGulAtoRy Risks

Exposure to Regulatory risks

The development and profitability of renewable energy 
projects is dependent on policies and regulatory frameworks 
that support such development. The jurisdictions in which 
EDP Renováveis operates provide various types of incentives that 
support the sale of energy generated from renewable sources. 

Support for renewable energy sources has been strong in 
previous years, and both the European Union and various U.S. 

3.6.8. mAnAGEmEnt suPPoRt sERvicE AGREEmEnt 
BEtWEEn EnERnovA – novAs EnERGiAs, s.A. AnD 
EDP vAloR – GEstão intEGRADA DE REcuRsos, s.A. 

On January 1, 2003, Enernova – Novas Energias, S.A. 
(hereinafter Enernova), leader of the EDP Renováveis subgroup 
in Portugal, and EDP Valor – Gestão Integrada de Recursos, 
S.A. (hereinafter EDP Valor), an EDP Group company, signed a 
management support service agreement. 

The object of the agreement is the provision to Enernova by 
EDP Valor of services in the areas of procurement, economic 
and financial management, fleet management, property 
management and maintenance, insurance, occupational health 
and safety and human resource management and training. 

The remuneration paid to EDP Valor by Enernova and 
its subsidiaries for the services provided in 2009 totaled 
EUR 748,634.81. 

The initial duration of the agreement was five (5) years from 
date of signing and it was tacitly renewed for a new period of 
five (5) years on January 1 , 2008. 

Either party may renounce the contract with one (1) year’s notice. 

3.7. intERnAl contRol systEms AnD Risk 
mAnAGEmEnt 

3.7.1. intERnAl FinAnciAl inFoRmAtion contRol systEm 

Along with the maintenance of the traditional mechanisms 
related to the control process of preparing  financial information 
(based in the definition of functions and responsibilities, 
implementation of support systems, decision workflows and 
communication of accounting criteria, internal supervision, 
supervision by the Audit and Control Committee and in the 
execution of financial audits by an external and independent 
firm), EDP Renováveis Group decided to implement an Internal 
Control System over Financial Reporting (ICSFR) following the 
COSO (Committee of Sponsoring Organizations) framework, 
international reference in this subject.

This system, implemented in the European platform and in 
process of implementation in the American platform, includes 
description, detailed documentation and evaluation of control 
at a process level relevant for the financial reporting and at 
Entity Level Control’s level.

In line with this decision, during 2009 were developed the 
inherent activities for  the updating of the scope, extension to 
new geographies and to the organization in general, as well 
as the activities related to the executive level responsibilities 
in terms of maintenance, controls execution and global 
conformity certification by means of an auto-certification.

With respect to the American platform, the implementation 
of the Internal Control System started in 2009, and its 
documentation and systematization will be revised in 2010, 
after SAP software implementation in the financial areas.

In 2009, the Executive Committee approved the Model of 
Responsibilities of the Internal Control System, applicable 
to the group. The Model describes the main functions and 106
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Variation and fluctuations in wind conditions at wind farms 
may result in seasonal and other fluctuations in the amount 
of electricity that is generated and consequently the results 
of operations. Furthermore, a sustained decline in wind 
conditions could lead to reductions in operational efficiency, 
energy production and profitability.

management of risks related to volatility of energy production

Variations in wind conditions are due to seasonal fluctuations, 
and these fluctuations have an impact in the amount of the 
electricity generated. EDP Renováveis mitigates this risk by the 
geographical diversification of its wind farm in each country. 
This “portfolio effect” enables to offset wind variations in each 
area and to keep the total energy generation relatively steady.

3.7.2.4. Risks RElAtED WinD tuRBinE PERFoRmAncE

Wind turbine performance risk

Wind turbine performance risk is the risk that the performance 
of the turbine is not optimum, and therefore, the energy 
output declines.

management of wind turbine performance risk

EDP Renováveis is not highly exposed to this risk as its large 
volume limits the availability risk as economies of scale protect 
the company against unforeseen events. Nevertheless, 
EDP Renováveis mitigates the wind turbine performance risk by 
implementing the following measures.

Firstly, EDP Renováveis mitigates wind turbine performance 
risk by using a mix of turbine suppliers which minimizes 
technological risk. Secondly, wind turbine performance risk is 
reduced by signing strict and thorough O&M contracts with 
suppliers, usually for a 5-year period (full-scope maintenance 
agreement), being the 2 first year-period of full guarantee.  

Additionally, technical warranties are signed with the turbine 
suppliers, in order to guarantee that the performance of the 
turbine will be optimum. The availability and the power curve of 
each turbine is adequately guarantee with “liquidated damages” 
clauses that set up penalties to be paid by the supplier when the 
availability is not met (usually 96 or 97%) or the power curve is not 
reached. Wind turbine performance risk is also mitigated with an 
adequate preventive and scheduled maintenance and predictive 
maintenance is being also brought in. 

After the first 5-year period, O&M is usually contracted with 
an external company, but a technical assistance agreement is 
signed with the turbine supplier.

Finally, EDP Renováveis has in place a LEAN Project. LEAN is 
a continuous improvement program that aims to achieve 
the following:

•	 Maximize Availability of Turbines

•	 Improve Efficiency

•	 Manage Reactive Energy

federal and state bodies have regularly reaffirmed their desire 
to continue and strengthen such support. 

In Europe, this support has been steady and has to be 
strengthened as EU countries have renewable and mandatory 
targets. The new EU directive on renewable energies, agreed 
in December 2008, requires each member state to increase 
its share of renewable energy in the bloc’s energy mix to 
raise the overall share from 5.5% level in 2005 to 20% in 2020. 
Additionally EU countries have interim targets in order to ensure 
a steady progress towards it 2020 target. For these reason 
they must present national action plans (NAPs) based on the 
indicative trajectories to the European Commission by 30 June 
2010, followed by progress reports submitted every two 
years. Therefore, EU countries must have short and long term 
renewables strategies which will be monitored and tracked by 
the EU authorities. 

US, on the contrary, has not mandatory energy targets at a 
federal level. However, under the Obama Administration, 
renewables have found strong political support. The Stimulus 
package (American Recovery & Reinvestment Act) approved in 
February 2009 included a wide range of measures addressed 
to boost renewable energies. 

Nevertheless, it cannot be guaranteed that support will 
be maintained or than the electricity produced by future 
renewable energy projects will benefit from statutory purchase 
obligations, tax incentives, or other support measures for the 
generation of electricity from renewable energy sources

management of regulatory risks

EDP Renováveis belongs to the most prestigious wind 
energy associations, both at national and international level. 
EDP Renováveis is member of “La Asociación Empresarial 
Eólica” (Spain), “APREN” -Associação Portuguesa de Produtores 
de Energia Eléctrica de Fontes Renováveis- (Portugal), Le 
Syndicat des Energies Renouvelables (France), ANEV (Italy), 
BWEA (UK) and PIGEO (Poland). In the US, EDP Renováveis 
participates in the following wind associations: AWEA 
(American Wind Energy Association), Wind on the Wires 
(Mid West) and CEERT (California). At an international level, 
EDP Renováveis belongs to the EWEA (European Wind Energy 
Association), which is today the biggest wind energy network. 

Being an active member in all these associations allows 
EDP Renováveis to keep abreast of any regulatory change, 
and represent wind energy sector’s interests when required by 
the governments.

3.7.2.3. Risks RElAtED to EnERGy PRoDuction

Risk related to volatility of energy production

EDP Renováveis business is focused on the production of 
electricity from renewable energy sources. The amount of 
energy generated by, and the profitability of wind farms is 
dependent on climatic conditions, which vary across the 
locations of the wind farms, the seasons and years. Because 
turbines will only operate when wind speeds fall within certain 
specific ranges that vary by turbine type and manufacturer, 
if wind speeds fall outside or towards the lower end of these 
ranges, energy output at wind farms would decline. 107



supplier. Additionally, EDP Renováveis has the required size to 
contract with a large range of suppliers.

EDP Renováveis has traditionally been securing its wind 
turbines by establishing long-term flexible agreements with 
several major turbine vendors. Frame agreements enabled 
EDP Renováveis to have available turbine when needed, but in 
the current context, they could prevent the company to capture 
the drop in turbine prices. For this reason EDP Renováveis is 
renegotiating frame agreements as well as negotiating more 
flexible agreements for the next years. By monitoring market 
trends, EDP Renováveis can reach these agreements with 
suppliers when market conditions are favourable. Additionally, 
when contracting large volumes, EDP Renováveis can obtain 
better prices and conditions that mitigate the effect of general 
increases in assets prices.

3.7.2.7. ExPosuRE to FinAnciAl mARkEts

Risks related to the exposure to financial markets

EDP Renováveis is exposed to fluctuations in interest rates 
as result of financing, operations in particular, financing by 
means shareholder loans from the EDP Group and financing 
from institutional investors in connection with its Partnerships 
Structures in the case of the US operations, as well as, project 
financing and third party loan financing from entities outside 
the EDP Group. This risk can be mitigated using hedging 
instruments, including interest rate swaps, but it cannot be 
guaranteed that the hedging efforts will operate successfully.

Finally, currency fluctuations may also have a material adverse 
effect on the financial condition and results of operations. 
EDP Renováveis may attempt to hedge against currency 
fluctuations risks by matching revenue and costs in the same 
currency, as well as by using various hedging instruments, 
including forward foreign exchange contracts. However, there 
can be no assurance that the company efforts to mitigate 
the effects of currency exchange rate fluctuations will be 
successful.

management of financial risks

The evolution of the financial markets is analyzed on an 
on-going basis in accordance with the EDP Group’s risk 
management policy. Financial instruments are used to 
minimize potential adverse effects resulting from the 
interest rates and foreign exchange rates risks on its 
financial performance.

The execution of financial risks management of 
EDP Renováveis Group is undertaken by the Financial 
Department of EDP, in accordance with the policies approved 
by the Board of Directors of EDP Renováveis. The Financial 
Department identifies, evaluates and submits to the Board for 
approval, hedging mechanisms appropriate to each exposure. 
The Board of Directors is responsible for the definition of 
general risk-management principles and the establishment 
of exposure limits.

In order to achieve the objectives listed above, the LEAN team 
effectively collaborates with all technical areas such as O&M, 
Wind Assessment, Technology and Dispatch Center.

3.7.2.5. PERmittinG Risks 

Permitting risks

Wind farms are subject to strict international, national, state, 
regional and local regulations relating to the development, 
construction, licensing and operation of power plants. Among 
other things, these regulate: land acquisitions, leasing 
and use; building, transportation and distribution permits; 
landscape and environmental permits; and regulations on 
energy transmission and distribution network congestions. 
Development process of wind farms is subject to the possibility 
of obtaining such permits. If authorities do not grant these 
permits or they do so with delays or with restrictions, such 
actions could have a material adverse effect on the business.

management of permitting risk

Permitting risk is mitigated by the fact that EDP Renováveis in 
present in different countries: Spain, Portugal, France, Belgium, 
Poland, Romania, UK, US and Brazil. Additionally, the company 
has a large pipeline of projects that provide a “buffer” to 
overcome potential problems in the development of other 
projects, ensuring the growth targets. 

Finally, EDP Renováveis mitigates development risk creating 
partnerships with local partners.

3.7.2.6. WinD tuRBinE suPPly Risks

Wind turbine supply risk

Wind turbine is a significant part of a wind farm’s investment cost 
(70% to 80%). The main risks associated to wind turbines are:

•	 Price risk: this occurs when the supply of wind turbines 
cannot meet the growing demand, and prices rises sharply, 
impacting profitability of new wind farms

•	 Quantity risk: when no wind turbines are available for the 
construction of new wind farms

management of wind turbine supply risk

Last years were marked by the difficulties of the wind turbine 
industry to catch up with the booming demand. In this high 
growth environment, wind generators endured difficulties to 
secure the supply of wind turbines. This trend, however, was 
reversed in 2008 and 2009 as turbine demand slowed down 
creating a more favourable scenario for EDP Renováveis. The 
company is exploring the possibility to contract part of its 
expected turbine supply needs in this favourable situation.

EDP Renováveis uses a large mix of turbine supplier in order 
to reduce its dependency on any one supplier. At present 
EDP Renováveis is one of the generators with a more diversify 
portfolio, being Vestas and Gamesa the most important 
suppliers. The large range of EDP Renováveis suppliers allows 
the company to avoid technological risk of each turbine 
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In the specific case of EDPR EU, credit risk is not significant due 
to the limited average collection period for customer balances 
and the quality of its debtors. In Europe main customers 
are operators and distributors in the energy market of their 
respective countries.

In the case of EDPR NA, counterparty risk analysis is more 
relevant given typical price structure and terms of PPA 
contracts. In the light of this, counterparty risk is carefully 
evaluated taking into account offtakers credit rating. In many 
cases additional credit support is required in line with the 
exposure of the contract.

3.7.2.9. liQuiDity Risk

liquidity risk

Liquidity risk is the risk that the Group will not be able to meet 
its financial obligations as they fall due. 

management of liquidity risk

The Group strategy to manage liquidity is to ensure, as far 
as possible, that it will always have significant liquidity to 
meet its liabilities when due, under both normal and stressed 
conditions, without incurring unacceptable losses or risking 
damage to the Group’s reputation.

Given the current condition of the debt market, it could be 
difficult to cover the financial requirements needed to carry out 
the Group’s activities.

The liquidity policy followed ensures compliance with payment 
obligations acquired, through maintaining sufficient credit 
facilities and having access to the EDP Group credit facilities.

3.8. ExtERnAl AuDitoR 

The Audit and Control Committee is responsible for proposing 
to the Board of Directors for submission to the General Meeting 
the appointment of the Company auditors and the terms 
of their contracts, scope of their duties and revocation and 
renewal of their contracts. 

The Audit and Control Committee remains in contact with the 
auditors on matters that may pose a risk to their independence 
and any other matters related to the auditing of accounts. It 
also receives and stores information on any other matters 
provided for in legislation on audits and in auditing standards 
in effect at any time. 

The auditor appointed by EDP Renováveis at the moment is 
KPMG Auditores S.L. 

The Audit and Control Committee assessed the performance 
of the external auditor in providing the services hired by the 
Company and made a positive evaluation of their quality, 
considering that they meet applicable standards and that it is 
advisable to maintain the same auditor. 

The work of the external auditor, including reports and audits 
of its accounts, was supervised and evaluated in accordance 
with applicable rules and standards, in particular international 
auditing standards. 

i. interest rate risk

The Group’s operating and financial cash flows are substantially 
independent from the fluctuation in interest-rate markets.

The purpose of the interest-rate risk management policies 
is to reduce the financial charges and the exposure of debt 
cash flows from market fluctuations through the settlement of 
derivative financial instruments to fix the debt interest rates. 
In the floating-rate financing context, the Group contracts 
interest-rate derivative financial instruments to hedge cash 
flows associated with future interest payments, which have 
the effect of converting floating-interest rate loans into 
fixed-interest rate loans. 

The EDP Renováveis Group has a portfolio of interest-rate 
derivatives with maturities between approximately 1 and 
10 years. The EDP Group’s Financial Department undertakes 
sensitivity analyses of the fair value of financial instruments to 
interest-rate fluctuations.

ii. Exchange rate risk

The Group operates internationally and is exposed to the 
exchange-rate risk resulting from investments in subsidiaries. As 
a general policy, EDP Renováveis matches costs and revenues 
of its wind farms in the same currency, reducing the effect of 
currency fluctuations while preserving value. Currently, main 
currency exposure is the U.S. dollar/euro currency fluctuation risk 
that results principally from the shareholding in EDPR NA.

EDP Group’s Financial Department is responsible for monitoring 
the evolution of the U.S. dollar, seeking to mitigate the impact 
of currency fluctuations on the financial results of the Group 
companies and consequently, on consolidated net profit, 
using exchange-rate derivatives and/or other hedging 
structures. The policy implemented by the Group consists of 
undertaking derivative financial instruments for the purpose 
of hedging foreign exchange risks with characteristics similar 
to those of the hedged item. The operations are revalued and 
monitored throughout their useful lives and, periodically, their 
effectiveness in controlling and hedging the risk that gave rise 
to them is evaluated.

3.7.2.8. countERPARty cREDit Risk

counterparty credit risk

Counterparty risk is the risk that the other party in an 
agreement will default, either due to temporary liquidity issues 
or longer term systemic issues.

management of counterparty credit risk

The EDP Renováveis Group policy in terms of the counterparty 
credit risk on financial transactions is managed by an analysis 
of the technical capacity, competitiveness, credit notation and 
exposure to each counterparty. Counterparties in derivatives 
and financial transactions are restricted to high-quality credit 
institutions, therefore, it cannot be considered that there is 
any significant risk of counterparty non-compliance and no 
collateral is demanded for these transactions. 
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4. ExERcisE of shAREholDER’s Rights 

4.1. DEscRiPtion AnD comPEtEncEs oF thE 
GEnERAl mEEtinG oF shAREholDERs 

The General Meeting of Shareholders is the Company’s highest 
governing body and is a meeting of shareholders that, when 
properly convened, has the power to deliberate and adopt, 
by majority, decisions on matters that the law and Articles of 
Association reserve for its decision and are submitted for its 
approval. In particular, it is responsible for: 

•	 Appointing and dismissing the directors; 

•	 Appointing the auditors; 

•	 Review of the performance the company management, 
approving, if applicable, the accounts of the previous 
financial year and deciding on the appropriation of profits; 

•	 Increasing and reducing the share capital and delegating 
to the Board of Directors, if applicable, within the legal time 
limits, the power to set the date or dates, who may use said 
delegation wholly or in part, or refraining from increasing or 
reducing the capital in view of the conditions of the market 
or the Company or any particularly relevant fact or event 
justifying such a decision in their opinion, reporting it at the 
first General Meeting of Shareholders held after the end of 
the time limit for its execution; 

•	 Delegating to the Board of Directors the power to increase 
the share capital pursuant to Article 153(1)(b) of Royal 
Legislative Decree 1564/1989 of 22 December, which 
approves the Revised Text of the Law on Public Limited 
Companies (Public Company Law); 

•	 Issuing bonds; 

•	 Amending the Articles of Association; 

•	 Dissolving, merging, spin off and transformation 
the Company; 

•	 Deciding on any matter submitted to it for decision by 
the Board of Directors, which shall be obliged to call a 
General Meeting of Shareholders as soon as possible to 
deliberate and decide on concrete decisions included in 
this article submitted to it, in the event of relevant facts or 
circumstances that affect the Company, shareholders or 
corporate bodies. 

The decisions of the General Meeting are binding on all 
shareholders, including those voting against and those who 
did not participate in the meeting. 

A General Meeting may be ordinary or extraordinary. In either 
case, it is governed by the law and Articles of Association. 

•	 An Ordinary General Meeting must be held in the first 
six (6) months of each year to review of the performance 
the company management, approve the annual report 
and accounts for the previous year and the proposal for 
appropriation of profits and approve the consolidated 
accounts, if appropriate. The General Meeting also decides 

3.9. WhistlE-BloWinG Policy 

Since the beginning of trading on the Eurolist by Euronext 
Lisbon, it has sought to introduce measures to ensure its good 
governance and that of its companies, including the prevention 
of improper practices, especially in the fields of accounting 
and finance. 

The Board of Directors of EDP Renováveis therefore decided to 
provide its employees with a direct, confidential communication 
channel for them to report any presumed unlawful practices or 
alleged accounting or financial irregularities occurring in their 
company. These communications go directly to the Audit and 
Control Committee. 

EDP Renováveis creation of this channel for whistle-blowing 
on irregularities in financial and accounting practices is 
essentially intended: 

•	 To enable any employee to freely report his/her concerns in 
these areas to the Audit and Control Committee; 

•	 To facilitate early detection of irregularities that, if they 
occurred, might cause serious losses to the EDP Renováveis 
Group and its employees, customers and shareholders. 

Contact with the Company’s Audit and Control Committee is 
only possible by email and post, and access to information 
received is restricted. 

Any complaint addressed to the Audit and Control Committee 
will be kept strictly confidential and the whistle-blower will 
remain anonymous, provided that this does not prevent the 
investigation of the complaint. S/he will be assured that the 
Company will not take any retaliatory or disciplinary action 
as a result of exercising his/her right to blow the whistle on 
irregularities, provide information or assist in an investigation.

The Secretary of the Audit Committee receives all the 
communications and presents a quarterly report to the 
members of the Committee. 

In 2009 there were no communications regarding any 
irregularity in EDP Renováveis.
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the established time limit. They will then receive a letter 
containing a password for voting by electronic communication 
within the time limit and in the form established in the call of 
the General Meeting. 

Remote votes can be revoked subsequently by the same 
means used to cast them within the time limit established 
for the purpose or by personal attendance at the General 
Meeting by the shareholder who cast the vote or his/her 
representative. 

The Board of Directors has approved a Shareholder’s Guide 
for the first General Meeting, detailing mail and electronic 
communication voting forms among other matters. It is at 
shareholders’ disposal on www.edprenovaveis.com. 

4.5. QuoRum FoR constitutinG AnD ADAPtinG 
DEcisions oF thE GEnERAl mEEtinG 

Both ordinary and extraordinary General Meetings are validly 
constituted when first called to order if the shareholders 
present or represented own at least thirty-three percent 
(33%) of the subscribed capital with voting rights and when 
called to order a second time if the shareholders present or 
represented own at least twenty-five (25%) of the subscribed 
capital with voting rights. 

Nonetheless, for ordinary or extraordinary General Meetings 
to be able to pass valid decisions on the issue of bonds, 
increases or reductions in share capital, conversion, merger 
or split of the Company and, in general, any amendments 
to the Articles of Association, shareholders representing fifty 
percent (50%) of the subscribed capital with voting rights must 
be present or represented when the meeting is first called 
to order and thirty-three percent (33%) of the subscribed 
capital with voting rights when the meeting is called to order 
a second time. 

An ordinary or extraordinary General Meeting shall adopt its 
decisions by simple majority of votes of shares with voting 
rights present or represented. Nonetheless, for the decisions 
referred to in the previous paragraph, when shareholders 
representing less than fifty percent (50%) the subscribed 
capital with voting rights are present or represented, 
decisions may only be validly adopted with a vote in favour 
of two-thirds (2/3) of the capital with voting rights present or 
represented at the meeting.

On the February 24, 2010, the Board of Directors approved 
to propose to the next General Meeting a modification of 
the Article 17 of the Articles of Association to establish the 
quorums require by Law.

4.6. BoARD oF thE GEnERAl mEEtinG 

The Chairperson of the General Meeting is appointed by 
the meeting itself and must be a person who meets the 
same requirements of independence as for independent 
directors. The appointment is for three years and s/he may be 
re-elected once only. 

Since June 4, 2008, the position of Chairperson of the General 
Meeting has been held by Rui Chancerelle de Machete, 

on any other matters falling within its powers and included 
on the agenda; 

•	 An Extraordinary General Meeting is any meeting other 
than that mentioned above. 

4.2. RiGht to AttEnD 

All shareholders, irrespective of the number of shares that 
they own, may attend a General Meeting and take part in its 
deliberations with right to speak and vote. 

In order to exercise their right to attend, shareholders must 
have their shares registered in their name in the Book Entry 
Account at least five (5) days in advance of the date of the 
General Meeting. EDP Renováveis therefore does not even 
establish the need to block shares as a requirement for 
shareholders to participate in the General Meeting. 

Moreover, although there is no express provision on the matter 
in the Articles of Association, in the event of the suspension 
of a General Meeting, EDP Renováveis plans to adopt 
Recommendation I.2.2 of the Corporate Governance Code 
and not require the blocking of shares more than five days in 
advance. 

Any shareholder with the right to attend may send a 
representative to a General Meeting, even if this person is not 
a shareholder. Power of attorney is revocable. The Board of 
Directors may require shareholders’ power of attorney to be 
in the Company’s possession at least two (2) days in advance, 
indicating the name of the representative. 

Power of attorney shall be specific to each General Meeting, in 
writing or by remote means of communication, such as post. 

4.3. votinG AnD votinG RiGhts 

Each share entitles its holder to one vote. 

Shares issued without this right do not have voting rights, with 
the exception of cases set forth by current legislation. 

There is no employee share-owning system at EDP Renováveis 
and so no relevant control mechanisms on the exercise of voting 
rights by employees or their representatives have been set up. 

4.4. mAil AnD ElEctRonic communicAtion votEs 

Shareholders may vote on points on the agenda, relating 
to any matters of the Shareholder’s competence, by mail 
or electronic communication. It is essential for their validity 
that they be received by the company by midnight of the day 
before the date scheduled for the first calling to order of the 
General Meeting. 

Votes by mail shall be sent in writing to the place indicated 
on the invitation to the meeting accompanied by the 
documentation indicated in the Shareholder’s Guide. 

In order to vote by electronic communication, shareholders 
must express this intention to the Chairperson of the General 
Meeting of the in the form indicated in the invitation to the 
meeting, sufficient time in advance to permit the vote within 111



4.8. mEAsuREs REGARDinG contRol AnD chAnGEs 
oF contRol oF thE comPAny 

The Company has taken no defensive measures that might 
seriously affect its assets in any of the cases of a change in 
control in its shareholder structure or the Board of Directors. 

The Articles of Association contain no limitations on the 
transferability of shares or voting rights in any type of decision 
and no limitations on membership of the governing bodies of 
EDP Renováveis. Neither are there any decisions that come into 
effect as a result of a takeover bid. 

The fact that the Company has not adopted any measures 
designed to prevent successful takeover bids is therefore 
in line with Recommendation I.6.1 of the CMVM Code of 
Corporate Governance. 

On the other hand, EDP Renováveis has not entered into any 
agreements (current or future) subject to the condition of a 
change in control of the Company, other than in accordance 
with normal practice in case of financing of certain wind farm 
projects by some of its group companies. 

Finally, there are no agreements between the Company and 
members of its Board of Directors or managers providing 
for compensation in the event of resignation of discharge of 
directors or in the event of resignation, dismissal without just 
cause or cessation of the working relationship following a 
change in control of the Company.

whose work address is Luso-American Development 
Foundation, Rua do Sacramento à Lapa, 21, 1249-090 Lisbon. 

In addition to the Chairperson, the Board of the General 
Meeting is made up of the Chairperson of the Board of 
Directors, or his replacement, the other directors and the 
Secretary of the Board of Directors. 

The position of Secretary of the General Meeting is occupied 
by the non-member Secretary of the Board of Directors, Emilio 
García-Conde Noriega, whose work address is that of the 
Company. 

The Chairperson of the General Meeting of EDP Renováveis 
has the appropriate human and logistical resources for his 
needs, considering the economic situation of EDP Renováveis, 
in that, in addition to the resources from the Company 
Secretary and the legal support provided for the purpose, the 
Company hires a specialised entity to collect, process and 
count votes. 

In 2009, the remuneration of the Chairperson of the General 
Meeting of EDP Renováveis was EUR 15,000.

4.7. minutEs AnD inFoRmAtion on DEcisions 

Given that EDP Renováveis has been a listed company 
since June 4, 2008, with its shares admitted to trading on 
Eurolist by Euronext Lisbon, shareholders have access to 
corporate governance information on www.edprenovaveis.
com. Extracts of General Meeting minutes and the invitation, 
agenda, motions submitted to the General Meeting and 
forms of participation shall be placed at shareholders’ 
disposal five (5) days after they are held. The publishing of the 
minutes will begin after the first General Meeting held after 
the Company’s admission to trading. 

Given the personal nature of the information involved, 
the history does not include attendance lists at general 
meetings, although, in accordance with CMVM Circular 
no. 156/EMIT/DMEI/2009/515, when General Meetings are 
held, EDP Renováveis plans to replace them by statistical 
information indicating the number of shareholders present 
and distinguishing between the number of physical 
presences by mail. 

EDP Renováveis considers that materially relevant information 
to investors does not include all the content of the minutes. 
Indeed, their publication in full could be used for purposes 
unrelated to the interest of the company, shareholders, 
investors and the market in general. 

EDP Renováveis therefore publishes on its website an extract 
of the minutes of General Meetings with all information on the 
constitution of the General Meeting and decisions made by it, 
including motions submitted and any explanations of votes. 

The website also provides EDP Renováveis shareholders with 
information on: i) requirements for participating in the General 
Meeting, ii) mail and electronic communication votes iii) 
information available at the registered office. 
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The remuneration of the CEO has a fixed and a variable 
component. The variable part is divided into an annual and 
a multi-annual dimension, each of which is calculated on the 
basis of shareholders’ return, ability to create value, increases 
in installed capacity (MW), growth in net profits and EBITDA. 

On the other hand, the non-executive directors only receive 
fixed remuneration, which is calculated on the basis of 
their work exclusively as directors or cumulatively with 
their membership of the Nomination and Remunerations 
Committee, Related Party Transactions Committee and the 
Audit and Control Committee. 

EDP Renováveis has not incorporated any share remuneration 
or share purchase options plans as components of the 
remuneration of its directors.

5.3. AnnuAl REmunERAtion oF thE BoARD 
oF DiREctoRs AnD AuDit AnD contRol 
committEE 

The remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors for 
the year ended on December 31, 2009 was as follows: 

Remuneration

Euros

Fixed
variable

total
Annual multi-

annual

Executive Directors

António Mexia* 0 0 0 0
Ana Maria Fernandes 
(CEO)* 246,857 0 0 246,857

António Martins da Costa* 0 0 0 0

Nuno Alves* 0 0 0 0

João Manso Neto* 0 0 0 0

non-Executive Directors

José Silva Lopes 60,000 0 0 60,000

António Nogueira Leite 60,000 0 0 60,000

Rafael Caldeira Valverde 55,000 0 0 55,000

José Araújo e Silva 0 0 0 0
Manuel Menéndez 
Menéndez 0 0 0 0

Jorge Santos 60,000 0 0 60,000
Francisco José Queiroz de 
Barros de Lacerda 60,000 0 0 60,000
João Manuel de Mello 
Franco 80,000 0 0 80,000

João Lopes Raimundo 55,000 0 0 55,000

Daniel M. Kammen 45,000 0 0 45,000

Gilles August 33,750 0 0 33,750

total 755,607 0 0 755,607

* With exception of the CEO, the members of the Executive Committee have not 
received any remuneration from EDP Renováveis. Nonetheless EDP Renováveis 
has entered in a Executive Management Services Agreement with EDP pursuant to 
which EDP Renováveis is due to pay to EDP an amount of EUR 884,481 for the services 
rendered by EDP in 2009.

** The amount refers to the period between May and December 2009. Through the 
Executive Management Services Agreement, EDP Renováveis is due to pay EDP an 
additional  amount of EUR 568,960 that includes fixed remuneration related to the 
period from January to April and variable remuneration related with 2008.

The retirement savings plan for the members of the Executive 
Committee acts as an effective retirement supplement and 
corresponds to 5% of their annual salary. 

The directors do not receive any relevant non-monetary 
benefits as remuneration. 

5. REmunERAtion

5.1. REmunERAtion oF thE mEmBERs oF thE BoARD 
oF DiREctoRs AnD oF thE AuDit AnD contRol 
committEE 

Pursuant to Article 26 of the Company’s Articles of Association, 
the remuneration of the members of its Board of Directors shall 
consist of a fixed amount to be determined by the General 
Meeting for the whole Board and expenses for attending 
Board meetings. 

The above article also establishes the possibility of the 
directors being remunerated with Company shares, share 
options or other securities granting the right to obtain shares, 
or by means of share-indexed remuneration systems. In any 
case, the system chosen must be approved by the General 
Meeting and comply with current legal provisions. 

The Nomination and Remunerations Committee is responsible 
for proposing to the Board of Directors, albeit not bindingly, 
the system, distribution and amount of remuneration of the 
directors on the basis of the overall amount of remuneration 
authorized by the General Meeting. It also may propose to the 
Board the terms of contracts with the directors. The distribution 
and exact amount paid to each director and the frequency 
and other details of the remuneration shall be determined by 
the Board on the basis of a proposal from the Nomination and 
Remunerations Committee. 

The maximum remuneration approved by the General Meeting 
of Shareholders for 2009 for all the members of the Board of 
Directors is EUR 2,500,000.  

5.2. PERFoRmAncE-BAsED comPonEnts, vARiABlE 
comPonEnt AnD FixED Amount 

Although remuneration for all the members of the Board 
of Directors is provided for, the members of the Executive 
Committee, with the exception of the CEO (who devotes most 
of his/her work to the activity of EDP Renováveis) are not 
remunerated and so in 2009 the remuneration paid directly by 
EDP Renováveis to these directors was zero. 

This corporate governance practice for remuneration is in line 
with the model adopted by the EDP Group, in which executive 
directors of EDP do not receive any remuneration directly from 
the group companies on whose governing bodies they serve, 
but rather through EDP. 

Nonetheless, in line with the above corporate governance 
practice, EDP Renováveis has signed an Executive 
Management Services Agreement with EDP, under which 
the Company bears a cost for the provision of said services 
corresponding to the remuneration defined for the executive 
members of the Board of Directors. 

The fees in the management service contract are divided into 
a fixed and a variable component. The variable component is 
divided into an annual and a multi-annual dimension, each of 
which is calculated on the basis of shareholders’ return, ability 
to create value, increases in installed capacity (MW), growth in 
net profits and EBITDA. 
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The time period considered for determining the multi-annual 
dimension of the component of their remuneration (3 years), 
the use of qualitative criteria aimed at a strategic, medium-
term perspective in the Company’s development, the existence 
of a cap on variable remuneration and the relative weight of 
this component on total remuneration are decisive factors in 
fostering management performance that does not focus solely 
on short-term objectives but includes the medium and long 
term interests of the Company and its shareholders. 

The retirement savings plan for the members of the Executive 
Committee acts as an effective retirement supplement and 
corresponds to 5% of their annual salary. 

The directors do not receive any substantial non-monetary 
benefits as remuneration. 

The Board of Directors is responsible for fixing managers’ 
remuneration policy (as understood in Article 248-B(3) of 
the Securities Code) who do not belong to the governing or 
supervisory bodies. 

The Board will therefore submit the managers’ remuneration 
policy to the next General Meeting for appreciation. It is based 
on the following factors: 

•	 The policy followed when fixing EDP Renováveis managers’ 
remuneration is the same as that for Company employees 
in general;

•	 The remuneration of the company’s managers consists on 
fixed remuneration and variable component;

•	 The quality/quantification of the performance is established 
in accordance with  criteria previously defined by the Board 
of Directors; 

•	 As a result, when defining any managers’ performance 
bonuses, consideration is given not only to factors all 
employees’ behavior, taking into account the degree of 
responsibility their position and their ability to adapt to the 
Company and its procedures but also the economic and 
financial performance of their particular business area and 
of EDP Renováveis as a whole. 

5.5. GEnERAl mEEtinG’s AssEssmEnt oF comPAny 
REmunERAtion Policy AnD PERFoRmAncE 
EvAluAtion oF its GovERninG BoDiEs 

The General Meeting is responsible for appointing the 
Board of Directors, which appoints the Nomination 
and Remuneration Committee, which is responsible for 
submitting the statement on remuneration policy for the 
Company’s corporate bodies. 

The General Meeting’s duties include appraising the above 
mentioned statement.  

Pursuant to Article 95 of the Public Company Law, 
the General Meeting is also required to evaluate the 
performance of the corporate public bodies and make 
an annual decision as whether to maintain confidence in 
their members.

Additionally the remuneration of the members of the 
Management Team excluding the Chief Executive Officer was 
as follows:

Remuneration

Euros

Fixed
variable

total
Annual multi-

annual

Management Team 928,315 550,000 163,359 1,641,674

5.4. stAtEmEnt on REmunERAtion Policy 

The Nomination and Remuneration Committee appointed 
by the Board of Directors is responsible for defining the 
draft remuneration policy for the members of the Board of 
Directors. This committee defined the directors’ remuneration 
and sought to ensure that it reflected the performance of all 
members in each year (variable annual remuneration) and 
their performance throughout their terms of office by means 
of a variable component consistent with the maximization of 
the Company’s long-term performance (multi-annual variable 
remuneration). This is intended to ensure alignment of the 
Board of Directors’ behaviour with the shareholders’ interests. 
A statement on remuneration policy will be submitted to the 
next General Meeting, for appreciation as a separate point on 
the agenda of a consultative nature. It is currently in force (with 
no alterations), on the following terms: 

Fixed remuneration for the CEO is EUR 384,000 gross annual 
salary and will be determined for the remaining members on 
terms fixed by the EDP Group. 

Variable annual remuneration for each Executive Committee 
member may vary between 0% and 100% of their gross, fixed, 
annual remuneration. It only comes into effect if at least 90% of 
the strategic goals have been met. The amount is determined 
on the basis of the following indicators on each year of their 
term: relative performance of total shareholder return of 
EDP Renováveis vs. Eurostoxx Utilities, PSI-20 and Iberdrola 
Renováveis 2009, real capacity to generate shareholder value 
at EDP Renováveis, increase in installed capacity (MW), growth 
in net profits and EDP Renováveis EBITDA in 2009. 

Multi-annual variable remuneration for all members of the 
Executive Committee may total from 0% to 100% of their gross 
tri-annual remuneration and is based on an accumulated 
annual evaluation of the directors’ performance in achieving 
economic sustainability for the EDP Renováveis Group. 
Although this multi-annual remuneration is calculated 
annually, it only comes into effect at the end of their term of 
office if at least 90% of the strategic goals have been met. This 
is assessed on the basis of performance and a comparison 
with strategic benchmarks. In fact, the factors used to calculate 
the remuneration component are the relative performance of 
the EDP Renováveis Group’s market capitalisation vs. Eurostoxx 
Utilities and PSI-20 during the term, the EDP Renováveis 
Group’s capacity to create value, the performance of the 
Sustainability Index applied to EDP Renováveis (DJSI method), 
the EDP Renováveis Group’s image in the national and 
international markets (through brand audit and surveys), its 
capacity to change and adapt to new market requirements 
(through surveys), fulfilment of strategic national and 
international targets and the EDP Renováveis Group’s EBITDA 
margin vs. Eurostoxx Utilities during their term.
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6. thE EDP REnovávEis’ shARE AnD 
DiviDEnD Policy

6.1 EDP REnovávEis in thE cAPitAl mARkEts

The shares representing the EDP Renováveis share capital were 
initially admitted to trading in the official stock exchange NYSE 
Euronext Lisbon on the 4 June 2008, in the largest Initial Public 
Offering launched in Western Europe of the year 2008. 

EDP Renováveis has 872,308,162 ordinary shares, with a face 
value of EUR5.00 representing 100% of the share capital, 
admitted to trading in the NYSE Euronext Lisbon market. The 
free float since the IPO is 22.5%.

EDP REnÓvAvEis, s.A.

shares

Share Capital € 4,361,540,810

Nominal Share Value € 5.00

N.º of Shares 872,308,162

Date of IPO 4 June 2008

nysE Euronext lisbon

Reuters RIC EDPR.LS

Bloomberg EDPR PL

ISIN ES0127797019

6.2 EDP REnovávEis shARE PRicE

In 2009, EDP Renováveis’ share price rose by 33%, closing the 
year at EUR6.63 each. In the same period, the PSI20 and the 
Euronext 100 increased by 33% and 25%, respectively, while the 
Dow Jones Eurostoxx Utilities fell 1%.
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During the year 256,979,419 EDP Renováveis shares, 
corresponding to a turnover of approximately EUR1,676 billion 
were traded. On average, at Euronext Lisbon, EDP Renováveis 
daily trade volume was around 1 million shares per day.

5.6. AttEnDAncE At thE oRDinARy GEnERAl 
mEEtinG oF shAREholDERs oF A 
REPREsEntAtivE oF thE nominAtion AnD 
REmunERAtion committEE 

All the members of the Nomination and Remuneration 
Committee will be present or represented at the General 
Meeting of Shareholders of EDP Renováveis. 

5.7. PRoPosAl on thE APPRovAl oF PlAns 
on shARE REmunERAtion AnD/oR shARE 
PuRchAsE oPtions oR on thE BAsis oF shARE 
PRicE FluctuAtions 

The Company has not approved any plans for share 
remuneration or share purchase options or plans based on 
share price fluctuations. 

5.8. AuDitoR’s REmunERAtion 

For the year ended on December 31st, 2009, the fees paid 
to KPMG Auditores, S.L. for auditing of the annual accounts, 
guarantee and reliability services, tax advisory and other 
services unrelated to audits are as follows: 

The accounts audit services are those necessary for the 
issue of a legal opinion on the  individual and consolidated 
annual accounts of the company and its subsidiaries in Spain 
and abroad. 

countries Auditing and legal Revision 
of Accounts

Relaiability guarantee 
services tax consultancy services

other services different from 
Auditing and legal Revison 

of Accounts
total

Portugal 166,200 - - - 166,200

Spain 687,597 99,813 331,491 - 1,118,901

Brazil 35,824
BRL 99,700 - - - 35,824

USA 694,403
USD 965,000

208,680
USD 290,000

659,214
USD 916,098 1,562,297

Others

217,909
EUR 151,750
PLN 188,250

RON 130,000

13,900 6,000
PLN 28,090 237,809

total 1,801,933 322,393 996,705 0 3,121,031
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 Date Descripton

1 20-Jan EDPR announces provisional 2008 operating data

2 17-Feb Approval of key energy-related incentives in the US 
applicable to EDPR NA

3 26-Feb EDPR announces 2008 results

4 18-Mar EDPR increases its presence in the Brazilian market

5 14-Apr EDPR annual shareholder meeting

6 22-Apr EDPR announces provisional 1st-quarter 2009 operating 
data

7 6-May EDPR announces 1st-quarter 2009 results

8 16-Jul EDPR announces provisional 1st-half 2009 operating 
data

9 29-Jul EDPR announces 1st-half 2009 results

10 1-Sep EDPR establishes a new type of institutional 
partnership structure for 101 MW in the US

11 1-Sep US treasury approves EDPR’s first cash grant 

12 14-Oct EDPR announces provisional nine-months 2009 
operating data

13 20-Oct Government of Asturias provisionally awards 246 MW 
to EDPR

14 28-Oct EDPR announces nine-months 2009 results

15 2-Dec EDPR closes two institutional partnership structures 
in the US

16 16-Dec EDPR obtains 840 MW in the Spanish pre-registry for 
renewable capacity

17 28-Dec
EDPR establishes its second institutional partnership 
structure incorporating the cash grant for 101 MW in 
the US

6.3 DiviDEnD Policy

The distribution of dividends is proposed by the Board of 
Directors of EDP Renováveis and authorized by decision of the 
company’s General Meeting of Shareholders. As set forth in 
the Spanish Public Company Law, a dividend declared in each 
financial year may only be distributed from EDP Renováveis 
profits for that year or from distributable reserves and this 
distribution must not cause the assets of EDP Renováveis to fall 
below the value of the company’s share capital.

As of 2011, EDP Renováveis expects to declare and pay 
dividends representing at least 20% of the profits for the 
year and to begin to do so for the financial year ending on 
31 December 2010. The Board of Directors of EDP Renováveis 
may, if necessary, adjust this dividend policy in order to reflect 
changes in the business strategy and capital needs, among 
other aspects. Any future dividends will depend on conditions 
at the time, including individual and consolidated net profits, 
earnings, the company’s financial situation, availability of 
legally distributable funds and future prospects. As a result, no 
guarantee can be given that dividends will be proposed and 
declared in any particular year. Any dividends paid in the future 
may be subject to withholding of tax at source.

EDP Renováveis ended the year with a market capitalization 
of EUR5.8 billion, making it the fourth largest listed company 
in Portugal.

2009 EDP Renováveis Share Price and Transactions
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capital market indicators   

EDP Renováveis shares in nysE Euronext 
lisbon (EuR) 2009 2008

Opening price* 5.00 8.00

Closing price 6.63 5.00

Peak price 7.75 8.00

Minimum price 5.00 3.45

variation in share Price and Reference indexes 2009 2008

EDP Renováveis 33% -37%

PSI20 33% -51%

Dow Jones Eurostoxx Utilities -1% -38%

Euronext 100 25% -45%

liquidity of EDP Renováveis shares in the market 2009 2008

Volume in NYSE Euronext (€ million) 1,676.0 1,646.0

Daily average volume (€ million) 6.4 11.0

Number of shares traded 256,979,419 215,951,049

Average number of shares traded 984,595 1,459,129

Total shares issued 872,308,162 872,308,162

Number of own shares 0 0

EDP Renováveis market value (€ million) 2009 2008

Market capitalisation at end of period EUR 5,783 EUR 4,364

(*) January 1st, 2009 and June 4th, 2008, respectively

The graph below shows the evolution in EDP Renováveis prices 
over the year and all announcements and relevant events that 
may had impact on them.

2009 Main events impact on EDP Renováveis share price
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The IRD reports directly to the EDP Renováveis management 
team through its Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and its main 
duties are:

•	 To ensure compliance with all legal obligations arising from 
the fact that EDP Renováveis is a listed company;

•	 To define and implement the company’s strategy for 
communication with analysts and investors, when assisting 
the management team in drafting EDP Renováveis financial 
and strategic communication policy and in preparing, 
processing and publishing information;

•	 To coordinate, prepare and conduct information sessions, 
press conferences and roadshows. This includes disclosing 
significant events and other communications, to publish 
quarterly results and periodic financial statements, to give 
strategic presentations to the market, to organise road-
shows with management team members in the main 
financial markets, to hold and monitor regular meetings 
and conference calls at the request of investors and 
analysts and to provide answers to queries on the business 
environment and activities of EDP Renováveis by email, 
telephone or in person from analysts and institutional and 
private investors;

•	 To inform the management team of the expectations of 
financial analysts and benchmark with the competition, to 
monitor all changes in the stock exchange and financial 
markets of interest to the company, to filter information 
into the company when justified and to inform it of the 
different perceptions that capital market players have of 
EDP Renováveis’ activity;

•	 To develop and update the investor relations section of the 
EDP Renováveis’ website (www.edprenovaveis.com).

7.3 Activity in 2009

During 2009, EDP Renováveis’ IRD pursued its market activities, 
meeting with more than 450 institutional investors in Europe 
and the United States, surpassing the meetings held in 2008, 
in clear evidence of investor’s high interest in the company and 
its strategy.

The IRD of EDP Renováveis held several events, as roadshows, 
presentations to investors and analysts, meetings and 
conference calls and as well attended in several conferences 
to present the company and to answer queries about its 
activities and business environment. Along 2009, the Investor 
Relations Department carried out roadshows in the world’s 
main financial cities (New York, Boston, San Francisco, Chicago, 
Denver, Miami, London, Frankfurt, Lisbon, Edinburgh, Helsinki, 
Copenhagen, Paris, Geneva, Zurich, etc) and several meetings 
and reverse roadshows were held in the company’s offices in 
Madrid and Houston.

On each earnings announcement, EDP Renováveis’ IRD 
promoted a conference call with webcast access, where 
the company’s management announces the development 
of EDP Renováveis activities and updates futures prospects 
in the different business areas. On this conference calls, 
shareholders, investors, analysts and all the interested 
parties had the opportunity to discuss with EDP Renováveis‘ 

7. invEstoR RElAtions

7.1 GEnERAl oBliGAtion to PRoviDE inFoRmAtion

Provide information to actual and potential investors about 
the Company is a structural aspect of EDP Renováveis’ 
policy and action as a listed company. The promotion of 
a transparent, easily accessible and high-quality information 
is of fundamental importance to an accurate perception of the 
company’s strategy, financial situation, accounts, assets and 
significant events.

EDP Renováveis therefore seeks to provide investors with 
information that will help them make informed, clear, concrete 
investment (or divestment) decisions.

This Company’s positioning is demonstrated by the relative 
frequency with which it publishes privileged information on 
significant events in its activities each year.

The periodic publication of information on the company, such 
as the quarterly announcement of results, as required by law, 
is an important feature of the company’s relationship with the 
market when it comes to the duty to inform.

EDP Renováveis considers its website a fundamental vehicle 
for circulating information and uses it to ensure that up-to-date 
information on its activities and results is always available.

EDP Renováveis therefore wishes to maintain a close ongoing, 
transparent relationship with all market agents.

7.2 EDP REnovávEis invEstoR RElAtions 
DEPARtmEnt

The EDP Renováveis’ Investor Relations Department (IRD) acts 
as an intermediary between the EDP Renováveis management 
team and a vast universe of shareholders, financial analysts, 
investors and the market in general. Its main purposes are 
to guarantee the principle of equality among shareholders, 
prevent asymmetries in access to information by investors and 
reduce the gap in the perception of the company’s strategy and 
intrinsic value. This department is responsible for developing 
and implementing the company’s communication strategy 
and maintaining an appropriate institutional and informative 
relationship with the financial market, the stock exchange at 
which EDP Renováveis shares are traded and their regulatory 
and supervisory bodies (CMVM – Comissão do Mercado 
de Valores Mobiliários in Portugal and CNMV – Comissión 
Nacional del Mercado de Valores in Spain)

The Investor Relations Department is coordinated by Mr. Rui 
Antunes and is located at the company’s Madrid office. Its 
contact details are as follows:

Calle Serrano Galvache, nº 56

Centro Empresarial Parque Norte

Edifício Encina – 4º Piso

28033 Madrid, Espanha

Telefone: +34 902 830 700

Fax: +34 914 238 410

E-mail: ir@edprenovaveis.com
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EDP Renováveis posts on its website invitations to the 
General Meeting and proposals for discussion and voting at 
the meeting.

EDP Renováveis also publishes online the annual report on the 
work of the Audit Committee.

The table below summarises the information posted on the 
website and in which languages used. 

 Portuguese English spanish

Identification of the company √ √ √

Financial statements √ √ √

Regulations of the 
management and supervisory 
bodies

√ √ √

Audit Committee Annual report √ √ √

Investor Relations Department - 
functions and contact details √ √ √

Articles of association √ √ √

Calendar of company events √ √ √

Invitation to General Meeting √ √ √

Proposal submitted for 
discussion and voting at 
General Meetings

√ √ √

Minutes of the General 
Shareholders’ Meeting √ √ √

management the company’s results and its future expectation 
and strategy, and hear from the company’s management 
its point of view of the current issues. The Investor Relations 
Department also remained in permanent contact with 
the financial analysts who evaluate the company and 
with all shareholders and investors by mail, phone or 
face-to-face meetings.

7.4 comPAny inFoRmAtion on WEBsitE

As required by CMVM regulations, EDP Renováveis provides all 
legal and corporate governance information on its website - 
(www.edprenovaveis.com). The company website also carries 
updates on developments in the Group’s activity and financial 
and operational data to ensure that shareholders, financial 
analysts and others have easy access to information.

This online information includes data on reports, on accounts’ 
announcements of relevant events, the articles of association 
with its modifications, internal regulations of corporate bodies, 
Group’s shareholder structure, preparatory documentation for 
each General Meeting, fluctuations in EDP Renováveis’ share 
prices and other information of potential interest on the Group.

This information also includes data on the company, such as 
its name, status as a listed company, registered office, articles 
of association, regulations governing the management and 
supervisory bodies, names of the members of the corporate 
bodies and the market relations representative. Contact 
details for the Investor Relations Department, its functions, 
financial statements and a calendar of company events are 
also available.
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AntÓnio mExiA

CEO of EDP-Energias de Portugal, S.A. 

AnA mARiA FERnAnDEs

Member of the Board of Directors of EDP-Energias de Portugal, SA

AntÓnio mARtins DA costA
CEO and Vice-Chairperson of EDP Energias do Brasil, SA
CEO and Chairperson of Horizon Wind Energy LLC
Member of the Board of EDP-Energias de Portugal, SA

nuno AlvEs
Director of the Foreign Exchange and Capital Division of Millennium BCP Investimento 
Member of the Executive Board of Directors of EDP-Energias de Portugal, SA (CFO)

João mAnso nEto
Chairperson of the Executive Committee of EDP Produção
CEO Vice-Chairperson of Hidroeléctrica del Cantábrico, SA
Member of the Executive Board of Directors of EDP-Energía de Portugal, SA

JosÉ silvA loPEs

Chairperson of the Board of Directors Montepio Geral

AntÓnio noGuEiRA lEitE
Board Member of the Instituto Português de Relações Internacionais, UNL
Director of Reditus, SGPS, SA
Managing Director José de Mello, SGPS, SA
Director of Companhia União Fabril CUF, SGPS, SA
Director of Quimigal, SA
Director of CUF-Químicos Industriais,SA
Director of ADP, SA-CUF Adubos 
Director of Sociedades de Explosivos Civic, SEC, SA
Director of Brisa, SA
Director of Efacec Capital, SGPS, SA
Director of Comitur, SGPS, SA
Director of Comitur Imobiliária, SA
Director of Expocomitur-Promoções e Gestão Imobiliária, SA
Director of Heredade do Vale da Fonte-Sociedade Agricola, Turística e Imobiliária, SA
Director of Sociedade Imobiliária e Turística do Cojo, SA
Director of Sociedade Imobiliária da Rua das Flores, nº 59, SA
Director of José de Mello Saúde, SGPS, SA
Vice-Chairperson of the Advisory Board do Banif Banco de Investimentos
Chairperson of the Board General y de Supervisión de Opex, SA
Member of the Advisory Board of IGCP
Vice-Chairperson of Fórum para a Competitividade

RAFAEl cAlDEiRA vAlvERDE
Vice-Chairperson of the Board of Directors  Banco Espirito Santo de Investimento, SA
Member of the Executive Committee of Banco Espirito Santo de Investimento, SA

JosÉ ARAuJo E silvA
Director of Corticeira Amorim, SGPS, SA
Member of the Executive Committee of Corticeira, SGPS, SA
Member of the Board of Directors of Caixa Geral de Depósitos

mAnuEl mEnÉnDEZ mEnÉnDEZ
Member of the Board of Directors of EDP-Energias de Portugal, SA
Chairperson of Cajastur
Chairperson of Hidroeléctrica del Cantábrico, SA
Chairperson of Naturgas Energía, SA
Member of the Board of Directors of Nuevas Energías de Occidente, SL
Representative of Peña Rueda, SL in the Board of Directors of Enagas, SA 
Member of the Board of Confederación Española de Cajas de Ahorro
Member of the Board of UNESA

JoRGE sAntos
Full Professor of Economics at Instituto Superior de Economia e Gestão, da Universidade Técnica de Lisboa
Member of the Assembly of Representatives of Instituto Superior de Económica y Gestión de la Universidad Técnica de Lisboa
Coordinator  of the PhD course in Economics at ISEG

FRAncisco JosÉ QEuiRoZ DE BARRos DE lAcERDA
Member of the Board of Banco Comercial Português, SA
Member of the Board Mague-SPGS, SA

João mAnuEl DE mEllo FRAnco
Director of Portugal Telecom SGPS, SA
Chairperson of the Audit Committee of Portugal Telecom SGPS, SA
Member of the Remunerations Committee of Portugal Telecom SGPS, SA
Chairperson of the Corporate Governance Committee of Portugal Telecom SGPS, SA

João loPEs RAimunDo
Chairperson of the Board of Banque BCP Luxembourg
Chairperson of the Board of Directors of Banque BCP France
Member of the Board of Banque Orive BCP Switzerland
Managing Director of Banco Comercial Português
Vice-Chairperson of the Board of Millenniun Angola
Member of the Board of Banco Millennium BCP de Investimento

DAniEl m. kAmmEn
Founding Directors Renewable and Appropiate Energy Laboratory (RAEL) de la Universidad de California, Berkeley 
Lecturer in Nuclear Energy at the University of California, Berkeley
Lecturer in the Energy and Resources Group at University of California, Berkeley
Lecturer in public policy at Goldman School of Public Policy at University of California, Berkeley
Codirector of thel Berkeley Institute of the Environment 
Member of the Executive Committee of Energy Biosciences Institute

GillEs AuGust

Co-founder of August & Debouzy . He now manages the firm’s corporate department. 

mAin Positions hElD By mEmBERs oF thE BoARD oF DiREctoRs in lAst FivE yEARs
name Positions
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AntÓnio mExiA

N/A

AnA mARiA FERnAnDEs

N/A

AntÓnio mARtins DA costA

N/A

nuno AlvEs

N/A

João mAnso nEto

N/A

JosÉ silvA loPEs

Chairperson of the Board of Directors of Montepio Geral

AntÓnio noGuEiRA lEitE

Board Member of the Instituto Português de Relações Internacionais, UNL
Director of Reditus, SGPS, SA
Managing Director José de Mello, SGPS, SA
Director of Companhia União Fabril CUF, SGPS, SA
Director of Quimigal, SA
Director of CUF-Químicos Industriais,SA
Director of ADP, SA-CUF Adubos 
Director of Sociedades de Explosivos Civic, SEC, SA
Director of Brisa, SA
Director of Efacec Capital, SGPS, SA
Director of Comitur, SGPS, SA
Director of Comitur Imoboiliária, SA
Director of Expocomitur-Promoções e Gestão Imobiliária, SA
Director of Heredade do Vale da Fonte-Sociedade Agricola, Turística e Imobiliária, SA
Director of Sociedade Imobiliária e Turística do Cojo, SA
Director of Sociedade Imobiliária da Rua das Flores, nº 59, SA
Director of José de Mello Saúde, SGPS, SA
Vice-Chairperson of the Advisory Board do Banif Banco de Investimentos
Chairperson of the Board General y de Supervisión de Opex, SA
Member of the Advisory Board of IGCP
Vice-Chairperson of Fórum para a Competitividade

RAFAEl cAlDEiRA vAlvERDE

Vice-Chairperson of the Board of Directors Banco Espírito Santo de Investimento, SA
Member of the Executive Committee of Banco Espírito Santo de Investimento, SA

JosÉ ARAuJo E silvA

Director of Corticeira Amorim, SGPS, SA
Member of the Executive Committee of Corticeira, SGPS, SA
Member of the Board of Directors of Caixa Geral de Depositos

mAnuEl mEnÉnDEZ mEnÉnDEZ

Chairperson of Cajastur
Representative of Peña Rueda, SL in the Board of Directors of Enagas, SA 
Member of the Board of Confederación Española de Cajas de Ahorro
Member of the Board of UNESA

JoRGE sAntos

Full Professor of Economics at Instituto Superior de Economia e Gestão, da Universidade Técnica de Lisboa
Member of the Assembly of Representatives of Instituto Superior de Económica y Gestión de la Universidad Técnica de Lisboa
Coordinator  of the PhD course in Economics at ISEG

FRAncisco JosÉ QEuiRoZ DE BARRos DE lAcERDA

Miembro del Consejo de Mague-SPGS, SA

João mAnuEl DE mEllo FRAnco

Director of Portugal Telecom SGPS, SA
Chairperson of the Audit Committee of Portugal Telecom SGPS, SA
Member of the Remunerations Committee of Portugal Telecom SGPS, SA
Chairperson of the Corporate Governance Committee of Portugal Telecom SGPS, SA

João loPEs RAimunDo

Vice-Chairman and CEO of Banco Millennium BCP, North America

DAniEl m. kAmmEn

Founding Directors Renewable and Appropiate Energy Laboratory (RAEL) de la Universidad de California, Berkeley 
Lecturer in Nuclear Energy at the University of California, Berkeley
Lecturer in the Energy and Resources Group at University of California, Berkeley
Lecturer in public policy at Goldman School of Public Policy at University of Calirfornia, Berkeley
Codirector of thel Berkeley Institute of the Environment 
Member of the Executive Committee of Energy Biosciences Institute

GillEs AuGust

Co-founder of August & Debouzy . He now manages the firm’s corporate department. 

cuRREnt Positions oF thE mEmBERs oF thE BoARD oF DiREctoRs
in comPAniEs not BElonGinG to thE sAmE GRouP As EDP REnovávEis, s.A. 

name Positions
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EDP—Energias de Portugal, s.A. 
Chairperson of the 
Executive Board of 
Directors

Director Director Director Director 

EDP—Gestão da Produção de 
Energia, s.A. 

Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors

EDP—Energias do Brasil, s.A. Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors Director Director 

EDP—Estudos e consultoria, s.A. Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors

EDP—soluções comerciais, s.A. Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors

EDP—imobiliária e 
Participações, s.A. 

Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors

EDP valor—Gestão integrada de 
serviços, s.A. 

Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors

sãvida—medicina Apoiada, s.A. Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors

scs—serviços complementares 
de saúde, s.A. 

Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors

Energia RE s.A.  Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors

hidroeléctrica del 
cantábrico, s.A. Director Director 

Vice-Chairperson 
and CEO of the 
Board of Directors

Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors

naturgás Energia, s.A. 
Vice-Chairperson 
of the Board of 
Directors

Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors

EDP investimentos, sGPs, s.A. Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors

EDP Gás iii, sGPs, s.A. Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors

EDP Gás ii, sGPs, s.A. (ex-nQF 
Gás, sGPs, s.A.) 

Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors

EDP Gás—sGPs, s.A. Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors

EDP internacional, s.A. Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors

horizon Wind Energy, llc Director Director Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors

nuevas Energias de occidente, 
s.l. 

Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors Director 

Balwerk - consultadoria 
Económica e Participações, 
sociedade unipessoal, lda.

Manager

EDP - Energias de Portugal 
sociedade Anónima, sucursal 
en España

Permanent 
Representative

Permanent 
Representative

Permanent 
Representative

Permanent 
Representative

Permanent 
Representative

EDP Gás.com - comércio de Gás 
natural, s.A. Director 

EDP Finance Bv Representative Representative Representative Representative Representative

Electricidade de Portugal 
Finance company ireland lt. Director

EnEoP – Eólicas de Portugal, s.A. Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors

EDP Renováveis Brasil, s.A. Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors

EDP ásia - investimentos e 
consultoria lda.

Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors

Empresa hidroeléctrica do 
Guadiana, s.A.

Chairperson of the 
Board of Directors

EDP Energia ibérica s.A. Director 

EDP Energia ibérica s.A. Director 

cuREnt Positions oF thE mEmBERs oF thE BoARD oF DiREctoRs
in comPAniEs BElonGinG to thE sAmE GRouP As EDP REnovávEis, sA

António mexia nuno Alves Ana maria 
Fernandes

António martins da 
costa João manso neto manuel ménendez 

menéndez
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boARD of DiREctoRs 

António mexia (chairman) 

He was born on July 12th, 1957. He received a degree in 
Economics from Université de Genève (Switzerland) in 1980, 
where he was also Assistant Lecturer in the Department of 
Economics. He was a postgraduate lecturer in European 
Studies at Universidade Católica. He was also a member of 
the governing boards of Universidade Nova de Lisboa and 
of Universidade Católica, where he was Director from 1982 
to 1995. He served as Assistant to the Secretary of State for 
Foreign Trade from 1986 until 1988. From 1988 to 1990 he 
served as Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directors of ICEP 
(Portuguese Institute for Foreign Trade). From 1990 to 1998 
he was Director of Banco Espírito Santo de Investimentos 
and, in 1998, he was appointed Chairman of the Board of 
Directors of Gás de Portugal and Transgás. In 2000 he joined 
Galp Energia as Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directors.  
From 2001 to 2004, he was the Executive Chairman of Galp 
Energia and Chairman of the Board of Directors of Petrogal, 
Gás de Portugal, Transgás and Transgás-Atlântico. In 2004, 
he was appointed Minister of Public Works, Transport 
and Communication for Portugal’s 16th Constitutional 
Government. He also served as Chairman of the Portuguese 
Energy Association (APE) from 1999 to 2002, member of the 
Trilateral Commission from 1992 to 1998, Vice-Chairman of 
the Portuguese Industrial Association (AIP) and Chairman 
of the General Supervisory Board of Ambelis. He was also a 
Government representative to the EU working group for the 
trans-European network development.

Ana maria Fernandes (vice-chairman and chief 
Executive officer)

She was born on 1st November 1962. She graduated in 
Economics from the Faculty of Economics at Oporto (1986). She 
received a postgraduate degree in Finance from the Faculty 
of Economics of Universidade do Porto and an MBA from the 
Escola de Gestão do Porto (1989). She lectured at the Faculty 
of Economics of Universidade do Porto from 1989 until 1991. 
She began her professional career in 1986 at Conselho – 
Gestão e Investimentos, a company of the Banco Português 
do Atlântico Group, in the capital markets, investments and 
business restructuring field. In 1989 she began working at 
Efisa, Sociedade de Investimentos, in the area of corporate 
finance, and was later made a director of Banco Efisa. In 1992 
she joined the Grupo Banco de Fomento e Exterior as director 
in the area of investment banking and was Head “Corporate 
Finance” at BPI between 1996 and 1998. In 1998 she joined 
Gás de Portugal as Director of Strategic Planning and M&A 
and, in 2000, became Director of Strategy and Portfolio 
Management of Galp Business. She later became President 
of Galp Power and Director of Transgás. From 2004 until 2006 
she was director of the Board of Galp Energia.

António martins da costa

Born in 1954. From 1976 to 1989, he held the position of lecturer 
at the Superior Engineering Institute of Porto. In 1981 he 
joined EDP to work in the hydro power generation sector, a 
position he held until 1989. From 1989 to 2003, he held various 
positions in the Banco Comercial Português group, namely as 
an executive member of the board of directors of its insurance 

companies and asset management operations, as well as 
being a general manager of the bank. Between 1999 and 
2003, he served as deputy chief executive officer and vice-
president of the board of directors of PZU (Poland). In 2003 
he rejoined EDP as a general manager and was appointed 
as chief executive officer and vice-chairman of the board of 
directors of EDP—Energias do Brasil, a position he held until 
being appointed as chief executive officer and chairman of 
the board of directors of Horizon in July 2007, a position he 
still holds. In March 2006, he was appointed as a member of 
the Executive Committee of EDP’s Board of Directors.

He was President of the Portuguese Association of Investment 
Pension Funds (2003), President of the Brazilian Association 
of Electrical Distribution Companies (2006/2007) and Vice-
President of the Portuguese Chamber of Commerce in Brazil 
(2005/2007).

He holds a degree in civil engineering and a master of 
business administration degree from the University of 
Oporto, has completed executive education studies at INSEAD 
(Fontainebleau) and AESE (University of Lisbon), and has 
completed the Advanced Management Programme at the 
Wharton School (University of Pennsylvania).

nuno Alves

He was born on April 1st, 1958. He received an undergraduate 
degree in Engineering and Naval Construction in 1980 and an 
MBA in 1985 from the University of Michigan. He began his 
professional career in 1988 as Supervisor in the Studies and 
Planning Directorate at Banco Comercial Português, where 
he took on the role of Sub-Director of Financial Investment 
in 1990. In 1991, he became Director of Investor Relations. In 
1994, he became the Director of Private Retail Coordination. In 
1996, he served as Director of Capital Markets for Banco CISF, 
the investment bank of Banco Comercial Português, and was 
promoted to Director of Investment Banking in 1997. In 1999, 
he became Chairman of the Board of Directors of CISF Dealer, 
where he remained until 2000, when he became Director of 
Milleniumbcp Investimento (formerly Banco CISF), responsible 
for Capital Markets and Treasury of the BCP Group. He has 
served as Director-General of BCP from 2000 to 2006.

João manso neto

He was born on April 2nd, 1958. He graduated in Economics 
from Instituto Superior de Economia (1981) and received 
a post-graduate degree in European Economics from 
Universidade Católica Portuguesa (1982). He also completed a 
professional education course through the American Bankers 
Association (1982), the academic component of the master’s 
degree programme in Economics at the Faculty of Economics, 
Universidade Nova de Lisboa and, in 1985, the “Advanced 
Management Program for Overseas Bankers” at the Wharton 
School in Philadelphia. From 1988 to 1995 he worked at Banco 
Português do Atlântico, occupying the positions of Supervisor 
for the International Credit Division, Head of the International 
Credit Division, Department Director, Deputy Central Director 
for International Management and Central Director of 
Financial Management and Retail Commerce South. From 
1995 to 2002 he worked at the Banco Comercial Português, 
where he held the posts of General Director of Financial 
Management, General Manager of Large Institutional 122
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Businesses, General Manager of the Treasury, member of 
the Board of Directors of BCP Banco de Investimento and 
Vice-Chairman of BIG Bank Gdansk. From 2002 to 2003, in 
Banco Português de Negócios, he was the Chairman of BPN 
Serviços ACE, Director of BPN SGPS, Director of Sociedade 
Lusa de Negócios and a member of the Board of Banco Efisa. 
He is still a voting Member of the OMEL Board of Directors. 
From 2003 to 2005 he worked at EDP as Director-General 
and Administrator of EDP Produção. In 2005 he was named 
Appointed Adviser at HC Energía, Chairman of Genesa and 
Director of Naturgas Energia and OMEL.

José silva lopes

Born in 1932. From 1969 to 1974, he was a member of the 
board of Caixa Geral de Depósitos and director of the Cabinet 
of Studies and Planning of the Ministry of Finance. In 1972, 
he held the position of deputy chief of negotiations for the 
free market agreement of the EC. Between 1974 and 1978, 
he was Minister of Finance, additionally holding the position 
of External Markets Minister between 1974 to 1975. Between 
1975 and 1980, he held the position of Governor of the Bank of 
Portugal. Since January 2004, he has been chairman of the 
board of directors of Montepio Geral.

In 2003, he was awarded the Order of Grã Cruz by the 
President of Portugal for his 48 years of service as an 
economist predominantly for the Portuguese state. In 
2004, he was awarded a degree of doutor honoris causa 
by Instituto Superior de Economia e Gestão. He also has a 
degree in finance from the Instituto Superior de Ciências 
Económicas e Financeiras.

António nogueira leite

Born in 1962. Between 1988 and 1996, he held the position of 
consultant to several national and international institutions, 
including the Bank of Portugal, the OECD and the EC. Between 
1995 and 1998, he was general secretary of APRITEL, and 
between 2000 and 2002 was a member of the board of 
directors of APRITEL. From 1997 to 1999, he was a director of 
Soporcel, S.A., between 1998 and 1999, he was a director of 
Papercel, S.A., and in 1999, was a director of MC Corretagem, 
S.A. Also in 1999, he was appointed chairman of the board 
of directors of Bolsa de Valores de Lisboa and became 
a member of the executive committee of Associação de 
Bolsas Ibero Americanas. Since 2000, Mr. Nogueira Leite has 
been a member of the consultative council of Associação 
Portuguesa para o Desenvolvimento das Comunicações. 
Between 2000 and 2002, he was a consultant for Vodafone—
Telecomunicações Pessoais,S.A., between 2001 and 2002, he 
was a consultant of GE Capital, and in 2002 was a member 
of the consultant council of IGCP. Since 2002, he has held 
various positions within the José de Mello group and has 
held directorships with numerous other entities including 
Reditus, SGPS, S.A., Quimigal, S.A, Brisa, S.A., ADP, S.A., 
Comitur, SGPS, S.A., Comitur Imobiliária, S.A., Expocomitur—
Promoções e Gestão Imobiliária, S.A., Herdade do Vale da 
Fonte—Sociedade Agrícola, Turística e Imobiliária, S.A., e 
SGPS, S.A., Efacec Capital, SGPS, S.A., and Cuf—Químicos 
Industriais, S.A. He held a further directorship with Sociedade 
de Explosivos Civis, SEC, S.A. from 2007 to March 2008. 
Between October 1999 and August 2000, he was Secretary of 
State for Treasury and Finance and Governor Substitute of the 

European Bank of Investments. He additionally held positions 
with the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 
the International Monetary Fund and was a member of the 
Financial and Economic Council of the European Union. He 
was vice-chairman of the consultative council of Banif Banco 
de Investimento, S.A., and chairman of the general and 
supervision council of OPEX, S.A.

He has an undergraduate degree in economics from the 
Universidade Católica Portuguesa, a master of science 
degree in economics, and a Ph.D. in economics from the 
University of Illinois.

Rafael caldeira valverde

Born in 1953. In 1987, he joined Banco Espírito Santo de 
Investimento, S.A. and was the director responsible for 
financial services management, client management, 
structured financing management, capital markets 
management, and for the department for origination and 
information. Between 1991 and 2005 he was member of the 
Board of Directors and the Executive Committee. In March 
2005, he was appointed as vice-chairman of the board of 
directors of Banco Espírito Santo de Investimento, S.A. and 
formed part of the executive committee of the company.

He has an undergraduate degree in economics from the 
Instituto de Economia da Faculdade Técnica de Lisboa.

José Fernando maia de Araújo e silva

Born in 1951. He began his professional career as an assistant 
lecturer at Faculdade de Economia do Porto. From 1991 he 
was invited to be a lecturer at Universidade Católica do Porto 
and additionally held a part-time position as technician for 
Comissão de Coordenação da Região Norte. He has since 
held the position of director of several companies, including 
of Banco Espírito Santo e Comercial de Lisboa and Soserfin—
Sociedade Internacional de Serviços Financeiros—Oporto 
group. He has been involved in the finance and management 
coordination of Sonae Investimentos SGPS, was executive 
director of Sonae Participações Financeiras, SGPS, S.A. and 
was vice-chairman of Sonae Indústria, SGPS, S.A. He has 
additionally held directorships with Tafisa, S.A., Spread SGPS, 
S.A. and Corticeira Amorim, SGPS. He presently serves on the 
board of directors of Caixa Geral de Depósitos, S.A.

He has an undergraduate degree in economics from 
the Faculdade de Economia do Porto and has obtained 
certificates from Universidade de Paris IX, Dauphine and the 
Midland Bank International banker’s course in London.

manuel menéndez menéndez 

Born in 1960. He has been a member of the board of 
directors and a member of the executive committee of each 
of Cajastur and Hidrocantábrico. He has been a member 
of the board directors, executive committee and audit and 
control committee of AIRTEL. He has also been a member of 
the board of directors of LICO Corporación and ENCE, vice-
chairman of the board of SEDES, S.A. and executive chairman 
of Sociedade de Garantias Recíprocas de Astúrias. Currently, 
he is chairman of Cajastur, Hidrocantábrico and Naturgas 
Energia, a member of the board of NEO and Confederación 123



Española de Cajas de Ahorros, a member of the Junta 
Directiva of UNESA and a member of Registro Oficial de 
Auditores de Cuentas. He also represents Peña Rueda, S.L. (a 
subsidiary of Cajastur) on the board of directors of Enagas.

He has an undergraduate degree in economics and company 
management and a Ph.D. in economic sciences, each from 
the University of Oviedo. He has been appointed university 
professor (catedrático) of company management and 
accounts at the University of Oviedo.

Jorge santos 

Born in 1951. From 1997 to 1998, he coordinated the committee 
for evaluation of the EC Support Framework II and was a 
member of the committee for the elaboration of the ex-ante 
EC Support Framework III. From 1998 to 2000, he was 
chairman of the Unidade de Estudos sobre a Complexidade 
na Economia and from 1998 to 2002 was chairman of the 
scientific council of Instituto Superior de Economia e Gestão 
of the Universidade Técnica de Lisboa. From 2001 to 2002, 
he coordinated the committee for the  elaboration of the 
Strategic Programme of Economic and Social Development 
for the Peninsula of Setúbal. Since 2007, he has been 
co-ordinator of the masters program in economics, and 
since 2008, he has been a member of the representatives’ 
assembly of Instituto Superior de Economia e Gestão of the 
Universidade Técnica de Lisboa (ISEG).

He has an undergraduate degree in economics from Instituto 
Superior de Economia, a master degree in economics from 
the University of Bristol and a Ph.D. in economics from the 
University of Kent. He additionally has a doctorate degree in 
economics from the Instituto Superior de Economia e Gestão 
of Universidade Técnica de Lisboa, and has consequently 
held the positions of Professor Auxiliar and Professor 
Associado with Universidade Técnica de Lisboa. Hes has 
been appointed as university professor (catedrático) of 
Universidade Técnica de Lisboa.

Francisco José Queiroz de Barros de lacerda

Born in 1960. From 1984 to 1985, he was an assistant 
professor at Universidade Católica Portuguesa. Between 
1982 and 1990, he held the position of analyst, manager and 
director of Locapor (Leasing), CISF and Hispano Americano 
Sociedade de Investimentos. Between 1990 and 2000 he 
developed his main activity at Banco Mello, as managing 
director since 1990 and as CEO between 1993 and 2000, 
being after 1997 also vice-chairman of the board of directors, 
and, over that period, chairman or director of several banks 
and financial companies’ part of the Banco Mello group. 
He was simultaneously member of the top management 
team of the José de Mello group as director of UIF, SGPS, 
and a non-executive director of Insurance Company Império. 
Between 2000 and 2008, he was a member of the executive 
board of directors of Banco Comercial Português, S.A., and 
in this capacity was responsible for the activities of the 
banking group in Central, Eastern & South-eastern Europe 
and in investment banking. He is presently a member of the 
board of Mague—SPGS, S.A. and business consultant to 
several companies.

He has an undergraduate degree in company administration 
and management from Universidade Católica Portuguesa.

João manuel de mello Franco

Born in 1946. Between 1986 and 1989, he was a member of 
the management council of Tecnologia das Comunicações, 
Lda. Between 1989 to 1994, he was chairman of the board of 
directors of Telefones de Lisboa e Porto, S.A., and between 
1993 to 1995 he was chairman of Associação Portuguesa para 
o Desenvolvimento das Comunicações. From 1994 to 1995, 
he was chairman of the board of directors of Companhia 
Portuguesa Rádio Marconi and additionally was chairman 
of the board of directors of Companhia Santomense de 
Telecomunicações e da Guiné Telecom. From 1995 to 1997, he 
was vice-chairman of the board of directors and chairman 
of the executive committee of Lisnave (Estaleiros Navais) S.A. 
Between 1997 and 2001, he was chairman of the board of 
directors of Soponata and was a director and member of the 
audit committee of International Shipowners Reinsurance, 
Co S.A. Between 2001 and 2004, he was vice-chairman of 
José de Mello Imobiliária SGPS, S.A., and was chairman 
of the boards of directors of IMOPÓLIS, S.A., José de Mello 
Residenciais & Serviços, S.A. and Engimais, S.A. Since 1998, 
he has been a director of Portugal Telecom SGPS, S.A., 
chairman of the audit committee since 2004, and chairman of 
the corporate governance committee since 2006.

He has an undergraduate degree in mechanical engineering 
from Instituto Superior Técnico. He additionally holds a 
certificate in strategic management and company boards 
and is the holder of a grant of Junta de Energia Nuclear.

João José Belard da Fonseca lopes Raimundo

Born in 1960. Between 1982 to 1985 he was senior auditor of 
BDO—Binder Dijker Otte Co. Between 1987 to 1990, he was 
director of Banco Manufactures Hanover (Portugal), S.A. 
and between 1990 to 1993 was a member of the boards of 
TOTTAFactor, S.A. (Grupo Banco Totta e Açores) and Valores 
Ibéricos, SGPS, S.A. In 1993, he held directorships with 
Nacional Factoring, da CISF—Imóveis and CISF Equipamentos. 
Between 1995 and 1997 he was a director of CISF—Banco 
de Investimento and a member of the board of directors of 
Nacional Factoring. In 1998, he was appointed to the board 
of several companies, including Leasing Atlântico, Comercial 
Leasing, Factoring Atlântico, Nacional Leasing and Nacional 
Factoring. From 1999 to 2000, he was a member of the board 
of BCP Leasing, BCP Factoring and Leasefactor SGPS. From 
2000 to 2003, He was appointed chairman of the board of 
directors of Banque BCP (Luxemburg) and chairman of the 
executive committee of Banque BCP (France). Between 2003 
and 2006 he was a member of management of Banque 
Prive BCP (Switzerland) and was general director of private 
banking of BCP. Since 2006, he has been a member of the 
board of directors of Banco Millennium BCP de Investimento, 
and general director of Banco Comercial Português. Mr. 
Lopes Raimundo is presently Vice-Chairman and CEO of 
Millenniumbcp bank, NA.

He has an undergraduate degree in company management 
and administration from Universidade Católica Portuguesa 
de Lisboa, and a master of business administration degree 
from INSEAD.124
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Daniel m. kammen

Born in 1962. Between 1988 and 1991, he was a research 
fellow in the division of engineering and applied science 
and the division of biology at the California Institute of 
Technology and a post-doctorate researcher of Weizmann 
& Bantrell in the engineering and applied science and 
biology department at California Institute of Technology. 
Between 1991 and 1993, he was a research collaborator 
for science and international affairs at the John F. Kennedy 
School of Government, Harvard University. Between 1991 
and 1993, he was a research associate for the northeast 
regional centre for global environmental change and the 
department of physics, Harvard University. In 1993, he was 
appointed a permanent fellow at the African Academy of 
Sciences. Between 1993 and 1999, he was a member of the 
research faculty at the Centre for Energy and Environmental 
Studies at the School of Engineering and Applied Science at 
Princeton University. Between 1997 and 1999, he was Class of 
1934 Preceptor at the Woodrow Wilson School of Public and 
International Affairs at Princeton University, and between 
1998 to 1999 he was chair of the science, technology and 
environmental policy program (STEP) of the same institution. 
Between 1998 and 2001, he was an associate professor 
of the energy and resource group and between 1999 and 
2001 was an associate professor of nuclear engineering 
at the University of California, Berkeley. In 1999, he was a 
founding director of the renewable and appropriate energy 
laboratory (RAEL) of the University of California, Berkeley. 
From 2000 to 2001, he joined the core management team 
of the Commission of Power of California Public Interest 
Environmental Research—Environmental Area. Between 
2004 and 2009, he was the director of the University of 
California, Berkeley, and Industrial Technology Research 
Institute of Taiwan. In 2005, he was appointed co-director 
of the Berkeley Institute of the Environment. In 2006, he was 
appointed a member of the Energy and Resources Group 
and in 2007 held the position of coordinator of the science 
and impact sector in the Energy Biosciences Institute. In 
addition, since 2001, he has been a professor of public 
policy of the Goldman School of Public Policy, University of 
California, Berkeley. He is also an author of several studies 
and has received several awards in the energy sector.

He has an undergraduate degree, a masters degree and a 
Ph.D. each in physics.

Gilles August

Born in 1957, between 1984 and 1986, he was a Lawyer at 
Finley, Kumble, Wagner, Heine, Underberg, Manley & Casey 
Law Office in Washington DC. Between 1986 and 1991he was 
an Associate and later became partner at Baudel, Salès, 
Vincent & Georges Law Firm in Paris. In 1995 he co-founded 
August &Debouzy Law firm where he is presently working as 
the manager of the firm’s corporate department. He has been 
a Lecturer at École Supérieur des Sciences Economiqueset 
Commerciales and at Collège de Polytechnique and is 
currently giving lecturersat CNAM (Conservatoite National des 
Arts et Métiers). He is Knight of the Lègion d’Honneur.

He has a Master in Laws from Georgetown University Law 
Center in Washington DC (1986); a Post-graduate degree in 
Corporate Law from University of Paris II Phantéon, DEA (1984) 

and a Master in Private Law from the same University (1981). 
He graduated from the Ècole Supérieure des Sciences

sEcREtARy of thE boARD

Emilio García-conde noriega

Born in 1955. In 1981, he joined Soto de Ribera Power Plant, 
which was owned by a consortium comprising Electra de 
Viesgo, Iberdrola and Hidrocantábrico, as legal counsel. In 
1995, he was appointed general counsel of Soto de Ribera 
Power Plant, and also chief of administration and human 
resources of the consortium. In 1999, he was appointed as 
legal counsel at Hidrocantábrico, and in 2003 was appointed 
general counsel of Hidrocantábrico and also a member of 
its management committee. He presently serves as general 
counsel of the Company, as secretary of the Board, and is 
also director and/or secretary on the boards of directors of a 
number the Company’s subsidiaries in Europe.

He holds a master’s degree in law from the University 
of Oviedo.
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EDP REnovávEis shAREs oWnED By mEmBERs oF thE BoARD oF DiREctoRs At 31.12.2009
name Direct indirect total

António luis Guerra nunes mexía 3,880 320 4,200

Ana mª machado Fernandes 1,510 0 1,510

Joao manuel manso neto 0 0 0

nuno maría Pestana de Almeida Alves 5,000 0 5,000

António Fernando melo martins da costa 1,330 150 1,480 

Francisco José Queiroz de Barros de lacerda 310 310 620

Joao manuel de mello Franco 380 0 380

Jorge manuel Azevedo henriques dos santos 200 0 200

José silva lopes 760 0 760

José Fernando maia de Araujo e silva 80 0 80

Rafael caldeira de castel-Branco valverde 0 0 0

António do Pranto nogueira leite 0 0 0

Joao José Belard da Fonseca lopes Raimundo 170 670 840

Daniel m. kammen 0 0 0

manuel menéndez menéndez 0 0 0

Gilles August 0 0 0
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financial statements

EDP Renováveis, S.A.

Consolidated Annual Accounts

31 December 2009

À

EDP Renováveis, S.A. and subsidiaries 

Consolidated Income Statement

Notes 2009 2008

(Thousands of Euros) (Thousands of Euros)

Revenue   6 648,242 532,429
Cost of consumed electricity  6 -1,522 -993

Consolidated Income Statement
for the years ended 31 December 2009 and 31 December 2008

y
Changes in inventories and cost of raw materials 
   and consumables used   6 -4,713 -11,251

642,007 520,185

Other operating income / (expenses)
     Other operating income   7 125,231 89,524
     Supplies and services   8 -148,304 -106,947
     Personnel costs   9 -41,914 -37,011
     Employee benefits expenses   9 -633 -1,090
     Other operating expenses   10 -33,838 -26,784

-99,458 -82,308

542,549 437,877

Provisions 183 806
Depreciation and amortisation expense   11 -314,350 -207,764
Amortisation of deferred income / Government grants   11 2,403 696

230,785 231,615
Gains / (losses) from the sale of 
    financial assets   12 268 2,363

Oth fi i l i 13 35 717 270 901     Other financial income  13 35,717 270,901
     Other financial expenses   13 -108,151 -348,120
     Share of profit of associates 3,922 4,438

          Profit before tax 162,541 161,197

    Income tax expense   14 -44,754 -48,979

Profit after tax 117,787 112,218

          Profit for the period 117,787 112,218

Attributable to:    Attributable to:

    Equity holders of EDP Renováveis   27 114,349 104,364
    Non controlling interest   29 3,438 7,854

    Profit for the period 117,787 112,218

Earnings per share basic and diluted - Euros   27 0.13 0.16

The following notes form an integral part of these Consolidated Annual Accounts

2
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Consolidated Annual Accounts

31 December 2009

À

EDP Renováveis, S.A.

Consolidated Annual Accounts
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À
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Notes 2009 2008  

(Thousands of Euros) (Thousands of Euros)

for the years ended 31 December 2009 and 31 December 2008

EDP Renováveis, S.A. and subsidiaries 

Consolidated Balance Sheet

Assets

  Property, plant and equipment   15 8,635,011 7,141,805
  Intangible assets   16 17,340 22,408
  Goodwill   17 1,318,356 1,305,718
  Investments in associates   18 47,609 40,782
  Available for sale financial assets   19 12,630 12,501
  Deferred tax assets   20 28,066 21,834  
  Debtors and other assets   23 129,447 141,540

        Total Non-Current Assets 10,188,459 8,686,588

  Inventories   21 11,344 12,377
  Trade receivables   22 106,148 82,598
  Debtors and other assets   23 337,458 195,813
  Tax receivable   24 169,670 175,093
  Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss   25 37,103 35,774
  Cash and cash equivalents   26 443,633 229,680
  Assets held for sale - 985

        Total Current Assets 1,105,356 732,320

        Total Assets 11,293,815 9,418,908

Equity

  Share capital   27 4,361,541 4,361,541
  Share premium   27 552,035 552,035
  Reserves   28 25,964 27,595
  Other reserves and Retained earnings   28 166,173 61,824
  Consolidated net profit attributable to equity holders of the parent 114,349 104,364

        Total equity attributable to equity holders of the parent 5,220,062 5,107,359

  Non controlling interest   29 107,493 91,514

        Total Equity 5,327,555 5,198,873

Liabilities

  Medium / Long term financial debt   30 2,563,171 1,376,108
  Employee benefits   31 59 1,162
  Provisions   32 67,085 49,698
  Deferred tax liabilities   20 342,924 316,920
  Trade and other payables   33 1,747,511 1,695,387

        Total Non-Current Liabilities 4,720,750 3,439,275

  Short term financial debt   30 110,268 86,165
  Trade and other payables   33 1,098,105 648,334
  Tax payable   34 37,137 46,261

        Total Current Liabilities 1,245,510 780,760

        Total Liabilities 5,966,260 4,220,035

        Total Equity and Liabilities 11,293,815 9,418,908
 

The following notes form an integral part of these Consolidated Annual Accounts

3
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2009 2008
Non Non

Equity holders controlling Equity holders controlling

of the parent Interests of the parent Interests

114 349 3 438  104 364 7 854 

(Thousands of Euros)

Consolidated statement of comprehensive income for the years ended 
at 31 December 2009 and 31 December 2008

        Profit for the period 

  Exchange differences arising on consolidation -609 858 1,998 -

  Fair value reserve (cash flow hedge) -2,433 -530 3,928 -986

  Fair value reserve (available for sale investments) 912 - 7,747 -

  Actuarial gains / (losses) -24 - - -

499 159 3,175 -

-1,655 487 16,848 -986
        Other comprehensive income for the period, net of 
income tax

p

  Income tax on other comprehensive income

112,694 3,925 121,212 6,868        Total comprehensive income for the period

The following notes form an integral part of these Consolidated Annual Accounts

5

Equity
Consolidation attributable

Reserves exchange to equity Non
Total Share Share and retained differences Hedging Fair value holders of EDP controlling 
Equity Capital Premium earnings reserve reserve reserve Renováveis Interests

Balance as at 31 December 2007 2,245,721 18,873 1,882,338 120,190 -819 11,566 - 2,032,148 213,573

Comprehensive income for the period

        Fair value reserve (available for sale financial assets) 7,747 - - - - - 7,747 7,747 -
            net of tax

        Fair value reserve (cash flow hedge) net of taxes 6,117 - - - - 7,103 - 7,103 -986

        Exchange differences arising on consolidation 1,998 - - - 1,998 - - 1,998 -

        Profit for the period 112,218 - - 104,364 - - - 104,364 7,854

 Total comprehensive income for the period 128,080 - - 104,364 1,998 7,103 7,747 121,212 6,868

Transactions with owners recorded directly in Equity

  Share capital increase in kind 180,208 4,718 175,490 - - - - 180,208 -

  Share capital increase by incorporation of share premium - 2,057,828 -2,057,828 - - - - - -

  Share capital increase by incorporation of loans 1,300,000 1,300,000 - - - - - 1,300,000 -

  Share capital increase by IPO 1,566,726 980,122 586,604 - - - - 1,566,726 -

  Expenses incurred with the IPO -49,385 - -49,385 - - - - -49,385 -

  Tax effect of expenses incurred with the IPO 14,816 - 14,816 - - - - 14,816 -

  Dividends attributable to non controlling interests -2,740 - - - - - - - -2,740

  Reserves and non controlling interests arising from the -205,109 - - -58,431 - - - -58,431 -146,678
acquisition of 40% of NEO

  Share capital increase in NEO Group companies 11,320 - - - - - - - 11,320

  Non controliing interests decrease resulting from 
      acquisition of additional 10% of Dessarollos Catalanes 
      del Viento subsidiaries -2,479 - - - - - - - -2,479

  Non controlling interests arising from NEO Group 
      companies power purchase agreements 8,763 - - - - - - - 8,763

  Non controlling interests decrease resulting from acquisitions 3,489 3,489

  Other -537 - - 65 - - - 65 -602

Balance as at 31 December 2008 5,198,873 4,361,541 552,035 166,188 1,179 18,669 7,747 5,107,359 91,514

Comprehensive income for the period

        Fair value reserve (cash flow hedge) net of taxes -2,305 - - - - -1,934 - -1,934 -371

        Exchange differences arising on consolidation 249 - - - -609 - - -609 858

        Actuarial gains / (losses) -24 - - -24 - - - -24 -

        Fair value reserve (available for sale financial assets)
            net of tax 912 - - - - - 912 912 -

        Profit for the period 117,787 - - 114,349 - - - 114,349 3,438

  Total comprehensive income for the period 116,619 - - 114,325 -609 -1,934 912 112,694 3,925

Transactions with owners recorded directly in Equity

  Dividends attributable to non controlling interests -3,491 - - - - - - - -3,491

  Share capital increase in EDP Renovaveis Brazil 7,997 - - - - - - - 7,997

  Share capital increase in NEO Group companies 9,200 - - - - - - - 9,200

  Non controlling interests decrease resulting from acquisitions -1,625 - - - - - - - -1,625

  Other -18 - - 9 - - - 9 -27

Balance as at 31 December 2009 5,327,555 4,361,541 552,035 280,522 570 16,735 8,659 5,220,062 107,493

EDP Renováveis, S.A. and subsidiaries 

Statement of Changes in Consolidated Equity
as at 31 December 2009 and 2008

(Thousands of Euros)

The following notes form an integral part of these Consolidated Annual Accounts
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Equity
Consolidation attributable

Reserves exchange to equity Non
Total Share Share and retained differences Hedging Fair value holders of EDP controlling 
Equity Capital Premium earnings reserve reserve reserve Renováveis Interests

Balance as at 31 December 2007 2,245,721 18,873 1,882,338 120,190 -819 11,566 - 2,032,148 213,573

Comprehensive income for the period

        Fair value reserve (available for sale financial assets) 7,747 - - - - - 7,747 7,747 -
            net of tax

        Fair value reserve (cash flow hedge) net of taxes 6,117 - - - - 7,103 - 7,103 -986

        Exchange differences arising on consolidation 1,998 - - - 1,998 - - 1,998 -

        Profit for the period 112,218 - - 104,364 - - - 104,364 7,854

 Total comprehensive income for the period 128,080 - - 104,364 1,998 7,103 7,747 121,212 6,868

Transactions with owners recorded directly in Equity

  Share capital increase in kind 180,208 4,718 175,490 - - - - 180,208 -

  Share capital increase by incorporation of share premium - 2,057,828 -2,057,828 - - - - - -

  Share capital increase by incorporation of loans 1,300,000 1,300,000 - - - - - 1,300,000 -

  Share capital increase by IPO 1,566,726 980,122 586,604 - - - - 1,566,726 -

  Expenses incurred with the IPO -49,385 - -49,385 - - - - -49,385 -

  Tax effect of expenses incurred with the IPO 14,816 - 14,816 - - - - 14,816 -

  Dividends attributable to non controlling interests -2,740 - - - - - - - -2,740

  Reserves and non controlling interests arising from the -205,109 - - -58,431 - - - -58,431 -146,678
acquisition of 40% of NEO

  Share capital increase in NEO Group companies 11,320 - - - - - - - 11,320

  Non controliing interests decrease resulting from 
      acquisition of additional 10% of Dessarollos Catalanes 
      del Viento subsidiaries -2,479 - - - - - - - -2,479

  Non controlling interests arising from NEO Group 
      companies power purchase agreements 8,763 - - - - - - - 8,763

  Non controlling interests decrease resulting from acquisitions 3,489 3,489

  Other -537 - - 65 - - - 65 -602

Balance as at 31 December 2008 5,198,873 4,361,541 552,035 166,188 1,179 18,669 7,747 5,107,359 91,514

Comprehensive income for the period

        Fair value reserve (cash flow hedge) net of taxes -2,305 - - - - -1,934 - -1,934 -371

        Exchange differences arising on consolidation 249 - - - -609 - - -609 858

        Actuarial gains / (losses) -24 - - -24 - - - -24 -

        Fair value reserve (available for sale financial assets)
            net of tax 912 - - - - - 912 912 -

        Profit for the period 117,787 - - 114,349 - - - 114,349 3,438

  Total comprehensive income for the period 116,619 - - 114,325 -609 -1,934 912 112,694 3,925

Transactions with owners recorded directly in Equity

  Dividends attributable to non controlling interests -3,491 - - - - - - - -3,491

  Share capital increase in EDP Renovaveis Brazil 7,997 - - - - - - - 7,997

  Share capital increase in NEO Group companies 9,200 - - - - - - - 9,200

  Non controlling interests decrease resulting from acquisitions -1,625 - - - - - - - -1,625

  Other -18 - - 9 - - - 9 -27

Balance as at 31 December 2009 5,327,555 4,361,541 552,035 280,522 570 16,735 8,659 5,220,062 107,493

EDP Renováveis, S.A. and subsidiaries 

Statement of Changes in Consolidated Equity
as at 31 December 2009 and 2008

(Thousands of Euros)

The following notes form an integral part of these Consolidated Annual Accounts
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2009 2008

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash receipts from customers 646,621 506,740
Cash paid to suppliers -154,183 -114,662
Cash paid to employees -49,366 -30,582
Concession rents paid -4,153 -5,692
Other receipts / (payments) relating to operating activities -20,812 -25,388

418,107 330,416

Income tax received / (paid) -25,682 -36,573

Net cash flows from operating activities 392,425 293,843

     Continuing activities 392,425 293,843

Cash flows from investing activities
Cash receipts resulting from:
   Proceeds from sale of financial assets 1,795 16,922
   Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment 2,047 4,512
   Other proceeds related to fixed assets - 6,803
   Interest received 5,965 44,492
   Dividends received 4,122 2,651

13,929 75,380
Cash payments resulting from:
   Acquisition of subsidiaries (net of cash acquired) and other investments -118,822 -85,128
   Acquisition of property, plant and equipment -1,729,837 -1,919,762

-1,848,659 -2,004,890

Net cash flows from investing activities -1,834,730 -1,929,510

     Continuing activities -1,834,730 -1,929,510

Cash flows from financing activities
   Receipts/ (payments) of loans 1,199,634 -315,854
   Interest and similar costs -49,613 -77,625
   Governmental cash grants received 155,946
   Increases in capital and share premium 20,743 1,538,958
   Receipts/ (payments) from derivative financial instruments -6,390 13,412
   Dividends paid -3,197 -2,759
   Receipts from institutional partnership (Horizon) 333,528 319,985

Net cash flows from financing activities 1,650,651 1,476,117

     Continuing activities 1,650,651 1,476,117

Net increase / (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 208,346 -159,550

   Effect of exchange rate fluctuations on cash held 5,607 738

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period (*) 229,680 388,492

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period (*) 443,633 229,680

 (*)  See Note 26 to the financial statements for a detailed breakdown of Cash and cash equivalents

Group

(Thousands of Euros)

EDP Renováveis, S.A. and subsidiaries 

Consolidated Statement of Cash Flow
for the year ended 31 December 2009 and 31 December 2008

The following notes form an integral part of these Consolidated Annual Accounts
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Notes to the Consolidated Annual Accounts for the years ended 31 December 2009 and 31 December 2008 

1. The business operations of the EDP Renováveis Group

EDP Renováveis Sociedad Anónima (hereinafter referred to as “EDP Renováveis”) was incorporated on 4 December 2007 Its main corporate objective is to engage inEDP Renováveis, Sociedad Anónima (hereinafter referred to as EDP Renováveis ) was incorporated on 4 December 2007. Its main corporate objective is to engage in
activities related to the electricity sector, namely the planning, construction, operation and maintenance of electricity generating power stations, especially hydroelectric,
mini-hydroelectric, wind, solar, thermal solar, photovoltaic, biomass and waste plants, among others. The registered offices of the company are located in Oviedo, Spain.
On 18 March 2008 EDP Renováveis was converted into a company incorporated by shares (Sociedad Anónima). 

As at 31 December 2009 the share capital is held 62.02% by EDP S.A. - Sucursal en España ("EDP Branch"), 15.51% by Hidroeléctrica del Cantábrico, S.A. and 22.47% of the
share capital is free-float in the Euronext Lisbon.

As at 31 December 2009, EDP Renováveis holds a 100% stake in the share capital of Nuevas Energias de Occidente, S.L. (“NEO”), a 100% stake in the share capital of
Horizon Wind Energy, LLC (“Horizon”) and a 55% stake in the share capital of EDP Renováveis Brasil. The holdings in NEO and Horizon were transferred to EDP Renováveis
through several share capital increases in kind subscribed by EDP Branch and Hidroeléctrica del Cantábrico, S.A. The holding in Horizon was acquired by EDP Branch, on
2 July 2007 from Goldman Sachs and was subsequently transferred to EDP Renováveis on 18 December 2007

The purpose of EDP Renováveis Brasil is to establish a new business unit to aggregate all the investments in the renewable energy market of South America.

As at 31 December 2009, EDP Renováveis and its subsidiaries ("the Group" or the "EDP Renováveis Group") had a total gross installed capacity of 6,227 MW (5,052 MW as

2 July 2007, from Goldman Sachs, and was subsequently transferred to EDP Renováveis on 18 December 2007.

NEO operates through its subsidiaries located in Portugal, Spain, France, Belgium, Poland and Romania. NEO's main subsidiaries are: Enernova (wind farms in Portugal),
Genesa (renewable resources electricity generation in Spain), Agrupación Eólica (wind farms in Spain and France), Greenwind (wind farms in Belgium - partnership with
local investors) and Relax Wind Parks (wind farms in Poland).

Horizon's main activities consist on the development, management and operation of wind farms in the United States of America.  

Regulatory framework for the activities in Spain

at 31 December 2008), operating in Portugal 680 MW (553 MW as at 31 December 2008), in Spain 2,278 MW (2,109 MW as at 31 December 2008), in France 220 MW (185

MW as at 31 December 2008), in Belgium 57 MW (47 MW as at 31 December 2008), in Poland 120 MW, in the United States 2,859 MW (2,158 MW) and in Brazil 14 MW.        

The Electrical Sector in Spain is regulated by Law 54 of 27 November 1997 and subsequent amendments to legislation. 

Royal Decree 436 of 12 March 2004 was published on 24 March 2004 and set out the methodology to be used for updating and systematizing the legal and economic
regime relating to electrical power production under the special regime, which included the generation of electricity using renewable sources of energy, cogeneration,
biomass and waste. This Royal Decree replaced the former Royal Decree 2818/1998 and unified regulations applicable to special regime energies. The Royal Decree also
defined a system whereby the owners of the electrical installation arwere entitled to sell the production or surplus electrical power to distributors A regulated price wasdefined a system whereby the owners of the electrical installation arwere entitled to sell the production or surplus electrical power to distributors. A regulated price was
fixed for this sale, or production and surplus could be sold directly on the daily market, futures market or through a bilateral agreement, in which case a market-
negotiated price would be received, plus an incentive for participation in the market and a premium if the installation was entitled to receive it. 

Royal Decree 661 of 25 May 2007 was published on 26 May 2007 and regulates electrical power produced under the special regime. This Royal Decree replaces Royal
Decree 436 of 12 March 2004 and updates regulations on electrical power production under the special regime, whilst maintaining the basic structure of the regulation.
The economic framework set out in this Royal Decree maintains the same system of payment for power produced under the special regime, whereby the owner of the
installations can opt to sell its power at a regulated price, for all the programming periods only, or sell the power directly on the daily market, futures market or through a
bilateral agreement, in this case receiving the negotiated price plus a premium. 

The main changes to the Royal Decree include a modification to the regulated price and premiums and the introduction of a variable premium system for certain
t h l i h i d Th f i d i t ll ti ffi i ll t i i t i i t 1 J 2008 t t dh t th t it itechnologies, such as wind power. The owners of wind power installations officially entering into service prior to 1 January 2008 can opt to adhere to the transitory regime
established in the first transitory provision, which stipulates that the owners of this installations may maintain the prices and premiums (with some exceptions) established
in the aforementioned Royal Decree until 31 December 2012. 

RD 6/2009 of May 7 was approved and is aimed at eliminating the tariff deficit from 2013. Among other measures, it introduces a pre-allocation register for new
renewable energy capacity for renewable-energy installations to obtain the entittlements set oit in RD 661/2007. Installations will be registered in chronological order until
the government ‘s target is met (20.155MW) and new remuneration scheme should be approved for  following projects

The decision on 19 November allowed in the register around 6 GW in wind projects and 2,4 GW in solar thermal generation capacity in one go .The entire 8,4 GW in
projects registered will receive the remuneration set in RD 661/2007. Under this decision, around 1.700 MW in wind and 500MW in solar thermal generation will be
allowed each year until 2012. The 15th of December the Spanish Government released the list of wind facilities included in the administrative register. Out of the 6.389 MW

f i d it i d b th S i h G t EDPR bt i d 840 MW di t 31 i d f hi h t 13% f th t t l ll lt d

Regulatory framework for the activities in Portugal

of wind capacity assigned by the Spanish Government, EDPR obtained 840 gross MW corresponding to 31 wind farms which represents 13% of the total allocalted
capacity.

The Portuguese legal provisions applicable to the generation of electrical power based on renewable resources are currently established by Decree-Law No. 189/88
dated 27 May 1998, as amended by Decree-Law No. 168/99 dated 18 May 1999, Decree-Law No. 312/2001 dated 10 December 2001, and Decree-Law No. 339-C/2001
dated 29 December 2001. Also relevant is Decree-Law No. 33-A/2005, dated 16 February 2005 (“DL 33-A/2005”), which establishes the current amounts used in the
remuneration formula applicable to energy produced by means of renewable resources and the deadlines for the application of such remuneration formula. 

The main feature of the legal framework for renewable energy power generation in Portugal is that the national grid operator or the regional distribution operator must
purchase all electricity produced by renewable producers who hold an operating license. The construction and operation of a wind farm depends on the allocation of a
grid connection point issued by the State Energy Department (Direcção Geral de Geologia e Energia) (“DGGE”). The issue of the point of connection by the DGGE occurs
upon the request of the promoters during limited periods of time set by the DGGE or by means of a public tender procedure.  Award by direct negotiation is exceptional. 
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Decree-Law No. 225/2007 dated 31 May, establishes a set of regulations associated to renewable energies, predicted in National Strategy for Energy, and has reviewed
the formula used in estimating the remuneration of electricity supply generated by renewable power stations, and delivered to the grid of National Electric System, as well
as the definition of attribution procedures of available power in the same grid and deadlines to obtain the establishment license to renewable power stations

Regulatory framework for the activities in the United States of America

Federal, state and local energy laws and regulations regulate the development, ownership, business organization and operation of electric generating facilities and the
sale of electricity in the United States. All project companies within the Group in the United States operate as exempt wholesale generators (“EWGs”) or qualifying facilities
(“QFs”) under federal law or are dually certified. In addition, most of the project companies in the United States are regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (“FERC”) and have market-based rates on file with FERC

as the definition of attribution procedures of available power in the same grid and deadlines to obtain the establishment license to renewable power stations.  

Since July 1, 2007, the Iberian electricity financial market ("MIBEL") has been fully operational, with daily transactions from both Portugal and Spain, including a forwards
market that has operated since July 2006.

Commission ( FERC ) and have market based rates on file with FERC.

The federal government regulates the wholesale electric energy sale and transmission business in interstate commerce through the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (“FERC”), which draws its jurisdiction from the Federal Power Act (the “FPA”), and from other federal legislation such as the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act
of 1978 (“PURPA 1978”), the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (“EPACT 1992”) and the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (“EPACT 2005”), which, among other things, repealed and replaced
the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 with the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 2005 (“PUHCA 2005”).  

All of our project companies in the United States operate as exempt wholesale generators (“EWGs”) under PUHCA 2005 or qualifying facilities under PURPA 1978. In
addition, most of the project companies are regulated by FERC under Part II of the FPA and have market-based rates on file with FERC. 

EWGs are owners or operators of electric generation (including producers of renewable energy, such as wind projects) that are engaged exclusively in the business of
owning and/or operating generating facilities and selling electric energy at wholesale rates An EWG cannot make retail sales of electric energy and may only own orowning and/or operating generating facilities and selling electric energy at wholesale rates. An EWG cannot make retail sales of electric energy and may only own or
operate the limited interconnection facilities necessary to connect its generating facility to the grid. 

The Energy Policy Act of 2005 amended the FPA to grant FERC jurisdiction over all users, owners, and operators of the bulk power system for purposes of approving and
enforcing compliance with certain reliability standards. Reliability standards are requirements to provide for the reliable operation of the bulk power system. Pursuant to
its authority under the FPA, FERC certified the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (“NERC”) as the entity responsible for developing reliability standards,
submitting them to FERC for approval, and overseeing and enforcing compliance with reliability standards, subject to FERC review. FERC also authorized NERC to delegate
certain functions to eight regional entities. All users, owners, and operators of the bulk power system that meet certain materiality thresholds are required to register with
NERC and comply with numerous FERC-approved reliability standards. Violations of mandatory reliability standards may result in the imposition of civil penalties of up to
$1 million per day per violation. All of our project companies in the United States that meet the relevant materiality thresholds have registered with NERC and are required
to comply with applicable FERC-approved reliability standards.

In certain states, approval of the construction of new electricity generating facilities, including renewable energy facilities such as wind farms, is obtained from a state
agency, with only limited ministerial approvals required from state and local governments. However, in many states the permit process for power plants (including wind
farms) also remains subject to land-use and similar regulations of county and city governments. State-level authorizations may involve a more extensive approval
process, possibly including an environmental impact evaluation and opposition by interested parties or utilities. 

Both the United States federal government and various state governments have implemented policies designed to promote the growth of renewable energy, including
wind power. The primary federal renewable energy incentive program is the Production Tax Credit (PTC), which was established by the U.S. Congress as part of EPACT
1992. As part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment of 2009, which was enacted this spring, the federal government will also encourage renewable energy
development through investment tax credits and cash grants from 2009 through 2013. Many states have passed legislation, principally in the form of renewable portfolio
standards (“RPS”), which require utilities to purchase a certain percentage of their energy supply from renewable sources, similar to the Renewable Energy Directive in the
EU

Regulatory framework for the activities in France

EU. 

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 was approved and includes a number of energy related tax and policy provisions to benefit the development of wind
energy generation, namely (i) a three year extension of the PTC until 2012 and (ii) an option to elect a 30% Investment Tax Credit ("ITC") that could replace the PTC through
the duration of the extension. This ITC allows the companies to receive 30% of the cash invested in projects placed in service or with the beginning of construction in 2009
and 2010.

The electricity industry in France is governed primarily by Act 2000-108 (amended by Acts 2004-803 and 2006-1537) (“Act 2000’), passed on 10 February 2000, which
governs the modernization and development of public energy services and is the general legislative framework for the operation of wind facilities in France. The operation

f i d f iliti i F i l bj t t th i i f th F h i t l d t ti d A ti l 10 f A t 2000 108 i ti li d l t iof wind facilities in France is also subject to the provisions of the French environmental and construction code. Article 10 of Act 2000-108 requires non-nationalized electric
power distributors to enter into purchase obligation contracts to buy electricity produced by: (i) installations that extract energy from household or similar waste or that use
such sources to provide heat to a district heating system; and (ii) installations that use renewable energy sources (including mechanical energy from wind, for which
special provisions apply).

Installations that use renewable energy sources, with the exception of those using mechanical wind energy that are located in areas connected to the continental
metropolitan grid or that implement energy-efficient technology such as cogeneration, do not qualify for the power purchase obligation unless they comply with defined
installed capacity limits. These limits are set by a decree of the Conseil d’Etat (Decree 2000-1196 of 6 December 2000) for each category of installation eligible to benefit
from the power purchase obligation. With the new regulation, only wind farms operating within a ZDE (zone de développement éolien) can benefit the power purchase
obligation and may exceed the former 12MW cap. The power purchase contracts with non-nationalized distributors of electricity are premised on the rates set by
ministerial order for each source of renewable energy and according to a model contract approved by the energy minister. 
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Notes to the Consolidated Annual Accounts for the years ended 31 December 2009 and 31 December 2008 

Act 2000 provides that, operator of wind facilities may enter into long-term agreements for the purchase and sale of energy with Electricité de France (EDF). The tariffs are
set by Order of July 10, 2006 wich was repealed in August 2008 due to formal defect in its approval, and then republished without any amendment in December 2008.
The tariffs are the following: i) during the first ten years of the EDF Agreement EDF pays a fixed annual tariff which is €82 per MWh for applications made during 2006

Regulatory framework for the activities in Poland

New Decree approved on December 15th set the following wind target: 11.500 MW in 2012 and 25.000 MW in 2020. These targets include also wave and tidal energy.

The legislation applicable to renewable energy in Poland is primarily contained in an Energy Act passed on 10 April 1997, which has been amended by the Act of 24 July
2002 and the Energy Act of 2 April 2004, which came into effect in January 2005 (together, the ‘‘Energy Act’’). The Energy Act implemented provisions (i) of Directive
2003/54/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2003 concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity (ii) of Directive 2003/55/EC of

The tariffs are the following: i) during the first ten years of the EDF Agreement, EDF pays a fixed annual tariff, which is €82 per MWh for applications made during 2006
(tariff is amended annualy based, in part, on a inflation-related index) ii) During years 11 to 15 of the EDF Agreement, the tariff is based on the annual average percentage
of energy produced during the wind facility' s first ten years. These tariffs are also amenended annually, based, in part, on a inflation-related index. iii) Beginning in the
year 16, there is no specific support structure and the wind energy generators will sell their electricity at market price.

2003/54/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2003 concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity, (ii) of Directive 2003/55/EC of
the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2003 concerning common rules for the internal market in natural gas, and (iii) of Directive 2001/77/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 27 September 2001 on the promotion of electricity produced from renewable energy sources in the internal electricity market.
Detailed regulations regarding the scope of the energy sector are included in the relevant secondary regulations adopted under the Energy Act. On the basis of the
Energy Act, the national energy regulatory authority—the president of the Energy Regulatory Authority (the ‘‘ERA President’’) — was established.

Pursuant to the Energy Act, power generation from renewable sources is suppoted. The following are forms of such support introduced in Poland: (i) A system of
obligatory purchase of certificates of origin by the generation companies and trading companies selling electricity to the end user interconnected to a grid in Poland.
These power companies are obliged to: a) obtain a certificate or origin and submit it to the ERA President for cancellation, or b) paya a substitute fee calculated in
accordance with the Energy Act. ii) If the power company does not purchase certificates or orgin or doest not pay a substitute fee, the ERA President will penalize such
company by the financial penalty calculated in accordance with the Energy Act.

The regulatory framework for electricity in Belgium is conditioned by the the division of powers between the federal and the three regional entities: Wallonia, Flanders and
Brussels-Capital. The federal regulatory field of competence includes electricity transmission (of transmission levels above 70 kV), generation, tariffs, planning and nuclear
energy. The relevant federal legislation is the Electricity Act of 29 April 1999 (as modified) (the ‘‘Electricity Act’’). The regional regulatory entities are responsible for
distribution, renewable energy and cogeneration (with the exception of offshore power plants) and energy efficiency. The relevant regional legislation, respectively, is: (a)
f Fl d th El t i it D f 17 J l 2000 (b) f W ll i th R i l El t i it M k t D f 12 A il 2001 d ( ) f B l C it l th O d f 19 J l

The minimun limit of electricity generated from renewable sources in the total annual volume of electricity delivered to the end users is specified in the ordinance of
Ministry of Economy adopted under the Energy Act. In 2008, this minimum limit was 7% and will increase each year up to 12,9% in 2017. These quotas were originally
fixed until 2014 but a new regulation approved in August 2008 fixed the quotas for years 2015-2017 and increased the quota for 2013 and 2014.

Regulatory framework for the activities in Belgium

for Flanders, the Electricity Decree of 17 July 2000; (b) for Wallonia, the Regional Electricity Market Decree of 12 April 2001; and (c) for Brussels-Capital, the Order of 19 July
2001 on the Organization of the Electricity Market. 

In view of the allocation of responsibilities between the federal government and the regions, there currently exist four energy regulators: (a) the federal Commission for
Electricity and Gas Regulation (‘‘CREG’’); (b) the Flemish Electricity and Gas Regulatory Body (‘‘VREG’’); (c) the Walloon Energy Commission (‘‘CwaPE’’); and (d) the Regulatory
Commission for Energy in the Brussels-Capital Region (‘‘BRUGEL’’). 

The Belgian regulatory system promotes the generation of electricity from renewable sources (and cogeneration) by a system of green certificates (each a ‘‘GC’’), as
described below. The Belgian federal government is responsible for offshore power plants and for imposing obligations on the transmission system operators. The
various GC systems are very similar across the three regions and are similar to the GC system for federally-regulated offshore power plants. There are currently
differences in terms of quotas, fines and thresholds for granting GCs. However, GCs issued in one region or by the Federal government in respect of offshore plants are

t i d t ti ll i th th inot recognized automatically in the other regions. 

The GC system aims at creating a market for GC parallel to the market of sale of electricity. In March 2009 an exchange market for GCs has been launched. Besides the
GC market, there is a minimum guaranteed price system at the federal level (obligations imposed on the transmission system operator) or at a regional level (the
production aid regime in Flanders and Wallonia).

New quotas of renewable generation are in a late stage of approval in Wallonia. New quotas proposed by the Government are: 11,25% in 2011, 13,50% in 2012 and
15,75% in 2013. New quotas to be approved are considerably higher than previous ones (11%, 12% and 13% for 2011,2012 and 2013).

Regulatory frameworks for the activities in Romania

The trading value of green certificates has a floor of 27 € and a cap of 55€, both indexed to Romanian inflation. Law 220/2008 also guarantees the access to the National
Grid for the electricity produced from renewable sources. In 2007 a new Energy Law was approved (Law 13/2007). This new regulation sets July 1st 2007 as deadline for

The promotion of electricity generated from renewable energy sources in Romania was set with the Electricity Law 318/2003. In 2005 a Green Certificate mechanism was
introduced with mandatory quotas for suppliers, in order to comply with their EU renewable requirements. Romania must comply with its target of 33% of gross electricity
consumption from renewable energy in 2010. The regulatory authority establishes a fixed quota of electricity produced from RES which suppliers are obliges to buy, and,
annually reviews applications form green generators in order to be awarded green certificates. Law 220/2008 of November, 3 introduced some changes in the green
certificates system. Today producers of wind energy receive 1 green certificates for each but law 220 that is likely to come into force in January 2010 (once the European
Commission approves it) will allow wind generators to receive 2GC/MWh until 2015 . GC can be sold separately from the physically delivered electricity. From 2016
onwards generators receive 1 green certificate for each MWh . The price of electricity is determined in the electricity market and the price of green certificates is
determined on a parallel market.

the legal unbundling in Romania and defines the role of Implicit Supplier and of the Supplier of Last Resort.
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Regulatory frameworks for the activities in Brazil

The Electrical Sector in Brazil is regulated by Federal Law nº 8 987 of 13 February 1995 which generally rules the concession and permission regime of public services; LawThe Electrical Sector in Brazil is regulated by Federal Law n  8,987 of 13 February 1995, which generally rules the concession and permission regime of public services; Law 
nº 9,074 of 7 July 1995, which rules the grant and extension of public services concession or permission contracts; Federal Law nº 10,438 of 26 April 2002, which governs
the increase in Emergency Electric Power Supply and creates the 3,300 MW Program of Incentives for Alternative Electricity Sources (PROINFA); Federal Law nº 10,762 of 11
November 2003 and Law nº 10,848 of 15 March 2004, concerning commercial rules for the trade of Electric Power and; Subsequent amendments to the legislation.

The Decree nº 5,025 of 30 March 2004, regulates the Federal Law nº 10,438 and states the "Alternative Energy Sources" economical and legal framework. PROINFA
participants have granted a PPA with ELETROBRÁS, and are subject to the regulator (ANEEL) authority. However, the first stage of PROINFA has ended and the second
stage is highly uncertain.

The Decree nº 5,163 of 30 July 2004 regulates the Federal Law nº 10,762, establishing the possibility of distribution companies and authorized agents to buy “Distributed
Energy” (Local Generation) by observing a limit of 10% of the total demand of each distribution agent In addition the Law nº 10 762 establishes the possibility of an

2. Accounting policies 

a) Basis of preparation

Energy (Local Generation), by observing a limit of 10% of the total demand of each distribution agent. In addition, the Law n 10,762 establishes the possibility of an
Alternative Source Electricity Producer to sell directly to the final consumer(s) (aggregated demand > 500kW), at any voltage level. As part of the regulatory incentive
framework, Renewable Energy producers (or buyers) are granted a discount on the Distribution and Transmission System Use Tariff (TUSD and TUST). Public Electricity
Auctions are technically lead by the state “Energy Planning and Research Company” (EPE), who registers, analyses and allows potential participants.

In addition, the Law nº 10,438 has also regulated the use of a special sector fund, the Fossil Fuel Consumption Quota (CCC), to low cost financing of Renewable ventures
that are able to replace fossil fuel based energy production.

 a) Basis of preparation

In accordance with Regulation (EC) no. 1606/2002 of 19 July 2002, from the European Council and Parliament, the Group's consolidated financial statements are prepared
in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), as endorsed by the European Union (EU). IFRS comprise accounting standards issued by the
International Accounting Standards Board ('IASB') and its predecessor body as well as interpretations issued by the International Financial Reporting Interpretations
Committee (IFRIC) and its predecessor bodies.

The accompanying consolidated annual accounts have been prepared on the basis of the accounting records of EDP Renováveis, S.A. and consolidated entities. The
consolidated annual accounts for 2009 and 2008 have been prepared to present fairly the consolidated equity and consolidated financial position of EDP Renováveis,
S.A. and subsidiaries at 31 December 2009 and 2008, the consolidated results of operations, consolidated cash flows and changes in consolidated equity for the years
then ended.

The preparation of the annual accounts in accordance with the EU-IFRS requires the Board of Directors to make judgments, estimates and assumptions that affect the
application of the accounting policies and of the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, income and expenses. The estimates and related assumptions are based on
historical experience and other factors believed to be reasonable under the circumstances. They form the basis for making judgments regarding the values of the assets
and liabilities whose valuation is not apparent from other sources. Actual results may differ from these estimates. The areas involving the highest degree of judgment or

l f h h h d d d f d l d l d d l

The annual accounts have been prepared under the historical cost convention, modified by the application of fair value basis for derivative financial instruments, financial
assets and liabilities held for trading and available-for-sale, except those for which a reliable measure of fair value is not available. 

The Board of Directors approved these consolidated annual accounts on 24 February 2010. The annual accounts are presented in thousand of Euros, rounded to the
nearest thousand.

 b) Basis of consolidation

complexity, or for which the assumptions and estimates are considered significant, are disclosed in Note 3 (Critical accounting estimates and judgments in applying
accounting policies).

The consolidated annual acounts of EDP Renováveis comprise the assets, liabilities and results of EDP Renováveis and its subsidiaries and the results and net equity from
its associated companies attributable to the Group. The accounting policies described below have been consistently applied by all Group companies.

In accordance with IFRS 3, the adjustments that have resulted from the purchase price allocation carried out in 2009 (Neo Catalunia and Romania subgroups) and 2008
(Relax Wind subgroup) for the goodwill booked in 2008 and 2007, respectively, originate a reclassification of the comparative financial information as if the accounting for
this business combination had been completed at the date of acquisition. 

Subsidiaries

Subsidiaries are entities controlled by the Group. The financial statements of subsidiaries are included in the consolidated financial statements from the date that control
commences until the date that control ceases. The accounting policies of subsidiaries have been changed when necessary to align them with the policies adopted by the
Group. Control also exists when the Group has the power, directly or indirectly, to govern the financial and operating policies of the entity, so as to obtain benefits from its
activities, even if its shareholding is less than 50%.

Accumulated losses of a subsidiary attributable to non controlling interest, which exceed the equity of the subsidiary attributable to the non controlling interest, are
attributed to the Group and charged to the income statement when incurred. If the subsidiary subsequently reports profits, such profits are recognised as profits of the
Group until the losses attributable to the non controlling interest previously recognised by the group have been recovered.

The annual accounts or financial statements of consolidated subsidiaries refer to the same date of preparation and the same period as those of the Parent company.

Gains or losses as a consequence of a dilution or a sale of a portion of an interest in a subsidiary without a change in control are recognised in Profit or loss.
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Associates

Investments in associates are accounted for by the equity method since the date on which significant influence is transferred to the Group until the date it ceases

- Representation on the Board of Directors or equivalent management committee;
- Participation in the policy making processes, including participation in decisions over dividends and other distributions;
- Existence of material transactions between the Group and the investor;
- Interchange of managerial personnel;
- Provision of essential technical information.

The significant influence by EDP Renováveis Group is normally demonstrated by one or more of the following ways: 

Investments in associates are accounted for by the equity method since the date on which significant influence is transferred to the Group until the date it ceases.
Associates are entities over which the Group has significant influence, but not control, over its financial and operating policies. Generally when the Group holds more than
20% of the voting rights of the investor it is presumed that it has significant influence. If the Group holds, directly or indirectly, less than 20% of the voting rights of the
investor it is presumed that the group does not have significant influence, except when such influence can be clearly demonstrated.

The consolidated annual accounts include the Group's attributable share of total reserves and results of associated companies accounted under the equity method. 

When the Group's share of losses exceeds its interest in na associate, the Group's carrying amount is reduced to nil and recognition of further losses is descontinued,
except to the extent that the Group has a legal or constructive obligation of covering those losses or make payments on behalf of the associate.

Jointly controlled entities, consolidated under the proportionate consolidation method, are entities over whose activities the Group has joint control along with another
company, under a contractual agreement. The condensed consolidated financial statements include the Group's proportionate share of the joint ventures' assets,
liabilities, revenue and expenses, from the date the joint control begins until it ceases. 

Jointly controlled entities

Business combinations occurring are recorded using the purchase method. According to this method, the acquisition cost is equivalent to the fair value of assets
transferred and liabilities incurred or assumed on the purchase date, plus any costs directly attributable to the acquisition. The total amount of positive goodwill resulting
from acquisitions is recognised as an asset and recorded at cost not being subject to depreciation

Business Combinations

Following the transition to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), adopted by the EDP Energias de Portugal Group as of 1 January 2004, and as permitted by
IFRS 1 – First-time Adoption, the EDP Group opted to maintain the goodwill resulting from the business combinations that occurred prior to the transition date, calculated
according to the previous accounting principles applied by the Group. This accounting policy was maintained when the holdings in NEO and Horizon were transferred to
EDP Renováveis Group. As such, the goodwill booked on the EDP Renováveis consolidated financial statements remained as it was on the EDP Energias de Portugal
Group consolidated annual accounts on the date of the transfer (18 December 2007).

Goodwill arising on the acquisition of holdings in subsidiaries and associates is defined as the difference between the acquisition cost and the proportion of fair value of
the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities acquired by the Group.

from acquisitions is recognised as an asset and recorded at cost, not being subject to depreciation.

The value of goodwill recognised as an asset is assessed annually to identify any impairment, regardless of the existence of any indication of impairment. Impairment
losses are recognised in the year's income statement. The recoverable amount is determined based on the future cash flows of the assets, which are calculated using
valuation methods based on discounted cash flows techniques, considering market conditions, time value of money and business risks.

A liability is recognised for contingent consideration as part of a business combination as soon as payment becomes probable and the amount can be measured
reliably. The purchase price subsequently is adjusted against goodwill or negative goodwill as the estimate of the amount payable is revised.

The assets and liabilities of foreign operations, including goodwill and fair value adjustments arising on acquisition, are translated to euro at exchange rates at the
reporting date. The income and expenses of foreign operations, are translated to euro at exchange rates at the dates of the transactions.

Foreign currency differences are recognised in other comprehensive income in the translation reserve. When a foreign operation is disposed of, in part or in full, the
relevant amount in the translation reserve is transferred to profit or loss as part of the profit or loss on disposal. 

Balances and transactions eliminated on consolidation

b l d l d l d d l b l d h

Investments in foreign operations

Common control transactions

The accounting for transactions among entities under common control is excluded from IFRS 3. Consequently, in the absense of specific guidance, within IFRSs, the EDP
Renováveis Group has developed an accounting policy for such transactions, as considered appropriate. According to the Group's policy, business combinations among
entities under common control are accounted for in the consolidated annual accounts using the book values of the acquired company (subgroup). The difference
between the carrying amount of the net assets received and the consideration paid, is recognised in equity. 

Inter-company balances and transactions, including any unrealised gains and losses on transactions between group companies, are eliminated in preparing the
consolidated annual accounts. Unrealised gains and losses arising from transactions with associates and jointly controlled entities are eliminated to the extent of the
Group's interest in those entities.
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Put options related to non controlling interests

EU-IFRS currently do not establish specific accounting treatment for commitments related to written put options related with investments in subsidiaries held by nonEU IFRS currently do not establish specific accounting treatment for commitments related to written put options related with investments in subsidiaries held by non
controlling interests at the date of acquisition of a business combination. Nevertheless, the EDP Renováveis Group records these written put options at the date of
acquisition of a business combination or at a subsequent date as an advance acquisition of these interests, recording a financial liability for the present value of the best
estimate of the amount payable, irrespective of the estimated probability that the options will be exercised. The difference between this amount and the amount
corresponding to the percentage of the interests held in the identifiable net assets acquired is recorded as goodwill. In the event that these written put options are
engaged at a date subsequent to the acquisition of the business combination, the same accounting policy would be applied.

In years subsequent to initial recognition, the changes in the liability due to the effect of the financial discount are recognised as a financial expense in the consolidated
income statement, and the remaining changes are recognised as an adjustment to the cost of the business combination. Where applicable, dividends paid to minority
shareholders up to the date the options are exercised are also recorded as adjustments to the cost of the business combination. In the event that the options are not
exercised, the transaction would be recorded as a sale of interests to minority shareholders.

c) Foreign currency transactions

Non-monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies that are measured at fair value are retranslated to the functional currency at the exchange rate at
the date that the fair value was determined. Foreign currency differences arising on retranslation are recognised in profit or loss, except for differences arising on the
retranslation of available-for-sale equity instruments, a financial liability designated as a hedge of the net investment in a foreign operation, or qualifying cash flow
hedges, which are recognised in other comprehensive income. Non-monetary items that are measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign currency are translated

Transactions in foreign currencies are translated to the respective functional currencies of Group entities at exchange rates at the dates of the transactions. Monetary
assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies at the reporting date are retranslated to the functional currency at the exchange rate at that date. The foreign
currency gain or loss on monetary items is the difference between amortised cost in the functional currency at the beginning of the period, adjusted for effective interest
and payments during the period, and the amortised cost in foreign currency translated at the exchange rate at the end of the reporting period.

d) Derivative financial instruments and hedge accounting

g , g p y g y
using the exchange rate at the date of the transaction.

Derivative financial instruments are recognised on the trade date at fair value. Subsequently, the fair value of derivative financial instruments is re-measured on a regular
basis, being the gains or losses on re-measurement recognised directly in the income statement, except for derivatives designated as hedging instruments. The
recognition of the resulting gains or losses on re-measurement of the derivatives designated as hedging instruments depends on the nature of the risk being hedged and 
of the hedge model used.

The fair value of derivatives correspond to their quoted market prices, if available, or, in the absence of a market, are determined by external entities through the use of
valuation techniques including discounted cash flows models and option pricing models as appropriate

(ii) The hedge is expected to be highly effective

Hedge accounting

(i) At the inception of the hedge, the hedge relationship is identified and documented;

valuation techniques, including discounted cash flows models and option pricing models, as appropriate.

The Group uses financial instruments to hedge interest and foreign exchange risks resulting from its operational and financing activities. The derivate financial
instruments that do not qualify for hedge accounting are recorded as for trading. 

The derivatives that are designated as hedging instruments are recorded at fair value, being the gains and losses recognised in accordance with the hedge accounting
model adopted by the Group. Hedge accounting is used when: 

(ii) The hedge is expected to be highly effective;

Fair value hedge

Changes in the fair value of the derivative financial instruments that are designated as hedging instruments are recorded in the income statement, together with any
changes in the fair value of the hedged asset or liability that are attributable to the risk being hedged If the hedge no longer meets the criteria for hedge accounting the

Derivatives are recognised initially at fair value; attributable transaction costs are recognised in profit or loss as incurred. Subsequent to initial recognition, derivatives are
measured at fair value, and changes therein are accounted for as described below.

(iii) The effectiveness of the hedge can be reliably measured;
(iv) The hedge is revalued on a on-going basis and is considered to be highly effective over the reporting period; and
(v) The forecast transactions hedged are highly probable and represent a risk to changes in cash flows that could affect the income statement.

changes in the fair value of the hedged asset or liability that are attributable to the risk being hedged. If the hedge no longer meets the criteria for hedge accounting, the
accumulated gains or losses concerning the fair value of the risk being hedged are amortised over the period to maturity.

The cumulative gains or losses recognised in equity are also reclassified to the income statement over the periods in which the hedged item will affect the income
statement. When the forecast transaction hedge results in the recognition of a non-financial asset, the gains or losses recorded in equity are included in the acquisition
cost of the asset

The effective portion of the changes in the fair value of the derivative financial instruments that are designated as hedging instruments in a cash flow hedge model is
recognised in equity. The gains or losses relating to the ineffective portion of the hedging relationship are recognised in the income statement in the moment they occur.

Cash flow hedge

cost of the asset.

When a hedging instrument expires or is sold, or when a hedge no longer meets the criteria for hedge accounting, any cumulative gain or loss recognised in equity at
that time stays recognised in equity until the hedged transaction also affects the income statement. When the forecasted transaction is no longer expected to occur, the
cumulative gains or losses recognized in equity are recorded in the income statement.
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Net investment hedge

 e) Non derivative financial assets

Accounts receivable and loans

The Group classifies its other financial assets at acquisition date in the following categories:

The net investment hedge is applied on a consolidated basis to investments in subsidiaries in foreign currencies. The exchange differences recorded against exchange
differences arising on consolidation are offset by the exchange differences arising from the foreign currency borrowings used for the acquisition of those subsidiaries. If
the hedging instrument is a derivative, the gains or losses arising from fair value changes are also recorded agianst exchange differences arising on consolidation. The
ineffective portion of the hedging relation is recognised in the income statement.

This category includes: (i) financial assets held for trading, which are those acquired principally for the purpose of being sold in the short term and (ii) financial assets that
are designated at fair value through profit or loss at inception.

Accounts receivable are initially recognised at their fair value and subsequently are measured at amortised cost less impairment losses.

Impairment losses are recorded based on the valuation of estimated losses from non-collection of accounts receivable at the balance sheet date. Impairment losses are
recognised in the income statement, and can be reversed if the estimated losses decrease in a later period.

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

Available for sale investments

Initial recognition, measurement and derecognition

Available-for-sale financial assets are non-derivative financial assets that are designated as available-for-sale and that are not classified in any of the other categories.
The Group’s investments in equity securities are classified as available-for-sale financial assets.

Purchases and sales of: (i) financial assets at fair value through profit or loss and (ii) available for sale investments, are recognised on trade date, the date on which the
Group commits to purchase or sell the assets.

Available for sale investments

Financial assets are initially recognised at fair value plus transaction costs except for financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, in which case these transaction
costs are directly recognised in the income statement.

Subsequent measurement

Available for sale financial assets are also subsequently carried at fair value, however, gains and losses arising from changes in their fair value are recognised directly in

Financial assets are derecognised when (i) the contractual rights to receive their cash flows have expired, (ii) the Group has transferred substantially all risks and rewards
of ownership or (iii) although retaining some, but not substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership, the Group has transferred the control over the assets.

y g

After initial recognition, financial assets at fair value through profit or loss are subsequently carried at fair value and gains and losses arising from changes in their fair
value are included in the income statement in the period in which they arise.

Reclassifications between categories

q y g g g g y
equity, until the financial assets are derecognised or impaired, being the cumulative gains or losses previously recognised in equity recognised in the income statement.
Foreign exchange differences arising from equity investments classified as available for sale are also recognised in equity. Interest calculated using the effective interest
rate method and dividends, are recognised in the income statement.

The fair values on quoted investments in active markets are based on current bid prices. For unlisted securities the Group determines the fair value through (i) valuation
techniques, including the use of recent arm’s length transactions or discounted cash flow analysis and (ii) valuation assumptions based on market information.

Financial instruments whose fair value cannot be reliably measured are carried at cost.

Impairment

If there is objective evidence of impairment, the recoverable amount of the financial assets is determined, the impairment losses being recognised through the income
statement.

A financial asset or a group of financial assets is impaired if there is objective evidence of loss as a result of one or more events that occurred after their initial recognition,

The Group does not reclassify, after initial recognition, a financial instrument into or out of the fair value through profit or loss category.

At each balance sheet date, an assessment is performed as to whether there is objective evidence that a financial asset or group of financial assets is impaired, namely
when losses may occur in future estimated cash-flows of the financial asset or group of financial assets, and it can be reliably measured.

g p p j g
such as: (i) for listed securities, a significant or prolonged decline in the fair value of the security below its cost, and (ii) for unlisted securities, when that event (or events)
has an impact on the estimated future cash flows of the financial asset or group of financial assets, that can be reliably estimated.
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If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss on available for sale financial assets has been incurred, the cumulative loss recognised in equity, measured as the
difference between the acquisition cost and the current fair value, less any impairment loss on that financial asset previously recognised in the income statement, is taken
to the income statement

f) Financial liabilities

The Group considers that the terms are substantially different if the current value of cash flows discounted under the new terms, including any commission paid net of any
commission received, and using the original effective interest rate to make the discount, differs by at least 10% of the current discounted value of cash flows remaining

to the income statement.

An instrument is classified as a financial liability when it contains a contractual obligation to transfer cash or another financial asset, independently from its legal form.
These financial liabilities are recognised (i) initially at fair value less transaction costs and (ii) subsequently at amortised cost, using the effective interest rate method.

The Group derecognises the whole or part of a financial liability when the obligations included in the contract have been satisfied or the Group is legally released of the
fundamental obligation related to this liability either through a legal process or by the creditor.

g) Borrowing costs

If the exchange is recognised as a cancellation of the original financial liability, costs or commissions are taken to the consolidated income statement. Otherwise, costs or
commissions adjust the book value of the liability and are amortised following the amortised cost method over the remaining term of the modified liability.

The Group recognises the difference between the carrying amount of a financial liability (or part of a financial liability which has been cancelled or transferred to a third
party) and the consideration paid, which includes any asset transferred other than cash or the liability assumed, with a debit or credit to the consolidated income
statement.

commission received, and using the original effective interest rate to make the discount, differs by at least 10% of the current discounted value of cash flows remaining
from the original financial liability.

Borrowing costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition or construction of assets are capitalised as part of the cost of the assets. A qualifying asset is an asset that
necessarily takes a substantial period of time to get ready for its intended use or sale. To the extent that funds are borrowed generally, the amount of borrowing costs
eligible for capitalisation are determined by applying a capitalisation rate to the expenditures on these assets. The capitalisation rate corresponds to the weighted
average of the borrowing costs applicable to the borrowings of the enterprise that are outstanding during the period, other than borrowings made specifically for the
purpose of obtaining a qualifying asset. The amount of borrowing costs capitalised during a period does not exceed the amount of borrowing costs incurred during the
period. 

The capitalisation of borrowing costs commences when expenditures for the asset are being incurred, borrowing costs have been incurred and activities necessary to
prepare all or part of the assets for their intended use or sale are in progress. Capitalisation ceases when substantially all the activities necessary to prepare the
qualifying assets for their intended use or sale are completed. Capitalisation of borrowing costs shall be suspended during extended periods in which active
development is interrupted.

h) Property, plant and equipment

p p

The cost of acquisition includes interest on external financing and personnel costs and other internal expenses directly or indirectly related to work in progress accrued

Property, plant and equipment are stated at acquisition cost less accumulated depreciation and impairment losses.

Cost includes expenditure that is directly attributable to the acquisition of the asset. The cost of self-constructed assets includes the cost of materials and direct labour, any
other costs directly attributable to bringing the asset to a working condition for its intended use, and the costs of dismantling and removing the items and restoring the site
on which they are located. Cost also may include transfers from equity of any gain or loss on qualifying cash flow hedges of foreign currency purchases of property, plant
and equipment. Purchased software that is integral to the functionality of the related equipment is capitalised as part of that equipment.

Subsequent costs are recognised as separate assets only when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the item will flow to the Group. All repair and
maintenance costs are charged to the income statement during the financial period in which they are incurred.

The Group assesses assets impairment, whenever events or circumstances may indicate that the book value of the asset exceeds its recoverable amount, the impairment 
being recognised in the income statement

The cost of acquisition includes interest on external financing and personnel costs and other internal expenses directly or indirectly related to work in progress accrued
solely during the period of construction. The cost of production is capitalised by charging costs attributable to the asset as own work capitalised under other operating
income and personnel costs and employee benefit expense in the consolidated income statement.

When parts of an item of property, plant and equipment have different useful lives, they are accounted for as separate items (major components) of property, plant and
equipment.

being recognised in the income statement. 

The recoverable amount is determined by the highest value between the net selling price and its fair value in use, this being calculated by the present value of estimated
future cash-flows obtained from the asset and after its disposal at the end of its economic useful life.
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Number of

Land is not depreciated. Depreciation on the other assets is calculated using the straight-line method over their estimated useful lives, as follows:

Number of  
years

Buildings and other constructions  20 to 33 
Plant and machinery 
     Wind farm generation 20
     Hydroelectric generation  20 to 30 
     Other plant and machinery  15 to 40 
Transport equipment  3 to 10 
Office equipment and tools  3 to 10 
Other tangible fixed assets  4 to 10 

i) Intangible assets

The other intangible assets of the Group are booked at acquisition cost less accumulated amortisation and impairment losses. The Group does not own intangible assets
with indefinite lives.

The Group assesses for impairment, whenever events or circumstances may indicate that the book value of the asset exceeds its recoverable amount, the impairment
being recognised in the income statement. The recoverable value is determined by the highest amount between its net selling price and its value in use, this being
calculated by the present value of the estimated future cash-flows obtained from the asset and sale price at the end of its economic useful life.

Acquisition and development of software

Acquired computer software licenses are capitalised on the basis of the costs incurred to acquire and bring to use the specific software. These costs are amortised on the
basis of their expected useful lives.

Costs that are directly associated with the development of identifiable specific software applications by the Group, and that will probably generate economic benefits
beyond one year, are recognised as intangible assets. These costs include employee costs directly associated with the development of the referred software and are
amortised using the straight-line method during their expected useful lives.

Maintenance costs of software are charged to the income statement when incurred.

Industrial property and other rights

j) Impairment of non financial assets

The amortisation of industrial property and other rights is calculated using the straight-line method for an expected useful live expected of less than 6 years.

The carrying amounts of the Group's non-financial assets, other than inventories and deferred tax assets, are reviewed at each reporting date to determine whether there
is any indication of impairment. If any such indication exists, the asset's recoverable amount is then estimated. For goodwill the recoverable amount is estimated at each
reporting date.

The recoverable amount of an asset or cash-generating unit is the greater of its value in use and its fair value less costs to sell. In assessing value in use, the estimated
future cash flows are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks
specific to the asset. For the purpose of impairment testing, assets are grouped together into the smallest group of assets that generates cash inflows from continuing use
that are largely independent of the cash inflows of other assets or groups of assets (the "cash generating unit") The goodwill acquired in a business combination for thethat are largely independent of the cash inflows of other assets or groups of assets (the "cash-generating unit"). The goodwill acquired in a business combination, for the
purpose of impairment testing, is allocated to cash-generating units which are expected to benefit from the synergies of the combination.

An impairment loss is recognised if the carrying amount of an asset or its cash-generating unit exceeds its estimated recoverable amount. Impairment losses are
recognised in profit or loss. Impairment losses recognised in respect of cash-generating units are allocated first to reduce the carrying amount of any goodwill allocated
to the units and then to reduce the carrying amount of the other assets in the unit (group of units) on a pro rata basis.

An impairment loss in respect of goodwill is not reversed. In respect of other assets, impairment losses recognised in prior periods are assessed at each reporting date
for any indications that the loss has decreased or no longer exists. An impairment loss is reversed if there has been a change in circumstances that caused the
impairment. An impairment loss is reversed only to the extent that the asset's carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined,
net of depreciation or amortisation, if no impairment loss had been recognised.

k) Leases

l) I v t i

Lease payments are recognised as an expense and charged to the income statement in the period to which they relate.

The Group classifies its lease agreements as finance leases or operating leases taking into consideration the substance of the transaction rather than its legal form. A
lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers to the lessee substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership. All other leases are classified as operating
leases.

Operating leases

l) Inventories

Inventories are stated at the lower of the acquisition cost and net realisable value. The cost of inventories includes purchases, conversion and other costs incurred in
bringing the inventories to their present location and condition. The net realisable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of business less the estimated
selling costs.
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The cost of inventories is assigned by using the weighted average method.

m)

Liabilities are classified as current when they are expected to be settled in the Group’s normal operating cycle, they are held primarily for the purpose of trading, they are
due to be settled within twelve months of the balance sheet date or the Group does not have an unconditional right to defer settlement of the liability for at least twelve
months after the reporting period.

Classification of assets and liabilities as current and non-current

The Group classifies assets and liabilities in the consolidated balance sheet as current and non-current. Current assets and liabilities are determined as follows:

Assets are classified as current when they are expected to be realised or are intended for sale or consumption in the Group’s normal operating cycle, they are held
primarily for the purpose of trading, they are expected to be realised within twelve months of the balance sheet date or are cash or a cash equivalent, unless the assets
may not be exchanged or used to settle a liability for at least twelve months from the balance sheet date.

n) Employee benefits

months after the reporting period.

Financial liabilities are classified as current when they are due to be settled within twelve months after the reporting period, even if the original term was for a period
longer than twelve months, and an agreement to refinance, or to reschedule payments, on a long-term basis is completed after the reporting period and before the
consolidated financial statements are authorised for issue.

Pensions

Enernova, one of the portuguese companies of EDP Renováveis Group attribute post-retirement plans to their employees under defined benefit plans and defined
contribution plans, namely, pension plans that pay complementary old-age, disability and surviving-relative pension complements, as well as early retirement pensions.p , y, p p p y p y g , y g p p , y p

Defined benefit plans

In Portugal, the defined benefits plan is financed through a restricted Pension Fund complemented by a specific provision. This Pension Fund covers liabilities for
retirement pension complements as well as liabilities for early retirement.

The pension plans of the Group companies in Portugal are classified as defined benefit plans, since the criteria to determine the pension benefit to be received by
employees on retirement is predefined and usually depend on factors such as age, years of service and level of salary at the age of retirement.

The liability of the Group with pensions is calculated annually, at the balance sheet date for each plan individually, by qualified actuaries using the projected unit credit

The increase in past service costs arising from early retirements (retirements before the normal age of retirement) is recognised in the income statement when incurred.

Actuarial gains and losses determined annually and resulting from (i) the differences between financial and actuarial assumptions used and real values obtained and (ii)
changes in the actuarial assumptions are recognised against equity, in accordance with the alternative method defined by IAS 19, revised on 16 December 2004.

y p p y p y y q g p j
method. The discount rate used in this calculation is determined by reference to interest rates of high-quality corporate bonds that are denominated in the currency in
which the benefits will be paid and that have terms to maturity approximating to the terms of the related pension liabilities.

Annually the Group recognises as cost in the income statement the net amount of, (i) the current service cost, (ii) the interest cost, (iii) the estimated return of the fund
assets and (iv) the cost arising from early retirements.

Other benefits

Medical care and other plans

Defined contribution plans

In Spain and Portugal, some Group Companies have social benefit plans of defined contribution that complement those granted by the social welfare system to the
companies employees, under which they pay a contribution to these plans each year, calculated in accordance with the rules established in each plan. The cost related
to defined contribution plans is recognised in the results in the period in which the contribution is made.

g y

Variable remuneration to employees

In Portugal some Group companies provide medical care during the period of retirement and early retirement, through complementary benefits to those provided by the
Social Welfare System. These medical care plans are classified as defined benefit plans. The present value of the defined benefit obligation at the balance sheet date is
recognised as a defined benefit liability. Measurement and recognition of the liability with healthcare benefits is similar to the measurement and recognition of the
pension liability for the defined benefit plans, described above.

In accordance with the by-laws of certain Group entities, annually the shareholders approve in the annual general meeting a percentage of profits to be paid to the
employees (variable remuneration), following a proposal made by the Board of Directors. Payments to employees are recognised in the income statement in the period to
which they relate.

o) Provisions

Provisions are recognised when: (i) the Group has a present legal or constructive obligation, (ii) it is probable that settlement will be required in the future and (iii) a reliable
estimate of the obligation can be made.
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Dismantling and decommissioning provisions

p) Recognition of costs and revenue

The Group recognises dismantling and decommissioning provisions for property, plant and equipment when a legal or contractual obligation is setlled to dismantling
and decommissioning those assets at the end of their useful life. Consequently, the Group has booked provisions for property, plant and equipment related with wind
turbines, for the expected cost of restoring sites and land to its original condition. The provisions correspond to the present value of the expenditure expected to be
required to settle the obligation and are recognised as part of the initial cost or an adjustment to the cost of the respective asset, being depreciated on a straight-line
basis over the asset useful life.

Decommissioning and dismantling provisions are remeasured on an annual basis based on the best estimate of the settlement amount. The unwinding of the discount
at each balance sheet date is charged to the income statement.

Revenue comprises the amounts invoiced on the sale of products or of services rendered, net of value added tax, rebates and discounts, after elimination of intra-group
sales.

Revenue from electricity sales is recognised in the period that electricity is generated and transferred to customers. 

Engeneering revenue includes the initial amount agreed in the contract plus any variations in contract work, claims and incentive payments to the extent that it is probable 
that they will result in revenue and can be measured reliably. As soon as the outcome of a construction contract can be estimated reliably, contract revenue and
expenses are recognised in profit or loss in proportion to the stage of completion of the contract. 

Costs and revenues are recorded in the year to which they refer regardless of when paid or received, in accordance with the accrual concept. Differences between
amounts received and paid and the corresponding revenue and expenditure are recorded under other assets and other liabilities.

q) Financial results

Differences between estimated and actual amounts, which are normally not significant, are recorded during the subsequent periods.

Financial results include interest payable on borrowings, interest receivable on funds invested, dividend income, unwinding of the discount of provisions and written put
options to non controlling interest, foreign exchange gains and losses and gains and losses on financial instruments.

p g p p p g p

Interest income is recognised in the income statement based on the effective interest note method. Dividend income is recognised in the income statement on the date
the entity's right to receive payments is established.

r) Income tax

Deferred tax is recognised in respect of temporary differences between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities for financial reporting purposes and the amounts
used for taxation purposes. Deferred tax is not recognised for the following temporary differences: the initial recognition of assets or liabilities in a transaction that is not a
business combination and that affects neither accounting nor taxable profit or loss, and differences relating to investments in subsidiaries and jointly controlled entities to

Income tax expense comprises current and deferred tax. Current tax and deferred tax are recognised in profit or loss except to the extent that it relates to a business
combination, or items recognised directly in equity or in other comprehensive income. 

Current tax is the expected tax payable or receivable on the taxable income or loss for the year, using tax rates enacted or substantively enacted at the reporting date,
and any adjustment to tax payable in respect of previous years.

s) Earnings per share

g p g j y
the extent that it is probable that they will not reverse in the foreseeable future. In addition, deferred tax is not recognised for taxable temporary differences arising on the
initial recognition of goodwill. Deferred tax is measured at the tax rates that are expected to be applied to temporary differences when they reverse, based on the laws
that have been enacted or substantively enacted by the reporting date. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset if there is a legally enforceable right to offset current
tax liabilities and assets, and they relate to income taxes levied by the same tax authority on the same taxable entity, or on different tax entities, but they intend to settle
current tax liabilities and assets on a net basis or their tax assets and liabilities will be realised simultaneously.

A deferred tax asset is recognised for unused tax losses, tax credits and deductible temporary differences, to the extent that it is probable that future taxable profits will
be available against which they can be utilised. Deferred tax assets are reviewed at each reporting date and are reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable that
the related tax benefit will be realised.

s) Earnings per share

t) Non-current assets  held for sale and discontinued operations

The Group also classifies as non-current assets held for sale those non-current assets or disposal groups acquired exclusively with a view to its subsequent disposal, that
are available for immediate sale and its sale is highly probable.

Basic earnings per share are calculated by dividing net profit attributable to equity holders of the parent company by the weighted average number of ordinary shares
outstanding during the year, excluding the average number of ordinary shares purchased by the Group and held as treasury stock.

Non-current assets or disposal groups (groups of assets and related liabilities that include at least a non-current asset) are classified as held for sale when their carrying
amounts will be recovered principally through sale and the assets or disposal groups are available for immediate sale and its sale is highly probable.

g y p

Immediately before classification as held for sale, the measurement of the non-current assets or all assets and liabilities in a disposal group, is adjusted in accordance
with the applicable IFRS. Subsequently, these assets or disposal groups are measured at the lower of their carrying amount at fair value less costs to sell.
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u) Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand and demand deposits in financial institutions They also include other short-term highly liquid investments that are

v) Government grants

x) Environmental issues

Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand and demand deposits in financial institutions. They also include other short-term, highly liquid investments that are
readily convertible to known amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value. An investment normally qualifies as a cash equivalent
when it has a maturity of less than three months from the date of acquisition.

Government grants are recognised initially as deferred income under non-current liabilities when there is reasonable assurance that they will be received and that the
Group will comply with the conditions associated with the grant. Grants that compensate the Group for expenses incurred are recognised in profit or loss on a systematic
basis in the same periods in which the expenses are recognised. Grants that compensate the Group for the cost of an asset are recognised in profit or loss on a
systematic basis over the useful life of the asset.

x) Environmental issues

3. Critical accounting estimates and judgments in applying accounting policies 

The IFRSs set forth a range of accounting treatments and require the Board of Directors to apply judgment and make estimates in deciding which treatment is most
appropriate.

The Group takes measures to prevent, reduce or repair the damage caused to the environment by its activities.

Expenses derived from environmental activities are recognised as other operating expenses in the period in which they are incurred.

The main accounting estimates and judgements used in applying the accounting policies are discussed in this note in order to improve the understanding of how theirThe main accounting estimates and judgements used in applying the accounting policies are discussed in this note in order to improve the understanding of how their
application affects the Group’s reported results and disclosures. A broader description of the accounting policies employed by the Group is disclosed in Note 2 to the
Consolidated Annual Accounts.

Considering that in many cases there are alternatives to the accounting treatment adopted by EDP Renováveis, the Group’s reported results could differ if a different
treatment was chosen. EDP Renováveis believes that the choices made are appropriate and that the annual accounts are presented fairly, in all material respects, the
Group’s financial position and results. The alternative outcomes discussed below are presented solely to assist the reader in understanding the annual accounts and are
not intended to suggest that other alternatives or estimates would be more appropriate.

Impairment of available for sale investments

The Group determines that available for sale investments are impaired when there has been a significant or prolonged decline in the fair value below its cost

Fair values are based on listed market prices, if available, otherwise fair value is determined either by dealer prices (both for that transaction or for similar instruments

The Group determines that available for sale investments are impaired when there has been a significant or prolonged decline in the fair value below its cost.

This determination of what is significant or prolonged requires judgment. In making this judgment, the Group evaluates among other factors, the normal volatility in share
price. In addition, valuations are generally obtained through listed market prices or valuation models that may require assumptions or judgment in making estimates of
fair value.

Fair value of derivatives

Alternative methodologies and the use of different assumptions and estimates could result in a higher level of impairment losses recognised with a consequent impact in
the income statement of the Group.

p , , y p (
traded) or by pricing models, based on net present value of estimated future cash flows which take into account market conditions for the underlying instruments, time
value, yield curves and volatility factors. These pricing models may require assumptions or judgments in estimating fair values.

Consequently, the use of a different model or of different assumptions or judgments in applying a particular model may have produced different financial results for a
particular period.

Review of the useful life of assets related to production

The Group regularly reviews the useful life of its electrical generation installations in order to bring it into line with the technical and economic measurements of the
installations, taking into consideration their technological capacity and prevailing regulatory restrictions.

Impairment of non financial assets

Impairment test are performed whenever there is an indication that the recoverable amount of property, plant, equipment and intangible assets is less than the
corresponding net book value of assets.

Considering that estimated recoverable amounts related to property, plant and equipment, intangible assets and goodwill are based on the best information available,
changes in the estimates and judgments could change the impairment test results which could affects the Group’s reported results.

Income taxes

The Group is subject to income taxes in numerous jurisdictions. Significant interpretations and estimates are required in determining the global amount for income taxes.

There are many transactions and calculations for which the ultimate tax determination is uncertain during the ordinary course of business. Different interpretations and
estimates would result in a different level of income taxes, current and deferred, recognised in the period.
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Tax Authorities are entitled to review the EDP Renováveis, and its subsidiaries’ determination of its annual taxable earnings, for a determined period that may be
extended in case there are tax losses carried forward. Therefore, it is possible that some additional taxes may be assessed, mainly as a result of differences in
interpretation of the tax law However EDP Renováveis and those of its subsidiaries are confident that there will be no material tax assessments within the context of the

4 Financial-risk management policies

interpretation of the tax law. However EDP Renováveis and those of its subsidiaries, are confident that there will be no material tax assessments within the context of the
annual accounts.

The use of different assumptions in estimates and judgments referred may have produced different results from those that have been considered.

Dismantling and decommissioning provisions

The Board of Directors considers that Group has contractual obligations with the dismantling and decommissioning of property, plant and equipment related to wind
electricity generation. For these responsibilities the Group has recorded provisions for the expected cost of restoring sites and land to its original condition. The provisions
correspond to the present value of the expenditure expected to be required to settle the obligation.

4. Financial-risk management policies

The businesses of EDP Renováveis Group are exposed to a variety of financial risks, including the effects of changes in market prices, foreign exchange and interest rates.
The main financial risks lie essentially in its debt portfolio, arising from interest-rate and the exchange-rate exposures. The unpredictability of the financial markets is
analysed on an on-going basis in accordance with the EDP Group’s risk management policy. Financial instruments are used to minimize potential adverse effects
resulting from the interest rates and foreign exchange rates risks on EDP Renováveis financial performance.

The Board of Directors of EDP Renováveis is responsible for the definition of general risk-management principles and the establishment of exposure limits. The operational 
management of financial risks of EDP Renováveis Group is outsourced to the Finance Department of EDP - Energias de Portugal, S.A., in accordance with the policies
approved by the Board of Directors. The outsourcing service includes identification and evaluation of hedging mechanisms appropriate to each exposure.

All transactions undertaken using derivative financial instruments require the prior approval of the Board of Directors which defines the parameters of each transactionAll transactions undertaken using derivative financial instruments require the prior approval of the Board of Directors, which defines the parameters of each transaction
and approves the formal documents describing their objectives.

EDP Renováveis Group operates internationally and is exposed to the exchange-rate risk resulting, mainly, from investments in subsidiaries whichfunctional currency is
the US Dollar (USD), Poland Zloty (PLN) and Romanian Lei (RON). Currently, the main exposure to the exchange-rate risk is the USD/EUR currency fluctuation risk, which
results mainly from the shareholding in Horizon.

Exchange-rate risk management 

The risk management policy implemented by the Group accomodated the adverse environment in capital markets allowing EDP Renováveis to follow its strategy and
investment plan without significative changes.

EDP Group's Finance Department is responsible for monitoring the evolution of the USD, seeking to mitigate the impact of currency fluctuations on the financial results
and/or equity of the Group, using exchange-rate derivatives and/or other hedging structures.

As a consequence a depreciation/appreciation of 10% in the foreign currency exchange rate, with reference to 31 December 2009 and 2008, would originate an
increase/(decrease) in EDP Renováveis Group income statement and equity, as follows (amounts in thousands of Euros):

The policy implemented by the EDP Renováveis Group consists of undertaking derivative financial instruments for the purpose of hedging foreign exchange risks with
characteristics similar to those of the hedged item. The operations are revalued and monitored throughout their useful lives and, periodically, their effectiveness in
controlling and hedging the risk that gave rise to them is evaluated.

Sensivity analysis - Foreign exchange rate

+10% -10% +10% -10%

USD / EUR 6,415 -7,841 - -
PLN / EUR - - 7,984 -9,759

6,415 -7,841 7,984 -9,759

EquityProfit or loss

p q y

 31 Dec 2009

 31 Dec 2008
Profit or loss Equity

+10% -10% +10% -10%
USD / EUR 4,432 -5,416 - -
PLN / EUR - - 7,316 -8,942

4,432 -5,416 7,316 -8,942

This analysis assumes that all other variables, namely interest rates, remain unchangeable.

Interest rate risk management 

As at 31 December 2009 and 2008, EDP Renováveis Group has no significant exposure to exchange rate risks related essentially with the Horizon activity. To hedge these
risks, EDP Renováveis Group entered into a CIRS in USD and EUR with EDP Branch. 

The Group’s operating and financial cash flows are substantially independent from the fluctuation in interest-rate markets. 

The purpose of the interest-rate risk management policies is to reduce the exposure of debt cash flows to market fluctuations. As such, whenever considered necessary
and in accordance to the Group's policy, the Group contracts derivative financial instruments to hedge interest rate risks.
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In the floating-rate financing context, the Group contracts interest-rate derivative financial instruments to hedge cash flows associated with future interest payments,
which have the effect of converting floating-interest rate loans into fixed-interest rate loanswhich have the effect of converting floating interest rate loans into fixed interest rate loans. 

All these operations are undertaken on liabilities in the Group’s debt portfolio and are mainly perfect hedges with a high correlation between changes in fair value of the
hedging instrument and changes in fair value of the interest-rate risk or upcoming cash flows.

The EDP Renováveis Group has a portfolio of interest-rate derivatives with maturities between 1 and 12 years. The Financial Department of EDP Group undertakes
sensitivity analyses of the fair value of financial instruments to interest-rate fluctuations or up-coming cash flows.

Sensivity analysis - Interest rates

The management of interest rate risk associated to activities developed by the Group is outsourced to the Financial Department of EDP Group, contracting derivative
financial instruments to mitigate this risk

100 bp 100 bp 100 bp 100 bp
increase decrease increase decrease

 31 Dec 2009
Profit or loss Equity

Based on the debt portfolio of the NEO Group and the related derivative financial instruments used to hedge associated interest rate risk, as well as on the shareholder
loans received by EDP Renováveis, a change of 100 basis points in the interest rates with reference to 31 December 2009 and 2008 would increase / (decrease) equity
and results of EDP Renováveis Group in the following amounts (in thousands of Euros):

financial instruments to mitigate this risk.

  Cash flow hedge derivatives - - 9,822 -10,455
  Unhedged debt (variable interest rates) -985 985 - - 

-985 985 9,822 -10,455

100 bp 100 bp 100 bp 100 bp
increase decrease increase decrease

  Cash flow hedge derivatives - - 10,621 -11,109
U h d d d bt ( i bl i t t t ) 1 433 1 433

 31 Dec 2008
Profit or loss Equity

  Unhedged debt (variable interest rates) -1,433 1,433 - - 
-1,433 1,433 10,621 -11,109

The EDP Renováveis Group policy in terms of the counterparty risk on financial transactions with companies outside EDP Group is managed by an analysis of the technical
capacity, competitiveness, credit rating and exposure to each counter-party. Counterparties in derivatives and financial transactions are restricted to high-quality credit
institutions or to the EDP Group

This analysis assumes that all other variables, namely foreign exchange rates, remain unchangeable.

As at 31 December 2009 and 2008, Horizon has no significant exposure to interest rate risks.

Counter-party credit-rate risk management in financial transactions

In the specific case of Horizon Group, credit risk is not significant due to the limited average collection period for customer balances and the quality of its debtors. The
Group’s main customers are regulated utility companies and regional market agents in the U.S.

institutions or to the EDP Group.

The EDP Renováveis Group documents financial operations according to international standards. Most derivative financial instruments contracted with credit institutions
are engaged under ISDA Master Agreements, to assure a greater flexibility in the transfer of the instruments in the market.

In the specific case of the NEO Group, credit risk is not significant due to the limited average collection period for customer balances and the quality of its debtors. The
Group’s main customers are operators and distributors in the energy market of their respective countries (OMEL and MEFF in the case of the Spanish market).

Liquidity-risk 

Liquidity risk is the possibility that the Group will not be able to meet its financial obligations as they fall due. The Group strategy to manage liquidity is to ensure, as far as
possible, that it will always have significant liquidity to meet its liabilities when due, under both normal and stressed conditions, without incurring unaceptable losses or
risking damage to the Group's reputation.

The liquidity policy followed ensures compliance with payment obligations acquired, through maintaining sufficient credit facilities and having access to the EDP Group

EDP Renováveis believes that the amount that best represents the Group's exposure to credit risk corresponds to the carrying amount of Trade receivables and Other
debtors, net of the impairment losses recognised. The Group believes that the credit quality of these receivables is adequate and that no significant impaired credits exist
that have not been recognised as such and provided for.

facilities (see note 2 (a)).
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Market price risk

As at 31 December 2009 market price risk affecting the EDP Renovavéis Group is not significant In the case of Horizon prices are fixed and mainly determined by power

Neo and Horizon have electricity sales swaps that qualify for hedge accounting (cash flow hedge) that are related to electricity sales for the year 2009 and 2008 (see note
35).The purpose of EDP Renováveis Group is to hedge a volume of energy generated to reduce its exposure to the energy price volatility.

The Group’s goal in managing equity, in accordance with the policies established by its main shareholder, is to safeguard the Group’s capacity to continue operating as a
going concern, grow steadily to meet established growth targets and maintain an optimum equity structure to reduce equity cost.

Capital management

As at 31 December 2009, market price risk affecting the EDP Renovavéis Group is not significant. In the case of Horizon, prices are fixed and mainly determined by power
purchase agreements. In the case of NEO the electricity is sold in Spain directly on the daily market at spot prices plus a pre-defined premium (regulated). Nevertheless,
NEO has an option of selling the power through regulated tariffs, granting minimum prices. In the remaining countries, prices are mainly determined through regulated
tariffs.

5. Changes in consolidation perimeter: Business combinations, Sale of affiliates and Merge of affiliates

Companies sold and liquidated:
● Generaciones Especiales I, S.L, sold its 50% interest in the subsidiary Ibersol E. Solar Ibérica, S.A.;

During the year ended in 31 December 2009, the changes in the consolidation perimeter of the EDP Renováveis Group were:

going concern, grow steadily to meet established growth targets and maintain an optimum equity structure to reduce equity cost.

In conformity with other sector groups, the Group controls its financing structure based on the leverage ratio. This ratio is calculated as net financial borrowings divided by
total equity and net borrowings. Net financial borrowings are determined as the sum of financial debt, institutional equity liabilities corrected for non-current deferred
revenues, less cash and cash equivalents.

p , , y , ;
● Generaciones Especiales I, S.L, dissolved and liquidated the subsidiary Horta Medioambiente, S.A.;
● Generaciones Especiales I, S.L., dissolved and liquidated the subsidiary Eólica Mare Nostrum S.A.;
● Horizon Wind Energy LLC, dissolved the subsidiary Chocolate Bayou Windpower I, LP;
● Nuevas Energías de Occidente, S.L., dissolved the Hollywell Investments Limited, SARL;
● Nuevas Energías de Occidente, S.L., dissolved and liquidated the subsidiary Ridgeside Investments Limited, SARL;

Companies merged during the period:
● Horizon Wind Energy Company LLC was merged into Horizon Wind Energy LLC;
● Levante Energia Eólica, Lda was merged into Enernova Novas Energias, S.A.;

Companies acquired during the period:
●

●

●

● EDPR Group acquired 100% of the share capital of Elektrownia Wiatrowa Kresy I, S.P. through its subsidiary Neo Polska (see note 17);
● EDPR Group acquired 100% of the share capital of Elebrás Projectos, Ltda through its subsidiary EDP Renováveis Brasil (see note 17);
●

EDPR Group, through its subsidiary Neo Catalunia, S.A. acquired 100% of the share capital of the companies Parc Eólic Coll de la Garganta, SL., Parc Eólic Serra 
Voltorera, SL. y Bon Vent de L'Ebre, SL. (see note 17);

EDPR Group acquired 60.63% of the share capital of Aprofitament D'Energies Renovables de la Terra Alta, S.A. through its subsidiaries Parc Eòlic de Coll de Moro,
S.L. (12.24%), Parc Eòlic de Torre Madrina, S.L. (12.24%), Bon Vent de Corbera, S.L. (10.68%), Bon Vent de Vilalba, S.L. (10.42%), Bon Vent de L'Ebre, S.L. (9.70%) and
Parc Eòlic de Vilalba dels Arcs, S.L. (5.35%) (see note 17);

EDPR Group, through its subsidiary EDPR Brasil, S.A. acquired 100% of the share capital of CENAEEL - Central Nacional de Energia Eólica, Lda. ("CENAEEL") (see 
note 17);
EDPR Group, through its subsidiary Nuevas Energías de Occidente,S.L. acquired 100% of the share capital of the companies Mardelle, SARL and Vallée du Moulin, 
SARL and 49% of the share capital of Quinze Mines, SARL. (see note 17);

●

Companies incorporated during the period:
●
●
●
● Meadow Lake Windfarm III LLC;
● Meadow Lake Windfarm IV LLC;
● Meadow Lake Wind Farm V, LLC;
● Black Prairie Wind Farm II LLC;

EDPR Group acquired 38.96% of the share capital of Aprofitament D'Energies Renovables de L'Ebre, S.A. through its subsidiary Aprofitament D'Energies
Renovables de la Terra Alta, S.A. (see note 18).

Agrupación Eólica Francia, S.L. was incorporated being 100% held by Nuevas Energias del Occidente, S.A.;
Desarrollos Eólicos de Teruel, S.L.. was incoporated being 51% held by Sinae, S.A.;
Eólica Garcimuñoz, S.L.. was incoporated being 100% held by Desa, S.A.;

● Black Prairie Wind Farm III LLC;
● Horizon Wind Energy Northwest IV LLC;
● Horizon Wyoming Transmission LLC;
● 2009 Vento IV, LLC;
● 2009 Vento V, LLC;
● 2009 Vento VI, LLC;
● Horizon Wind Ventures II, LLC;
● Paulding Wind Farm, LLC;
● Paulding Wind Farm II, LLC;
● Paulding Wind Farm III, LLC;
● Simpson Ridge Wind Farm II, LLC;
● Simpson Ridge Wind Farm III LLC;● Simpson Ridge Wind Farm III, LLC;
● Simpson Ridge Wind Farm IV, LLC;
● Simpson Ridge Wind Farm V, LLC;
● Horizon Wind Ventures VI, LLC;
● Lexington Chenoa Wind Farm II, LLC;
● Lexington Chenoa Wind Farm III, LLC;
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Companies incorporated during the period:
● Athena-Weston Wind Power Project II, LLC;
● Blue Canyon Wind Power VII LLC;● Blue Canyon Wind Power VII, LLC;
●
●

The following companies were merged in Neogália, S.A.S.:
- C.E. Ayssenes-Le Truel, S.A.S.;
- C.E. Beaurevoir, S.A.S.;
- C.E. Bourbriac, S.A.S.;
- C.E. Calanhel Lohuec, S.A.S.;
- Eole Service, S.A.R.L.;
- Eole 76 Developpement, S.A.R.L.;
- Le Gollot, S.A.S.;

EDPR UK Limited was incoporated being 100% held by Nuevas Energías de Occidente, S.L.;
Moray Offshore Renewables Limited was incoporated being 75% held by EDPR UK Limited.

- Keranfouler, S.A.S.;
- Parc Eolien Les Bles D'Or, S.A.R.L.;
- C.E. Les Vielles, SAS;
- Eole Futur Montloue 1, SAS;
- SOCPE Pieces de Vigne, S.A.R.L.;
- CE Pont d´Yeu, SAS;
- C.E. NEO Prouville, S.A.S.;
- Recherches et Dével. Éoliennes, S.A.R.L.;
- C.E. Saint Alban-Henansal, S.A.S.;
- SOCPE Saint Jacques, S.A.R.L..

The following companies were merged in Neolica Polska:The following companies were merged in Neolica Polska:
- Zulawy Wind Park II, Sp.z.o.o.;
- Kip Wind Park II, Sp. z.o.o.;
- Relax Wind Park V, Sp. z.o.o.;
- Relax Wind Park VI, Sp. z.o.o.;
- Chodow Wind Park, Sp. z o.o.;
- Sk Wind Park, Sp. z o.o;
- Kip Wind Park I, Sp. z.o.o.;
- Sokolowo Wind Park, Sp. z o.o..

Other changes
● Genesa I S.L. acquired the remaining 10% of the share capital of Hidroeléctrica Fuentermosa, S.L.;q g p , ;
● Neolica Polska acquired 3,14% of the share capital of Relax Wind Park I SP Z.O.O.;
● Sinae Inversiones Eólicas S.A. acquired 18% of the share capital of Parque Eólico del Voltoya, S.A. (see note 18);
● Desarrollos Eólicos Promoción S.A.U. acquired 3,33% of the share capital of Desarrollos Eólicos de Galicia, S.A..

Companies sold during the period:
● Generaciones Especiales I, S.L, sold its 50% interest in the subsidiary  Marquesado Solar, S.A. to Solar Millenium AG;
● Sinae Inversiones Eólicas, S.A. sold 20% of its interest in IDER, S.L.;
● Sinae Inversiones Eólicas, S.A. sold an interest of 5% in Eólica Sierra de Avila, S.L. and Eólica del Alfoz, S.L. to Invesducro Eólica, S.L.;
● Enernova sold its 5% interest in Bioeléctrica S L to EDP Imobiliária

During 2008, the changes in the consolidation perimeter of the EDP Renováveis Group were:

Enernova sold its 5% interest in Bioeléctrica, S.L. to EDP Imobiliária.

Companies merged during the period:
● Horizon Wind Energy Company LLC was merged into Horizon Wind Energy LLC;
● Bolores - Energia Eólica, S.A. and Safra - Energia Eólica, S.A. were merged into Enernova - Novas Energias, S.A..

Companies incorporated during the period:
● Eólica de Radona S.L. was incorporated being 100% held by Sinae Inversiones Eólicas, S.A.;
● Neolica Polska SP Z.O.O. was incorporated and it is 100% held by NEO;
● The companies Cloud County Wind Farm, Pioneer Prairie Wind Farm I, LLC, Sagebrush Power Partners, LLC, Rail Splitter, Cloud West Wind Project, LLC, Wheatfield

Wind Power Project, LLC and Whitestone Wind Purchasing, LLC were incorporated during 2008 and are 100% held by Horizon Wind Energy LLC.

Companies acquired during the period:
●
●

●

●
●
●

DEPSA S.A. acquired an additional 5% interest in Desarollos Eólicos del Corme, S.A.;
Desarrollos Catalanes Del Viento,S.L. acquired 100% of the companies Parc Eòlic de Coll de Moro, S.L., Parc Eòlic de Torre Madrina, S.L. and Parc Eòlic de Vilalba 
dels Arcs, S.L. (see note 17);
Nuevas Energías de Occidente,S.L. acquired 100% of the subgroups Hollywell and Ridgeside, several companies that are currently included in the Neo Galia 
subgroup, Bom Vent de Corbera, Bom Vent de Vilalba and Parc Eolic Molinars, S.L. (see note 17);
Nuevas Energías de Occidente,S.L. acquired 85% of the companies Renovatio Power and Cernavoda Power (see note 17);
Nuevas Energías de Occidente,S.L. acquired 51% of the companies Relax Wind Park IV Sp and Relax Wind Park II Sp;
Nuevas Energías de Occidente,S.L. increased the interest from 73.3% to 93.3% in the company Relax Wind Park I Sp and from 51% to 100% in the company Relax 
Wind Park III, Sp.

The companies included in the consolidation perimeter as at 31 December 2009 and 2008 are listed in the Annex 1 to these consolidated annual accounts.
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6. Revenue

Revenue is analysed by sector as follows:Revenue is analysed by sector as follows:

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

  Revenue by sector of activity/business:
       Electricity 632,726 514,039
       Other 10,791 12,738

643,517 526,777
 

  Services rendered by sector of activity:
       Other 4,725 5,652

Group

, ,
648,242 532,429

 
  Total Revenue:  
       Electricity 632,726 514,039
       Other 15,516 18,390

648,242 532,429
   

The breakdown of Revenue for the Group, by geographic market, is presented in the Segmental reporting (see note 43).

Cost of consumed electricity and Changes in inventories and cost of raw material and consumables used is analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

Cost of consumed electricity 1,522 993

Changes in inventories and cost of raw material and consumables used:
       Cost of consumables used 2,803 17,160
       Changes in inventories 1,910 -5,909

6,235 12,244

Group

 
7. Other operating income

Other operating income is analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

     Supplementary income 1,303 1,503
     Gains on fixed assets 51 823

Group

     Turbine availability income 12,692 2,390
     Income from sale of interests in institutional partnerships - Horizon 82,671 61,238
     Amortization of deferred income related to power purchase agreements 17,654 18,272
     Operating indemnities 3,319 1,004
     Other income 7,541 4,294

125,231 89,524
   

Income from sale of interests in institutional partnerships - Horizon, includes revenue recognition related to production tax credits (PTC) and tax depreciations, related to
projects Vento I, II, III, IV and V (see note 33).

The power purchase agreements between Horizon and its customers were valued, at the acquisition date, using discounted cash flow techniques. At that date, theseThe power purchase agreements between Horizon and its customers were valued, at the acquisition date, using discounted cash flow techniques. At that date, these
agreements were valued based on market assumptions by approximately 120 million Euros (USD 190.4 million) and recorded as a non-current liability (note 33). This
liability is amortised over the period of the agreements against other operating income. As at 31 December 2009, the amortization for the year amounts to 17,654
thousands of Euros (31 December 2008: 18,272 thousands of Euros).

Turbine availability income refers to compensation received from turbines suppliers when the measured average availability of turbines in activity is less than 93% in the
first six months and/or less than 97% in any of the subsequent periods of six months during the warranty period.

Operating indemnities refer to amounts received from insurance companies related with accidents in tangible fixed assets accidents and/or losses on the operational
activity.
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8. Supplies and services

This balance is analysed as follows:This balance is analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

    Supplies and services:
        Water, electricity and fuel 1,876 1,808
        Tools and office material 1,692 1,628
        Leases and rents 22,310 17,696
        Communications 2,679 1,686
        Insurance 8,244 6,009

Transportation travelling and representation 7 499 6 258

Group

        Transportation, travelling and representation 7,499 6,258
        Commissions and fees 813 574
        Maintenance and repairs 70,823 40,251
        Advertising 1,848 2,223
        Specialised works

     - IT services 3,457 3,274
     - Legal fees 3,411 2,068
     - Advisory fees 8,707 11,935
     - Shared services 5,931 4,338
     - Other services 4,319 3,566

        Royalties 1,500 1,500
Other supplies and services 3 195 2 133        Other supplies and services 3,195 2,133

148,304 106,947
   

9. Personnel costs and employee benefits expense

Personnel costs is analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

Remunerations 41,135 32,840
Social charges on remunerations 5 718 5 095

Group

Social charges on remunerations 5,718 5,095
Employee's variable remuneration 11,563 14,257
Employee's benefits 1,773 1,501
Other costs 5,580 2,823
Own work capitalised -23,855 -19,505

41,914 37,011
   

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

The average breakdown by management positions and professional category of the permanent staff (annual average) as of 31 December 2009 and 2008 is as follows:

Group

Euro 000 Euro 000

Board members 16 14
Senior management / Senior officers 52 51
Middle management 381 320
Highly-skilled and skilled employees 180 143
Semi-skilled workers 108 116

737 644
 

The number of employees includes Management and all the employees of all the subsidiaries and associates.

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

Costs with pension plans 614 1,085
Costs with medical care plan and other benefits 19 5

633 1,090
  

Group

As at 31 December 2009, Costs with pension plans relates to defined contribution plans (596 thousands of Euros) and defined benefit plans (18 thousands of Euros), see
also note 31

Employee benefits expense is analysed as follows:

also note 31.

Cost with pension plans includes 979 thousands of Euros related to a reversal of the provisions, due to a transfer of responsibilities to other EDP group companies.
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10. Other operating expenses

Other operating expenses are analysed as follows:Other operating expenses are analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

          Direct operating taxes 11,958 8,574
          Indirect taxes 6,466 4,047
          Losses on fixed assets 1,970 2,289
          Lease costs related to the electricity generating centres 4,995 4,343
          Donations 285 1,988
          Amortizations of Deferred O&M cost 872 1,629

Turbine availability bonus 661 255

Group

          Turbine availability bonus 661 255
          Other costs and losses 6,631 3,659

33,838 26,784
  

11. Depreciation and amortisation expense

This balance is analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

    Property, plant and equipment:
Buildings and other constructions 594 489

Group

        Buildings and other constructions 594 489
        Plant and machinery:

     Hydroelectric generation 83 83
     Thermoelectric generation 192 460
     Wind generation 306,733 201,500
     Other 349 23

        Transport equipment 142 140
        Office equipment 3,180 1,600
        Other 860 344

312,133 204,639
    Other intangible assets:

Industrial property other rights and other intangibles 2 217 3 125        Industrial property, other rights and other intangibles 2,217 3,125
2,217 3,125

314,350 207,764
    Amortisation of deferred income (Government grants):
        Investment grants -2,403 -696

-2,403 -696
311,947 207,068

   
12. Gains / (losses) from the sale of financial assets

Gains / (losses) from the sale of financial assets, for the Group, are analysed as follows:

Disposal Value Disposal Value
% Euro'000 % Euro'000

Investments in subsidiaries and associates

Ibersol Solar Ibérica, S.A. 50% 268 - -
Marquesado del Solar, S.A. - - 50% 2,378
Investigación y Desarollo de Energias Renovables, S.L. ("IDER") - - 20% -15

268 2,363
  

G i E i l I SL ld it 50% h h ldi i IBERSOL S l Ibé i SA t S l Mill i AG f 300 th d f E ti ti i

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008

Generaciones Especiales I, SL, sold its 50% shareholding in IBERSOL Solar Ibérica, SA to Solar Millennium AG, for 300 thousands of Euros, generating an accounting gain
of 268 thousands of Euros.
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13. Other financial income and financial expenses

Other financial income and financial expenses are analysed as follows:Other financial income and financial expenses are analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

  Other financial income:
     Interest income 7,865 19,271
     Derivative financial instruments

     Interest 9,108 25,978
     Fair value 5,983 1,692

     Foreign exchange gains 12,747 223,960
Other financial Income 14 -

Group

     Other financial Income 14
35,717 270,901

  
  Other financial expenses:
     Interest expense 103,745 93,851
     Derivative financial instruments

     Fair value 4,579 5,663
     Foreign exchange losses 5,629 227,272
     Own work capitalised (financial interests) -74,691 -39,176
     Unwinding 65,901 57,922
     Other financial expenses 2,988 2,588

108 151 348 120108,151 348,120
       Financial income / (expenses) -72,434 -77,219

  
Derivative financial instruments - Interest, relates to the interest liquidations on the derivative financial instrument established between EDP Renováveis and EDP Branch
(see notes 33 and 35).

Foreign exchange gains (13,274 thousands of Euros) as at 31 December 2009 are essentially related with the appreciation of the Zloty against the Euro ( 8,487 thousands
of Euros) and with the financings granted by EDP Branch to EDP Renováveis (2,150 thousands of Euros).

In acordance with the accounting policy described on note 2g), of the 31 December 2009 consolidated financial statetments the borrowing costs (interest) capitalised in
tangible fixed assets in progress as at 31 December 2009 amounted to 74,691 thousands of Euros (39,176 thousands of Euros as at 31 December 2008) and are included
under Own work capitalised (financial interest) The implicit interest rates used for this capitalisation vary in accordance with the related loans between 1 839% and

14. Income tax expense

Unwinding expenses refers to the financial update of provisions for dismantling and decommissioning of wind farms 3,134 thousands of Euros, 2008 : 2,157 thousands
of Euros (see note 32), to the financial update of the liability related with put option Genesa and Desa 8,620 thousands of Euros, 2008:12,134 thousands of Euros (see note
33) and the implied return in institutional partnerships in US wind farms 54,147 thousands of Euros, 2008: 43,631 thousands of Euros (see note 33).

In accordance with prevailing legislation tax returns are subject to review and correction by the tax authorities during subsequent years In Portugal and Spain this period

under Own work capitalised (financial interest). The implicit interest rates used for this capitalisation vary in accordance with the related loans, between 1.839% and
10.250%. 

Interest expense refers to interest on loans bearing interest at market rates.

Nuevas Energías de Occidente, S.L. and its subsidiary companies file individual tax declarations in accordance with prevailing tax legislation. Nevertheless, the main
Group companies pay income tax following the specific principles of the Special Tax Consolidation Regime, contained in articles 64 and 82 of Royal Legislative Decree
4/2004 whereby the revised corporate income tax law was approved.

In accordance with prevailing legislation, tax returns are subject to review and correction by the tax authorities during subsequent years. In Portugal and Spain this period
is four years, and 2005 is the last year considered to be definitively reviewed by the tax authorities. In the United States of America, generally, the statute to the issuance
by tax authorities (IRS) of a tax additional liquidation is three years from the date of settlement of the annual tax declaration of a company.

Tax losses generated in each year, also subject to inspection and adjustment, may be deductible from taxable profits during subsequent years (6 years in Portugal, 15
years in Spain and 20 years in the EUA). The breakdown of tax losses carried forward and the respective expiration date are presented in Note 20. The companies of the
EDP Renováveis Group are taxed, whenever possible, on a consolidated basis allowed by the tax law of the respective countries.

This balance is analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

  Current tax -34,112 -55,047
  Deferred tax -10,642 6,068

-44,754 -48,979
  

Group
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The effective income tax rate as at 31 December 2009 and 2008 is analysed as follows:

Group
 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008

Euro'000 Euro'000

Profit before tax 162,541 161,197
Income tax -44,754 -48,979
Efective Income Tax Rate 27.53% 30.38%

Group Group
31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008

Group

The reconciliation between the nominal and the effective income tax rate for the Group during the years ended 31 December 2009 and 31 December 2008 is analysed as
follows:

Euro'000 Euro'000

Profit before taxes 162,541 161,197
Nominal income tax rate 30.00% 30.00%
Expected income taxes -48,762 -48,359
Income taxes for the period -44,754 -48,979
Difference 4,008 -620

Tax effect of operations with institutional partnerships 22,013 37,929
Depreciation and amortization -4,656 24,274
Unrecognised deferred tax assets related to tax losses generated in the period -31,447 -51,881
Production tax credits 14,702 815
Fair value of financial instruments and financial investments -2,587 -10,062
Financial investments in associates 1,263 1,333
Difference between gains and accounting gains and losses 727 -1,225
Autonomous Tax -493 -237
Tax exempt dividends - -2,084
Tax benefits 2,666 -970
Effect of tax rates in foreign jurisdictions 1,674 409
Other 146 1,079

4,008 -620
 

The income tax rates in the countries in which the EDP Renováveis Group operates are as follows:

Country Subgroup 2009 and 2008
Subsequent 

years

Spain NEO 30.00% 30.00%
Portugal NEO 26.50% 26.50%
France NEO 33.33% 33.33%
Poland NEO 19.00% 19.00%
Belgium NEO 33.99% 33.99%
Romania NEO 16 00% 16 00%

The income tax rates in the countries in which the EDP Renováveis Group operates are as follows:

Tax rate

Romania NEO 16.00% 16.00%
United States Horizon 37.63% 37.63%
Brazil EDPR Brazil 34.00% 34.00%
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15. Property, plant and equipment

This balance is analysed as follows:This balance is analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

Cost:
  Land and natural resources 13,119 11,739
  Buildings and other constructions 11,041 10,855
  Plant and machinery:

Hydroelectric generation 2,619 2,619
Thermoelectric cogeneration 6,008 6,008
Wind generation 7,354,463 5,227,721
Oth l t d hi 255 247

Group

Other plant and machinery 255 247
  Transport equipment 1,063 686
  Office equipment and tools 21,492 9,378
  Other tangible fixed assets 8,829 7,334
  Assets under construction 2,038,064 2,382,901

9,456,953 7,659,488
  Accumulated depreciation:  

    Depreciation and amortisation expense for the period -312,133 -204,639
    Accumulated depreciation -509,809 -313,044

821 942 517 683-821,942 -517,683

  Carrying amount 8,635,011 7,141,805
   

Perimeter
Balance Acquisitions / Exchange Variations / Balance

1 January Increases Disposals Transfers Differences Regularisations 31 December

The movement in Property, plant and equipment from 31 December 2008 to 31 December 2009, is analysed as follows:

The balance of Assets under construction as at 31 December 2008 has been adjusted 89,022 thousands of Euros as a result of the final reclassified due to Neo Catalunya 
and Romania purchase price allocation carried out in 2009 (see note 17).

y p g
Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

Cost:

  Land and natural resources 11,739 1,591 -4 128 -423 88 13,119
  Buildings and other constructions 10,855 2,802 - - -147 -2,469 11,041
  Plant and machinery:

Hydroelectric generation 2,619 - - - - - 2,619
Thermoelectric cogeneration 6,008 - - - - - 6,008
Wind generation 5,227,721 49,155 -974 2,189,644 -130,206 19,123 7,354,463
Other plant and machinery 247 - - 8 - - 255

T i 686 527 84 32 34 1 063  Transport equipment 686 527 -84 - -32 -34 1,063
  Office equipment and tools 9,378 9,354 -23 3,391 -356 -252 21,492
  Other 7,334 478 -34 1,111 -60 - 8,829
  Assets under construction 2,382,901 1,831,280 -3,580 -2,195,668 -3,618 26,749 2,038,064

7,659,488 1,895,187 -4,699 -1,386 -134,842 43,205 9,456,953

Impairment Perimeter
Balance Charge Losses / Exchange Variations / Balance

1 January for the period Reverses Disposals Differences Regularisations 31 December
Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

1,736 594 - - -16 -27 2,287
  Plant and machinery:

Hydroelectric generation 1,443 83 - - - - 1,526
Thermoelectric cogeneration 5,817 192 - - - - 6,009
Wind generation 499,925 306,733 - -180 -8,893 1,791 799,376
Other plant and machinery 214 349 - - - -336 227

266 142 - -34 -9 2 367
4,256 3,180 - -25 -90 -271 7,050
4 026 860 28 28 270 5 100

Accumulated depreciation and impairment 

losses

  Transport equipment
  Office equipment and tools

  Buildings and other constructions

Oth 4,026 860 - -28 -28 270 5,100

517,683 312,133 - -267 -9,036 1,429 821,942

Plant and Machinery includes the cost of the wind farms under operation.

  Other
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Perimeter variations/regularisations include, among others, the effect of the acquisition of the wind power companies CENAEEL and Elebrás, Brazilian subsidiaries, and
other companies of NEO Group mainly Mardelle Quinze Mines Vallée du Moulin Bon Vent de L'Ebre Elektrownia Wiatrowa Kresy and Aprofitament D'Energies

The movement in Property, plant and equipment from 31 December 2007 to 31 December 2008, is analysed as follows:

Perimeter
Balance Exchange Variations / Balance

1 January Acquisitions Disposals Transfers Differences Regularisations 31 December
Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

other companies of NEO Group, mainly Mardelle, Quinze Mines, Vallée du Moulin, Bon Vent de L Ebre, Elektrownia Wiatrowa Kresy and Aprofitament D Energies
Renovables de la Terra Alta, totalling 40,032 thousands of Euros.

Aquisitions / Increases of assets under construction include 35,756 thousands of Euros related to the purchase price allocation performed in 2009 for the companies
acquired during the year (see note 17).

Euro 000 Euro 000 Euro 000 Euro 000 Euro 000 Euro 000 Euro 000

Cost:

  Land and natural resources 4,589 - -2,886 6 -781 10,811 11,739
  Buildings and other constructions 241,920 2,898 - -233,333 -630 - 10,855
  Plant and machinery:

Hydroelectric generation 2,619 - - - - - 2,619
Thermoelectric cogeneration 6,008 - - - - - 6,008
Wind generation 2,640,479 13,427 -8,524 2,353,325 152,953 76,061 5,227,721
Other plant and machinery 247 - - - - - 247

  Transport equipment 332 308 - - 33 13 686
  Office equipment and tools 5,091 1,971 -3 1,470 222 627 9,378
  Other 27,754 47,236 -109 629 38 -68,214 7,334
  Assets under construction 2,303,822 2,156,430 -4,600 -2,122,097 47,461 1,885 2,382,901

5,232,861 2,222,270 -16,122 - 199,296 21,183 7,659,488

Impairment Perimeter
Balance Charge Losses / Exchange Variations / Balance

1 January for the period Reverses Disposals Differences Regularisations 31 December
Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

Accumulated depreciation and impairment 

  3,780 489 - - 5 -2,538 1,736
  Plant and machinery:

Hydroelectric generation 1,360 83 - - - - 1,443
Thermoelectric cogeneration 5,357 460 - - - - 5,817
Wind generation 286,419 201,500 -278 -27 6,817 5,494 499,925
Other plant and machinery 191 23 - - - - 214

  114 140 10 2 266
  2,822 1,600 -1 59 -224 4,256
  6,518 344 -41 -21 18 -2,792 4,026

p p
losses:

306,561 204,639 -320 -48 6,909 -58 517,683

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

Electricity business:
Horizon Wind Energy Group 438 274 891 131

Assets under construction as at 31 December 2009 and 2008 are analysed as follows:

Group

   Horizon Wind Energy Group 438,274 891,131
   NEO Group 1,595,787 1,491,410
   EDP Renováveis 1,861 296
   EDP Renováveis Brasil 2,142 64

2,038,064 2,382,901
   

Financial interests capitalised amount to 74,691 thousands of Euros as at 31 December 2009 and 39,176 thousands of Euros as at 31 December 2008 (see note 13).

Assets under construction as at 31 December 2009 and 2008 for NEO and Horizon Group are essentially related to wind farms under construction and development.

Personnel costs capitalised amount to 23,855 thousands of Euros as at 31 December 2009 (31 December 2008: 19,505 thousands of Euros) (see note 9).

The EDP Renováveis Group has lease and purchase obligations as disclosed in Note 36 - Commitments below.
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16. Intangible assets

This balance is analysed as follows:This balance is analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

Cost:
Industrial property, other rights and other intangible assets 30,378 33,521
Intangible assets under development 2,844 2,840

33,222 36,361
   

  Accumulated amortisation:
Depreciation and amortisation expense for the period -2,217 -3,125
Accumulated depreciation -13 665 -10 828

Group

Accumulated depreciation 13,665 10,828
-15,882 -13,953

  Carrying amount 17,340 22,408
  

The movement in Intangible assets from 31 December 2008 to 31 December 2009, is analysed as follows:  

Perimeter

Intangible assets under development are essentially related to advances for the acquisition of electricity wind generation licenses.

Industrial property, other rights and other intangible assets include 14,035 thousands of Euros and 13,920 thousands of Euros related to wind generation licenses of
Portuguese companies (31 December 2008: 18,022 thousands of Euros) and Horizon Group (31 December 2008: 14,408 thousands of Euros), respectively.

Perimeter
Balance at Exchange Variations / Balance at
1 January Acquisitions Disposals Transfers differences Regularisations 31 December
Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

Cost:

other intangible assets 33,521 39 - -2,773 -409 - 30,378
2,840 4 - - - - 2,844

36,361 43 - -2,773 -409 - 33,222

Industrial property, other rights and 

Intangible assets under development

, , ,
  

Perimeter
Balance at Charge Exchange Variations / Balance at
1 January for the year Impairment Disposals differences Regularisations 31 December
Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

other intangible assets 13,953 2,217 -105 -183 15,882
Industrial property, other rights and 

Accumulated amortisation:

13,953 2,217 - - -105 -183 15,882
 -  

The movement in Intangible assets during 2008, is analysed as follows:  

Perimeter
Balance at Exchange Variations / Balance at
1 January Acquisitions Disposals Transfers differences Regularisations 31 December
Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

Cost:

Industrial property other rights and
other intangible assets 29,677 295 - 2,744 795 10 33,521

3,781 - -941 - - - 2,840

33,458 295 -941 2,744 795 10 36,361
 

Perimeter
Balance at Charge Exchange Variations / Balance at
1 January for the year Disposals Transfers differences Regularisations 31 December
Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

Industrial property, other rights and 

Intangible assets under development

Accumulated amortisation:

other intangible assets 10,500 3,125 - 205 110 13 13,953

10,500 3,125 - 205 110 13 13,953

Industrial property, other rights and 
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17 Goodwill17. Goodwill

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

Electricity business:
   Goodwill booked in NEO Group 765,987 735,941
   Goodwill booked in Horizon Wind Energy Group 550,868 569,777

Goodwill booked in EDP Renováveis Brazil Group 1 501 -

Group

For the Group, the breakdown of Goodwill resulting from the difference between the cost of the investments and the corresponding share of the fair value of the net
assets acquired, is analysed as follows:

   Goodwill booked in EDP Renováveis Brazil Group 1,501
1,318,356 1,305,718

  

Functional  31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Currency Euro'000 Euro'000

Horizon group US Dollar 550,868 569,777
Genesa group Euro 477,522 441,356
Ceasa group Euro 117,513 146,469
Relax Winds group (Poland) Zloty 26 410 25 424

EDP Renováveis Group goodwill as at 31 December 2009 and 31 December 2008 is analysed as follows:
Group

Relax Winds group (Poland) Zloty 26,410 25,424
Enernova group Euro 42,588 43,011
NEO Galia SAS group Euro 83,160 45,104
Hollywell group Euro - 8,007
Ridgeside group Euro - 4,317
Romania group Lei 10,931 14,803
NEO Catalunia Euro 4,689 4,187
EDPR Brazil Group Brazilian Real 1,501 -
Other Euro 3,174 3,263

1,318,356 1,305,718
   

Perimeter
Balance at Exhange Variations/ Balance at
1 January Increases Decreases Impairment Differences Regularisations 31 December

In accordance with IFRS 3, following the final purchase price allocation carried out in 2008, the goodwill for Relax wind subgroup as at 31 December 2007 was
reclassified in the amounts of 43,908 thousands of Euros.

In accordance with IFRS 3, following the final purchase price allocation carried out in 2009, the goodwill for NEO Catalunia and Romania subgroups as at 31 December
2008 was reclassified in the amounts of 17,012 thousands of Euros and 49,658 thousands of Euros, respectively (see information disclosed below in this note).

During the year 2009, the movements in Goodwill, by subgroup, are analysed as follows:

1 January Increases Decreases Impairment Differences Regularisations 31 December
Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

Electricity Business
Horizon group 569,777 - - - (18,909) - 550,868
Genesa group 441,356 36,166 - - - - 477,522
Ceasa group 146,469 76 -3,502 - - (25,530) 117,513
Relax Winds group (Poland) 25,424 736 - - 250 - 26,410
Enernova group 43,011 - -423 - - - 42,588
NEO Galia SAS group 45,104 113 - - 37,943 83,160
Hollywell group 8,007 - - - - (8,007) -
Ridgeside group 4,317 - - - - (4,317) -
Romania group 14,803 216 -4,088 - - - 10,931
Neo Catalunia 4,187 502 - - - - 4,689
EDPR Brazil Group - 1,246 - - 255 - 1,501
Other 3,263 - - - - (89) 3,174

1,305,718 39,055 (8,013) - (18,404) - 1,318,356
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Perimeter
Balance at Variations/ Balance at

During the year 2008, the movements in Goodwill, by subgroup, are analysed as follows:

Balance at Variations/ Balance at
1 January Increases Decreases Impairment Other Regularisations 30 June
Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

Electricity Business
Horizon group 539,353 - - - 30,424 - 569,777
Genesa group 459,812 1,674 -19,116 - - (1,014) 441,356
Ceasa group 141,949 8,484 -3,964 - - - 146,469
Relax Winds group (Poland) 14,010 35,920 -24,506 - - - 25,424
Enernova group 42,971 40 - - - - 43,011
NEO Galia SAS group - 52,472 -7,368 - - - 45,104
H ll ll 8 118 111 8 007Hollywell group - 8,118 -111 - - - 8,007
Ridgeside group - 4,368 -51 - - - 4,317
Romania group - 14,803 - - - - 14,803
Neo Catalunia - 4,187 - - - - 4,187
Other 3,075 188 - - - - 3,263

1,201,170 130,254 (55,116) - 30,424 (1,014) 1,305,718

k

During 2009, the accounting value of assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities recognised at the date of acquisition for the business combinations carried out
(Elektrownia Wiatrowa Kresy I, Vallée du Moulin, Mardelle, Quinze Mines, Coll de la Garganta, Serra Voltorera, Bon Vent de L'Ébre, Bon Vent de Vilalba, Bon Vent de
Corbera, Cenaeel and Elebrás) were as follows:

Book 
Value

Property, plant and equipment 105,210
Other assets 9,734
Non-current assets 114,944
Total assets 114,944

Other non-current term liabilities 13,454
Current liabilities 45,896
Total liabilities 59,350

Net assets acquired 55,594

Horizon Group

Genesa Group

Goodwill arising from the acquisition of the Horizon Wind Energy Group was determined in USD as at 31 December 2009 and amounts to 775,251 thousands of USD,
corresponding to 550,868 thousands of Euros (31 December 2008: 569,777 thousands of Euros), including the related transaction costs in the amount of 12,723 thousands 
of Euros. The decrease in Horizon group goodwill is related with the effect from exchange differences of EUR/USD of 18,909 thousands of Euros (increase of 30,424
thousands of Euros as at 31 December 2008).

Ceasa Group

The increase in Ceasa Group goodwill is related with the acquisition of 48.7% of Aprofitament D'Energies Renovables de la Terra Alta, S.A., with an acquisition cost of
1,083 thousands of Euros.

The decrease in Ceasa Group goodwill results from the decrease of the acquisition price of Parc eolic Coll de Moro, S.L. (1,555 thousands of Euros), Parc eolic Torre

The increase in Genesa Group goodwill is related with revaluation of the put options of Caja Madrid over Genesa and Desa amounting aproximately 36,139 thousands of

Euros (31 December 2008: approximately 18,000 thousands of Euros) and the acquisition of the subsidiary Hidroelectrica Fuentermosa (27 thousands of Euros).

Relax Winds Group

p g q p
Madrina, S.L. (1,555 thousands of Euros) and Parc eolic de Vilalba des Arcs, S.L. (392 thousands of Euros) and from the restructuring process that originated the transfer of
French subsidiaries from Ceasa subgroup to Neo Galia subgroup (25,530 thousands of Euros).

In 2007 EDP Renováveis Group has acquired a group of companies in Poland (Relax Wind Group) in order to enter into the wind power sector in this country.

In 2008 EDP Renováveis Group has made an analysis of the MW licensed for construction with the purpose of calculating the payable success fee. As a consequence
EDP Renováveis Group has paid an additional amount reflected in goodwill of 19,628 thousands of Euros. Therefore the total increase in goodwill in Relax Winds group
has been 35,920 thousands of Euros, during 2008.

In 2009, the increase in Relax Winds Group goodwill is related with the acquisition of 100% of the share capital of subsdiary Elektrownia Wiatrowa Kresy I, S.P. ("Kresy")
(736 thousands of Euros) with an acquisition cost of 8.160 thousands of Euros and with the effect from exchange differences of EUR/PLN of 250 thousands of Euros.
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Assets and Assets and

The effects of the final PPA of Kresy carried out in 2009 are analysed as follows:

Assets and Assets and 
Fair value Liabilities

Book value adjustments at fair value
Kresy Kresy Kresy

Property, plant and equipment 382 9,066 9,448
Other assets (including licenses) 88 - 88
Total assets 470 9,066 9,536

Deferred tax liabilities - 1,660 1,660
Other liabilities 452 - 452
Total non controlling interests and liabilities 452 1,660 2,112
Net assets at fair value 7,424
Acquisition cost 8,160
Goodwill 736

Enernova Group

Neo Galia SAS Group

The decrease in Enernova Group goodwill is related with an adjustment to the contingent price of the subsidiary Bolores - Energia eólica, S.A..

In 2008, EDP Renováveis acquired in France the NEO Galia SAS subgroup from EOLE 76 and Eurocape, consisting of 3 wind farms in operation in the Normandy region,
h ll d f d l d f f d l d f d d l l l d h d dwith a gross installed capacity of 35 MW and an average load factor of 27% and several wind farm projects under development, mostly located in the Normandy and

Rhônes-Alpes regions, with an expected average load factor of 28%, representing a total capacity of 560 MW.

The cost of acquisition of the NEO Galia subgroup amounts to 43,088 thousands of Euros, which considering the subgroup's negative net assets of 480 thousands of
Euros, originates a goodwill of 43,568 thousands of Euros. This amount includes 8,525 thousands of Euros corresponding to the best estimate of the additional success
fees that will be paid for the wind farms that obtain construction licenses until 31 December, 2013. Additionally, during 2008 the interests held by Ridgeside and Hollywell
in companies Bataille, Calengeville, Hetroye, Varimpre and Vatines have been transferred to Neo Galia through a share capital increase in kind, originating an increase
of goodwill of 8,904 thousands of Euros, totalling 52,472 thousands of Euros of increase in goodwill during 2008.

The cost of acquisition of Hollywell amounts to 7,678 thousands of Euros, which, considering the company's negative assets of 440 thousands of Euros, originates
goodwill of 8,118 thousands of Euros.

Hollywell and Ridgeside Groups

Romania Group

In 2009, the increase in Neo Galia SAS Group goodwill results from the acquisition of Valleé du Molin, SARL (44 thousands of Euros), Mardelle, SARL (25 thousands of
Euros) and Quinze Mines, SARL (44 thousands of Euros) and from the restructuring process that originated the transfer of French subsidiaries from Ceasa, Hollywell,
Ridgeside and Other subgroups to Neo Galia subgroup (37,943 thousands of Euros), 

The decrease in Hollywell and Ridgeside Groups goodwill results from the restructuring process that originated the transfer of these two subgroups to Neo Galia
subgroup (8,007 thousands of Euros and 4,317 thousands of Euros, respectively).

p

In 2009, the increase in Romania Group goodwill is related with an increase in the acquisition contingent price (216 thousands of Euros) of the company Renovatio Power.

In 2009, the decrease in Romania Group goodwill (4,088 thousands of Euros) results from the decrease of the payable success fees as pre-established contractual

In 2008, EDP Renováveis group acquired 85% of share capital of Renovatio Power and Cernavoda Power, two romanian companies that own projects for wind power
generation with a total capacity of 736 MW.

The acquisition cost was 64,435 thousands of Euros, including a sucess fee of 63,217 thousands of Euros. Considering the companies negative net asset of 26 thousands
of Euros, the goodwill originated, amounted to 64,461 thousands of Euros. 

, p g ( , ) p y p
assumptions were not achieved.
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Assets and Assets and

The effects of the final PPA carried out in 2009 is analysed as follows:

Assets and Assets and 
Fair value Liabilities

Book value adjustments at fair value
Romania Romania Romania

Group Group Group

Property, plant and equipment 11,222 67,823 79,045
Other assets (including licenses) 296 - 296
Total assets 11,518 67,823 79,341

Non controlling interests - 8,763 8,763

Deferred tax liabilities - 9,402 9,402
Other liabilities 11,551 - 11,551
Total non controlling interests and liabilities 11,551 18,165 29,716
Net assets at fair value 49,625
Acquisition cost 60,556
Goodwill 10,931

Neo Catalunia Group

In 2008 Neo Catalunya, a 100% subsidiary of NEO, acquired from Copcisa Eléctrica, S.L.U. two companies, Bom Vent Corbera, S.L. and Bom Vent Vilalba, S.L., that own
several wind farms in development stage, with an expected installed capacity of 99 MW. The acquisition cost was 21,370 thousands of Euros which resulted in a goodwill

f 21 199 th d f E

Assets and Assets and 
Fair value Liabilities

Book value adjustments at fair value
Ebre Ebre Ebre

Property, plant and equipment 4,113 8,995 13,108
Other assets (including licenses) 1 012 - 1 012

In 2009, the increase in Neo Catalunia Group goodwill is related with the acquisition of 100% of the share capital of subsdiary Bom Vent de L'Ébre ("Ébre") (502 thousands
of Euros) with na acquisition cost of 7,687 thousands of Euros. The effects of the final PPA carried out in 2009 are analysed as follows:

of 21,199 thousands of Euros.

Other assets (including licenses) 1,012 - 1,012
Total assets 5,125 8,995 14,120

Deferred tax liabilities - 1,864 1,864
Other liabilities 5,070 - 5,070
Total non controlling interests and liabilities 5,070 1,864 6,934
Net assets at fair value 7,186
Acquisition cost 7,688
Goodwill 502

EDPR Brazil Groupp

Assets and Assets and 
Fair value Liabilities

Book value adjustments at fair value
EDPR Brazil EDPR Brazil EDPR Brazil

The increase in EDPR Brazil Group goodwill is related with the acquisition of 100% of share capital of CENAEEL in the amount of 1,246 thousands of Euros and with the
effect from exchange difference of the EUR/BRL of 255 thousands of Euros. In 2009 EDPR Brazil Group also acquired 100% of share capital of Elebrás but the no goodwill
was generated in the acquisition. The acquisition price of these two companies was approximately 15,000 thousands of Euros.

The effects of the final PPA of Cenaeel carried out in 2009 are analysed as follows:

Group Group Group

Property, plant and equipment 15,790 18,186 33,976
Other assets (including licenses) 4,362 - 4,362
Total assets 20,152 18,186 38,338

Deferred tax liabilities - 5,742 5,742
Other liabilities 10,458 - 10,458
Total non controlling interests and liabilities 10,458 5,742 16,200
Net assets at fair value 22,138
Acquisition cost 23 384Acquisition cost 23,384
Goodwill 1,246

During 2009 the EDP Renováveis Group has paid an amount of 74,342 thousands of Euros (31 December 2008: 91,099 thousands of Euros) for business combinations,
which includes na amount of 6,250 thousands of Euros of cash and cash equivalents acquired (5,171 thousands of Euros).
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2008 Goodwill movements

Book 
Value

Intangible assets 2
Property, plant and equipment 55,583
Financial investments 63,373
Goodwill -
N t t 118 958

During 2008, the accounting value of assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities recognised at the date of acquisition for the business combinations carried out (Neo Galia,
Ridgeside, Hollywell, Romania and Neo Catalunia) were as follows:

Non-current assets 118,958
Current assets 18,741
Total assets 137,699

Medium and long term financial debt 112,557
Other non-current term liabilities 17,073
Current liabilities 18,294
Total liabilities 147,924

Net assets acquired (10,225)

Th d t il f th bi ti t th t t i d d d ill f 2008 i iti f ll

2008
Total

Combination cost
    Amount paid (or attributed value) 64,269
    Directly attributable costs 4,689
    Contingent purchase price 71,742
    Total combination cost 140,700

The details of the combination cost, the net assets acquired and goodwill, for 2008 acquisitions are as follows:

Book value of net assets acquired (10,207)
Goodwill (difference between the value of net 
     assets acquired and cost of acquisition) 150,907

2007 2008
Assets and Assets and Assets and 

Relax Wind Group

During 2008 the goodwill assigned to the acquisition of the Relax Wind Group has changed due to a purchase price allocation carried out:

Fair value Fair value Liabilities
Book value adjustments adjustments at fair value
Relax Winds Relax Winds Relax Winds Relax Winds

Group Group Group Group

Property, plant and equipment 2,615 86,818 - 89,433
Other assets (including licenses) 1,082 - - 1,082
Total assets 3,697 86,818 - 90,515

Non controlling interests - 27,986 (24,502) 3,484

Deferred tax liabilities - 14,924 - 14,924
Other liabilities 3,108 - - 3,108
Total non controlling interests and liabilities 3,108 42,910 (24,502) 21,516
Net assets at fair value 68,999
Acquisition cost 94,423
Goodwill 25,424
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Neo Galia Group (including Ridgeside and Holywell)

During 2008 the goodwill assigned to the acquisition of the Neo Galia Group has changed due to a purchase price allocation carried out:

Assets and Assets and 
Fair value Liabilities

Book value adjustments at fair value
Neo Galia Neo Galia Neo Galia

Group Group Group

Property, plant and equipment 41,783 9,458 51,241
Other assets (including licenses) 55,175 - 55,175
Total assets 96,958 9,458 106,416

During 2008 the goodwill assigned to the acquisition of the Neo Galia Group has changed due to a purchase price allocation carried out:

Deferred tax liabilities - 2,090 2,090
Other liabilities 106,859 - 106,859
Total liabilities 106,859 2,090 108,949
Net assets at fair value (2,533)
Acquisition cost 54,895
Goodwill 57,428

Goodwill impairment tests - NEO Group

The goodwill of each of the subgroups of the Neo Group are tested for impairment anually. In the case of operational wind farms is performed by determining the
bl l th h th l i f th diff t h ti it (CGU ) i i h f th b f th N G I th f i d f trecoverable value through the value in use of the different cash generating units (CGUs) comprising each of the subgroups of the Neo Group. In the case of wind farms at

different stages of development, the recoverable value is determined using the fair value, less cost of sales. 

The recoverable value of a CGU is determined based on calculations of the value in use. These calculations use cash flow projections based on financial budgets
covering a period of five years approved by management. Cash flows after the five-year period are extrapolated using estimated growth rates. The growth rate does not
exceed the average long-term growth rate of renewable energy generating businesses. 

The method for determining the fair value of projects under development applied by the Neo Group is similar to that for determining the value in use of a CGU, adjusted
for the probability of projects in development being completed and obtaining all the operating permits and licences.

The EDP Renováveis Group considers as CGUs the subsidiaries or subgroups taking in consideration the transaction that originates the goodwill.

The valuation analysis method used to evaluate the goodwill of NEO was based on a discounted cash flow model using unlevered pre-tax cash flows.

Goodwill impairment tests - Horizon Group

The valuation analysis method used to evaluate the goodwill of Horizon was based on a discounted cash flow model utilizing unlevered pre-tax cash flows generated
from existing projects.
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The assumptions used for goodwill impairment tests as of 31 December 2009 and 2008 were as follows:

Impairment tests - Assumptions

Cash Generating 
Unit

Activity

Recoverable 
amount (basis of 

calculation) (gross 
of tax effect)

Cash flows period 
and Terminal 

value

Growth rate for 
cash flows

Discount rate used (gross of tax effect)

Horizon group Wind Generation
Value in use

Equity Value (DCF)

Useful life of 
equipments (20 

years)
15% of CAPEX

Estimation of tariffs 
evolution and 

market sales price

Discount rate (USA): 5.9% Cash Grant 
deal

6.8% PTC deal

Cash flows basis of calculation

The assumptions used for goodwill impairment tests as of 31 December 2009 and 2008 were as follows:

31 December 2009

Installed capacity and tariff evolution 
prospects / power purchase agreements

Genesa group Wind Generation
Value in use

Equity Value (DCF)

Useful life of 
equipments (20 

years)
15% of CAPEX

Estimation of tariffs 
evolution

Discount rate (Esp): 6.06%

Ceasa group Wind Generation
Value in use

Equity Value (DCF)

Useful life of 
equipments (20 

years)
15% of CAPEX

Estimation of tariffs 
evolution

Discount rate (Esp): 6.06%

Relax Winds 
group (Poland)

Wind Generation
Value in use

Equity Value (DCF)

Useful life of 
equipments (20 

years)
Estimation of tariffs 

evolution
Discount rate (Esp): 7.41%

Installed capacity and tariff evolution 
prospects in the market

Installed capacity and tariff evolution 
prospects in the market

Installed capacity and tariff evolution 
prospects in the market

group (Poland) Equity Value (DCF) years)
15% of CAPEX

evolution

Enernova group Wind Generation
Value in use

Equity Value (DCF)

Useful life of 
equipments (20 

years)
15% of CAPEX

Estimation of tariffs 
evolution

Discount rate (Esp): 5.83%

NEO Galia SAS 
group

Wind Generation
Value in use

Equity Value (DCF)

Useful life of 
equipments (20 

years)
15% of CAPEX

Estimation of tariffs 
evolution

Discount rate (Esp): 5.83%

Useful life of 

prospects in the market

Installed capacity and tariff evolution 
prospects in the market

Installed capacity and tariff evolution 
prospects in the market

Romania group Wind Generation
Value in use

Equity Value (DCF)
equipments (20 

years)
15% of CAPEX

Estimation of tariffs 
evolution

Discount rate (Esp): 7.33%

Neo Catalunia Wind Generation
Value in use

Equity Value (DCF)

Useful life of 
equipments (20 

years)
15% of CAPEX

Estimation of tariffs 
evolution

Discount rate (Esp): 6.06%

Cash Generating 
U it

Activity

Recoverable 
amount (basis of 

l l ti ) (

Cash flows period 
and Terminal 

Growth rate for 
h fl

Discount rate used (gross of tax effect)

Installed capacity and tariff evolution 
prospects in the market

Installed capacity and tariff evolution 
prospects in the market

31 December 2008

Cash flows basis of calculation
Unit

y
calculation) (gross 

of tax effect)
value

cash flows
(g )

Horizon group Wind Generation
Value in use

Equity Value (DCF)

Useful life of 
equipments (20 

years)
15% of CAPEX

10% Discount rate: 8%

Genesa group Wind Generation
Value in use

Equity Value (DCF)

Useful life of 
equipments (20 

years)
(a)

Estimation of tariffs 
evolution

Discount rate (Esp): 6.96%

Installed capacity and tariff evolution 
prospects / power purchase agreements

Installed capacity and tariff evolution 
prospects in the market

Ceasa group Wind Generation
Value in use

Equity Value (DCF)

Useful life of 
equipments (20 

years)
(a)

Estimation of tariffs 
evolution

Discount rate (Esp): 6.06%

Relax Winds 
group (Poland)

Wind Generation
Value in use

Equity Value (DCF)

Useful life of 
equipments (20 

years)
(a)

Estimation of tariffs 
evolution

Discount rate (Esp): 8.53%

Enernova group Wind Generation
Value in use

Equity Value (DCF)

Useful life of 
equipments (20 

years)
( )

Estimation of tariffs 
evolution

Discount rate (Esp): 7.66%

Installed capacity and tariff evolution 
prospects in the market

Installed capacity and tariff evolution 
prospects in the market

Installed capacity and tariff evolution 
prospects in the market

(a)

NEO Galia SAS 
group

Wind Generation
Value in use

Equity Value (DCF)

Useful life of 
equipments (20 

years)
(a)

Estimation of tariffs 
evolution

Discount rate (Esp): 6.66%
Installed capacity and tariff evolution 

prospects in the market
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(a) Terminal value

31 Dec 2008

The EDP Renováveis Group has considered a terminal value, after 20 years of wind farms use, that corresponds to the valuation of (i) the possibility of increasing the
generation capacity of the wind farms, (ii) the maintenace of licenses and rights of EDP Renováveis to use wind farms and (iii) the additional value related with the remain
useful life of wind farms beyond the period above referred.

During 2009, the EDPR Renováveis Group has carried out the purchase price allocation of Neo Catalunia and Romania subgroups acquired during 2008. In accordance
to IFRS 3, the fair value of identifiable assets liabilities or contingent liabilities are adjusted with effect from the date of acquisition. Therefore, the Group has made the
following reclassifications of 31 December 2008 balances:

PPA

Reclassifications due to purchase price allocations carried out during 2009

31 Dec 2008
 31 Dec 2008 Reclassified

Euro'000 Euro'000

  Property, plant and equipment 7,052,783 7,141,805
  Goodwill 1,372,388 1,305,718
  Assets 8,425,171 8,447,523

  Non controlling interest 82,751 91,514

  Deferred tax liabilities 303,331 316,920
l lli i d li bili i 386 082 408 434

Euro'000

22 3 2

8,763

89,022
-66,670

PPA

13,589

22,352

Reclassifications

  Total non controlling interests and liabilities 386,082 408,434

 31 Dec 2007
 31 Dec 2007 Reclassified

Euro'000 Euro'000

  Property, plant and equipment 4,839,482 4,926,300

During 2008, the EDPR Renováveis Group has carried out the purchase price allocation of Relax Wind subgroup acquired during 2007. In accordance to IFRS 3, the fair
value of identifiable assets liabilities or contingent liabilities are adjusted with effect from the date of acquisition. Therefore, the Group has made the following
reclassifications of 31 December 2007 balances:

PPA
Reclassifications

Euro'000

86,818

22,352

  Goodwill 1,245,078 1,201,170
  Assets 6,084,560 6,127,470

  Non controlling interest 185,587 213,573

  Deferred tax liabilities 278,470 293,394
  Total non controlling interests and liabilities 464,057 506,967

18. Investments in associates

-43,908
42,910

27,986

14,924
42,910

This balance is analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

  Investments in associates:
Equity holdings in associates 47,609 40,782

Carrying amount 47,609 40,782
   

For the purpose of annual accounts presentation, goodwill arising from the acquisition of associated companies is presented in this caption, included in the total amount
of Equity holdings in associates.

Group

The breakdown of Investments in associates as at 31 December 2009, is analysed as follows:

Investment Impairment
Euro'000 Euro'000

Associated companies:
Desarrollos Eólicos de Canárias, S.A. 11,235 -
Parque Eólico altos del Voltoya, S.A. 9,593 -
ENEOP - Éolicas de Portugal, S.A. 6,907 -
Parque Eólico Sierra del Madero S.A. 5,485 -
Veinco Energia Limpia S.L. 4,154 -
Parque Eólico Belmonte S A 3 073

 31 Dec 2009
Group

Parque Eólico Belmonte, S.A. 3,073 -
Associates of Valle del Ebro Ingeniería y Consultoría, S.L. 2,014 -
Hidroastur S.A. 1,937 -
Horizon Wind Energy 1,686
Other 1,525 -

47,609 -
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The breakdown of Investments in associates as at 31 December 2008, is analysed as follows:

Investment Impairment
Euro'000 Euro'000

Associated companies:
Desarrollos Eólicos de Canárias, S.A. 10,735 -
ENEOP - Éolicas de Portugal, S.A. 6,486 -
Parque Eólico Sierra del Madero S.A. 5,454 -
Veinco Energia Limpia S.L. 4,154 -
Parque Eólico altos del Voltoya, S.A. 3,481 -

Group
 31 Dec 2008

Parque Eólico Belmonte, S.A. 3,243 -
Associates of Valle del Ebro Ingeniería y Consultoría, S.L. 2,241 -
Hidroastur S.A. 2,112 -
Horizon Wind Energy 2,031 -
Other 845 -

40,782 -

The movement in Investments in associates, is analysed as follows:

Group Group
 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008

E '000 E '000Euro'000 Euro'000

Balance as at 1 January 40,782 32,514

Acquisitions 7,207 3,569
Disposals -137 -210
Share of profits of associates 3,939 4,369
Dividends received -4,107 -2,693
Exchange differences -75 151
Changes in consolidation method - 3,436
Changes in perimeter consolidation - -201
Transfers/Regularizations - -153

B l t 31 D b 47 609 40 782Balance as at 31 December 47,609 40,782

19. Available for sale financial assets

This balance is analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

Acquisitions of investments in associates are mainly related to Aprofitament D'Energies Renovables de L'Ebre, S.A. (1,507 thousands of Euros) and Parque Eólico del
Voltoya, S.A. (5,700 thousands of Euros).

Group

Sociedad Eólica de Andalucia, S.A. (16.67%) 11,766 10,854
Aprofitament D'Energies Renovables de la Terra Alta, S.A. - 783
Wind Expert 500 500
Other 364 364

12,630 12,501
   

During 2009, EDP Renováveis Group has increased its share capital interest in subsidiary Aprofitament D'Energies Renovables de la Terra Alta, S.A. and started to
consolidate the subsidiary under the full consolidated method (see note 5).

The assumptions used in the valuation models of available for sale financial assets are as the same used to the impairment test.
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20. Deferred tax assets and liabilities

The EDP Renováveis Group records the tax effect arising from temporary differences between the assets and liabilities determined on an accounting basis and on a tax

Deferred tax liabilities
 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008  31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008  31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008

Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

Tax losses brought forward 3,593 3,008 - - 3,593 3,008
Provisions 2,136 2,173 - - 2,136 2,173
Derivative financial instruments 5,543 3,581 2,743 1,374 2,800 2,207
Property, plant and equipment 16,082 12,142 8,052 10,542 8,030 1,600

330 911 304 865 330 911 304 865

The EDP Renováveis Group records the tax effect arising from temporary differences between the assets and liabilities determined on an accounting basis and on a tax
basis, which are analysed as follows:

Deferred tax assets Net deferred tax

All ti f f i l t t d li biliti - - 330,911 304,865 -330,911 -304,865
Accounting revaluations - - 21 127 -21 -127
Other 712 930 1,197 12 -485 918

28,066 21,834 342,924 316,920 -314,858 -295,086
    

The movements in deferred tax assets and liabilities during the year are analysed as follows:

b l b l

31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

Allocation of fair value to assets and liabilities in 2008 includes the effect of the final purchase price allocation of NEO Cataluña (4,187 thousands of Euros) and Romania
(9,402 thousands of Euros), perfomed during 2009.

Allocation of fair value to assets and liabilities 

Tax Assets Tax Liabilities Tax Assets Tax Liabilities
Opening balance 21,834 -316,920 16,719 -293,393
Increases charged to the profit and loss account 7,548 -24,886 4,456 -3,500
Decreases charged to the profit and loss account -3,489 10,106 -3,352 8,464
Increases charged to reserves 1,969 -1,692 3,572 -13,413
Decreases charged to reserves - -63 - 1,473
Change in the applicable tax rate -14 178
Other movements 204 -9,469 453 -3,140

28,066 -342,924 21,834 -303,331
  

    

Details of deferred tax assets and liabilities that will be realised or reversed in over 12 months are as follows:

Tax Assets Tax Liabilities
 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2009

Euro'000 Euro'000

Aas referred above, the opening balance of Tax liabilities as at 1 January 2009 includes the effect of the final purchase price allocation of NEO Cataluña (4,187 thousands
of Euros) and Romania (9,402 thousands of Euros), perfomed during 2009.

Other movements of deferred tax liabilities relates mainly to the effect of purchase price allocations ocurring in 2009 related to Poland, Catalunia and France (3,944
thounsands of Euros) and Elebrás and Cenaeel ( 6,452 thousands of Euros).

Provisions 83 -
Derivative financial instruments 5,543 2,743

- 321,207
14,853 3

Accounting revaluations - 21
Others 687 7

21,166 323,981

The Group tax losses and tax credits carried forward are analysed as follows:

Allocation of acquired assets and liabilities fair values
Property, plant and equipement

 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

     Expiration date:
        2010 11 11
        2011 232 21
        2012 224 27
        2013 214 105
        2014 151 3

2015 4 509 7 462

Group

        2015 4,509 7,462
        2016 2,822 3,070
        2017 to 2029 640,833 218,029
        Without expiration date 149,304 -

798,300 228,728
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The Group has not recorded deferred tax assets for tax losses carried forward of 798,300 thousands of Euros (2008: 228,728 thousands of Euros) due to uncertainty
regarding the future realization of the net deferred tax asset Most of these losses relate to Horizon Wind Energy (622 113 thousands of Euros)

21. Inventories

This balance is analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

Advances on account of purchases 2,795 1,915
Finished and intermediate products 8,163 10,313
Raw and subsidiary materials and consumables

regarding the future realization of the net deferred tax asset. Most of these losses relate to Horizon Wind Energy (622,113 thousands of Euros).

Group

Raw and subsidiary materials and consumables:
Other consumables 386 149

11,344 12,377
  

22. Trade receivables

Trade receivables are analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

Short term trade receivables - Current:

Group

  Spain 47,914 46,221
  United States of America 27,434 21,130
  Portugal 17,918 11,050
  France 7,072 4,168
  Belgium 5,301 -
  Brazil 452 -
  Romania 57 -
  Poland - 29

106,148 82,598
 

b f l d b  Doubtful debts 2,345 2,347
  Impairment losses -2,345 -2,347

106,148 82,598
   

23. Debtors and other assets

Debtors and other assets are analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

Short-term debtors - Current:
l d

Group

  Loans to related parties 178,028 106,625
  Derivative financial instruments 13,765 3,355
  Guarantee deposits 11,962 6,853
  Tied deposits 90,505 43,016
  Other debtors:
      - Amounts related to staff 32 25
      - Insurance 1,979 1,059
      - Production tax credits (PTC) 213 934
      - Horizon warranty claim 2,678 5,179
      - Prepaid turbine maintenance 1,450 2,687
      - Turbine Availability 6,680 2,288

Services rendered 9 110 8 513      - Services rendered 9,110 8,513
      - Sundry debtors and other operations 21,056 15,279

337,458 195,813
   

Medium and long-term debtors - Non-current:
  Loans to related parties 8,408 21,769
  Notes receivable (Horizon) 9,397 10,678
  Guarantees and tied deposits 34,961 33,666
  Derivative financial instruments 5,443 6,081
  Other debtors:
      - Deferred costs (Enernova Group) 46,770 42,617

- Deferred PPA costs (High Trail) 5,388 5,748eferred PPA costs (High Trail) 5,388 5,748
      - O&M contract valuation - Mapple Ridge I (Horizon) 7,405 7,941
      - Deferred Tax Equity Costs 6,384 5,002
      - Sundry debtors and other operations 5,291 8,038

129,447 141,540
466,905 337,353
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Loans to related parties - Current mainly includes 106,800 thousands related to a set of loans granted to ENEOP - Éolicas de Portugal, S.A. and 35,086 thousands of Euros
with EDP Branch (31 December 2008: 27 978 thousands of Euros) related to the net investment derivative interests liquidation

Tied deposits - Current mainly includes financing agreement related to Vento VI (63,603 thousands of Euros), Vento V (19,094 thousands of Euros) and Vento IV (4,110
thousands of Euros). Funds are required to be held in the amount sufficient to pay remaining construction related costs. As at 31 December 2008 Tied deposits are mainly
related to Vento III financing agreeement (39,736 thousands of Euros).

with EDP Branch (31 December 2008: 27,978 thousands of Euros) related to the net investment derivative interests liquidation.

Guarantees and tied deposits - Non Current are related to project finance agreements, which of NEO Group companies obliged the companies to hold these amounts in
bank accounts in order to ensure its capacity of comply with responsabilities.

Deferred costs (Enernova group) - non current relates to up-front rents and surface rights paid to land owners and up-front network rents paid to EDP Distribuição. These
costs are deferred on the balance sheet and are recognised on a straight line basis over the estimated useful life of the assets.

24. Tax receivable

Tax receivable is analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

  State and other public entities:
      -  Income tax 19,132 7,755

- Value added tax (VAT) 146,464 150,569

Group

        Value added tax (VAT) 146,464 150,569
      -  Other taxes 4,074 16,769

169,670 175,093
  

25. Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss are analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

Equity securities:

Group

  Equity securities:
Investment funds 33,012 32,369

  Debt securities:
Bonds 4,091 3,405

37,103 35,774
  

26 Cash and cash equivalents

The fair value of the investment funds is calculated based on the quoted market price of the funds.

The effect in income statement of operations with financial assets at fair value through profit or loss was 1,416 thousands of Euros (31 December 2008: 1,204 thousands of
Euros).

26. Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents are analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

  Cash:
      - Cash in hand 57 2
  Bank deposits:
      - Current deposits 158,411 189,895
      - Other deposits 285,165 39,783

443,576 229,678

Group

  Cash and cash equivalents 443,633 229,680
 

27. Capital and Share premium

The other includes 257,306 thousands of Euros of deposits made in EDP Finance BV in USD, with a maturity until three months, which earn interests from 0.2% to 0.3%.

EDP Renováveis was incorporated on 4 December 2007 with a share capital of 15 thousands of Euros, represented by 1,500 shares with a par value of 10 Euros each.
These shares were subscribed entirely by EDP Energias de Portugal, S.A. Sucursal en España, (EDP Branch). On 18 and 21 December 2007, EDP Sucursal increased the
share capital of EDP Renováveis through the incorporation of the shares held in its subsidiaries NEO - Nuevas Energias de Occidente, S.L. (corresponding to 60% of this
company's share capital) and Horizon Wind Energy LLC, (corresponding to 100% of this company's share capital).
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On 25 February 2008, the sole Shareholder of EDP Renováveis, approved a share capital increase of 4,718 thousands of Euros with a share premium of 175,490
thousands of Euros, through the issuance of 471,824 new shares with a par value of 10 Euros each and a share premium of 371.94 Euros per share (175,490 thousands of
Euros) This capital increase was fully subscribed by Hidroelectrica del Cantábrico S A through a non-monetary contribution of its 40% interest held in Nuevas Energías

- Increase the share capital of EDP Renováveis, S.L. with a charge to share premium through the issuance of 205,782,806 shares with a par value of 10 Euros each. This
capital increase was subscribed by the shareholders in proportion of the respective shareholdings in EDP Renováveis S A

At the annual general meeting held on 12 March 2008 the shareholders agreed to:

Euros). This capital increase was fully subscribed by Hidroelectrica del Cantábrico, S.A. through a non-monetary contribution of its 40% interest held in Nuevas Energías
de Occidente, S.L., the parent company of the NEO Group, obtaining in exchange an interest of 20% in EDP Renováveis. This agreement was executed on a public deed
on 29 February 2008. Since that date, EDP Renováveis holds a 100% interest in Nuevas Energías de Occidente, S.L.

The above referred contributions were made under the Special Regime governing mergers, spin offs, asset contributions and share exchanges established in Chapter
VIII, Title deed VII of Royal Decree 4 of 5 March 2004, approving the revised corporate income tax law. In compliance with article 93 of Royal Legislative Decree 4 of 5
March 2004, whereby the revised corporate income tax law was approved. 

capital increase was subscribed by the shareholders in proportion of the respective shareholdings in EDP Renováveis, S.A.

- Reduce the par value of the shares from Euros 10 to 2 Euros per share by splitting the shares representing the total share capital in a proportion of five new shares for
each former share. Share capital remained unchanged.

This operation was raised to public deed on 18 March 2008.

At their annual general meeting held on 18 March 2008 the shareholders agreed to convert EDP Renováveis, S.L. into a corporation under the name EDP Renováveis, S.A.
The agreement, which was raised to a public deed on 18 March 2008, considers the Company balance sheet as at 17 March 2008 as the conversion balance sheet,
replacing the former stakes by shares with the same number and unit value.

On 7 May 2008 EDP S A and Hidrocantabrico approved (i) a share capital increase of EDP Renováveis to 3 381 419 280 Euros This increase was fully subscribed by EDP

On 2 June 2008, the IPO occurred through the dilution of the interests held by EDP Renováveis shareholders. The number of new shares admitted to negotiation was
196,024,306 shares, and as a consequence, the interest held by EDP, S.A. through its branch in Spain decreased to 62.02% and the interest held by Hidrocantabrico
decreased to 15.51% of the EDP Renováveis share capital.

On 7 May 2008, EDP, S.A. and Hidrocantabrico approved (i) a share capital increase of EDP Renováveis to 3,381,419,280 Euros. This increase was fully subscribed by EDP,
S.A. and Hidrocantabrico through a non monetary contribution of loans granted amounting to 1,040,000 thousands of Euros and 260,000 thousands of Euros,
respectively, and (ii) increase of share nominal value from 2 to 5 Euros. After this share capital increase, EDP, S.A. maintained a hold of 80% and Hidrocantabrico a hold of
20% of EDP Renováveis' share capital.

On 13 May 2008, to allow the Initial Public Offering ("IPO"), the General Assembly of EDP Renováveis decided to increase share capital of the Company in a maximum
nominal amount of 1,127,139,760 Euros, by issuing of 225,427,952 new shares.

Earning per share attributable to the shareholders of EDP Renováveis are analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008

  Profit attributable to the equity holders of the parent in thousands of Euros 114,349 104,364

  Profit from continuing operations attributable to the equity holders of the parent 
     in thousands of Euros 114,349 104,364

As at 31 December 2009 and 2008 the share capital of EDP Renováveis is composed of 872,308,162 shares with a nominal value of Euros 5 per share.

Group

  Weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding 872,308,162 662,217,700

  Weighted average number of diluted ordinary shares outstanding 872,308,162 662,217,700

  Earnings per share (basic) attributable to equity holders of the parent in Euros 0.13 0.16

  Earnings per share (diluted) attributable to equity holders of the parent in Euros 0.13 0.16

  Earnings per share (basic) from continuing operations attributable to the equity 
     holders of the parent in Euros 0.13 0.16

  Earnings per share (diluted) from continuing operations attributable to the equity 
     holders of the parent in Euros 0.13 0.16

The company does not hold any treasury stock as at 31 December 2009.

The EDP Renováveis Group calculates its basic and diluted earnings per share attributable to equity holders of the parent using the weighted average number of ordinary
shares outstanding during the period.
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The average number of shares was determined as follows: 

31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Group

31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008

Ordinary shares issued at the beginning of the year 872,308,162 1,887,298

  Effect of shares issued during year - 660,330,402

       Average number of realised shares 872,308,162 662,217,700

  Average number of shares during the year 872,308,162 662,217,700

  Diluted average number of shares during the year 872,308,162 662,217,700

28. Reserves and retained earnings

This balance is analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

 Reserves
Fair value reserve (cash flow hedge) 16,735 18,669
Fair value reserve (available for sale financial assets) 8,659 7,747
Exchange differences arising on consolidation 570 1 179

Group

Exchange differences arising on consolidation 570 1,179
25,964 27,595

  Other reserves and retained earnings:
Retained earnings 98,028 1,158
Additional paid in capital 60,666 60,666
Legal reserve 7,479 -

166,173 61,824
192,137 56,348

    

The accounting for transactions among entities under common control is excluded from IFRS 3 Consequently in the absence of specific guidance within IFRSs the Group

Additional paid in capital

Legal reserve

The accounting for transactions among entities under common control is excluded from IFRS 3. Consequently, in the absence of specific guidance, within IFRSs, the Group
EDP Renováveis has adopted an accounting policy for such transactions, as considered appropriate. According to the Group's policy, business combinations among
entities under common control are accounted for in the consolidated financial statements using the book values of the acquired company (subgroup) in the EDPR
consolidated financial statements. The difference between the carrying amount of the net assets received and the consideration paid is recognised in equity. 

Profit distribution (parent company)

The legal reserve has been appropriated in accordance with Article 214 of the Spanish Companies Act whereby companies are obliged to transfer 10% of the profits for
the year to a legal reserve until such reserve reaches an amount equal to 20% of the share capital. This reserve is not distributable to shareholders and may only be used
to offset losses if no other reserves are available or to increase the share capital.

Euros
Profit for the period 68,012,381.59

Distribution

       Legal reserve 6,801,238.16
       Free reserve 61,211,143.43

68,012,381.59

The EDP Renováveis, S.A. proposal for 2009 profits distribution to be presented in the Annual General Meeting  is as follows:

Profit distribution (parent company)

Profit for the period 74,793,901.42

Distribution

       Legal reserve 7,479,390.14
       Free reserve 67,314,511.28

74 793 901 42

The EDP Renováveis, S.A. 2008 profits distribution approved in the Annual General Meeting on 14 April 2009 was as follows:

74,793,901.42

Fair value reserve (cash flow hedge)

The Fair value reserve (cash flow hedge) comprises the effective portion of the cumulative net change in the fair value of cash flow hedging instruments.
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Fair value reserve (available-for-sale financial assets)  

Group
Increases Decreases
Euro'000 Euro'000

Balance as at 1 January 2009 7,747 -

Changes in fair value for Sociedad Eólica de Andalucia 912 -

This reserve includes the accumulated net change in the fair value of available-for-sale financial assets as at the balance sheet date. The changes in this consolidated
caption are as follows:

Balance as at 31 December 2009 8,659 -
 

Closing Average Closing Average

Exchange rates Exchange rates 
as at 31 December 2009 as at 31 December 2008

This caption reflects the amount arising on the translation of the financial statements of subsidiaries and associated companies from their functional currency into Euros.
The exchange rates used in the preparation of the condensed consolidated financial statements are as follows:

Exchange differences arising on consolidation

Currency Rate Rate Rate Rate

Dollar USD 1.441 1.390 1.392 1.477
Zloty PLN 4.105 4.362 4.154 3.486
Real BRL 2.511 2.783 3.244 2.652
Lei RON 4.236 4.245 4.023 3.762
Pound Sterling GBP 0.888 0.890 - -

29. Non controlling interest

This balance is analysed as follows:
Group

 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

Non controlling interest in income statement 3,438 7,854
Non controlling interest in share capital and reserves 104,055 83,660

107,493 91,514
  

Non controlling interest, by subgroup, are analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

Group

Group

   NEO Group 98,759 91,514
   Horizon Wind Energy Group - 27
   EDP Renováveis Brasil 8,734 -27

107,493 91,514
  

Non controlling interests of the NEO Group as at 31 December 2008, have been adjusted by 8,763 thousands of Euros following the final purchase price allocation carried
out in 2009 (see note 17).

Non controlling interests of the NEO Group as at 31 December 2007, have been adjusted by 27,986 thousands of Euros following the final purchase price allocation
carried out in 2008 (see note 17).
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30. Financial debt

This balance is analysed as follows:This balance is analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

Short-term financial debt - Current

  Bank loans:
  - NEO Group 102,500 75,950
  - EDP Renováveis Brasil Group 539 -

  Loans from shareholders of group entities:
  - NEO Group - 3,956

Group

  Other loans:
  - NEO Group 2,982 3,277
  - HWE Group 1,114 -

  Interest payable 3,133 2,982
110,268 86,165

   
Medium/long-term  financial debt - Non-current   

  Bank loans:
NEO G 394 895 451 062  - NEO Group 394,895 451,062

  - EDP Renováveis Brasil Group 7,704 -

  Loans from shareholders of group entities:
  - EDP Renováveis , S.A. 2,131,042 862,817
  - NEO Group - 34,394

  Other loans:
  - NEO Group 25,823 27,835
  - HWE Group 3,707 -

2,563,171 1,376,108
 

2,673,439 1,462,273

The breakdown of Financial debt by maturity, is as follows:

The Group has project finance financings that include the usual guarantees on this type of financings, namely the pledge or a promise of pledge of bank accounts and
assets of the related projects, and the compliance with some ratios. As at 31 December 2009, these financings amount to 444,212 thousands of Euros (478,904
thousands of Euros as at 31 December 2008), which are already included in the total debt of the Group.

Financial debt Non - Current for EDP Renováveis, mainly refers to a set of loans granted by EDP Finance BV (2,131,042 thousands of Euros). These loans have an average
maturity of 9.1 years and bear interest at market rates.

 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

  Bank loans:
     Up to 1 year  106 172 75,950
     1 to 5 years  186 423 193,750
     Over 5 years  216 176 257,312

508,771 527,012

  Loans from shareholders of group entities:
     Up to 1 year - 3,956

Group

p y
     1 to 5 years - 34,394
     Over 5 years 2,131,042 862,817

2,131,042 901,167
 

  Other loans:
     Up to 1 year  4 096 6,259
     1 to 5 years  17 558 7,851
     Over 5 years  11 972 19,984

33,626 34,094
2,673,439 1,462,273
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The fair value of EDP Renováveis Group's debt is analysed as follows:

31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Carrying Market Carrying Market

Value Value Value Value
Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

     Short term financial debt - Current 110,268 110,268 86,165 86,165
     Medium/Long financial debt - Non current 2,563,171 2,532,998 1,376,108 1,414,824

2,673,439 2,643,266 1,462,273 1,500,989

The market value of the medium/long-term (non-current) debt and borrowings that bear a fixed interest rate is calculated based on the discounted cash flows at the rates
ruling at the balance sheet date. The market value of debt and borrowing that bear a floating interest rate is considered not to differ from its book value as these loans
bear interest at a rate indexed to Euribor. The book value of the short-term (current) debt and borrowings is considered to be the market value. 

31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008

As at 31 December 2009, the scheduled repayments of Group's debt are as follows:

Subsequent
Total 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 years

Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

110,268 110,268 - - - - -
2,563,171 - 50,271 51,090 49,993 52,627 2,359,190

2,673,439 110,268 50,271 51,090 49,993 52,627 2,359,190
Medium/long-term debt and borrowings

g

Short term debt and borrowings

 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

Loans denominated in Euros 1,352,252 599,456
Loans denominated in USD 1,312,944 862,817
Loans denominated in other currencies 8,243 -

2,673,439 1,462,273

The breakdown of Finance debt, by currency, is as follows:
Group

The breakdown of guarantees is presented in Note 36 to the condensed consolidated financial statements.

 
31. Employee benefits

Employee benefits balance are analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

       Provisions for social liabilities and benefits 6 780
       Provisions for healthcare liabilities 53 382

59 1 162

Group

59 1,162
   

Employee benefit plans

The variation in the provisions for social liabilities and benefits and healthcare liabilities derives from the transfer of part of the obligations to other companies of the EDP
Group.

The liabilities arising from pension and healthcare plans are fully covered, either by plan assets or provisions.

As at 31 December 2009 and 31 December 2008, “Provisions for liabilities and social benefits” refers exclusively to defined benefit plans.

The responsabilities and the assets from pension and healthcare pension plans have no significant amounts.

p y p

The existing plans are presented hereunder, with a brief description of each and of the companies covered by them, as well as of the economic and financial data:

The EDP Renováveis Group companies in Portugal have a social benefits plan funded by a restricted Pension Fund, complemented by a specific provision. The EDP

I. Defined benefit pension plans

Some EDP Renováveis Group companies grant post-retirement benefits to employees, under defined benefit plans, namely pension plans that ensure retirement
complements to age, disability and surviving pensions, as well as retirement pensions. In some cases healthcare care is provided during retirement and early retirement,
through mechanisms complementary to those provided by the National Health Service.

This Pension Fund covers the liability for retirement pension complements (age, disability and survivor pension) as well as the liability for early retirement.

Pension Fund is managed by Pensõesgere being the management of the assets subcontracted to external asset management entities.
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The following financial and actuarial assumptions were used to calculate the liability of the EDP Renováveis Group pension plans: 

Group
 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008

Assumptions 
  Expected return of plan assets 6.34% 6.00%
  Discount rate 5.20% 5.75%
  Salary increase rate 3.70% 3.70%
  Pension increase rate 2.70% 2.90%
  Social Security salary appreciation 1.90% 2.10%
  Inflation rate 2.00% 2.20%

  Mortality table

Age >60 -
TV88/90 

/ Age<=60 years 
TV99/01

TV 88/90

Group

-TV99/01
  Disability table 50%EKV 80 50.00%
 Expected % of eligible employees accepting 40 40
      early retirement 

NEO in Spain, has social benefit plans of defined contribution that complement those granted by the Social Welfare System to the companies’ employees, under which
they pay a contribution to these plans each year, calculated in accordance with the rules established in each case.

II. Pension Plans - Defined Contribution Type

III. Liability for Medical Care and Other Benefits Plans - Defined Benefit Type

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Assumptions
  Discount rate 5.20% 5.75%
  Annual increase rate of medical service costs 4.00% 4.00%
  Estimated administrative expenses per beneficiary per year (Euros) 150 150

Age >60 -
TV88/90

The actuarial assumptions used to calculate the liability for Medical Care Plans are as follows: 

Group

The Group companies in Portugal resulting from the spin-off of EDP in 1994 have a Medical Care Plan which is fully covered by a provision.

  Mortality table
TV88/90 

/ Age<=60 
years -TV99/01

TV 88/90

  Disability table 50%EKV 80 50.00%

  Expected % of subscription of early retirement by employees eligible 40 40

32. Provisions

Provisions are analysed as follows:

The Medical Plan liability is recognised in the Group’s accounts through provisions that totally cover the liability.

Provisions are analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

Dismantling and decommission provisions 63,956 47,311
Provision for other liabilities and charges 3,129 2,387

67,085 49,698
  

Dismantling and decommission provisions refer to the costs to be incurred with dismantling wind farms and restoring of sites and land to their original condition, in
accordance with the accounting policy described in Note 2 o). The above amount includes essentially 41,609 thousands of Euros for wind farms in the United States of

Group

As at 31 December 2009 and 2008, the EDP Renováveis Group does not have any significant tax-related contingent liabilities or contingent assets related to unresolved
disputes with the tax authorities.

g p y ) y ,
America (31 December 2008: 31,240 thousands of Euros), 15,053 thousands of Euros for wind farms in Spain (31 December 2008: 6,086 thousands of Euros), 5,348
thousands of Euros for wind farms in Portugal (31 December 2008: 1,577 thousands of Euros), 1,738 thousands of Euros for wind farms in France (31 December 2008: 408
thousands of Euros), 25 thousands for wind farms in Belgium and 183 thousands of Euros for wind farms in Brazil 

EDP Renováveis believes that the provisions booked on the consolidated balance sheet adequately cover the risks described in this note. Therefore, it is not expected that
they will give rise to liabilities in addition to those recorded.
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Group

The movements in Provisions for dismantling and decommission provisions are analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

  Balance at the beginning of the year 47,311 20,280
  Capitalised amount for the year 14,951 26,490
  Charge off for the year - -3,830
  Unwinding 3,134 2,157
  Other and exchange differences -1,440 2,214
  Balance at the end of the year 63,956 47,311

 

Group

The movements in Provision for other liabilities and charges are analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

  Balance at the beginning of the year 2,387 2,317
  Charge for the year 1,140 516
  Write back for the year -420 -446
  Other and exchange differences 22 -
  Balance at the end of the year 3,129 2,387

  

33. Trade and other payables

Group

This balance is analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

Short-term trade and other payables - Current:
     Derivative financial instruments (Hedging)   854 - 
     Liabilities arising from options with non controlling interests  303 722 - 
     Other payables
      - Suppliers 42,765 78,141
      - Other operations with related parties 15,425 8,837

- Property and equipment suppliers 652 236 424 920

Group

       Property and equipment suppliers 652,236 424,920
      - Advances from customers 55 22
      - Deferred income 505 857
      - Amounts payable for the acquisition of subsidiaries 10,356 -
      - Success fees payable for the acquisition of subsidiaries 7,327 -
      - Variable remuneration to employees 11,128 19,662
      - Other supplies and services 22,841 68,821
      - Management fees - 5,181
      - Other creditors and sundry operations 30,891 41,893

1,098,105 648,334
  

G
 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008

Euro'000 Euro'000
Medium/long-term trade and other payables – Non-current:
     Payables - Group companies 40,009 -
     Derivative financial instruments (Hedging) 18,848 77,022
     Liabilities arising from options with non controlling interests 61 258,925
     Liabilities arising from institutional partnerships in US wind farms 1,353,612 1,096,668
     Other payables
      - Property and equipment suppliers - 131
      - Government grants / subsidies for investments in fixed assets 162,486 15,034

- Electricity sale contracts - Horizon 97 951 119 655

Group

       Electricity sale contracts  Horizon 97,951 119,655
      - Amounts payable for the acquisition of subsidiaries 21,230 31,247
      - Success fees payable for the acquisition of subsidiaries 53,034 85,145
      - Other creditors and sundry operations 280 11,560

1,747,511 1,695,387
  

As referred in note 2b) the EDP Renováveis Group records written put options related with investments in subsidiaries held by non controlling interest at the date of
acquisition of a business combination or at a subsequent date as an advance acquisition of these interests, recording a financial liability for the present value of the best
estimate of the amount payable, irrespective of the estimated probability that the options will be exercised. As at 31 December 2009 the Liabilities arising from written put
options with non controlling interests - Current includes the liability for the put option contracted in 2005 with Caja Madrid for a 20% interest in the Desa Group and the
written put option contracted in 2007 with Caja Madrid for 20% of the Genesa Group in the amount of 303,722 thousands of Euros (31 December 2008: 258,925
thousands of Euros). The option conditions (both for Desa and Genesa) are as follows:

• The timeframe is from 1 January 2010 to 2011, inclusive.
• The contract is for the total shares in Neo Group companies held by Caja Madrid, 20% in Genesa Group and 20% in Desa Group.
• The strike price will be the market value determined by valuations from prestigious banks.
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During 2009, and as a consequence of the option conditions described above, the liability was reclassified from non current to current.

Derivative financial instruments (Hedging) - Non Current includes 1,268 thousands of Euros (on 31 December 2008 65,478 thousands of Euros) related to a hedge
instrument of USD and Euros with EDP Branch, which was formalised in order to hedge the foreign exchange risk of the net investment held in Horizon, expressed in USD
(see Note 35). In the Group accounts, EDP Renováveis Group has applied the net investment hedge model to state this transaction.

Amounts payable for the acquisition of subsidiaries Current and Non - Current includes the outstanding amounts related with the acquisition of Relax Wind Group,
Greenwind,Vent Corbera, Parque Eólico Altos del Voltoya, Vent Vilalba and Bom Vent de L'Ébre.

Success fees payable for the acquisition of subsidiaries Current and Non - Current includes the amounts related to the contingent prices of the acquisitions of the Relax
Wind Group, Renovatio Group, Greenwind, Elektrownia Wiatrowa Kresy and Elebrás.

The subsidiary Horizon books the receipts from equity investors associated to wind farms projects as non current liabilities under Liability to institutional investors

Horizon's relationship with the institutional investors is established through a limited liability company operating agreement that apportions the cash flows generated by
the wind farms between the investors and the Company and allocates the tax benefits, which include Production Tax Credits (PTC), Investment Tax Credits (ITC) and
accelerated depreciation, largely to the investor.

The institutional investors purchase their partnership interests for an upfront cash payment with an agreed targeted internal rate of return over the period that the tax
credits are generated This anticipated return is computed based on the total anticipated benefit that the institutional investors will receive and includes the value of PTC’s

The subsidiary Horizon books the receipts from equity investors associated to wind farms projects as non current liabilities under Liability to institutional investors
incorporate partnership in wind farms in USA. This liability is reduced by the amount of tax benefits provided and payments made to the equity investors during the period
(31 December 2009: 441,605 thousands of Euros and 31 December 2008: 207,851 thousands of Euros). The amount of tax benefits provided is booked as a non current
deferred income, recognised over the useful life of 20 years of the related projects (see note 7). Additionally this liability is increased by the estimated interest calculated
based on the liability amount and the expected return rate of the equity investors (see note 13).

credits are generated. This anticipated return is computed based on the total anticipated benefit that the institutional investors will receive and includes the value of PTC s
/ ITC's, allocated taxable income or loss and cash distributions received.

Under these structures, all operating cash flow is allocated to Horizon until the earlier of a fixed date, or when the investors recover the amount of invested capital that
remains after deducting the amount of the payment received from the institutional investors from the total amount previously invested. This “cash flip” is expected to occur
approximately seven to eight years from the initial closing date. Thereafter, all operating cash flow is allocated to the institutional investors until they receive the targeted
internal rate of return (the “Flip Date”).

Prior to the Flip Date, a significant part of the tax income and benefits generated by the partnerships are allocated to the institutional investor, with any remaining benefits
allocated to Horizon.

After the Flip Date the institutional investor retains a small non controlling interest for the duration of its membership in the structure Horizon also has an option to

Cash
Interest

Structure Wind Farm Date Created Ownership

Blue Canyon I Blue Canyon I Dec. 2003 25%

2007 Vento I Maple Ridge I(1) July 2007 100%

After the Flip Date, the institutional investor retains a small non controlling interest for the duration of its membership in the structure. Horizon also has an option to
purchase the institutional investor’s residual interests at fair market value on the Flip Date.

As of 31 December 2009, Horizon had the following institutional equity partnerships:

2007 Vento I Maple Ridge I July 2007 100%
Maple Ridge II(1)

Madison 

Blue Canyon II
Mesquite
High Trail

2007 Vento II Twin Groves II December 2007 100%
Elkhorn Valley
Prairie Star
Lone Star II (2)

2008 Vento III(3) Pioneer Prairie I December 2008 100%
Rattlesnake
Meridian Way

2009 Vento IV Rail Splitter August 2009 100%

2009 Vento V Blue Canyon V December 2009 100%

2009 Vento VI Lost Lakes December 2009 100%

(1) H i ' 50% i t t(1)  Horizon's 50% interest

(2)  Post Oak contributed in 2008 upon completion of construction

(3) Pioneer Prairie II was contributed in the first quarter of 2009 in exchange for additional investment.  At 31 December 2008, Horizon had retained 50% of the Vento III shares available for institutional 
investors. In December 2009, General Electric purchased 21.85 % of Vento III's Class B membership interest.
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This liability is reduced by the value of tax attributes provided and cash distributions made to the institutional investors during the period. The value of the tax attributes
delivered primarily accelerated depreciation and ITC / investments grants is recorded as non-current deferred income and is recognized to income on a pro rata basis

34 Tax payable

Government grants for investments in fixed assets are essentially related to grants received by Horizon subgroup under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
promoted by the United States of America Government.

Electricity sales contracts - Horizon relates to the fair value of the contracts entered into by Horizon with its customers, determined under the Purchase Price Allocation
(see note 6).

The liability to the institutional investors is increased by an interest accrual that is a function of the outstanding liability balance and the targeted internal rate of return.

delivered, primarily accelerated depreciation and ITC / investments grants, is recorded as non-current deferred income and is recognized to income on a pro rata basis
over the 20 year useful life of the underlying projects. 

34. Tax payable

This balance is analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

  State and other public entities:
      -  Income tax 15,930 18,153
      -  Withholding tax 15,743 19,832
      -  Value added tax (VAT) 4,021 6,380
      -  Other taxes 1,443 1,896

Group

37,137 46,261
   

35. Derivative financial instruments

From 1 More than

As of 31 December 2009, the fair value and maturity of derivatives is analysed as follows:

In accordance with IAS 39, the Group classifies the derivative financial instruments as a fair value hedge of an asset or liability recognised, as a cash flow hedge of
recorded liabilities and forecast transactions considered highly probable or net investment hedged in foreign operations.

Fair Value Notional

Assets Liabilities Until 1 year to 5 years 5 years Total
Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

Net investment hedge
   Currency swaps - -1,268 - - 1,826,174 1,826,174

- -1,268 - - 1,826,174 1,826,174

Cash flow hedge
   Power price swaps 17,667 -176 63,294 6,120 - 69,414
   Interest rate swaps 47 -17,540 35,354 199,395 101,123 335,872
   Currency forwards - -612 87,661 - - 87,661

17,714 -18,328 186,309 205,515 101,123 492,947

Trading
   Power price swaps 1,494 -106 926 426 - 1,352

1,494 -106 926 426 - 1,352

19,208 -19,702 187,235 205,941 1,927,297 2,320,473

From 1 More than
Assets Liabilities Until 1 year to 5 years 5 years Total

As of 31 December 2008, the fair value and maturity of derivatives is analysed as follows:

Fair Value Notional

Assets Liabilities Until 1 year to 5 years 5 years Total
Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

Net investment hedge
   Currency swaps - -65,478 - - 1,826,174 1,826,174

- -65,478 - - 1,826,174 1,826,174

Cash flow hedge
   Power price swaps 7,807 - 1,616 2,628 - 4,244
   Interest rate swaps 44 -10,525 4,815 36,359 303,573 344,747
   Currency forwards 1,527 - 99,463 - - 99,463
   Options purchase and sold 58 -1,019 464 59,383 6,199 66,046

9,436 -11,544 106,358 98,370 309,772 514,500

9,436 -77,022 106,358 98,370 2,135,946 2,340,674

The fair value of derivative financial instruments is recorded under Debtors and other assets (note 23) or Trade and other payables (note 33), if the fair value is positive or
negative, respectively.
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The net investment derivatives are related to the Group CIRS in USD and EUR with EDP Branch as referred in the notes 37 and 38. The fair value is based on internal
valuation models as described in note 38valuation models, as described in note 38.

Cash flow hedge currency forwards are related to exchange rate risk in Neólica Polska, derived from the supplying contracts defined in Euros, for which will be necessary
financings in Polish Zlotis.

Cash flow hedge power price swaps are related to the hedging of the sales price, congestion and line loss. Horizon has entered into a power price swap to hedge the

variability in the spot market prices received for a portion of the production of Maple Ridge I project and NEO for the production of some of its wind farms. In certain US

power markets, Horizon is exposed to congestion and line loss risks which typically have a negative impact on the price received for power generated in these markets.

To hedge these risk exposures, Horizon entered into Financial Transmission Rights (“FTR”) and a three year fixed for floating Locational Marginal Price (LMP) swap .

Interest rate swaps are related to the project finances and intend to convert variable to fixed interest rates

Type of hedge Hedging Hedged Instrument Risk Instrument Risk

2009
Changes in fair value

The changes in the fair value of hedging instruments and risks being hedged are as follows:

Changes in fair value
2008

The trading derivative financial instruments are derivatives contrated for economic hegding that are not eligible for hedge accounting.

Fair value of cash flow hedge derivatives is based on quotes indicated by external entities (investment banks). These entities use discount cash flows techniques usually
accepted and data from public markets.

Interest rate swaps are related to the project finances and intend to convert variable to fixed interest rates .

Type of hedge Hedging Hedged Instrument Risk Instrument Risk
instrument item Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

   - Net Investment hedge
Interest and 
exchange rate 
swap

Subsidiary 
accounts 
denominated in 
USD

64,211 -64,211 -103,472 103,314

   - Cashflow hedge Interest rate swap Interest rate -7,013 - -14,926 -
   - Cashflow hedge Interest rate caps and floors Interest rate 961 - -994 -
   - Cashflow hedge Power price swaps Power price 9,684 - 7,807 -

- Cashflow hedge Currency forward Exchange rate -2 139 - 1 527 -   - Cashflow hedge Currency forward Exchange rate -2,139 - 1,527 -
   - Cashflow hedge Currency swap Exchange rate - - -7,189 -

65,704 -64,211 -117,247 103,314

2009 2008

Euro'000 Euro'000

Balance at the beginning of the year 16,526 12,598

The movements in cash flow hedge reserve have been as follows:

Fair value changes
         Interest rate swaps -7,013 -14,926
         Interest rate caps and floors 961 -994
         Power price swaps 9,985 7,807
         Currency forward -2,139 1,527
         Currency swaps - -7,189

Fair value changes reflected in income statement before the hedge designation of the Power price swap in Horizon - 5,266
Settlements of exchange rate swaps waiting for the hedge item to hit P&L - 12,020
Transfers to results -4,562 -548
I f ti 35 387Inefectiveness -35 -387
Non controlling interests included in fair value changes 371 1,351
Balance at the end of the year 14,094 16,525
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31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008

The gains and losses on the financial instruments portfolio booked in the income statement are as follows:

 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

Net investment hedge - inefectiveness - -158

   Cash-flow hedge
         Fair value changes reflected in income statement before the hedge designation of the Power swap in Horizon - -5,266
         Transfers to results 4,562 548
         Inefectiveness 35 387
   Non elegible for hedge accounting derivatives -3,193 518

1 404 3 9711,404 -3,971

Currency

Interest rate contracts:

Group
EDP Renováveis Pays

During the year the NEO subgroup has liquidated several power price swaps and interest rate swaps and recognised in the income statement gains of 19,270 thousands
of Euros and 4,579 thousands of Euros.

EDP Renováveis Receives

The effective interest rates for derivative financial instruments associated with financing operations during 2009, were as follows:

   Interest rate swaps EUR [ 3.00%    - 5.01%] [ 0.71%    - 3.00%]

Currency

Interest rate contracts:
   Interest rate swaps EUR [ 3.00%    -  5.10%] [ 3.00%    -  5.14%]

Notional value 

EDP Renováveis ReceivesEDP Renováveis Pays
Group

The effective interest rates for derivative financial instruments associated with financing operations during 2008, were as follows:

Euro'000
Interest rate contracts:
   Options purchased on interest rates (CAP purchases) 37,425 [ 5.75%    -  3.89%]
   Options sold on interest rates (Floor sale) 28,611 [ 4.27%    -  3.06%]

36. Commitments

Group

As at 31 December 2009 and 31 December 2008, the financial commitments not included in the balance sheet in respect of financial and real guarantees provided, are
analysed as follows:

 31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008
Euro'000 Euro'000

  Guarantees of a financial nature
  - NEO Energia Group 6,341 6,341

   - Horizon Wind Energy Group 3,124 3,233
9,465 9,574

  Guarantees of an operational nature
  - EDP Renováveis 330,227 -
  - NEO Energia Group 190,322 401,647

Horizon Wind Energy Group 1 093 336 907 363

Group

Type

  - Horizon Wind Energy Group 1,093,336 907,363
1,613,885 1,309,010

           Total 1,623,350 1,318,584
  Real guarantees 6,284 719
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The EDP Renováveis Group financial debt, lease and purchase obligations by maturity date are as follows:

31 Dec 2009

Up 1 3 More than
to 1 to 3 to 5 5

Total year years years years
Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

Financial debt (including interests) 3,715,943 225,378 335,045 336,306 2,819,214
Operating lease rents not yet due 460,432 28,498 56,165 53,713 322,056
Purchase obligations 1,480,277 1,100,036 376,902 3,339 -

5,656,652 1,353,912 768,112 393,358 3,141,270

31 Dec 2009

Debt capital by period

Up 1 3 More than
to 1 to 3 to 5 5

Total year years years years
Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

Financial debt (including interests) 1,966,109 153,302 219,729 208,100 1,384,978
O i l d 485 485 28 774 59 248 54 858 342 606

 31 Dec 2008

Debt capital by period

Operating lease rents not yet due 485,485 28,774 59,248 54,858 342,606
Purchase obligations 1,856,876 1,311,393 347,409 172,068 26,005

4,308,470 1,493,469 626,386 435,026 1,753,589

Purchase obligations include debts related with long-term agreements of product and services supply related to the Group operational activity. When prices are defined
under “forward” contracts, these are used in estimating the amounts of the contractual commitments.

The Group has purchase commitments for the acquisition of property, plant and equipment and for maintenance contracts obligations amounting to 1,666,003
h d f l d h f d b f l h d d l h h h b d h d ff

The Operating lease rents not yet due are essentially related with the land where the wind farms are built. Usually the leasing period cover the useful life of the wind
farms.

NEO Horizon Group NEO Horizon Group
 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008  31 Dec 2008  31 Dec 2008

Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

     Up to 1 year 694,776 405,790 1,100,566 900,112 407,723 1,307,835
     1 to 5 years 228,602 180,133 408,735 333,366 213,252 546,619
     Over 5 years - 156,732 156,732 26,005 116,162 142,167

923,378 742,655 1,666,033 1,259,483 737,138 1,996,621

thousands of Euros related to the acquisition of wind turbines for projects currently in the construction and development stages, which have been contracted with different
suppliers of this type of installations. The breakdown per years is as follows:

EDP Renováveis through its subsidiary Veinco Energía Limpia S L holds a call option over Jorge S L for 8 5% of interest held by Jorge S L on company "Apineli

- EDP Renováveis, through its subsidiary NEO, holds a call option over Cajastur for all the shares held by Cajastur on company "Quinze Mines" (51% of share capital).
Cajastur holds an equivalent put option on these shares over EDP Renováveis. The price of exercising these options will be determined under an investment bank
valuation process. The options can be exercised between 1 January 2012 and 1 January 2013, inclusively.

- EDP Renováveis, through its subsidiary NEO, holds a call option over Caja Madrid for all the shares held by Caja Madrid on companies of the NEO sub-group (20% of
Genesa). Caja Madrid holds an equivalent put option on these shares over EDP Renováveis. The price of exercising these options will be determined under an investment
bank valuation process. The options can be exercised between 1 January 2010 and 1 January 2011, inclusively (see note 33).

As at 31 December 2009 and 2008 the Group has the following contingent liabilities/rights related with call and put options on investments:

- EDP Renováveis, through its subsidiary Veinco Energía Limpia, S.L., holds a call option over Jorge, S.L. for 8.5% of interest held by Jorge, S.L. on company "Apineli
Aplicaciones industriales de energías limpias, SL". The price of exercising these options is 900 thousands of Euros. The option can be exercised when Jorge, S.L. obtain
the licenses to amplify the windfarms "Dehesa del Coscojar" and "El Águila", until 30 days after the notification of the suspensive condition with a limit date of 18 April
2014.

- EDP Renováveis, through its subsidiary NEO, holds a call option over Copcisa for all the shares held by Copcisa on companies Corbera and Vilalba" (49% of share
capital).

- EDP Renováveis, through its subsidiary NEO, holds a call option over Cajastur for 51% of interest held by Cajastur in the companies Sauvageons, Le Mee and Petite Pièce.
Cajastur holds an equivalent put option on these shares over EDP Renováveis. The price of exercising these options will be determined under an investment bank
valuation process. The options can be exercised between 1 January 2014 and 31 December 2014.
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37. Related parties

Main shareholders and shares held by company officers:

N.º of Shares % Capital % Voting rights 

EDP - Energias de Portugal, S.A. Sucursal en España (EDP Branch) 541,027,156 62.02% 62.02%
Hidroeléctrica del Cantábrico, S.A. 135,256,700 15.51% 15.51%
Other shareholders 196,024,306 22.47% 22.47%

872,308,162 100.00% 100.00%

2009 2008

EDP Renováveis, S.A..’s shareholder structure as at 31 December 2009 and 2008 is analysed as follows:

Main shareholders and shares held by company officers:

The number of shares held by company officers as at 31 December 2009 are as follows:

N.º of shares N.º of shares 

Executive Board of Directors 
Antonio Luis Guerra Nunes Mexía 4,200 4,200
Ana Mª Machado Fernandes 1,510 1,510
Joao Manuel Manso Neto - -
Nuno María Pestana de Almeida Alves 5,000 5,000
Antonio Fernando Melo Martins da Costa 1,480 1,480
Francisco José Queiroz de Barros de Lacerda 620 620
Joao Manuel de Mello Franco 380 380
Jorge Manuel Azevedo Henriques dos Santos 200 200
José Silva Lopes 760 760José Silva Lopes 760 760
José Fernando Maia de Araujo e Silva 80 80
Rafael Caldeira de Castel-Branco Valverde - -
Antonio do Pranto Nogueira Leite - -
Joao José Belard da Fonseca Lopes Raimundo 840 840
Daniel M. Kammen - -
Manuel Menéndez Menéndez - -
Gilles August - -

15,070 15,070

The members of Board of Directors of EDP Renováveis have not comunicated and the parent company does not have knowledge of any conflict of interests included in the
article 127 º 4 º of "Ley de Sociedades Anónimas" (Spanish Companies' Law)

Chairman of Board of Directors

Company Position

EDP - Energias de Portugal, S.A.António Luis Guerra Nunes Mexia Chairman of Board of Directors

Energias do Brasil S A

article 127. , 4.  of  Ley de Sociedades Anónimas  (Spanish Companies  Law).

The board members of parent company, complying with the article 127.º, 4.º of the "Ley de Sociedades Anónimas", declared that they have not exercised positions of
responsability in companies with the same, similar or complementar activity of EDP Renováveis Group parent company, and they do not have exercised by their own or
through third entities any activity in companies with the same, similar or complementar activity of EDP Renováveis Group parent company, with the following exceptions
(includes information about external and Group EDP entities):

Name of Board member

Chairman of Board of Directors

EDP Energías de Portugal, S.A. Sucursal en España Permanent representative

EDP Finance BV Representative

Chairman of Board of Directors

Energias do Brasil, S.A. Board of Directors member

Nuevas Energías de Occidente, S.L.

Ana Maria Machado Fernandes EDP - Energias de Portugal, S.A. Board of Directors member

Energias do Brasil, S.A.

EDP - Soluções Comerciais, S.A.

Hidroeléctrica del Cantábrico, S.A.

EDP - Energias de Portugal, S.A.

Board of Directors member

ENEOP - Eólicas de Portugal, S.A. Chairman of Board of Directors

António Fernando Melo Martins da Costa

Representative

Horizon Wind Energy, LLC Board of Directors member

EDP Energías de Portugal, S.A. Sucursal en España

Board of Directors member

Chairman of Board of Directorsç

EDP Internacional, S.A.

Horizon Wind Energy, LLC

Chairman of Board of Directors

Chairman of Board of Directors
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EDP Energías de Portugal S A Sucursal en España Representative

Name of Board member Company Position

António Fernando Melo Martins da Costa EDP Energías de Portugal, S.A. Sucursal en España

EDP Finance BV Representative

EDP Ásia - Investimentos e Consultoria, S.A.

Electricidade de Portugal Finance Company Ireland, 
Lt

Director

Nuno Maria Pestana de Almeida Alves
Balwerk - Consultadoria Económica e 
Participações, S.U., Lda.

Managing Director

Chairman of Board of Directors

RepresentativeAntónio Fernando Melo Martins da Costa

Energia RE S A Chairman of Board of Directors

Lt.

Energias do Brasil, S.A. Board of Directors member

Board of Directors member and CFO

EDP Imobiliária e Participações, S.A. Chairman of Board of Directors

EDP Valor - Gestão Integrada de Serviços S.A. Chairman of Board of Directors

EDP - Energias de Portugal, S.A.

SCS—Serviços Complementares de Saúde,S.A. 

Hidroeléctrica del Cantábrico, S.A.

Energia RE, S.A. Chairman of Board of Directors

Horizon Wind Energy, LLC Board of Directors member

Chairman of Board of DirectorsSãvida - Medicina Apoiada, S.A.

EDP Finance BV Representative

Chairman of Board of Directors

Board of Directors member

EDP Energías de Portugal, S.A. Sucursal en España Representative

EDP Estudos e Consultoria, S.A.

Naturgás Energía Grupo, S.A. Chairman of Board of Directors

Board of Directors member

Hidroeléctrica del Cantábrico, S.A. Chairman of Board of Directors

Nuevas Energías de Occidente, S.L.

Manuel Menéndez Menéndez

Chairman of Board of Directors

Name of Board member Company Position

Naturgás Energia Grupo, S.A. Second Vice-Chairman of Board of Directors

EDP Gás II, S.G.P.S., S.A. Chairman of Board of Directors

Chairman of Board of Directors

EDP Gás, S.G.P.S., S.A. Chairman of Board of Directors

EDP - Energias de Portugal, S.A. Board of Directors member

EDP - Gestão da Produção de Energia, S.A.

João Manuel Manso Neto

d b d f f b l f d

EDP Gás.com - Comércio de Gás Natural, S.A.

EDP Gás III, S.G.P.S., S.A. Chairman of Board of Directors

EDP Investimentos S.G.P.S., S.A. Chairman of Board of Directors

Vice-Chairman of Board of 
Directors and Chief Executive 

EDP Finance, B.V. Representative

Hidroeléctrica del Cantábrico, S.A.

Board of Directors member

Hid táb i E i S A U Ch i f B d f Di t

d d l d f b l d d d d l f d f d d b l d

Sole DirectorHidrocantábrico Gestión de Energia , S.A.U.

Hidrocantábrico Energia , S.A.U. Chairman of Board of Directors

Eléctrica de la Ribera de Ebro, S.L. (Elebro) Chairman of Board of Directors
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Name of Board member Company Position

Empresa Hidroeléctrica do Guadiana, S.A.

EDP Energia Ibérica S.A.

EDP Energías de Portugal, S.A. Sucursal en España

Board of Directors member

Chairman of Board of Directors

Permanent representative

João José Belard da Fonseca Lopes Raimundo Fomentinvest, SGPS, S.A. Board of Directors member

Daniel M. Kammen Enphase Energy Technology Advisor

Additionally the board members have comunicated that do not own any interest in the share capital of other company with the same, similar or complementar activity of
EDP Renováveis Group, with the following exceptions:

Name of Board member Company Number of shares

Miasole, Inc.

Greenwala 

Wilder Shares

Advisory board

Technology Advisor

Advisory board

50,000

13,299

António Luis Guerra Nunes Mexia EDP - Energias de Portugal, S.A.

António Fernando Melo Martins da Costa EDP - Energias de Portugal, S.A.

Nuno Maria Pestana de Almeida Alves

1,000

EDP - Energias de Portugal, S.A.

João Manuel Manso Neto EDP - Energias de Portugal, S.A. 1,268

João José Belard da Fonseca Lopes Raimundo REN - Redes Energéticas Nacionais, SGPS, S.A. 780

Jorge Manuel Azevedo Henriques dos Santos EDP - Energias de Portugal, S.A. 2,379

4,550

980

227,000

Remuneration of company officers

EDP - Energias de Portugal, S.A.

In accordance with the Company's by-laws, the remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors is proposed by the Nomination and Remuneration Committee to
the Board of Directors on the basis of the overall amount of remuneration authorized by the General Meeting. The Board of Directors approves the distribution and exact

João Manuel de Mello Franco REN - Redes Energéticas Nacionais, SGPS, S.A.

João Manuel de Mello Franco

Daniel M. Kammen Renewable Funding LLC

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Euros Euros

CEO* 246,857 235,200
Board members 508,750 277,083

755,607 512,283
* From May to December 2008 and 2009

O 4 N b 2008 EDP d EDP R á i i d E ti M t S i A t

amount paid to each director on the basis of this proposal. 

The remuneration attributed to the members of the Executive Board of Directors (EBD) in 2009 and 2008 were as follows:

On 4 November 2008 EDP and EDP Renováveis signed an Executive Management Services Agreement. 

Through this contract, EDP provides management services to EDP Renováveis, including matters related to the day-to-day running of the Company. Under this agreement
EDP appoints four people to form EDPR’s Executive Committee, for which EDP Renováveis pays EDP an amount defined by the Board of Directors. Until 30 of April of 2009
the CEO remuneration was also covered by this contract.

Additionally, the remuneration of the members of the Management Team (defined as Key Management and excluding the Chief Executive Officer), was 1,642 thousands
of Euros (31 December 2008: 1,158 thousands of Euros).

Under this contract, EDP Renováveis is due to pay an amount of EUR 1,453 thousands of Euros for management services rendered by EDP through 2009. 

A t 31 D b 2009 d 2008 th t t di l d d ith ffi d k tAs at 31 December 2009 and 2008 there are no outstanding loans and advances with company officers and key management.
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Balances and transactions with related parties

As at 31 December 2009 assets and liabilities with related parties are analysed as follows:

Assets Liabilities Net
Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

EDP Energias de Portugal, S.A. 11,375 5,475 5,900
EDP Energias de Portugal, S.A. Sucursal en España (EDP Branch) 59,294 13,662 45,632
EDP Group companies 47,872 2,137,046 -2,089,174
Hidrocantábrico Group companies 18,894 1,493 17,401
Associated companies 111,277 - 111,277
Jointly controlled entities 7,742 840 6,902
Other - 239 -239

As at 31 December 2009, assets and liabilities with related parties, are analysed as follows:

256,454 2,158,755 -1,902,301

Assets Liabilities Net
Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

EDP Energias de Portugal, S.A. 6,684 10,965 -4,281
i d l S A S l ñ ( h) 24 4 6 93 40 906 724

As at 31 December 2008, assets and liabilities with related parties, are analysed as follows:

Liabilities includes essentially loans obtained by EDP Renováveis from EDP Finance BV in the amount of 2,131,142 thousands of Euros.

EDP - Energias de Portugal, S.A. Sucursal en España (EDP Branch) 24,416 931,140 -906,724
Group EDP companies 120,943 2,000 118,943
Hidrocantábrico Group companies 21,464 6,154 15,310
Associated companies 14,018 - 14,018
Jointly controlled entities 8,344 840 7,504
Other - 185 -185

195,869 951,284 -755,415

Operating Financial Operating Financial
income income expenses expenses

Transactions with related parties for the year ended 31 December 2009 are analysed as follows:

income income expenses expenses
Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

EDP Energias de Portugal, S.A. 23,292 - -3,500 -700
EDP Energias de Portugal, S.A. Sucursal en España (EDP Branch) - 11,503 -9,233 -37,558
EDP Group companies 120,449 101 -3,853 -43,592
Hidrocantábrico Group companies 158,148 - -4,804 -51
Associated companies 1,094 2,191 -449 -
Jointly controlled entities 615 3,898 - -

303,598 17,693 -21,839 -81,901

Transactions with related parties for the year ended 31 December 2008 are analysed as follows:

Operating Financial Operating Financial
income income expenses expenses

Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

EDP Energias de Portugal, S.A. 3,905 340 -3,327 -1,257
EDP - Energias de Portugal, S.A. Sucursal en España (EDP Branch) - 26,791 -2,880 -55,309
Group EDP companies 93,118 - -4,290 -525
Hidrocantábrico Group companies 96,968 8,755 -3,973 -
Associates 1,239 198 -24 -
Jointly controlled entities 707 471 - -

Transactions with related parties for the year ended 31 December 2008 are analysed as follows:

195,937 36,555 -14,494 -57,091

With the purpose of hedging the foreign exchange risk existing in the company and Group accounts of EDP Renováveis and in the company accounts of EDP Branch, the
EDP Group settled a CIRS in USD and Euros between EDP Branch and EDP Renováveis. At each reporting date, this CIRS is revalued to its market value, which corresponds
to a spot foreign exchange revaluation, resulting in a perfect hedge (revaluation of the investment in Horizon and of the USD external financing). As at 31 December 2009,
the amount payable by EDP Renováveis to EDP Branch related to this CIRS amounts to 1,268 thousands of Euros (31 December 2008: 65,478 thousands of Euros) (see note
33 and 35).

As part of its operational activities, the EDP Renováveis Group must present guarantees in favour of certain suppliers. Usually, these guarantees are granted by EDP, S.A.,
through EDP Branch. As at 31 December 2009, EDP, S.A. and Hidrocantábrico granted financial (31,114 thousands of Euros, 31 December 2008: 61,654 thousands of Euros)
and operational (588, 860 thousands of Euros, 31 December 2008: 765,510 thousands of Euros) guarantees to suppliers in favour of NEO and Horizon. The operationalp g pp p
guarantees are issued following the commitments assumed by NEO and Horizon in relation to the acquisition of property, plant and equipment, namely turbines (see
note 36).
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As part of its operational activities, the EDP Renováveis Group must present guarantees in favour of certain suppliers. Usually, these guarantees are granted by EDP, S.A.,
through EDP Branch. As at 31 December 2009, EDP, S.A. and Hidrocantábrico granted financial (31,114 thousands of Euros, 31 December 2008: 61,654 thousands of Euros)
and operational (588 860 thousands of Euros 31 December 2008: 765 510 thousands of Euros) guarantees to suppliers in favour of NEO and Horizon The operational

38. Fair value of financial assets and liabilities

Fair value of financial instruments is based, whenever available, on quoted market prices. Otherwise, fair value is determined through internal models, which are based
on generally accepted cash flow discounting techniques and option valuation models or through quotations supplied by third parties.

Non-standard instruments may require alternative techniques, which consider their characteristics and the generally accepted market practices applicable to such

and operational (588, 860 thousands of Euros, 31 December 2008: 765,510 thousands of Euros) guarantees to suppliers in favour of NEO and Horizon. The operational
guarantees are issued following the commitments assumed by NEO and Horizon in relation to the acquisition of property, plant and equipment, namely turbines (see
note 36).

In the normal course of its activity, EDP Renováveis performs business transactions and operations based on normal market conditions with related parties.

EUR USD BRL EUR USD

Non standard instruments may require alternative techniques, which consider their characteristics and the generally accepted market practices applicable to such
instruments. These models are developed considering the market variables that affect the underlying instrument, namely yield curves, exchange rates and volatility
factors.

Market data is obtained from generally accepted suppliers of financial data (Bloomberg and Reuters).

As at 31 December 2009 and 31 December 2008, the following table presents the interest rate curves of the major currencies to which the Group is exposed. These
interest rates were used as the base for the fair value calculations made through internal models referred above:

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008
Currencies Currencies

EUR USD BRL EUR USD
3 months 0.70% 0.25% 8.74% 2.89% 1.44%
6 months 0.99% 0.43% 9.22% 2.97% 1.78%
9 months 1.13% 0.71% 9.87% 3.02% 1.92%

1 year 1.25% 0.98% 10.50% 3.05% 2.03%
2 years 1.88% 1.35% 11.86% 2.76% 1.48%
3 years 2.28% 2.00% 12.43% 2.91% 1.82%
5 years 2.81% 2.92% 12.79% 3.71% 2.11%
7 years 3.22% 3.48% 13.10% 3.93% 2.36%

10 years 3.59% 3.93% 13.31% 3.74% 2.57%

Non-listed equity instruments for which a reliable and consistent fair value estimate is not available either by internal models or external providers are recognized atNon listed equity instruments, for which a reliable and consistent fair value estimate is not available either by internal models or external providers, are recognized at
their historical cost. 

Available for sale financial instruments and financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

Listed financial instruments are recognized at fair value based on market prices. The financial instruments for which reliable fair value estimates are not available, are
recorded in the balance sheet at their historical costs (note 19).

Cash and cash equivalents, trade receivables and suppliers

These financial instruments include mainly short term financial assets and liabilities. Given their short term nature at the reporting date, their book values are not
significantly different from their fair values.

The fair value of the financial debt is estimated through internal models, which are based on generally accepted cash flow discounting techniques. At the reporting date,
the carrying amount of floating rate loans is approximately their fair value. In case of fixed rate loans, mainly the intercompany loans granted by EDP Group, their fair
value is obtained through internal models based on generally accepted discounting techniques. The discount rates and forward interest rates were based on the market
interest rate curves and on the exchange rates disclosed on note 28. 

Financial debt

All derivatives are accounted at their fair value. For those which are quoted in organized markets, the respective market price is used. For over-the-counter derivatives, fair

Derivative financial instruments

significantly different from their fair values.

q g p p
value is estimated through the use of internal models based on cash flow discounting techniques and option valuation models generally accepted by the market, or by
dealer price quotations.

With the purpose of hedging the foreign exchange risk resulting from the net investment in Horizon, the Group entered into a CIRS in USD and EUR with EDP Branch. This

financial derivative is presented on the balance sheet at its fair value, which is estimated by discounting the projected USD and EUR cash flows. The discount rates and

forward interest rates were based on the interest rate curves referred to above and the USD/EUR exchange rate is disclosed on note 28. See also notes 13, 23 and 27.

CIRS with EDP Branch (note 37)
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The fair values of assets and liabilities as at 31 December 2009 and 31 December 2008 is analysed as follows:

31 December 2009 Group 31 December 2008 Group
Carrying 
amount

Fair value Difference
Carrying 
amount

Fair value Difference

Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000 Euro'000

Available for sale investments 12,630 12,630 - 12,501 12,501 -
Trade receivables 106,148 106,148 - 82,598 82,598 -
Debtor and other assets 466,905 466,905 - 337,353 337,353 -
Derivative financial instruments 19,208 19,208 - 3,355 3,355 -
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 37,103 37,103 - 35,774 35,774 -
Cash and cash equivalents (assets) 443,633 443,633 - 229,680 229,680 -

1,085,627 1,085,627 - 701,261 701,261 -

Financial assets

31 December 2009 Group 31 December 2008 Group

Financial debt 2,673,439 2,643,266 -30,173 1,462,273 1,500,989 38,716
Suppliers 695,001 695,001 - 503,192 503,192 -
Trade and other payables 1,747,511 1,747,511 - 1,695,387 1,695,387 -
Derivative financial instruments 19,702 19,702 - 77,022 77,022 -

5,135,653 5,105,480 -30,173 3,737,874 3,776,590 38,716

Financial liabilities

The fair value levels used to valuate EDP Renováveis Group financial assets and liabilities are defined as follows:

- Level 1 - Quoted prices (unaudjusted) in active market for identical assets and liabilities;

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Available for sale investments - - 12,630 - - 12,501
Trade receivables - 106,148 - - 82,598 -
Debtor and other assets - 466,905 - - 337,353 -
Derivative financial instruments 19 208 3 355

Financial assets

31 December 2008 Group31 December 2009 Group

- Level 2 - Inputs other that quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly (i.e. as prices) or indirectly (i.e., derived from
prices);
- Level 3 - Inputs for the assets or liability that are not based on observable market data (unobservable inputs).

Derivative financial instruments - 19,208 - - 3,355 -
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 33,012 4,091 - 32,369 3,405 -
Cash and cash equivalents (assets) - 443,633 - - 229,680 -

33,012 1,039,985 12,630 32,369 656,391 12,501

Financial debt - 2,643,266 - - 1,500,989 -
Trade and other payables - 1,747,511 - - 1,695,387
Suppliers - 695,001 - - 503,192 -
Derivative financial instruments - 19,702 - - 77,022 -

- 5,105,480 - - 3,776,590 -

Financial liabilities

 31 Dec 2009  31 Dec 2008

12,501 7,951

Gains / (Losses) in other comprehensive income 912 7,747
Purchases - 1,509

Balance at the beggining of the year

The movement in 2009 and 2008 of the financial assets and liabilities within Level 3 are analyzed was as follows:

for sale investments
Available

Sales - -1,246
Issues -
Setllements -
Transfers into / (out of) Level 3 -783 -3,460

12,630 12,501Balance at the end of the year

The transfer out of Level 3 fair value is related with the subsidiary Aprofitament D'Energies Renovables de la Terra Alta, S.A., that during 2009 has been included in the 
consolidation scope of EDP Renováveis Group.
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39. Relevant subsequent events 

EDP Renováveis awarded 1 3 GW of wind offshore capacity in the UKEDP Renováveis awarded 1.3 GW of wind offshore capacity in the UK 

EDP Renováveis signs long term agreement to sell green certificates in Poland

On 8 January 2010, EDP Renováveis has announced that has been selected by the Crown Estate as a Zone Partner in the third offshore wind farm leasing round in the UK. 
EDP Renováveis and SeaEnergy Renewable Limited, through a joint venture designated by Moray Offshore Renewables Limited, have been awarded exclusive rights to
develop offshore wind farm sites in Zone 1 with an approximated target capacity of 1.3 GW. The share capital of Moray Offshore Renewables Limited is held on 75% by
EDP Renováveis and on 25% by SeaEnergy Renewable Limited.

On January 25 2010, EDP Renováveis has announced that has entered into a 15-year agreement with Energia - Obrót SA to sell the green certificates generated from its
120 MW Margonin wind farm in Poland

EDP Renováveis enters in the Italian wind market

40. Recent accounting standards and interpretations used

On 27 January 2010, EDP Renováveis has announced the acquisition of 85% of Italian Wind Srl, from Co-Ver Group, ading to its portfolio several wind projects in Italy
totalling 520 MW in diferent stages of maturity and in prime locations: (i) 4 wind projects totalling 108 MW classified as Tier 2; (ii) 98 MW of projects classified as Tier 3 and
(iii) 314 MW classified as prospects.

The new standards and interpretation that have been issued that are already effective and that the EDP Renováveis Group has applied on its Consolidated Financial
Statements can be analyzed as follows:

The Group has adopted this amendment and the impact was exclusively related to the presentation of consolidated financial statements.

IAS 23 (amendment) – "Borrowing costs"

The Group did not obtain any significant impact from the adoption of this amendment.

IAS 32 (amendment) - "Financial Instruments: Presentation - Puttable Financial Instruments and obligations arising from liquidation"

The Group did not obtain any significant impact from the adoption of this amendment.

IAS 1 (amendment) – "Presentation of Financial Statements"

The Group did not obtain any significant impact from the adoption of this amendment.

The Group has adopted this standard and the impact was exclusively related to the presentation of consolidated financial statements.

IFRS 7 (amendment) – "Financial instruments: Disclosures"

The Group has adopted this amendment and the impact was exclusively related to the presentation of consolidated financial statements.

IFRS 8 – "Operational segments"

IFRS 2 (amendment) - "Share-based payment: Acquisition conditions"

The Group has adopted this standard and the impact was exclusively related to the presentation of consolidated financial statements.

IFRIC 13 – "Customer Loyalty Programmes"

The Group did not obtain any significant impact from the adoption of this interpretation.

IFRIC 15 - "Agreements for the Construction of Real Estate"

The Group did not obtain any significant impact from the adoption of this interpretation.

IFRIC 16 – "Hedges of a Net Investment in a Foreign Operation"

● IAS 1 - "Financial Statements presentation";
●
●
●
●
●

The Group did not obtain any significant impact from the adoption of this interpretation.

Annual Improvement Project

IAS 16 - "Property, Plant and Equipment";

The IASB publicated the Annual Improvement Project that changed the following standards:

IAS 19 - ";Employee Benefits"
IAS 20 - "Accounting for government grants and disclosure of government assistance";
IAS 23 - "Borrowing Costs";
IAS 27 - "Consolidated and separate financial statements";●

●
●
●

IAS 28 - "Investments in Associates";
IAS 39 - "Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement";
IAS 40 - "Investment Properties".

The Group did not obtain any significant impact from the adoption of these amendments.

IAS 27 - Consolidated and separate financial statements ;
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The Group has also decided against early application of the following standards and interpretations, which have been endorsed by the European Union in 2009:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

IFRIC 18 – "Transfers of Assets from Customers"

The Group is evaluating the impact from the adoption of these standards and interpretations.

Annual Improvement Project - Changes to IFRS 5 – "Non-current assets held for sale and discontinued operations"

IAS 39 (amendment) - "Financial Instruments: Recognition and measurement – Eligible hedged items"
IFRS 1 (amendment) - First time adoption of the International Financial Reporting Standards and IAS 27 - "Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements"
IFRS 3 (amendment) - "Business combinations" and IAS 27 (amendment) - "Consolidated and separate Financial statements"
IFRS 9 - "Financial instruments"
IFRIC 12 – "Service Concession Arrangements"
IFRIC 17 – "Distributions of Non-cash Assets to Owners"

●
●

41. Environment issues

These expenses are booked in the income statement of the year, except if they qualify to be recognised as an asset, as according to IAS 16.

Expenses of environmental nature are the expenses that were identified and incurred to avoid, reduce or repair damages of an environmental nature that result from the
Group's normal activity.

The Group has also decided against early application of the following standards and interpretations, which have not been endorsed by the European Union in 2009:

IFRS 9 - "Financial instruments"
Annual Improvement Project - Changes to IFRS 5 – "Non-current assets held for sale and discontinued operations"

Group Group
31 Dec 2009 31 Dec 2008

Euro'000 Euro'000

   Environmental Investment 4,500 9,548

4,500 9,548

During the period, the environmental expenses recognised in the income statement refer to costs with the environmental management plan are analysed as follows:

The development of an Environmental Management System (EMS) was started in 2008. The purpose of the EMS is to stimulate good environmental practices focused on
protecting natural resources and waste and spill management with a commitment to continuous improvement of environmental performance

42. Assets held for sale

As referred in accounting policy 2n, the Group has established provisions for dismantling and decommissioning of property, plant and equipment when a legal or
contractual obligation exists to dismantle and decommission those assets at the end of their useful lifes. Consequently, the Group has booked provisions for property,
plant and equipment related to electricity wind generation for the responsibilities of restoring sites and land to its original condition, in the amount of 63,956 thousands of
Euros as at 31 December 2009 (47,311 thousands of Euros on 31 December 2008) (see note 32).

protecting natural resources and waste and spill management, with a commitment to continuous improvement of environmental performance.

In Europe, EDP Renováveis renewed certification obtained for five of its wind farms in operation under the ISO 14001, and five new wind farms were certified, reaching a
total of 289.5 MW certified. It is the intent for 2010 that 20 new wind farms, 650MW, will be certified.

43. Segmental reporting

During 2009, the land acquired by the subsidiary Horizon and classified as assets held for sale was sold (985 thousands of Euros as at 31 December 2008).

The Group generates energy from renewable resources and has four reportable segments which are the Group’s strategic business units, Portugal, Spain, Rest of Europe
and USA. The strategic business units have operations in different geographic zones, and are managed separately because their characteristics are quite different mainly
as a consequence of different regulations in each zone. For each of the strategic business units, the Group’s CEO reviews internal management reports on at least a
quarterly basis. 

Other operations includes the EDP Renováveis Brasil subgroup companies, the financial investments and remain activities (Biomass and mini-hydric generation plants)
not included in the reportable segments None of these segments meets any of the quantitative thresholds for determining reportable segments in 2009 or 2008

A business segment is an identifiable component of the Group, aimed at providing a single product or service, or a group of related products or services, and it is subject
to risks and returns that can be distinguished from those of other business segments.

not included in the reportable segments. None of these segments meets any of the quantitative thresholds for determining reportable segments in 2009 or 2008. 

The accounting policies of the reportable segments are the same as described in note 3. Information regarding the results of each reportable segment is included in
Appendix 2. Performance is measured based on segment profit , as included in the internal management reports that are reviewed by the Group’s CEO. Segment profit is
used to measure performance as management believes that such information is the most relevant in evaluating the results of certain segments relative to other entities
that operate within these industries. Inter-segment pricing is determined on an arm’s length basis.

This change should be made eliminating to comply with the new definitions established in IFRS 8. Please check it carefully in order to be precised:

A geographical segment is an identifiable component of the Group, aimed at providing a single product or service, or a group of related products or services, within a
specific economic environment, and it is subject to risks and returns that can be differentiated from those that operate in other economic environments.
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● Portugal - Includes essentially the Enernova Group companies;

The Group generates energy from renewable resources in several locations and its activity is managed based on the following business segments: 

● Portugal - Includes essentially the Enernova Group companies;
● Spain - Includes the Neo subgroup companies that operates in Spain;
● Rest of Europe - Includes the Neo subgroup companies that operate in France, Poland, Belgium and Romania;
● United States of America includes the Horizon subgroup companies.
●

Segment definition

The segment "Adjustments" corresponds to the adjustments related to the anullation of financial investments in subsidiaries of EDPR Group and to the other consolidation
and intra-segment adjustments.

Other - Includes the EDP Renováveis Brasil subgroup companies, the financial investments and remain activities (Biomass and mini-hydric generation plants) not 
included in the business segments.

For comparative purposes the assumptions used in the preparation of segment reporting of 31 December 2009 have also been used to reexpress the 31 December 2008
amounts.

The income statement for each segment is determined based on the amounts booked directly in the subsidiaries financial statements and business units, adjusted by the
intra-segments anullations.

The reported amounts for each business reportable result from the aggregation of the subsidiaries and business units defined in each segment perimeter and the
elimination of the intra-segment transactions.

The statement of financial position of each subsidiary and business unit is determined based in the amounts booked directly in the subsidiaries that compose the
segment, including the intra-segment anullations, without any inter-segment allocation adjustment.

44. Audit and non audit fees

Portugal Spain Brazil
United States of 

America
Other Total

KPMG has audited the consolidated annual accounts of EDP Renováveis Group for 2009 and 2008. This company and the other related entities and persons in
accordance with Law 19/188 of 12 July, have invoiced for the year ended in 31 December 2009 and 2008, fees and expenses for professional services, acording to the
following detail (amounts in thousands of Euros):

31 December 2009

   Audit and statutory audit of accounts 74 780 36 694 218 1,802
   Assurance and reliability services - 100 - 202 14 316

74 880 36 896 232 2,118

   Tax consultancy services 12 337 - 666 6 1,021
   Other services unrelated to statutory
      auditing - - - - - -

12 337 - 666 6 1,021

Total 86 1 217 36 1 562 238 3 139   Total 86 1,217 36 1,562 238 3,139

Portugal Spain Brazil
United States of 

America
Other Total

   Audit and statutory audit of accounts 85 636 - 562 124 1,407
   Assurance and reliability services 344 345 - 411 11 1,111

429 981 - 973 135 2,518

31 December 2008

429 981 973 135 2,518

   Tax consultancy services 8 120 - 687 41 856
   Other services unrelated to statutory
      auditing - 30 - - - 30

8 150 - 687 41 886

   Total 437 1,131 - 1,660 176 3,404
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ANNEX 1

The Subsidiary Companies consolidated under the full consolidated method, as at 31 December 2009, are as follows:
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Head % %

Office Indirect Direct  Auditor

Group's parent holding company:

EDP Renováveis, Sociedade Limitada Oviedo 100.00% 100.00% KPMG

Parent Company:

Nuevas Energías de Occidente, S.L. Oviedo 100.00% 100.00% KPMG

Electricity business Portugal

Subsidiaries Companies

Electricity business Portugal

Eneraltius- Produção de Energia Eléctrica, S.A. Lisboa 100.00% - KPMG

Enernova - Novas Energias, S.A. Lisboa 100.00% - KPMG

Eólica da Alagoa Arcos Valdevez 59.99% - KPMG

Eólica de Montenegrelo, Lda Vila Pouca de Aguiar 50.10% - KPMG

Eólica da Serra das Alturas Porto 50.10% - KPMG

Malhadizes Porto Salvo 100.00% - KPMG

Electricity business Spain

Acampo Arias,S.L. Zaragoza 98.19% - KPMGAcampo Arias,S.L. Zaragoza 98.19% KPMG

Agrupación Eólica SLU Zaragoza 100.00% - KPMG

Parque Eólico Plana de Artajona, SLU Zaragoza 100.00% - Not audited

Compañía Eólica Campo de Borja, S.A. Zaragoza 75.83% - KPMG

Cía. Eléctrica de Energías Renovables Alternativas, SAL Zaragoza 100.00% - Deloitte

Ceprastur AIE * Oviedo 45.41% - Not audited

Corporación Empresarial de Renovables Alternativas, SLU Zaragoza 100.00% - Not audited

Parc Eòlic de Coll de Moro, S.L. Barcelona 60.00% - KPMG

D.E. Almarchal, SAL * Cádiz 80.00% - KPMG

D.E. Buenavista, SAL * Cádiz 80.00% - KPMG

Desarrollos Catalanes Del Viento,S.L. Barcelona 60.00% - KPMG

D.E. de Corme, S.A. * La Coruña 80.00% - KPMG

bD.E. Dumbria, SAL * La Coruña 80.00% - KPMG

Desarrollos Eólicos de Galicia, S.A. * La Coruña 80.00% - KPMG

D.E. de Lugo, SAL * Lugo 80.00% - KPMG

Desarrollos Eólicos Promoción S.A.U. * Sevilla 80.00% - KPMG

D.E. Rabosera, S.A. * Huesca 76.00% - KPMG

Desarrollos Eólicos, S.A. * Sevilla 80.00% - KPMG

D.E. de Tarifa, SAL * Cádiz 80.00% - KPMG

Eólica Don Quijote, S.L. * Albacete 80.00% - KPMG

Eólica Dulcinea, S.L. * Albacete 80.00% - KPMG

Eolica Alfoz, S.L. * Madrid 67.98% - KPMG

Eólica Arlanzón, S.A. * Madrid 62.00% - KPMG

Eólica Campollano S A * Madrid 60 00% - KPMGEólica Campollano, S.A. Madrid 60.00% - KPMG

Eneroliva, S.A. * Sevilla 80.00% - Not audited

Fontesilva * Coruña 80.00% - KPMG

Hidroeléctrica Fuentermosa S.L. * Oviedo 80.00% - Not audited

Parques de Generación Eólica, S.L Burgos 60.00% - KPMG

Generaciones Especiales I, S.L. Madrid 80.00% - KPMG

Ceasa Promociones Eólicas SLU Zaragoza 100.00% - KPMG

Subgrupo Veinco Zaragoza 80.00% - Not audited

Guadalteba Sevilla 80.00% - KPMG

Hidroeléctrica Gormaz S.A. * Salamanca 60.00% - Not audited

Iberia Aprovechamientos Eólicos, SAL Zaragoza 100.00% - KPMG

Investigación y Desarrollo de Energías Renovables, S. L. León 47.67% - KPMG

Industrias Medioambientales Río Carrión, S.A. * Madrid 72.00% - Not audited

La Janda * Madrid 80.00% - KPMG

Lanavica Madrid 80.00% - KPMG

Parque Eólico Los Cantales, SLU Zaragoza 100.00% - KPMG

Parc Eolic Molinars SL GIRONA 54.00% - Not audited

Molino de Caragüeyes,S.L. Zaragoza 80.00% - KPMG

Parque Eólico Montes de Castejón, S.L. Zaragoza 100.00% - Not audited

Muxia I e II * Coruña 80.00% - Not audited

NEO Energia Aragón SL Madrid 100.00% - KPMG

NEO Catalunya SL Barcelona 100.00% - KPMG

Neomai Inversiones SICAV, SA Madrid 100.00% - PwC

Parque Eólico Santa Quiteria S L * Huesca 46 66% KPMGParque Eólico Santa Quiteria, S.L. * Huesca 46.66% - KPMG

Parque Eólico Belchite, S.L. * Zaragoza 80.00% - KPMG

Parques Eólicos del Cantábrico, S.A. * Oviedo 80.00% - KPMG

Parque Eólico La Sotonera, SL * Zaragoza 51.87% - KPMG

Eolica de Radona SL * Madrid 80.00% - KPMG

Rasacal Cogeneración S.A. * Madrid 48.00% - Not audited

Siesa Renovables Canarias, S.L. * Gran Canaria 80.00% - Not audited

Renovables Castilla La Mancha S.A. * Albacete 72.00% - KPMG
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Hidroeléctrica del Rumblar S.L. * Madrid 64.00% - Not audited

Subsidiaries Companies
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Hidroeléctrica del Rumblar S.L. Madrid 64.00% Not audited

Sierra Avila * Madrid 71.99% - KPMG

Sinae Inversiones Eólicas S.A. * Madrid 80.00% - KPMG

Sotromal, S.A. * Soria 72.00% - Not audited

Parc Eòlic de Torre Madrina, S.L. Barcelona 60.00% - KPMG

Tratanuebtis Medioambientales del Norte, S.A. Madrid 64.00% - Not audited

Veinco Energia Limpia SL * Zaragoza 80.00% - Not audited

Bon Vent de Corbera, SL Barcelona 100.00% - KPMG

Bon Vent de Vilalba, SL Barcelona 100.00% - KPMG

Parc Eòlic de Vilalba dels Arcs, S.L. Barcelona 60.00% - KPMG

Aprofitament D'Energies Renovables de la Terra Alta, S.A. Barcelona 48.70% - KPMG

Agrupación Eólica Francia SL Madrid 100.00% - KPMG

ll d l lColl de la Garganta Barcelona 100.00% - KPMG

Eólica Curiscao Pumar, S.A. Madrid 80.00% - KPMG

Desarrollos Eólicos de Teruel, S.L. Zaragoza 40.80% - Not audited

Eólica Garcimuñoz, SL Madrid 80.00% - Not audited

Energías Eólicas La Manchuela, S.L.U. * Madrid 80.00% - KPMG

Sierra de la Peña, S.A. Madrid 67.92% - KPMG

Bon Vent de L'Ebre, S.L. Barcelona 100.00% - KPMG

Serra Voltorera Barcelona 100.00% - KPMG

Electricity business France

Parc Eolien D'Ardennes Elbeuf 100 00% - Not auditedParc Eolien D Ardennes Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

Parc Eolien du Clos Bataille, SAS Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

Eolienne des Bocages, SARL Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

Eolienne de Callengeville, SAS Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

CE Canet-Pont de Salars Paris 100.00% - KPMG

Parc Eolien des Longs Champs, SARL Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

Eolienne D'Etalondes, SARL Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

CE Gueltas Noyal-Pontivy Paris 100.00% - KPMG

Parc Eolien de La Hetroye, SAS Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

SOCPE Le Mee SARL Toulouse 49.00% - KPMG

Parc Eolien de Mancheville, SARL Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

Neo Galia , SAS Paris 100.00% - KPMG

C.E. Patay, SAS Paris 100.00% - KPMG

Parc Eolien des Bocages, SARL Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

SOCPE Petite Piece SARL Toulouse 49.00% - KPMG

Plouvien Breiz SAS Carhaix 100.00% - Jean-Yves Morisset

Parc Eolien de Roman, SARL Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

C.E. Saint Barnabe, SAS Paris 100.00% - KPMG

Eolienne de Saugueuse, SARL Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

SOCPE Sauvageons SARL Toulouse 49.00% - KPMG

C.E. Segur, SAS Paris 100.00% - KPMG

Truc L'homme Paris 100.00% - KPMG

Parc Eolien de Varimpre, SAS Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

Parc Eolien des Vatines SAS Elbeuf 100 00% Not auditedParc Eolien des Vatines, SAS Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

Mardelle, SARL Toulouse 100.00% - Not audited

Quinze Mines, SARL Toulouse 49.00% - Not audited

Vallée du Moulin, SARL Toulouse 100.00% - Not audited

Electricity business Poland

Elektrownia Wiatrowa Kresy I Warsaw 100.00% - Not audited

Neolica Polska Warsaw 100.00% - KPMG

Relax Wind Park I Warsaw 96.43% - KPMG

Relax Wind Park II Warsaw 51.00% - Not audited

Relax Wind Park III Warsaw 100.00% - Not audited

Relax Wind Park IV Warsaw 51.00% - Not audited

Electricity business Belgium

Greenwind S.A. Louvain-la-Neuve 70.00% - Not audited

Electricity business Brazil

EDP Renováveis Brasil, S.A. São Paulo 55.00% 55.00% KPMG

Central Nacional de Energia Eólica, S.A. (Cenaeel) São Paulo 55.00% - KPMG

Elebrás Projectos, Ltda São Paulo 55.00% - Not audited

Electricity business Romania

Cernavoda Power SRL Bucharest 85.00% - KPMG

Renovatio Power SRL Bucharest 85.00% - KPMG
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Electricity business - Holland:

Tarcan BV Amsterdam 100.00% - Not audited

Subsidiaries Companies
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Tarcan BV Amsterdam 100.00% Not audited

Electricity business - Great Britain:

EDPR UK Limited Cardiff 100.00% - Not audited

Moray Offshore Renewables Limited Cardiff 75.00% - Not audited

Parent Company:

Horizon Wind Energy LLC Texas 100.00% 100.00% KPMG

Electricity business USA

Wind Turbine Prometheus, LP California 100.00% - KPMG

Dickinson County Wind Farm LLC Minnesota 100.00% - KPMG

Darlington Wind Farm, LLC Minnesota 100.00% - KPMG

Cloud County Wind Farm Kansas 100.00% - KPMG

Whitestone Wind Purchasing, LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Blue Canyon Windpower II LLC Oklahoma 100.00% - KPMG

Blue Canyon Windpower V, LLC Oklahoma 100.00% - KPMG

Horizon Wind Energy International Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Pioneer Prairie Wind Farm I, LLC Iowa 100.00% - KPMG

Sagebrush Power Partners, LLC Washington 100.00% - KPMG

Telocaset Wind Power Partners LLC Oregon 100 00% - KPMGTelocaset Wind Power Partners, LLC Oregon 100.00% - KPMG

High Trail Wind Farm, LLC Illionois 100.00% - KPMG

Marble River, LLC New York 100.00% - KPMG

Rail Splitter Illionois 100.00% - KPMG

Blackstone Wind Farm, LLC Illionois 100.00% - KPMG

Aroostook Wind Energy LLC Maine 100.00% - KPMG

Jericho Rise Wind Farm LLC New York 100.00% - KPMG

Madison Windpower LLC New York 100.00% - KPMG

Mesquite Wind, LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Martinsdale Wind Farm LLC Colorado 100.00% - KPMG

Post Oak Wind, LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

BC Maple Ridge Wind LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMGp g

High Prairie Wind Farm II, LLC Minnesota 100.00% - KPMG

Arlington Wind Power Project LLC Oregon 100.00% - KPMG

Signal Hill Wind Power Project LLC Colorado 100.00% - KPMG

Tumbleweed Wind Power Project LLC Colorado 100.00% - KPMG

Old Trail Wind Farm, LLC Illionois 100.00% - KPMG

Viento Grande Wind Power Project LLC Colorado 100.00% - KPMG

OPQ Property LLC Illionois 100.00% - KPMG

Meadow Lake Wind Farm, LLC Indiana 100.00% - KPMG

Wheatfield Wind Power Project, LLC Oregon 100.00% - KPMG

007 Vento I LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

007 Vento II Texas 100.00% - KPMG

008 Vento III Texas 100 00% KPMG008 Vento III Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Horizon Wind Ventures I LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Horizon Wind Ventures II, LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Horizon Wind Ventures III, LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Clinton County Wind Farm, LLC New York 100.00% - KPMG

BC2 Maple Ridge Holdings LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Cloud West Wind Project, LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Five-Spot, LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Chocolate Bayou I LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Alabama Ledge Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Antelope Ridge Wind Power Project LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Arkwright Summit Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not auditedArkwright Summit Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% Not audited

Ashford Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Athena-Weston Wind Power Project LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Black Prairie Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Blackstone Wind Farm II LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Blackstone Wind Farm III LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Blackstone Wind Farm IV LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Blackstone Wind Farm V LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Blue Canyon Windpower III LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Blue Canyon Windpower IV LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Blue Canyon Windpower VI LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Broadlands Wind Farm II LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

B dl d Wi d F III LLC T 100 00% N t dit dBroadlands Wind Farm III LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Broadlands Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Chateaugay River Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Cropsey Ridge Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Crossing Trails Wind, Power Project LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Dairy Hills Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Diamond Power Partners LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Ford Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited
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Freeport Windpower I, LP Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Gulf Coast Windpower Management Company, LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Homestead Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Subsidiaries Companies
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Homestead Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Northwest VII LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Northwest X LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Northwest XI LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Panhandle I LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Southwest I LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Southwest II LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Southwest III LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Southwest IV LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Valley I LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind MREC Iowa Partners LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind, Freeport Windpower I LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Juniper Wind Power Partners, LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Lexington Chenoa Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Machias Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Meadow Lake Wind Farm II LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

New Trail Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

North Slope Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Number Nine Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Pacific Southwest Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Pioneer Prairie Wind Farm II LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Rim Rock Power Partners LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Saddleback Wind Power Project LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Sardinia Windpower LLC Texas 100 00% - Not auditedSardinia Windpower LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Turtle Creek Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Western Trail Wind Project I LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Whistling Wind WI Energy Center, LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Simpson Ridge Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Coos Curry Wind Power Project LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Midwest IX LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Northwest I LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Peterson Power Partners LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Pioneer Prairie Interconnection LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

The Nook Wind Power Project LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Tug Hill Windpower LLC Texas 100.00% - Not auditedg p

Whiskey Ridge Power Partners LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Wilson Creek Power Partners LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

WTP Management Company LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Meadow Lake Wind Farm IV LLC Indiana 100.00% - KPMG

Meadow Lake Windfarm III LLC Indiana 100.00% - KPMG

2009 Vento IV, LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

2009 Vento V, LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

2009 Vento VI, LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Horizon Wind Ventures II LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Horizon Wind Ventures III, LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Horizon Wind Ventures VI, LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Lexington Chenoa Wind Farm II LLC Illinois 100 00% KPMGLexington Chenoa Wind Farm II LLC Illinois 100.00% - KPMG

Lexington Chenoa Wind Farm III LLC Illinois 100.00% - KPMG

East Klickitat Wind Power Project LLC Washington 100.00% - KPMG

Horizon Wind Energy Northwest IV LLC Oregon 100.00% - KPMG

Blue Canyon Wind Power VII LLC Oklahoma 100.00% - KPMG

Horizon Wyoming Transmission LLC Wyoming 100.00% - KPMG

AZ Solar LLC Arizona 100.00% - KPMG

Black Prairie Wind Farm II LLC Illinois 100.00% - KPMG

Black Prairie Wind Farm III LLC Illinois 100.00% - KPMG

Paulding Wind Farm LLC Ohio 100.00% - KPMG

Paulding Wind Farm II LLC Ohio 100.00% - KPMG

Paulding Wind Farm III LLC Ohio 100.00% - KPMGPaulding Wind Farm III LLC Ohio 100.00% KPMG

Simpson Ridge Wind Farm II LLC Wyoming 100.00% - KPMG

Simpson Ridge Wind Farm III LLC Wyoming 100.00% - KPMG

Simpson Ridge Wind Farm IV LLC Wyoming 100.00% - KPMG

Simpson Ridge Wind Farm V LLC Wyoming 100.00% - KPMG

Athena-Weston Wind Power Project II, LLC Oregon 100.00% - KPMG

Meadow Lake Wind Farm V, LLC Indiana 100.00% - KPMG
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Non C urrent C urrent Non C urrent C urrent T otal T otal T otal Net
Head Assets Assets L iabil i t ies L iabi l i t ies E qui ty Incomes C os ts R esults % %

l l l d f f d d
S hare C apital
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J oint ly   C ontrol led C ompanies Off ice 31 -Dec-09 31 -Dec-09 31 -Dec-09 31 -Dec-09 31 -Dec-09 31 -Dec-09 31 -Dec-09 31 -Dec-09 Indirec t Direc t  Auditor
E uro'000 E uro'000 E uro'000 E uro'000 E uro'000 E uro'000 E uro'000 E uro'000

E lec t ric ity  bus iness

F lat R ock W indpower L L C New Y ork 364,764 US D -1 9,659 3,694 1 ,049 66 -1 7,081 1 1 ,353 -1 3,386 -2,033 50.00% 50.00% E &Y
F lat R ock W indpower I I  L L C New Y ork 1 44,001 US D -7,899 849 387 43 -7,479 2,743 -4,387 -1 ,644 50.00% 50.00% E &Y

C ompañía E ólica Aragonesa, S .A. Zaragosa 6,701 E UR 1 05,01 4 9,088 44,31 3 1 3,357 56,433 1 4,805 -1 1 ,946 2,859 50.00% 50.00% Deloitte

Desarrollos E nergeticos Canarios 
S .A.

L as P almas 1 5 E UR -8 4 0 9 -1 3 0 0 0 39.92% 49.90% KP MG

E volución 2000, S .L . Albacete 1 1 8 E UR 22,690 5,694 23,366 3,895 1 ,1 24 5,273 -3,955 1 ,31 8 39.32% 49.1 5% KP MG
Murciasol-1  S olar T érmica, S .L . Madrid 3 E UR 84 1 6 0 1 00 0 0 0 0 40.00% 50.00% Not audited

T ebar E ólica, S .A. Cuenca 4,720 E UR 1 5,436 4,992 1 4,981 2,845 2,601 4,054 -3,449 606 40.00% 50.00% Abante Audit 
Auditores, 

/ C urrency
E UR

Head % %

Office Indirect Direct  Auditor

Aprofitament D'Energies Renovables de L'Ebre, S.A. Barcelona 48.70% Not audited

Biomasas del Pirineo S.A. Huesca 24.00% - PwC

Cultivos Energéticos de Castilla S.A. Burgos 24.00% - Not audited

D.E. DE CANARIAS, S.A. Gran Canaria 35.80% - Not audited

Hidroastur S A Oviedo 19 60% - KPMG

The Associated Companies  included in the consolidation under the equity method as at 31 December 2009, are as follows:

Associates

Hidroastur S.A. Oviedo 19.60% - KPMG

Naturneo Energía, S.L. Bilbau 20.00% - Mazars

Parque Eólico Belmonte, S.A. Asturias 49.01% - Centium

Parque Eólico Sierra del Madero S.A. Soria 23.92% - Not audited

Parque Eólico Altos del Voltoya, S.A. Madrid 33.60% - KPMG

Sodecoan, S.L. Sevilla 39.20% - Ernst & Young

Solar Siglo XXI, S.A. Ciudad Real 40.00% - KPMG

ENEOP - Éolicas de Portugal, S.A. Lisboa 20.00% - Mazars

Head % %

The Subsidiary Companies consolidated under the full consolidated method, as at 31 December 2008, are as follows:

Office Indirect Direct  Auditor

Group's parent holding company:

EDP Renováveis, Sociedad Anónima Oviedo 100.00% 100.00% KPMG

Parent Company:

Nuevas Energías de Occdiente,S.L. Oviedo 100.00% 100.00% KPMG

Electricity business Portugal

Subsidiaries Companies

Eneraltius-Prodrução de Energia Eléctrica, S.A. Lisboa 100.00% - KPMG

Enernova -Novas Energias, S.A. Lisboa 100.00% - KPMG

Eólica da Alagoa Arcos Valdevez 59.99% - PwC

Eólica de Montenegrelo, LDA Vila Pouca de Aguiar 50.10% - KPMG

Eólica da Serra das Alturas Porto 50.10% - PWC

Levante - Energia Eólica, Unipessoal, LDA Porto Salvo 100.00% - KPMG

Malhadizes Porto Salvo 100.00% - KPMG

Electricity business Spain

Acampo Arias,S.L. Zaragoza 98.19% - KPMGp , g

Agrupación Eólica SLU Zaragoza 100.00% - KPMG

Parque Eólico Plana de Artajona, SLU Zaragoza 100.00% - Not audited

Bourbriac Paris 100.00% - KPMG

Compañía Eólica Campo de Borja, S.A. Zaragoza 75.83% - KPMG

Cía. Eléctrica de Energías Renovables Alternativas, SAL Zaragoza 100.00% - Not audited

Ceprastur AIE * Oviedo 45.41% - Not audited

Corporación Empresarial de Renovables Alternativas, SLU Zaragoza 100.00% - Not audited

Parc Eòlic de Coll de Moro, S.L. BARCELONA 60.00% - Not audited

D.E. Almarchal, SAL * Cádiz 80.00% - KPMG

D.E. Buenavista, SAL * Cádiz 80.00% - KPMG

Desarrollos Catalanes Del Viento,S.L. Barcelona 60.00% - KPMG

D E d C S A * L C ñ 80 00% KPMGD.E. de Corme, S.A. * La Coruña 80.00% - KPMG

D.E. Dumbria, SAL * La Coruña 80.00% - KPMG

Desarrollos Eólicos de Galicia, S.A. * La Coruña 77.33% - KPMG

D.E. de Lugo, SAL * Lugo 80.00% - KPMG

Desarrollos Eólicos Promoción S.A.U. * Sevilla 80.00% - KPMG

D.E. Rabosera, S.A. * Huesca 76.00% - KPMG

Desarrollos Eólicos, S.A. * Sevilla 80.00% - KPMG

D.E. de Tarifa, SAL * Cádiz 80.00% - KPMG
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Head % %

Office Indirect Direct  Auditor

Eólica Don Quijote, S.L. * Albacete 80.00% - KPMG

Eólica Dulcinea, S.L. * Albacete 80.00% - KPMG

Subsidiaries Companies

69

Eólica Dulcinea, S.L. Albacete 80.00% KPMG

Eolica Alfoz, S.L. * Madrid 67.98% - KPMG

Eólica Arlanzón, S.A. * Madrid 62.00% - KPMG

Eólica Campollano, S.A. * Madrid 60.00% - KPMG

Eólica Mare Nostrum S.A. * Valencia 48.00% - Not audited

Eólica La Brújula, S.A. * Madrid 67.92% - KPMG

Energías Eólicas La Manchuela, S.L.U. * Albacete 80.00% - KPMG

Eneroliva, S.A. * Sevilla 80.00% - Not audited

Fontesilva * Coruña 80.00% - Not audited

Hidroeléctrica Fuentermosa S.L. * Oviedo 71.96% - Not audited

Parques de Generación Eólica, S.L Burgos 60.00% - KPMG

Generaciones Especiales I, S.L. Madrid 80.00% - KPMG

Ceasa Promociones Eólicas SLU Zaragoza 100.00% - Ernst & Young

Subgrupo Veinco* Zaragoza 80.00% - Not audited

Guadalteba* Sevilla 80.00% - Not audited

Hidroeléctrica Gormaz S.A. * Salamanca 60.00% - Not audited

Iberia Aprovechamientos Eólicos, SAL Zaragoza 100.00% - KPMG

Investigación Y Desarrollo de Energías Renovables, S. L. León 47.67% - KPMG

Industrias Medioambientales Río Carrión, S.A. * Madrid 72.00% - Not audited

La Janda * Madrid 80.00% - Not audited

Lanavica Madrid 80.00% - KPMG

Parque Eólico Los Cantales, SLU Zaragoza 100.00% - KPMG

Parc Eolic Molinars SL GIRONA 54.00% - Not audited

Molino de Caragüeyes S L Zaragoza 80 00% - KPMGMolino de Caragüeyes,S.L. Zaragoza 80.00% - KPMG

Parque Eólico Montes de Castejón, S.L. Zaragoza 100.00% - Not audited

Muxia I e II * Coruña 80.00% - Not audited

NEO Energia Aragón SL Madrid 100.00% - KPMG

NEO Catalunya SL Barcelona 100.00% - KPMG

Neomai Inversiones SICAV, SA Madrid 100.00% - PwC

Parque Eólico Santa Quiteria, S.L. * Huesca 46.66% - KPMG

Parque Eólico Belchite, SL * Zaragoza 80.00% - KPMG

Parques Eólicos del Cantábrico, S.A. * Oviedo 80.00% - KPMG

Parque Eólico La Sotonera, SL * Zaragoza 51.88% - KPMG

Eolica de Radona SL * Madrid 80.00% - Not audited

Rasacal Cogeneración S.A. * Madrid 48.00% - Not audited

Siesa Renovables Canarias, S.L. * Gran Canaria 80.00% - Not audited

Renovables Castilla La Mancha S.A. * Albacete 72.00% - KPMG

Hidroeléctrica del Rumblar S.L. * Madrid 64.00% - Not audited

Sierra Avila * Madrid 71.99% - KPMG

Sinae Inversiones Eólicas S.A. * Madrid 80.00% - KPMG

Sotromal, S.A. * Soria 72.00% - Not audited

Parc Eòlic de Torre Madrina, S.L. Barcelona 60.00% - Not audited

Tratamientos Medioambientales del Norte, S.A. * Madrid 64.00% - Not audited

Tratamientos Medioambientales Río Sotón, S.A. Madrid 80.00% - KPMG

Veinco Energia Limpia SL * Zaragoza 80.00% - Not audited

Bon Vent de Corbera SL Barcelona 100 00% Not auditedBon Vent de Corbera, SL Barcelona 100.00% - Not audited

Bon Vent de Vilalba, SL Barcelona 100.00% - Not audited

Parc Eòlic de Vilalba dels Arcs, S.L. Barcelona 60.00% - Not audited

Electricity business France

Parc Eolien D'Ardennes Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

C.E. Ayssenes-Le Truel Paris 100.00% - KPMG

Parc Eolien du Clos Bataille, SAS Elbeuf 100.00% - Cabinet Exco

C.E. Beaurevoir, SAS Paris 100.00% - KPMG

Eolienne des Bocages, SARL Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

C.E. Calanhel Lohuec, SAS Paris 100.00% - Not auditedC.E. Calanhel Lohuec, SAS Paris 100.00% Not audited

Eolienne de Callengeville, SAS Elbeuf 100.00% - Cabinet Exco

CE Canet-Pont de Salars Paris 100.00% - KPMG

Parc Eolien des Longs Champs, SARL Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

Eole Service, SARL Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

Eole 76 Developpement, SARL Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

Eolienne D'Etalondes, SARL Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

Le Gollot SAS Carhaix 100.00% - Jean-Yves Morisset

CE Gueltas Noyal-Pontivy Paris 100.00% - KPMG

Parc Eolien de La Hetroye, SAS Elbeuf 100.00% - Cabinet Exco

Hollywell Investments Limited, SARL Luxembourg 100.00% - Not audited

Keranfouler SAS Carhaix 100.00% - Jean-Yves Morisset

SOCPE L M SARL T l 49 00% KPMGSOCPE Le Mee SARL Toulouse 49.00% - KPMG

Parc Eolien Les Bles D'Or SARL Toulouse 100.00% - Not audited

C.E. Les Vielles, SAS Paris 100.00% - KPMG

Parc Eolien de Mancheville, SARL Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

Eole Futur Montloue 1, SAS Elbeuf 100.00% - Cabinet Exco

Neo Galia , SAS Paris 100.00% - KPMG
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Office Indirect Direct  Auditor

C.E. Patay, SAS Paris 100.00% - KPMG

Parc Eolien des Bocages, SARL Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

SOCPE Petite Piece SARL Toulouse 49.00% - KPMG

Subsidiaries Companies
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SOCPE Petite Piece SARL Toulouse 49.00% KPMG

SOCPE Pieces de Vigne SARL Toulouse 100.00% - Not audited

Plouvien Breiz SAS Carhaix 100.00% - Jean-Yves Morisset

CE Pont d´Yeu, SAS Paris 100.00% - KPMG

PROUVILLE Paris 100.00% - KPMG

Rech. et Dével. Éoliennes Paris 100.00% - Not audited

Ridgeside Investments Limited, SARL Luxembourg 100.00% - Not audited

Parc Eolien de Roman, SARL Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

CE Saint Alban-Henansal Paris 100.00% - KPMG

C.E. Saint Barnabe, SAS Paris 100.00% - KPMG

SOCPE Saint Jacques SARL Toulouse 100.00% - Not audited

Eolienne de Saugueuse, SARL Elbeuf 100.00% - Not audited

SOCPE Sauvageons SARL Toulouse 49.00% - KPMG

C.E. Segur, SAS Paris 100.00% - KPMG

Truc L'homme Paris 100.00% - KPMG

Parc Eolien de Varimpre, SAS Elbeuf 100.00% - Cabinet Exco

Parc Eolien des Vatines, SAS Elbeuf 100.00% - Cabinet Exco

Electricity business Poland

Chodow Wind Park SP.ZO.O. Varsóvia 100.00% - Not audited

KIP Wind Park I SP.ZO.O. Varsóvia 100.00% - Not audited

KIP Wind Park II SP.ZO.O. Varsóvia 100.00% - Not audited

Neolica Polska SP Z O O Warsaw 100 00% - Not auditedNeolica Polska SP Z.O.O. Warsaw 100.00% - Not audited

Relax Wind Park I SP.ZO.O. Varsóvia 93.29% - Not audited

Relax Wind Park II Sp. zoo Warsaw 51.00% - Not audited

Relax Wind Park III SP.ZO.O. Varsóvia 100.00% - Not audited

Relax Wind Park IV Sp. zoo Warsaw 51.00% - Not audited

Relax Wind Park V SP.ZO.O. Varsóvia 100.00% - Not audited

Relax Wind Park VI SP.ZO.O. Varsóvia 100.00% - Not audited

SK Wind Park SP.ZO.O. Varsóvia 100.00% - Not audited

Sokolowo Wind Park SP.ZO.O. Varsóvia 100.00% - Not audited

Zulawy Wind Park I SP.ZO.O. Varsóvia 100.00% - Not audited

Electricity business Belgiumy g

Greenwind S.A. Louvain-la-Neuve 70.00% - Not audited

Electricity business Brazil

EDP Renováveis Brasil, S.A. São Paulo 55.00% 55.00% Not audited

Electricity business Romania

Cernavoda Power SRL Bucharest 85.00% - Not audited

Renovatio Power SRL Bucharest 85.00% - Not audited

Electricity business - Holland:

Tarcan BV Amsterdam 100.00% - KPMG

Parent Company:

Horizon Wind Energy LLC Texas 100.00% 100.00% KPMG

Electricity business USA

Wind Turbine Prometheus, LP California 100.00% - KPMGWind Turbine Prometheus, LP California 100.00% KPMG

Dickinson County Wind Farm LLC Minnesota 100.00% - KPMG

Darlington Wind Farm, LLC Minnesota 100.00% - KPMG

Cloud County Wind Farm Kansas 100.00% - KPMG

Whitestone Wind Purchasing, LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Blue Canyon Windpower II LLC Oklahoma 100.00% - KPMG

Blue Canyon Windpower V, LLC Oklahoma 100.00% - KPMG

Horizon Wind Energy International Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Pioneer Prairie Wind Farm I, LLC Iowa 100.00% - KPMG

Sagebrush Power Partners, LLC Washington 100.00% - KPMG

Telocaset Wind Power Partners, LLC Oregon 100.00% - KPMG

High Trail Wind Farm, LLC Illionois 100.00% - KPMG

Ch l t B Wi d I LP T 100 00% KPMGChocolate Bayou Windpower I, LP Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Marble River, LLC New York 100.00% - KPMG

Rail Splitter Illionois 100.00% - KPMG

Blackstone Wind Farm, LLC Illionois 100.00% - KPMG

Aroostook Wind Energy LLC Maine 100.00% - KPMG

Jericho Rise Wind Farm LLC New York 100.00% - KPMG
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Head % %

Office Indirect Direct  Auditor

Madison Windpower LLC New York 100.00% - KPMG

Mesquite Wind, LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Martinsdale Wind Farm LLC Colorado 100.00% - KPMG

Subsidiaries Companies

71

Martinsdale Wind Farm LLC Colorado 100.00% KPMG

Post Oak Wind, LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

BC Maple Ridge Wind LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

High Prairie Wind Farm II, LLC Minnesota 100.00% - KPMG

Arlington Wind Power Project LLC Oregon 100.00% - KPMG

Signal Hill Wind Power Project LLC Colorado 100.00% - KPMG

Tumbleweed Wind Power Project LLC Colorado 100.00% - KPMG

Old Trail Wind Farm, LLC Illionois 100.00% - KPMG

Viento Grande Wind Power Project LLC Colorado 100.00% - KPMG

OPQ Property LLC Illionois 100.00% - KPMG

Meadow Lake Wind Farm, LLC Indiana 100.00% - KPMG

Wheatfield Wind Power Project, LLC Oregon 100.00% - KPMG

007 Vento I LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

007 Vento II Texas 100.00% - KPMG

008 Vento III Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Horizon Wind Ventures I LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Horizon Wind Ventures II, LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Horizon Wind Ventures III, LLC Texas 100.00% - KPMG

Clinton County Wind Farm, LLC New York 100.00% - KPMG

Electricity business USA (a)

BC2 Maple Ridge Holdings LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Cloud West Wind Project LLC Texas 100 00% - Not auditedCloud West Wind Project, LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Five-Spot, LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Chocolate Bayou I LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Alabama Ledge Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Antelope Ridge Wind Power Project LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Arkwright Summit Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Ashford Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Athena-Weston Wind Power Project LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Black Prairie Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Blackstone Wind Farm II LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Blackstone Wind Farm III LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Blackstone Wind Farm IV LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Blackstone Wind Farm V LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Blue Canyon Windpower III LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Blue Canyon Windpower IV LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Blue Canyon Windpower VI LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Broadlands Wind Farm II LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Broadlands Wind Farm III LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Broadlands Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Chateaugay River Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Cropsey Ridge Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Crossing Trails Wind, Power Project LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Dairy Hills Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Diamond Power Partners LLC Texas 100 00% Not auditedDiamond Power Partners LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

East Clickitat Wind Power Project LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Ford Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Freeport Windpower I, LP Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Gulf Coast Windpower Management Company, LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Homestead Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Northwest VII LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Northwest X LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Northwest XI LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Panhandle I LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Southwest I LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Southwest II LLC Texas 100.00% - Not auditedHorizon Wind Energy Southwest II LLC Texas 100.00% Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Southwest III LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Southwest IV LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Valley I LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind MREC Iowa Partners LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind, Freeport Windpower I LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Juniper Wind Power Partners, LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Lexington Chenoa Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Machias Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Meadow Lake Wind Farm II LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

New Trail Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

North Slope Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

N b Ni Wi d F LLC T 100 00% N t dit dNumber Nine Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Pacific Southwest Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Pioneer Prairie Wind Farm II LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Rim Rock Power Partners LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Saddleback Wind Power Project LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Sardinia Windpower LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Turtle Creek Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Western Trail Wind Project I LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited
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Whistling Wind WI Energy Center, LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Simpson Ridge Wind Farm LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Coos Curry Wind Power Project LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Subsidiaries Companies
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Coos Curry Wind Power Project LLC Texas 100.00% Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Midwest IX LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Northwest I LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Horizon Wind Energy Northwest XV LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Peterson Power Partners LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Pioneer Prairie Interconnection LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

The Nook Wind Power Project LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Tug Hill Windpower LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Whiskey Ridge Power Partners LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

Wilson Creek Power Partners LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

WTP Management Company LLC Texas 100.00% - Not audited

h d l d d h l d d h h d b f ll

Head % %

Office Indirect Direct  Auditor

Biomasas del Pirineo S.A. Huesca 24.00% - Not audited

Cultivos Energéticos de Castilla S.A. Burgos 24.00% - Not audited

D.E. de Canarias, S.A. Gran Canaria 35.80% - KPMG

Hidroastur S.A. Oviedo 20.00% - Centium

Naturneo Energía, S.L. Bilbau 49.01% - Not audited

PARQUE Eólico Belmonte, S.A. Asturias 23.92% - KPMG

Parque Eólico Sierra del Madero S A Soria 33 60% - Ernst & Young

The Associated Companies  included in the consolidation under the equity method as at 31 December 2008, are as follows:

Associates

Parque Eólico Sierra del Madero S.A. Soria 33.60% - Ernst & Young

Parque Eólico Altos del Voltoya, S.A. Madrid 24.80% - KPMG

Sodecoan, S.L. Sevilla 40.00% - Not audited

Solar Siglo XXI, S.A. Ciudad Real 20.00% - Not audited

Eneop - Éolicas de Portugal, S.A. Lisboa 19.60% - Mazars

The main financial indicators of the jointly controlled companies included in the consolidation under the proportionate consolidation method as at 31 December 2008,
are as follows:

Non Current Current Non Current Current T otal T otal T otal Net
Head Assets Assets L iabi l i t ies L iabi l i t ies E quit y Incomes Cos ts R esults % %

J oint ly   C ont rolled C ompanies Of f ice 31 -Dec-09 31 -Dec-09 31 -Dec-09 31 -Dec-09 31 -Dec-09 31 -Dec-09 31 -Dec-09 31 -Dec-09 Indirec t Direc t  Auditor
E uro'000 E uro'000 E uro'000 E uro'000 E uro'000 E uro'000 E uro'000 E uro'000E UR

S hare Capital
/ Currency

* These companies have been consolidated considering that EDP Renováveis through its subsidiary NEO hold 100% of Genesa share capital taking in consideration the

E lec tr ic i t y  bus iness

F lat R ock W indpower L L C New Y ork  377 581  US D -1 2,354 4,431 1 ,003 21 2 -9,1 37 1 5,642 -1 3,257 2,385 50.00% 50.00% E &Y
F lat R ock W indpower I I  L L C New Y ork 1 49,060 US D -5,080 1 ,1 76 370 88 -4,362 5,407 -4,008 1 ,399 50.00% 50.00% E &Y

C ompañía E ólica Aragonesa, S .A. Zaragosa 6,701 E UR 1 09,753 1 6,231 51 ,1 84 1 5,073 59,728 20,579 -1 4,574 6,005 50.00% 50.00% Deloitte

Desarrollos E nergeticos Canarios 
S .A.

L as P almas 1 5 E UR -8 4 0 9 -1 3 0 0 0 39.92% 49.90% KP MG

E volución 2000, S .L . Albacete 1 1 8 E UR 23,989 5,692 22,566 5,392 1 ,723 6,61 9 -4,81 1 1 ,808 39.32% 49.1 5% KP MG
Horta Medioambiente, S .A. Madrid 60 E UR -30 0 0 56 -86 0 0 0 40.00% 50.00% Not audited
Ibersol E  S olar Ibér Madrid 65 E UR 1 ,035 28 50 1 ,01 3 0 0 0 0 40.00% 50.00% KP MG
Murciasol-1  S olar T érmica, S .L . Madrid 3 E UR 74 25 0 99 0 0 0 0 40.00% 50.00% KP MG

T ebar E ólica, S .A. Cuenca 4,720 E UR 1 6,532 5,369 1 6,1 76 3,049 2,676 6,082 -4,253 1 ,829 40.00% 50.00%
Abante Audit 
Auditores

* These companies have been consolidated considering that EDP Renováveis, through its subsidiary NEO, hold 100% of Genesa share capital, taking in consideration the
put option over Caja Madrid (as described in note 36).
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Revenue 123,336 260,534 38,355 6,645 12,567 441,437 204,649 2,156 648,242
    External customers 123,336 258,590 38,355 287 19,270 439,838 204,649 2,286 646,773
    Other operating segments - 1,944 - 6,358 -6,703 1,599 - -130 1,469
Cost of consumed electricity -236 -10 - - - -246 -1,198 -78 -1,522

Changes in inventories and cost of raw materials and 
consumables used 19 -6,493 745 -18 943 -4,804 - 91 -4,713

123,119 254,031 39,100 6,627 13,510 436,387 203,451 2,169 642,007

Other operating income / (expenses)
   Other operating income 2,632 6,385 756 1,026 -946 9,853 115,318 60 125,231
   Supplies and services -17,633 -41,295 -7,573 -8,846 6,648 -68,699 -65,418 -14,187 -148,304
   Personnel costs -2,232 -7,029 -1,549 -3,855 - -14,665 -19,641 -7,608 -41,914
   Employee benefits expenses 968 -21 -1 -133 - 813 -1,346 -100 -633
   Other operating expenses -5,204 -6,334 -3,761 -84 61 -15,322 -17,926 -590 -33,838

-21,469 -48,294 -12,128 -11,892 5,763 -88,020 10,987 -22,425 -99,458

101,650 205,737 26,972 -5,265 19,273 348,367 214,438 -20,256 542,549
   Provisions 170 12 - - - 182 - 1 183
   Depreciation and amortisation expense -31,151 -106,745 -14,809 -1,387 - -154,092 -158,982 -1,276 -314,350
   Amortisation of deferred income / Government grants 658 154 - 1 - 813 1,589 1 2,403

71,327 99,158 12,163 -6,651 19,273 195,270 57,045 -21,530 230,785
Gains / (losses) from the sale of financial assets - 268 - - - 268 - - 268
Other financial income - -44 10,370 10,256 -10,200 10,382 6,218 2,144 18,744
Interest income 2,846 4,923 54 130,161 -130,145 7,839 692 8,442 16,973
Other financial expenses -32 -5,631 -4,524 -273 -8,655 -19,115 -59,590 -392 -79,097
Interest expense -25,711 -68,351 -17,370 -185,737 130,180 -166,989 2,477 135,458 -29,054
Share of profit of associates 421 3,788 - - - 4,209 -287 - 3,922
     Profit before tax 48,851 34,111 693 -52,244 453 31,864 6,555 124,122 162,541
Income tax expense -9,985 -7,804 -833 11,298 - -7,324 - -37,430 -44,754

      Profit (loss) for the period 38,866 26,307 -140 -40,946 453 24,540 6,555 86,692 117,787 

Attributable to:
Equity holders of EDP Renováveis 37,499 19,931 -319 -36,545 453 21,019 6,555 86,775 114,349
Minority interest 1,367 6,376 179 -4,401 - 3,521 - -83 3,438
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Intangible assets and Goodwill 43,920 107,048 49,550 75 571,751 772,344 549,122 14,230 1,335,696
Investments in associates - 20,238 - -23,835 49,521 45,924 1,686 -1 47,609
Current assets 159,152 442,570 57,273 792,842 -839,570 612,267 208,581 284,508 1,105,356

Equity and Liabilities
Equity and Minority Interest 81,582 864,882 190,378 6,079 -697,366 445,555 2,858,681 2,023,319 5,327,555
Current Liabilities 99,865 953,159 259,080 379,776 -545,615 1,146,265 274,160 -174,915 1,245,510
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Increase of the period
   Property, plant and equipment 105,400 535,294 381,463 19,973 - 1,042,130 828,519 24,538 1,895,187
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101,650 205,737 26,972 -5,265 19,273 348,367 214,438 -20,256 542,549
   Provisions 170 12 - - - 182 - 1 183
   Depreciation and amortisation expense -31,151 -106,745 -14,809 -1,387 - -154,092 -158,982 -1,276 -314,350
   Amortisation of deferred income / Government grants 658 154 - 1 - 813 1,589 1 2,403

71,327 99,158 12,163 -6,651 19,273 195,270 57,045 -21,530 230,785
Gains / (losses) from the sale of financial assets - 268 - - - 268 - - 268
Other financial income - -44 10,370 10,256 -10,200 10,382 6,218 2,144 18,744
Interest income 2,846 4,923 54 130,161 -130,145 7,839 692 8,442 16,973
Other financial expenses -32 -5,631 -4,524 -273 -8,655 -19,115 -59,590 -392 -79,097
Interest expense -25,711 -68,351 -17,370 -185,737 130,180 -166,989 2,477 135,458 -29,054
Share of profit of associates 421 3,788 - - - 4,209 -287 - 3,922
     Profit before tax 48,851 34,111 693 -52,244 453 31,864 6,555 124,122 162,541
Income tax expense -9,985 -7,804 -833 11,298 - -7,324 - -37,430 -44,754

      Profit (loss) for the period 38,866 26,307 -140 -40,946 453 24,540 6,555 86,692 117,787 

Attributable to:
Equity holders of EDP Renováveis 37,499 19,931 -319 -36,545 453 21,019 6,555 86,775 114,349
Minority interest 1,367 6,376 179 -4,401 - 3,521 - -83 3,438

      Profit (loss) for the period 38,866 26,307 -140 -40,946 453 24,540 6,555 86,692 117,787 

Assets
Property, plant and equipment 574,592 3,081,900 877,979 55,810 - 4,590,281 3,978,845 65,885 8,635,011
Intangible assets and Goodwill 43,920 107,048 49,550 75 571,751 772,344 549,122 14,230 1,335,696
Investments in associates - 20,238 - -23,835 49,521 45,924 1,686 -1 47,609
Current assets 159,152 442,570 57,273 792,842 -839,570 612,267 208,581 284,508 1,105,356

Equity and Liabilities
Equity and Minority Interest 81,582 864,882 190,378 6,079 -697,366 445,555 2,858,681 2,023,319 5,327,555
Current Liabilities 99,865 953,159 259,080 379,776 -545,615 1,146,265 274,160 -174,915 1,245,510

Other information:
Increase of the period
   Property, plant and equipment 105,400 535,294 381,463 19,973 - 1,042,130 828,519 24,538 1,895,187
   Intangible assets and Goodwill - 36,717 1,106 24 - 37,847 - 1,251 39,098

EDP Renováveis, S.A.
Group Activity by Operating Segment

Operating Segment Information for the year ended 31 December 2009

(Thousands of Euros)

Other and 
Adjustments 

EDP Renováveis 
Group

WIND ENERGY OPERATIONS

EUROPE

U. S. A.
Portugal Spain

Rest of 
Europe
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The following notes form an integral part of these Consolidated Annual Accounts
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Revenue 123,336 260,534 38,355 6,645 12,567 441,437 204,649 2,156 648,242
    External customers 123,336 258,590 38,355 287 19,270 439,838 204,649 2,286 646,773
    Other operating segments - 1,944 - 6,358 -6,703 1,599 - -130 1,469
Cost of consumed electricity -236 -10 - - - -246 -1,198 -78 -1,522

Changes in inventories and cost of raw materials and 
consumables used 19 -6,493 745 -18 943 -4,804 - 91 -4,713

123,119 254,031 39,100 6,627 13,510 436,387 203,451 2,169 642,007

Other operating income / (expenses)
   Other operating income 2,632 6,385 756 1,026 -946 9,853 115,318 60 125,231
   Supplies and services -17,633 -41,295 -7,573 -8,846 6,648 -68,699 -65,418 -14,187 -148,304
   Personnel costs -2,232 -7,029 -1,549 -3,855 - -14,665 -19,641 -7,608 -41,914
   Employee benefits expenses 968 -21 -1 -133 - 813 -1,346 -100 -633
   Other operating expenses -5,204 -6,334 -3,761 -84 61 -15,322 -17,926 -590 -33,838

-21,469 -48,294 -12,128 -11,892 5,763 -88,020 10,987 -22,425 -99,458

101,650 205,737 26,972 -5,265 19,273 348,367 214,438 -20,256 542,549
   Provisions 170 12 - - - 182 - 1 183
   Depreciation and amortisation expense -31,151 -106,745 -14,809 -1,387 - -154,092 -158,982 -1,276 -314,350
   Amortisation of deferred income / Government grants 658 154 - 1 - 813 1,589 1 2,403

71,327 99,158 12,163 -6,651 19,273 195,270 57,045 -21,530 230,785
Gains / (losses) from the sale of financial assets - 268 - - - 268 - - 268
Other financial income - -44 10,370 10,256 -10,200 10,382 6,218 2,144 18,744
Interest income 2,846 4,923 54 130,161 -130,145 7,839 692 8,442 16,973
Other financial expenses -32 -5,631 -4,524 -273 -8,655 -19,115 -59,590 -392 -79,097
Interest expense -25,711 -68,351 -17,370 -185,737 130,180 -166,989 2,477 135,458 -29,054
Share of profit of associates 421 3,788 - - - 4,209 -287 - 3,922
     Profit before tax 48,851 34,111 693 -52,244 453 31,864 6,555 124,122 162,541
Income tax expense -9,985 -7,804 -833 11,298 - -7,324 - -37,430 -44,754

      Profit (loss) for the period 38,866 26,307 -140 -40,946 453 24,540 6,555 86,692 117,787 

Attributable to:
Equity holders of EDP Renováveis 37,499 19,931 -319 -36,545 453 21,019 6,555 86,775 114,349
Minority interest 1,367 6,376 179 -4,401 - 3,521 - -83 3,438

      Profit (loss) for the period 38,866 26,307 -140 -40,946 453 24,540 6,555 86,692 117,787 

Assets
Property, plant and equipment 574,592 3,081,900 877,979 55,810 - 4,590,281 3,978,845 65,885 8,635,011
Intangible assets and Goodwill 43,920 107,048 49,550 75 571,751 772,344 549,122 14,230 1,335,696
Investments in associates - 20,238 - -23,835 49,521 45,924 1,686 -1 47,609
Current assets 159,152 442,570 57,273 792,842 -839,570 612,267 208,581 284,508 1,105,356

Equity and Liabilities
Equity and Minority Interest 81,582 864,882 190,378 6,079 -697,366 445,555 2,858,681 2,023,319 5,327,555
Current Liabilities 99,865 953,159 259,080 379,776 -545,615 1,146,265 274,160 -174,915 1,245,510

Other information:
Increase of the period
   Property, plant and equipment 105,400 535,294 381,463 19,973 - 1,042,130 828,519 24,538 1,895,187
   Intangible assets and Goodwill - 36,717 1,106 24 - 37,847 - 1,251 39,098
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    External customers 123,336 258,590 38,355 287 19,270 439,838 204,649 2,286 646,773
    Other operating segments - 1,944 - 6,358 -6,703 1,599 - -130 1,469
Cost of consumed electricity -236 -10 - - - -246 -1,198 -78 -1,522

Changes in inventories and cost of raw materials and 
consumables used 19 -6,493 745 -18 943 -4,804 - 91 -4,713

123,119 254,031 39,100 6,627 13,510 436,387 203,451 2,169 642,007

Other operating income / (expenses)
   Other operating income 2,632 6,385 756 1,026 -946 9,853 115,318 60 125,231
   Supplies and services -17,633 -41,295 -7,573 -8,846 6,648 -68,699 -65,418 -14,187 -148,304
   Personnel costs -2,232 -7,029 -1,549 -3,855 - -14,665 -19,641 -7,608 -41,914
   Employee benefits expenses 968 -21 -1 -133 - 813 -1,346 -100 -633
   Other operating expenses -5,204 -6,334 -3,761 -84 61 -15,322 -17,926 -590 -33,838

-21,469 -48,294 -12,128 -11,892 5,763 -88,020 10,987 -22,425 -99,458

101,650 205,737 26,972 -5,265 19,273 348,367 214,438 -20,256 542,549
   Provisions 170 12 - - - 182 - 1 183
   Depreciation and amortisation expense -31,151 -106,745 -14,809 -1,387 - -154,092 -158,982 -1,276 -314,350
   Amortisation of deferred income / Government grants 658 154 - 1 - 813 1,589 1 2,403

71,327 99,158 12,163 -6,651 19,273 195,270 57,045 -21,530 230,785
Gains / (losses) from the sale of financial assets - 268 - - - 268 - - 268
Other financial income - -44 10,370 10,256 -10,200 10,382 6,218 2,144 18,744
Interest income 2,846 4,923 54 130,161 -130,145 7,839 692 8,442 16,973
Other financial expenses -32 -5,631 -4,524 -273 -8,655 -19,115 -59,590 -392 -79,097
Interest expense -25,711 -68,351 -17,370 -185,737 130,180 -166,989 2,477 135,458 -29,054
Share of profit of associates 421 3,788 - - - 4,209 -287 - 3,922
     Profit before tax 48,851 34,111 693 -52,244 453 31,864 6,555 124,122 162,541
Income tax expense -9,985 -7,804 -833 11,298 - -7,324 - -37,430 -44,754

      Profit (loss) for the period 38,866 26,307 -140 -40,946 453 24,540 6,555 86,692 117,787 

Attributable to:
Equity holders of EDP Renováveis 37,499 19,931 -319 -36,545 453 21,019 6,555 86,775 114,349
Minority interest 1,367 6,376 179 -4,401 - 3,521 - -83 3,438

      Profit (loss) for the period 38,866 26,307 -140 -40,946 453 24,540 6,555 86,692 117,787 

Assets
Property, plant and equipment 574,592 3,081,900 877,979 55,810 - 4,590,281 3,978,845 65,885 8,635,011
Intangible assets and Goodwill 43,920 107,048 49,550 75 571,751 772,344 549,122 14,230 1,335,696
Investments in associates - 20,238 - -23,835 49,521 45,924 1,686 -1 47,609
Current assets 159,152 442,570 57,273 792,842 -839,570 612,267 208,581 284,508 1,105,356

Equity and Liabilities
Equity and Minority Interest 81,582 864,882 190,378 6,079 -697,366 445,555 2,858,681 2,023,319 5,327,555
Current Liabilities 99,865 953,159 259,080 379,776 -545,615 1,146,265 274,160 -174,915 1,245,510

Other information:
Increase of the period
   Property, plant and equipment 105,400 535,294 381,463 19,973 - 1,042,130 828,519 24,538 1,895,187
   Intangible assets and Goodwill - 36,717 1,106 24 - 37,847 - 1,251 39,098
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annual report 2009

financial statements

Revenue 97,108 281,277 18,766 5,290 -1,826 400,615 131,814 - 532,429
    External customers 97,108 274,731 18,766 124 3,722 394,451 131,814 - 526,265
    Other operating segments - 6,546 - 5,166 -5,548 6,164 - - 6,164
Cost of consumed electricity -222 -265 - - - -487 -506 - -993

Changes in inventories and cost of raw materials and 
consumables used 43 -10,652 -1,563 -5 926 -11,251 - - -11,251

96,929 270,360 17,203 5,285 -900 388,877 131,308 - 520,185

Other operating income / (expenses)
   Other operating income 864 2,673 801 1,330 -85 5,583 84,601 -660 89,524
   Supplies and services -11,437 -32,935 -4,368 -11,670 4,633 -55,777 -45,381 -5,789 -106,947
   Personnel costs -3,796 -9,338 -639 -4,759 - -18,532 -17,098 -1,381 -37,011
   Employee benefits expenses -11 -22 - -129 - -162 -928 - -1,090
   Other operating expenses -6,082 -4,763 -2,403 -43 74 -13,217 -14,034 467 -26,784

-20,462 -44,385 -6,609 -15,271 4,622 -82,105 7,160 -7,363 -82,308

76,467 225,975 10,594 -9,986 3,722 306,772 138,468 -7,363 437,877
   Provisions 166 641 - - - 807 -1 - 806
   Depreciation and amortisation expense -25,940 -85,963 -7,817 -358 - -120,078 -87,686 - -207,764
   Amortisation of deferred income / Government grants 540 155 - 1 - 696 - - 696

51,233 140,808 2,777 -10,343 3,722 188,197 50,781 -7,363 231,615
Gains / (losses) from the sale of financial assets - 2,363 - - - 2,363 - - 2,363
Other financial income - 1,475 299 39 - 1,813 1,317 222,522 225,652
Interest income 1,151 8,036 212 77,574 -79,750 7,223 1,872 36,154 45,249
Other financial expenses -50 -815 -1,158 -813 59 -2,777 -56,568 -221,966 -281,311
Interest expense -21,757 -68,029 -10,392 -122,505 67,542 -155,141 10,974 77,358 -66,809
Share of profit of associates -74 4,423 - 95 - 4,444 -6 - 4,438
     Profit before tax 30,503 88,261 -8,262 -55,953 -8,427 46,122 8,370 106,705 161,197
Income tax expense -8,038 -27,996 -378 19,130 290 -16,992 - -31,987 -48,979

      Profit (loss) for the period 22,465 60,265 -8,640 -36,823 -8,137 29,130 8,370 74,718 112,218 

Attributable to:
Equity holders of EDP Renováveis 22,469 45,524 -8,250 -26,717 -8,137 24,889 8,370 71,105 104,364
Minority interest -4 14,741 -390 -10,106 - 4,241 - 3,613 7,854

      Profit (loss) for the period 22,465 60,265 -8,640 -36,823 -8,137 29,130 8,370 74,718 112,218 

Assets
Property, plant and equipment 497,926 2,607,316 483,192 74,935 - 3,663,369 3,478,077 359 7,141,805
Intangible assets and Goodwill 49,224 110,014 -4,282 77 590,857 745,890 569,513 12,723 1,328,126
Investments in associates - 16,659 - 12 22,080 38,751 2,031 - 40,782
Current assets 58,209 385,771 49,328 410,809 -430,602 473,515 126,338 132,467 732,320

Equity and Liabilities
Equity and Minority Interest 52,560 844,480 133,785 34,534 -647,618 417,741 2,786,532 1,994,600 5,198,873
Current Liabilities 58,208 652,185 99,351 281,617 -297,890 793,471 175,002 -187,713 780,760

Other information:
Increase of the period
   Property, plant and equipment 81,950 713,174 205,248 8,921 - 1,009,293 1,212,603 374 2,222,270
   Intangible assets and Goodwill 40 31,358 99,151 - - 130,549 - - 130,549

EDP Renováveis, S.A.
Group Activity by Operating Segment

Operating Segment Information for the year ended 31 December 2008

(Thousands of Euros)

Other and 
Adjustments 

EDP Renováveis 
Group

WIND ENERGY OPERATIONS

EUROPE

U. S. A.
Portugal Spain

Rest of 
Europe

Others Adjustments Total

The following notes form an integral part of these Consolidated Annual Accounts
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Revenue 97,108 281,277 18,766 5,290 -1,826 400,615 131,814 - 532,429
    External customers 97,108 274,731 18,766 124 3,722 394,451 131,814 - 526,265
    Other operating segments - 6,546 - 5,166 -5,548 6,164 - - 6,164
Cost of consumed electricity -222 -265 - - - -487 -506 - -993

Changes in inventories and cost of raw materials and 
consumables used 43 -10,652 -1,563 -5 926 -11,251 - - -11,251

96,929 270,360 17,203 5,285 -900 388,877 131,308 - 520,185

Other operating income / (expenses)
   Other operating income 864 2,673 801 1,330 -85 5,583 84,601 -660 89,524
   Supplies and services -11,437 -32,935 -4,368 -11,670 4,633 -55,777 -45,381 -5,789 -106,947
   Personnel costs -3,796 -9,338 -639 -4,759 - -18,532 -17,098 -1,381 -37,011
   Employee benefits expenses -11 -22 - -129 - -162 -928 - -1,090
   Other operating expenses -6,082 -4,763 -2,403 -43 74 -13,217 -14,034 467 -26,784

-20,462 -44,385 -6,609 -15,271 4,622 -82,105 7,160 -7,363 -82,308

76,467 225,975 10,594 -9,986 3,722 306,772 138,468 -7,363 437,877
   Provisions 166 641 - - - 807 -1 - 806
   Depreciation and amortisation expense -25,940 -85,963 -7,817 -358 - -120,078 -87,686 - -207,764
   Amortisation of deferred income / Government grants 540 155 - 1 - 696 - - 696

51,233 140,808 2,777 -10,343 3,722 188,197 50,781 -7,363 231,615
Gains / (losses) from the sale of financial assets - 2,363 - - - 2,363 - - 2,363
Other financial income - 1,475 299 39 - 1,813 1,317 222,522 225,652
Interest income 1,151 8,036 212 77,574 -79,750 7,223 1,872 36,154 45,249
Other financial expenses -50 -815 -1,158 -813 59 -2,777 -56,568 -221,966 -281,311
Interest expense -21,757 -68,029 -10,392 -122,505 67,542 -155,141 10,974 77,358 -66,809
Share of profit of associates -74 4,423 - 95 - 4,444 -6 - 4,438
     Profit before tax 30,503 88,261 -8,262 -55,953 -8,427 46,122 8,370 106,705 161,197
Income tax expense -8,038 -27,996 -378 19,130 290 -16,992 - -31,987 -48,979

      Profit (loss) for the period 22,465 60,265 -8,640 -36,823 -8,137 29,130 8,370 74,718 112,218 

Attributable to:
Equity holders of EDP Renováveis 22,469 45,524 -8,250 -26,717 -8,137 24,889 8,370 71,105 104,364
Minority interest -4 14,741 -390 -10,106 - 4,241 - 3,613 7,854

      Profit (loss) for the period 22,465 60,265 -8,640 -36,823 -8,137 29,130 8,370 74,718 112,218 

Assets
Property, plant and equipment 497,926 2,607,316 483,192 74,935 - 3,663,369 3,478,077 359 7,141,805
Intangible assets and Goodwill 49,224 110,014 -4,282 77 590,857 745,890 569,513 12,723 1,328,126
Investments in associates - 16,659 - 12 22,080 38,751 2,031 - 40,782
Current assets 58,209 385,771 49,328 410,809 -430,602 473,515 126,338 132,467 732,320

Equity and Liabilities
Equity and Minority Interest 52,560 844,480 133,785 34,534 -647,618 417,741 2,786,532 1,994,600 5,198,873
Current Liabilities 58,208 652,185 99,351 281,617 -297,890 793,471 175,002 -187,713 780,760

Other information:
Increase of the period
   Property, plant and equipment 81,950 713,174 205,248 8,921 - 1,009,293 1,212,603 374 2,222,270
   Intangible assets and Goodwill 40 31,358 99,151 - - 130,549 - - 130,549
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Revenue 97,108 281,277 18,766 5,290 -1,826 400,615 131,814 - 532,429
    External customers 97,108 274,731 18,766 124 3,722 394,451 131,814 - 526,265
    Other operating segments - 6,546 - 5,166 -5,548 6,164 - - 6,164
Cost of consumed electricity -222 -265 - - - -487 -506 - -993

Changes in inventories and cost of raw materials and 
consumables used 43 -10,652 -1,563 -5 926 -11,251 - - -11,251

96,929 270,360 17,203 5,285 -900 388,877 131,308 - 520,185

Other operating income / (expenses)
   Other operating income 864 2,673 801 1,330 -85 5,583 84,601 -660 89,524
   Supplies and services -11,437 -32,935 -4,368 -11,670 4,633 -55,777 -45,381 -5,789 -106,947
   Personnel costs -3,796 -9,338 -639 -4,759 - -18,532 -17,098 -1,381 -37,011
   Employee benefits expenses -11 -22 - -129 - -162 -928 - -1,090
   Other operating expenses -6,082 -4,763 -2,403 -43 74 -13,217 -14,034 467 -26,784

-20,462 -44,385 -6,609 -15,271 4,622 -82,105 7,160 -7,363 -82,308

76,467 225,975 10,594 -9,986 3,722 306,772 138,468 -7,363 437,877
   Provisions 166 641 - - - 807 -1 - 806
   Depreciation and amortisation expense -25,940 -85,963 -7,817 -358 - -120,078 -87,686 - -207,764
   Amortisation of deferred income / Government grants 540 155 - 1 - 696 - - 696

51,233 140,808 2,777 -10,343 3,722 188,197 50,781 -7,363 231,615
Gains / (losses) from the sale of financial assets - 2,363 - - - 2,363 - - 2,363
Other financial income - 1,475 299 39 - 1,813 1,317 222,522 225,652
Interest income 1,151 8,036 212 77,574 -79,750 7,223 1,872 36,154 45,249
Other financial expenses -50 -815 -1,158 -813 59 -2,777 -56,568 -221,966 -281,311
Interest expense -21,757 -68,029 -10,392 -122,505 67,542 -155,141 10,974 77,358 -66,809
Share of profit of associates -74 4,423 - 95 - 4,444 -6 - 4,438
     Profit before tax 30,503 88,261 -8,262 -55,953 -8,427 46,122 8,370 106,705 161,197
Income tax expense -8,038 -27,996 -378 19,130 290 -16,992 - -31,987 -48,979

      Profit (loss) for the period 22,465 60,265 -8,640 -36,823 -8,137 29,130 8,370 74,718 112,218 

Attributable to:
Equity holders of EDP Renováveis 22,469 45,524 -8,250 -26,717 -8,137 24,889 8,370 71,105 104,364
Minority interest -4 14,741 -390 -10,106 - 4,241 - 3,613 7,854

      Profit (loss) for the period 22,465 60,265 -8,640 -36,823 -8,137 29,130 8,370 74,718 112,218 

Assets
Property, plant and equipment 497,926 2,607,316 483,192 74,935 - 3,663,369 3,478,077 359 7,141,805
Intangible assets and Goodwill 49,224 110,014 -4,282 77 590,857 745,890 569,513 12,723 1,328,126
Investments in associates - 16,659 - 12 22,080 38,751 2,031 - 40,782
Current assets 58,209 385,771 49,328 410,809 -430,602 473,515 126,338 132,467 732,320

Equity and Liabilities
Equity and Minority Interest 52,560 844,480 133,785 34,534 -647,618 417,741 2,786,532 1,994,600 5,198,873
Current Liabilities 58,208 652,185 99,351 281,617 -297,890 793,471 175,002 -187,713 780,760

Other information:
Increase of the period
   Property, plant and equipment 81,950 713,174 205,248 8,921 - 1,009,293 1,212,603 374 2,222,270
   Intangible assets and Goodwill 40 31,358 99,151 - - 130,549 - - 130,549
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Revenue 97,108 281,277 18,766 5,290 -1,826 400,615 131,814 - 532,429
    External customers 97,108 274,731 18,766 124 3,722 394,451 131,814 - 526,265
    Other operating segments - 6,546 - 5,166 -5,548 6,164 - - 6,164
Cost of consumed electricity -222 -265 - - - -487 -506 - -993

Changes in inventories and cost of raw materials and 
consumables used 43 -10,652 -1,563 -5 926 -11,251 - - -11,251

96,929 270,360 17,203 5,285 -900 388,877 131,308 - 520,185

Other operating income / (expenses)
   Other operating income 864 2,673 801 1,330 -85 5,583 84,601 -660 89,524
   Supplies and services -11,437 -32,935 -4,368 -11,670 4,633 -55,777 -45,381 -5,789 -106,947
   Personnel costs -3,796 -9,338 -639 -4,759 - -18,532 -17,098 -1,381 -37,011
   Employee benefits expenses -11 -22 - -129 - -162 -928 - -1,090
   Other operating expenses -6,082 -4,763 -2,403 -43 74 -13,217 -14,034 467 -26,784

-20,462 -44,385 -6,609 -15,271 4,622 -82,105 7,160 -7,363 -82,308

76,467 225,975 10,594 -9,986 3,722 306,772 138,468 -7,363 437,877
   Provisions 166 641 - - - 807 -1 - 806
   Depreciation and amortisation expense -25,940 -85,963 -7,817 -358 - -120,078 -87,686 - -207,764
   Amortisation of deferred income / Government grants 540 155 - 1 - 696 - - 696

51,233 140,808 2,777 -10,343 3,722 188,197 50,781 -7,363 231,615
Gains / (losses) from the sale of financial assets - 2,363 - - - 2,363 - - 2,363
Other financial income - 1,475 299 39 - 1,813 1,317 222,522 225,652
Interest income 1,151 8,036 212 77,574 -79,750 7,223 1,872 36,154 45,249
Other financial expenses -50 -815 -1,158 -813 59 -2,777 -56,568 -221,966 -281,311
Interest expense -21,757 -68,029 -10,392 -122,505 67,542 -155,141 10,974 77,358 -66,809
Share of profit of associates -74 4,423 - 95 - 4,444 -6 - 4,438
     Profit before tax 30,503 88,261 -8,262 -55,953 -8,427 46,122 8,370 106,705 161,197
Income tax expense -8,038 -27,996 -378 19,130 290 -16,992 - -31,987 -48,979

      Profit (loss) for the period 22,465 60,265 -8,640 -36,823 -8,137 29,130 8,370 74,718 112,218 

Attributable to:
Equity holders of EDP Renováveis 22,469 45,524 -8,250 -26,717 -8,137 24,889 8,370 71,105 104,364
Minority interest -4 14,741 -390 -10,106 - 4,241 - 3,613 7,854

      Profit (loss) for the period 22,465 60,265 -8,640 -36,823 -8,137 29,130 8,370 74,718 112,218 
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Property, plant and equipment 497,926 2,607,316 483,192 74,935 - 3,663,369 3,478,077 359 7,141,805
Intangible assets and Goodwill 49,224 110,014 -4,282 77 590,857 745,890 569,513 12,723 1,328,126
Investments in associates - 16,659 - 12 22,080 38,751 2,031 - 40,782
Current assets 58,209 385,771 49,328 410,809 -430,602 473,515 126,338 132,467 732,320

Equity and Liabilities
Equity and Minority Interest 52,560 844,480 133,785 34,534 -647,618 417,741 2,786,532 1,994,600 5,198,873
Current Liabilities 58,208 652,185 99,351 281,617 -297,890 793,471 175,002 -187,713 780,760

Other information:
Increase of the period
   Property, plant and equipment 81,950 713,174 205,248 8,921 - 1,009,293 1,212,603 374 2,222,270
   Intangible assets and Goodwill 40 31,358 99,151 - - 130,549 - - 130,549
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